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model
In this sbction I.will argue that the estimation of a

oethis tl;pe using currently available data is likely io result
of family
in both significant underestimates of the importarice

,social class as a determinant of eventual adult status and sig.

nificant overestimates of the egalitarian influence of schooling.
The biases in estimation arise from two main sources.

First,

.the avai101e data ailow only a partial specification of the
social class of the respondent's family.

The specification bias'

resulting from these data limitatiOns are exacerbated'by the
a

It

fact that while some of the available.variables are.measured
Th little error,.others contain a major error component.
Because "the measurement of the social background of the respon-

dents ii much more subject to error than is the measurement'

of,the respondens' years ok.schooling, the explanatory power
of the social background variables is understated relative to
the explanatory power of the respondents'. years of schooling.
I will first discuss the problem of specication bias, and

then take up the errors in variables problem.

The data available to test this model are from a U.S. Census
survey of slightly over 20,000 males 20-64 years of age in the
.1.9..ar

1962.1

Rq.appncicnts were asked to report their own occu-

lior a more comp14.e description o.f the propertis of the sample,
see Duncan and Blau (1967), pp. 10-19. 1 will discuss estimates
for the 25-34 year old age group only.
.
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ati:ainmcnt

well
(in years) as

of educational
ana
lc:vela
father or family
11 .ion
their
level of
educational
and
occupation
the
as
number of SiblIngs
the
included
data collected
to the
head. Additional
previous
in the year
income
his
and
of the respondent
has been stressed
famify
size
of
importance
the
Becadse
.survoy.
the number of
included
/ have
mobility,
of
by many students
social backof
measur.e
as a
by the respondent
siblings.reported
their fathers
and
of both respondents
occiipations
status index.
ground.. The
the Duncan sOcio-economie
to
according
were scaled
of educational
measure
sole
is the
schooling
of
of years

An ndex

attainment.

V.

A tablc of zero

order correlations

in an appendix.
appears
for these variables

the best attainabldempirical
data,
Given the available
appears to

mobility
model
of
underlying
of
the
representation
ED =

1)

aily

status of the.father,or
16 ycars old, as
wAs
pc= Lz.. the occupational
respondent
where.
head when the
respondent;
reported by the
the father or
schooling attained-by
of
the
years
by the respondent;
FED =
reported
fimily head as
by the respondent;
reported
of siblings
NS1B = the number
reported by the
occupation
status of the
the
=
OCC
respondent;
.

1.

NS.1B)
f(FOCC, FED,

FOCC, FED, NSIB)
g(ED,
.40CC =

2)

be:
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ED

INC

attai.ned by the
schooling
of
years
.= the reported
'respondent; and
in
the respondent
income
of
annual
= the'reported
the previous year.

-4 INC in'equatiop 2.
replace
OCC
will
A similar model
transmission of
that
the
test the possibility
In order to
inheritance,
through genetic
primarily
operates
.social status
versionof equations
modified
slightly
will also estimate a
l and 2:

Ii

.

la)

FiD, NSIB, YINT)
ED. 74.f(FOCC,

2a)

OCC = g(FOCC.,

YINT)
FBD,.NSIB, ED,

age
measured at a young
Iq
."
where yINT =.the respondent's
(arbud 6 years).11
0

squares.to estimate
of
least
the method
I intend to usc
system.
2 as a recursive
1
and
by.equations
the model represented
is postulated as
equation.1
by
represented
The relationship
this
equation 2. While
by
represented
cauiafly prior to that
estimation of 2 reqaires
unbiased
the
scoms.reasonhble enough,
the first
error term In
that
the
assumption
the complementary
with.that in the second.
Naldlima1
equation is uncorrelated
.

.

,

ia and 2a are
and
2
and
equations
1/
modes rcpresented by and estimated by O.D. Duncan. I have
--The
work on mobility.
similar to those developed
Dancan's_stimulating
(1968b), and Blau and
benefited great.ly_frpp
Duncan
(1968a),
See Duncan, et al.
1

Duncan (1967).
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This assumption

question.
is open to serious

The occu-

representation
is an incomplete

of one.'s parents
status
pational
inclusion of a variable
The
class back4round.
of one's social
undotibtedly
level of one's parents
educational
measuring the
of the
the social background
specification'of
improves the
for the direct
substitute
but it can hardly
somewhat,
respondent
of the
inComgr perhaps a measure
parents'
meaiurement of
Because
work.relations.
of
in the hierarchy
position
parents'
authority structure
in
tht
income ahd position
parents'
expect
we
of children
attainments
of producr.ion
influence on the educational
rito have soma
status and educational
occupational
parents'
independent of the
variance in the
unexplained
likely that the
it
seems
level,
part due to.the exclusion
is
in
of schooling
prediction of years
b'ackground of the
social
Of the
income as riieasures
and
of class
respondents.

.7

explain only .32
educational
level
and
35-44 year
1/
-Occupational status
in the sample of
earnings
percent of the variance of
males reported in Lluncan,
background
here is based on
old non-Negro, non-f:rm
r2
reported
(1968). The
and
Duncan
group seems relevant
ItFeatherman,
particular
age
This
have young
corrected correlatioAs.
group IT,ost likely to
it
is
the
to our concerns, as
children in the home.
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imperfect
Given the

measurement
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of tha

reflect these
2
will
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error
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thua yielding a
social background,
of
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unmeasured
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two
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thus serve in
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dimenof schooling
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measure
2 as a
error
equation
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of
The effect
parents.
of
the
class
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bias
to
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thus
to
system is
the responterms in this
predicting
in the equation
schooling
of
ficient of years
status or income.
ask how
*dent's occupational
We may went to
also be mentioned.
bias
must
A furthcz
status is
income or occupational
of the respondent's
the variance
much variance
beyod
and
above
attainment,
educational
I
explained by his
background.
class
measuring his
factors
prior
explained by the
variance as a measure
in the explained
increment
this
will interpret
To determine
mobility.
aocial
schooling to
of
of the cOntribution
I will estimate
variance,
in explained
increment
of the
the magnitude
income or occurespondent's
in which the
equation
a reduced form
of our exogenous
function
solely as.a
expressed
is
pational status
of the respondent.
background
social class
the
equation 2
variables measuring
of d'etermination.in
coefficient
the
by which
part
The degree
measure of that
is
a
equation
the reduced form
that
in
which
exceeds
status or income
schooling on occupational
the effect of
.

.

of

operates independently

of
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.

background
the social

of the rcspondent.

of
But note that some

which
status or income

occupational
reppondent's
of
the variance
in fact attribvariable.is
schooling
by the yea.7s of
is explained
with those
schooling
of respondent's
correlation
'utable to the
the parental odcupational
measured.by
of class not
dimensions
Thus the difference
variables.
parental education
status and
independent
exaggerates the
of variance:explained
in the fraction
influence
it captures the
as
of years of schooling,
influence
well'.
social class as
of
dimensions
the specificntion
.of some unmeasured
rectify
pArtikly to
attempt
made
an
have
developing
variabl.e and
a parCnts' Income
hypothcsizinR
product moment
tha
and column.in
relevant
row
estimates of the
sources.' The
variet'y
of
basis of datia tron a
the
crucial
mctrix on
appendix. The
the
desCribed in
u6ed
are
methods
zero order correlations
that
the
lc
used in the estination
income
assumption
icspondent's
hand
and
income on the'one
parents'
than the
..between
smaller
not
other aro
status Oti the
and
and occupational
father's occupation
correlations.betwean
corresponding
status,
occupational
and
income
respondent's
.

.

.

0

c.
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The above biases are due to the incomplete
specification
of the model and would arise even if the variables
which I

am

forced to use were accurately measured.
Unfortunately the
available data Contain serious inaccuracies. In the remainder

of this section I will attempt to estimate the magnitudes
of
the error components in each variable and to develop

a mct.hod

of estimating equations 3. and 2 which will
reduce the biases
due to the errors in variables problem.
..The data used in this essay were collected
by surveys,

and ften required the respondent to provide
retrospective
mati on such as his father's
occupation when the, respondent
c,.

was 16 years old. QUite apart from
erro3.:s in repponses likely
in these cases, some o.1 the data do not correspond
exactly to
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t.,

the models which we seek to estimate.
.

problem is to

This errors i:i variables

be

distinguished from the problems associated
with the inadequate specification of equations
sin the model
due to the incomi;lete measurement of
the social class of the
respondent Mentioned above. Confining
attention to the incomdo
plete set of variables on which we/have data,
we 'find that the
data available often do not measure what
they purport to measure,
and Further, that the measure itself,
even if accurately observed,
does not corre4ond to the *.variable in
our model.

.

I

.in a model of the effect of edUcation'
upon economic

like to

yaciuld

For example,

success, we

measure respondent's permanent incOme,
yet our
servations purport to measure only
annual income.

.

We may

generalize the problem as follows;
For each variable,' x, and
for any individual observation, i, we liave

x'i = x + u

3)

.where x

.

s..

:

= the true Value of the variable,
= the obierved value of the

variable,

111

an4'

= the error in measurement.

that errors of this type mill
bias the least squares
estimates of the regression
coefficients as weil as the coeffitent :of determination. The problem
is complicated by the

.W0 know

a
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likelihood that in certain eases the errors in
measurement
for one variable are not independent of errors
in other variables.

...--drong

I.

&.

.

.

In order to eliminate the biases arising
from the discrep
ancies bdtween the observed and true
.
.values of the varlaeles
used, I win: estimate the zero order
correlation coefficients
among the true variables, and use these
corrected eerrelation
.
,
coefficients to estimate the model of mobility1/
If we assume
'that the. errors, t. ,are uncorrelated with the
true values, x.,
.
cn
followg that2/
.

21.

4)

var (x ' ) = Nmax )

var (ta )

4.

'w

.:5.

.

..Now deine ri, t.he correlation of the true
value of xi with its
observed value, aS
.

...

This method is formally equivalent
(1963) and others. See appendix 1. to that suggeited by Johnston

To adept a more realistic
assumption would greatly complicate
-the task o?,, calculating corrected
would require data which are not correlation coefficients, and
.

available.

.

1%.

10

.

.
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or

the square root

of the fraction of the variance of

observed measure, whidh
the

is accounted for by the

x!

,

.the

variance of

x.

,

true measure. Then t'he observed correlation between any

pairofxrariablesanclx.,qj
of the true corrclation, r

kj

may be written as a function

the

and observed variables, r and r

'col:relations between the true

and the correfation of the
...errors in the two observed variables, rukj
r kj
'

6

rkj rk

,

r j + r ukj

corrected correlation coefficients, rkj will be used as
...
the normalized >i'x ratrix to estimate the model of class immo-

'The

.

..Cbil.5..ty.

For each variable I attempt to introduce independent data
concerning the degree .of. error in the' measu're's which I have
.. *' used in my regression equations. While the information 'used to

estitate the accuracy of the measures is. iself subject to serious
ques.tion arising from differences in samples, ages of respondents,

and varialAe. de.finitions, I believe that the carort axisihg
from erroneous estimates of reliability are cohsiderably less

serious than thoSo which would result if I were simply to use
the uncorrected data. Where the reliability estimates are par4,0ticularly questionable,' I will use a range of ialues to assess

ii.

\

,A

.

/
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/
the

sensitivity

of my.results to varying estimates of relia-

C bil:tty. 1/
i will consider the error in each variable in turn, and

pairs.ok

then deal with those

variables for which it seems likely
.

that the errors are correlated.

__

.

'Because the processeS of esti-

mating these values is somewhat complicated I have presented
only a general description of the methods used in the text.'
A fuller description appears ir appendix 1.

C.
lb

.

.

.

S.

4....,;.
-i,'

.

..

kl.;',

.

s\--

.

'ri...,
,-r!:

.
..1:,.

.

Kr;

S.
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definition and
concerning.the
turn first t6 problcm5
in the
(7
inaccuracies
from
of income. Abstracting
measurement
annual
have already noted that
income,
we
respondents' reported
in a model of the
variable
to
use
the correct
income is not
Most available
transfer of economic ttainment.
intergenerational
between the variance in
distinguish
us to
studies do not allow
variations on the
transient
to year-to-year
annual income due
However,
reporting errors on the other.
simple
one hand, and
fraction of the variance
the
estimateS
of
therd are a number of
accounted.for by both reporting
which
is
of observed income
in ahnual incOme. The estitransient
component
errors and the
only
available data implied that
with
the
..*Caste most consistent
the Nmriance
observed income is due to
variance
of
70% of the
square root of the figure,:.84, is
The
of permanent income.11
income
permanent and'observed
correlation
of
.the e'stimate of the
.

bf table 4.
which appcatj in column 3

respondent's
in the measurement of
problems
arise
Similar
is that tha definition
difficulty
here
The
.occopational statds.
in most of this
index
used
status
of the Duncan occupational
.

of
study may be an imperfect measure

understand by the word status.
what VRe customarily

Duncan

1.11.111.1111111.1/MIN.I.M.M...111.1111MIMINI/INIIM10111101101111......11110

choice of this figure, and presents
explains
the
el- Appendix 1
a series of alternative estimates.

13

4
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w
mo.

Table 4.

Variables Mcasuriaz
Errors
in
Estimated

Tilcomet Educational Level,
Background
Social-Class
Status, and
Occupational

Variable required

Measure used

Estimated correlation
of observed measure
With true value of
Variable required
(3)

(2)

(1)

Respondent's
occupational
statui

1.

2.*

Respondent's
perm.anent. income

Respondent's
educational
attainment

3.

Occupational
status of the
lather or family
head of respondent
***S.'

6.

7.

Educational attainment of father or
family head of.
respondent
Parents' permanent
income

Family size

Duncan's status

score
Respondent's annual
inpome

Respondent's years of
school attained (index)
Duncanls status score
of
for the occupation
father or family head

Years of school attained
(index) by father or

Parents' annu'al income

Number of siblings

appendix 1.
see section 3 and

.

.64
.91

.80

.80

family head

411.01.........r
Source;

.92

14

.84

.96
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predictor of intergcneris
a
better
shown that his measure
C.s
likely Other candidate,
than
eTle
most
ational status transmission
prestige of the occupations in
social
of
the
a direct measure
redefinition
1/ While it is distinctly possible that a
question.-son's
higher prediction.of
would
yield
a
of his staius index
allowance for this
reasonable
income, no
occupational status or
absence of a compelling argument
in
the
possibility can be made

While the marxian notion
empirical
measure.
for an alternative
the hierarchy of the
position
in
based on the person's
of cla'ss,

suggesteL (in section 2)
production,
was
.social relations of
this clais
empirical measur.e of
coricept,
no
-as an alternative
the basis that
will
proceed
on
Thus
I
-concept is at hand.
appropriate measure.
Duncan's status index is the
*

-/Duncan,

et al

(1964 ), pp. 62-3,
. .

--_
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The appropriateness of he measure, of course, does not obscure

che problem of errors in reporting
t. respondent'.s occupation.

I turn now to this problem, and

related questions concerning the accuracy of respondent's reports

of

heir own educational attainments.
ImMediately following the 1950 census, a post-enumeration

survey was conducted to check' the accuraty, of the- census
1/
responses.
A comparison of the respondents I reports to both

the Census and the post-Enumeration SUrvey allows an estimate
of the correlation of the true and repor.ted Values.

I have cal-

culated a number of values of this correlation based on alter-

native assumptions concerning both the relative accuracy of the

Census and the Post7Enumeration Survey, and the correlation of
(1'

errors in reporting to the two.surveys.

The method of calcu-

lation and the alternative estimates are described in apliendix 1.

The most plausible assumptions yield
a correlation of .92 and
91 respectively between the true and
observed values Of the
o9cupational status scale and educational attainments index.

irhese correlations are reported in column
3 of table'4.

ucb.Bureau of the Cen.Sus (1960)

16

.
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Note that while i have estimated the degree of error in
(7

reporting'one's educational attainments (column 3 of table 4),

have assumed that years of schooling is an accurate measure
of the level of educational attainment.

Years of schooling

attained should not be construed as an accurate.measure of the
total school resources devoted to a respondent's schooling.
While the amount of.resources "enjoyed" per year is associated

with the years of school eventually attained, the correlation
is far from perfect.

Whatever bias arises due to this discrep-

ancy operates -- though not necessarily wits equal force

for

both the respondent's schooling and that of his parents.

Consider now the accuracy of the respOndents'
reports of
their parents' occupation and
education. 'The data used here
are from a survey in which
respondents were asked to report the

l

highest level of schooling attained by the father
or family heaa,
as well as thi occupation held by the father
or family head at the
time the respondent was a teenager.

Errors in reporting these data are

Qndoubtedly more sovere than in reporting information
concerning
one.'s own eaucatiollai level

and occupation.

. .
.

11:
Ce.

.0 0.

.. owwo

.

1

/Sec the next section for
,a discussion Of biases arising 'from
. the inadequate
measurer.ant_of zchoo-L.
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I.

Blau,

of int:el:generational mobility,
survey
of
their
As part
administered a survor to
associates
Duncan, and their

usual questions concerning
which
the
on
"70 males in chicago

with an item eliciting the
asked,
along
ircnts sttus were
old. The decennial
address when he was 16 years
respohdent's
16th birthday were then
respondent's
the
Censuses nearest to
respondent's father's
Census report of the
extract
the
searched to
occupation.

were
the original 570,, there
foLind
that
of
It was

,

Inclusion in the
the study.
be
used
in
137 cases which could
recalled his
that the respondent had correctly
s.tudy required

to the question cOncerning father's
had
responded
address and
father had also responded
the respondent's
and
that
d7occupation,
of the matched responses
A
study
the
Census..
to that question on
father as reported by th.e.
of
the
then compared the occupation
(presumably by the
reported to the Census

.respondenth.that

father or mother of the'respondent).
.occupation's to both surveys

igere

When those reportin5 farm

total
eliminated (reducing the

scaled by the Duncan* status
occupatiohs
were
to 115) and the
between the occupational staLus
4..t1 zero ozder correlation
score,
.74.. There is a
b'y
the
son
was
and
as reported kiy .the father
the census years from which
downward.bias in.this measure, as
takn did not correipond exactly
reports
were
the father'i own
On the other hand,
the
respondent.
of
age
of
to the 16.th year
1

.

.

O.

.
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in

implicit.in
upward bias'is

studied was selected.

snmple to be
the methqd by which the

respondents
The study automatically excluded

retrospective fact (their
recall
another
who could not correctly
those who had left blank the
well
as
16),
as
address at age
and thosewhose father
father's
occupation
question concerning
when asked by the Census'
that
question
not' filled out

had also

.enumerator.

While these considerations

balance to
would seem to point or

of the responses,
in the estimated accuracy
upward
bias
an
cOrrected
with the data on cohorts
consistent
use of the figure is
as well
changes in a generation survey,
by the 1962 occupational
this figure,
I have, therefore, used
data..
other
census
as with
of
the accuracy of reports
independent
evidence
on
and, lacking any
applied it to that variaa)le as well.
attainments
parents educational
estimate
of this xeliability
I.that
use
It is shown in Appendix
data implies a negligible
independent
census
in conjunction with
occupational and educational
correlation of errors in reporting

attainment.

of siblings
of reports of number
of
the
accuracy
The estimate
I/a correlation of
Duncan reports
reasoning.
is based on the following
reports of.children ever
and
reinterview
.96 between mother's' census

reinteiview was
assumption that ihe
extreme
born: Naking the
in reporting
adults are' as inaccurate
and
that
totallY accurate
children ever born,
in
reporting
siblings
as
'number of

1(

IV

See Appendix I.

.
.

\

In a personal communication.
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-19-20-

the correlation

of siblings
number
actual
and
reported
'between

.96.2/
In

obi l t v

and intercenerational
education
of
tnodel
craDirical
variables
An
4.
main
in
the
errors
significant
of
the
The oxiatence
well
as
as
mobility research
social
in
of social.
castOrnarily used
dimensions
im.3ortant
possibly
of
results of
frequent exclusion
in
the
discrepancies
apparent
the
explain

strat-

class may

in the
schools
role
of
the
concerning
.studies
a number of
observation
direct
using
Various studies
process.
found a strong
ification
have
criteria
classification
and quite detailed
background
class
social
1. /
between the
relationship
schooling:their
Latistical
of
amount
and
the :type,
individuals and

quality,

stabut'using
measures of class,
reporting
minimizing
of
effect
had the
which
techniques

f
basod on cruder
studies
Other

tistical

inaccurate as the
was
as
by Duncan
would ba
.98
mentio:led
figure
of
a
the reinterview
uncorrelated,
are
errors
Census, and the
more appropriate.
(1944),
Warner and Loeb
(1949)i iavighurst1

:41/liollingshead

(1941)
Warner and Lunt

20
r-
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1/
concldsions.
similar
to
trors have cane
recent study,
hand,
ono
other
the

On

using

individual dota

themrespondents
by
the
parents reported
class
of
social
on the
minor role.
plays
a
very
class
found that social
has
selves,
schools or the
children
to
of
assignment
explaining either the
within schools.2/
performances
in
.differences
inconsistency in tho
'further
out
a
O.D. 'Duncan has pointed

evidence oa schooling and
model

stratification.1/ He used a
social
the
by equation la to predict

similar to that described

Sample of U.S. males 25-64
in
a
leyel of educational attainment
common social background,
share
a
Because brothers

.,years of age.

genetic endooratent;
identical)
(but
not
as well as a similar
corredegree
of
the
predict
able to
model of this type should be
by brothe2.:s.
attained
schooling
yearS of

lation

betwerm the

Yet
of
.341.
correlation
exr.)eced
yield
an
estimates
Duncan's
the major
3/
notes,
As
Duncan
is .69.
the observed correlation
in th^
Income
.
using
averave
1969). By
inco...1c,
Owen
(
.1
inkliyidual
than
/Sext.on (1961),
rather
,""...
the school,
served
by
the dee of c.....6.
peig.hborhood
reduced
both sc.xton and ower: s4gnificantly
memo.. ray=

.

.

.

.

,

in their
2

/Hauser

measures
(:1969).

of class.

..,

.

of one's
reporting
in
the
for E...rrors'
.
3/Tnis
figure is corrected
brother, on the assumption are
one's
that
of
educational level and oliler brother 's educational attainments
that reports of one's of one's own attainments.
as accurate as reports
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predicted
that
and
correlation
actual
the
of
of
errors
discrepancy betwcen
the existenae
suggests
strohgly
. In section five I will
equations
his
by
or model mi-specification.
measurement

subjebt

my

taodel

to a similar test.
the differences
all
of
that
doubtful

among

of specishoXtcomings
solely by
expla...ned
be
of
these studies could
.
importance
apparent
the
in variables,
and
errors
fication
absence of
relative
studies, and the
in
some
these problems
the major inclue
to
does providea
others,
in
problems

.

while it seentes

.

I/

t.hese

findings reported.tile
study
this
consistencies
of
resuls
then, that the

s'urprising,
data uncorrected
similar
using
of studies
those
from
.differ somewhat
proeducational
of
by studies
Bowles and Levin
suggested
is
(1970),
other
(Bowles
and
work
14 similar comparison
own
education
In my
explair
of parents'
functions.
ordinarly
measures
duction
that
by school children achievement. ()the
(1968b)) / have found
reported
class
scholastic achievement
social
of
variance in variance
indices
of
of
the
fraction
of
of
the
minute
measures
only a
fraction
the'
that
3.963)
Wolf
by
studies suggest by these and similar self-reported
study
Yet a
of the
.explained
one-fifth.
measure
the
scores
exceed
not
that
of
home found
variance
in
the
the
parents' status does
64% of
explained
home envir-.
based on direct observation
of
the
resnondent
of
the
Wolf's measures
well as their
social background
Because
behavior
as
of parental
scholastic achieveent.
an overestimate
to
be
observation
figure appearsNonetheless, it does sugges
onment included
this
of social class
objective circumstances,
of social class.
measure
power
from- the
and accurate
of the explanatory
complete
a
different
on
substantially
reported
that studies based
conclusions
erroneously
and
yield*
are likely to
based on incomplete
usual investigations\

It is not
.

measures

of class.
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Table 5

presents the

s'pecification and measurement
of
foi errors
equations 1 and 2,
versions
of
stimates of modified
(including parents'
parents
the
social background of
oc
the
measures

relating our

income)

achievement, and then
educational
to the respondents'
measures
attainment
educational
both the background and

relating
the respondents' occupational
presents the estimates

social bac:cground

of the

and

income status..

to

Table 5 also

the
reduced form equation using only

occupational
variables to predict the respondents'

and income status.

should be noted.
results
of
the
The following characteristics
52 percent of the
background.
explain
(i.rst, the measu.res of family
the respondent.
obtained
by
of
schooling
variance of the years
to be a significant
attained
appears
Second, years of schooling
of the
occupational
status
the
determinant of both the earnings and
than for
status
occupational
for
raore so
respondent, although much
income is over 1.5
schooling
to
.earnings. The gross relationship of

of the ocial class background
relationship
net
times as large as the
of the apparent
that
much
finding suggests

presented here. This
class
retUrn
to
social
in
fact
a
economic return to schooling .is
background.

introduction of a measure
below
that
(It will be seen

of early IQ reduces

the

apparent net effect of

sch.00ling

still

further.)

the social background, o'
schooling
and
of
Third, years

explained
fraction of variance
twice
thc
1./Th i s is over
in Blau Ianci Duncan (1967).
uncorrected variables

by the
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wwww
-Father's.

155

occupational
status
.

(58.8)

112

Schooling and mobitY,

(185.6)

-.181
(832.3)

197

.(10.9)
.

(105.7)

.

.309
(342.4)

.-.114
(53.5)

-.102
(33:8)

. 112
(27.7)

..412

Respondent's
nuMber of
siblings

Normalized re ression coefficients of:a

.

'Father's
parents'
years of
_schooling__ income
.204
(108.6)

b.

..1131

(62.3)

.743
(2955.3)

.203
(76.2)

Respondent's
years of
schooling

Table 5. Reoression Eauations for thn model of
Backgrounds4 25-34 Years Old
U.S. Non-Negro Males with Non-Farm

.

.

(29.5).
. 173
(77.3)

.057
(17.4)

.154
(43.3)

F-statistics in parentheses.

Respondent's
occupational status

occupational. status

Respondent's

earnings

Responderit's

Respondent's
earnings

years of schooling

Respondent's'

pepgn_dent variable .
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

a.

b.

insignificantly different froni zero.
In a prior astimate this coefficient was
presented here was estimated without this variable.

.R

2

"NMI

.517

.151

.130

.603

.338

The equation

C.

represented by the Occupational
Refers to experienced civilian labor force, 1962, as
changes in a Generation survey sample.

4
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Fspondent together expinin 15.1 percent of the variance of
earnings nnd.60.3 percent of the variance of occupational statuc.1/

While the variance of earninss explained is Considerably greater
here than in studies of the same sample taking no account of the errors
in variables problem, it is still remarkably low.
'Fourth; the variance of earnings explained by the social bnck-

ground variables alone is only slightly less than that explained by
thes.e variables along with the educational attainments of the respondent.

The social background variables alone explain 13.0 per-'

cent of the variande of earnin:gsYThe additional variance explained
by years .of schooling is only 2.1 percent.

I infer from this

mutat that years of schooling attained exerts a comparatively
minor independent influence on earnings independent of social back(
-1.ound9

Most of the'impact of years of schooling on earnings appears

.to be a direct transmission of economic status from one.generation
to the next.

hotice however.that this does not appear'to. be the ease when
occupational status is used as the dependent variable,

The results

suggest that Fhile education exerts a major independent influence
on occupational attainuent, this influence does not translate into

.a major independent influence on earnings.

The dis.crepancy between

these results may bC explained by the wide' dispersion of earnings
.within occupational categorloc.
allimbreolif.71111PITSIWOMM:10.16~4.

11111

1/
--UsIng the uncOrrected correlation matrix from Duncan
( the analogous figures are 8.7 and 42.3.
.

I

al.(1.968),

2/.
--Tnc social background variab1 es. here include number of siblings.
If that variable is excluded, the x2 falls to .12. .using the uncorrected data 'from Duncan et al. (19581 the r2 is .054 with number of
siblings in the equation and .045 without.

25
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It might be argued, of course, that the explanatory poer

of

the schooling variable would be increased if X had used a

measure of the quality as well.as the duration of schooling.
While' this is undoubtedly true, the importance of this point
is easily exaggerated.

In the first place,.if by gchool quality

we refer to measures of resources used, we must ask whether these
have any substantial effect upon the later occupational status
and earnings of students.

'has

I am aware of only one study which

attempted to measure the impact Of variables such as per

pupil

expenaiture and class size on later earnings for the white

population.

1/

Richard morgenstern estimated the relationship

(:batiween earnings of urban workers and the levels of resource

use

I

in sChooling in the state of the worker's origin.a(

In a

rather

.fully.specified model including measures of the social class of

-the

respondents and their years of schooling attained, the esti-

.......am..........waswdb..11P.

*amain/M.

211 found significant estimdtes of the effect Of class size,
teacher quality, and an index of educational innovation on earnings
five years after leaving high school for a sample of about 200
(Bowles (1969).) However, tha social class
.northen blacks.
background of these Iltudrnts waS so poorly measured. that I am
unable to eXcludc the popsibility that the apparent importance
of "sdhool resources" in!these estimates is a reflection of those
aspects of the.social c3hss of the students which were not measured
expaicitly in the model 1:nd were highly correlated With the ouality
of the school inputs. ipr more evidence concerning blacks, beset
vith sirni1r ambiguitief. see morgenstern (1970).
1-.

1,24:orgenstern (1970).

rcX
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..mate of the influence of school resources upon earninejs was
(.

'insignificantly different from zero.

Wale improved Meas'ures

of both social c4ss and school resources might alter morgenstern's

results, his resei=ch does raise serious questions concerning.
the inAportance,of..the usuai quality, of schooling variables in

a model such as this.

1/

Secend; evenit we were to conclude that.s.chool resources

made a major contriimtion to later occupational status and earnings,
the importance of the bias resulting from the exclusion of this
'measure.bf school quality may still be questivAled.

Because the

'Tears of schooling ittained and the average quality of-schooling

year are highly correlated, some of'the potential explanatory
power of the quality dimens:on of school.in4 is already captured
by the years of schooling variable.

The positive association

of.quality and quantity o'f idhooling arises in partlpecause the
college-bound students are likely to attend well-endowed elementary
But even in tha absence of resource ine-

:and secondary schools.
.

qualities among students.at a given level, the fact that resources
per year rise as one prIceds from elementary through high school
1

/Studies showing significz.nt effects of school resources upon
scholastic outcomes (adiievement scores, for example) ire not
germane to this discusson unless it can be 'shown that the scholastic.outcorr.e bei'ng meisured has.soma relationship to the later
(eoliomic success of the 1;tudent. For some doubts on this point,
Lso tho discussion below.
1..ce Bowles (1970), and

27
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four-year.colleges would produce
Cjunior collcgesima'finally to
attained and resources per
a positive correlation between years
year.
variables
Third, even 54 the addition of sehool quality
.

of the respondents
did increase the ezcplanatory power
alter
in the model, this'would not necessarily

education

inference con-

cerning the role of schooling in transmitting status from gener.

ation to generation.

Differences in sehool resources, and their

differential Ilse on behalf of some children and against the

among the means by which
interests .of others, are prominen .
family b'ackgrOunds are passed on to children.

Thus X would

expect to.find that differences in school quality ate closely
associated with measures of the social class of the students.
The'se class inequalities in school quality presumeoly operate

through greater
both tim'Ough inequalities at each given level and

likelihood that upper class students will attend school longer;
thus increasing the portion Of their educational experience in
.

..=

levels of schooling at which the average.amount of resources

per year for all students emolled is relatively high. 'Evidence
concerning social class inequalities in resources among schools

,.

at.given'leveIs ib!presented in table 6.
I

(./

See Hollingsheael (1949) and Lynd (1930 ) .
.

I.

Note thz.it these esti-
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Inenua141.a(.,s

Scthool. Rcsoorce:-;
)n E)..ernary_
with a

Availabilitysociated
Table
in Resourco
in Piluily_12coise.
purcont Difeorcnce
Difference
PC":CCnt
:

'

One

Within citiesb

Between citiesc

Resource

real educational
1. Current
per student
'expenditure

real elementary
2.
salary
..school teacher
Teacher-student

3.

d
24

ratio

.

5.

a.

.(I

.69e

(5.0)

n.a.

(2.67)

4

4.

(6.6).

.20
(4.21)

Average

.

.730

n.a.

..43

per pupil

d

Real 'expenditure
on teacher salary

n.a..
1.20d

(6.9)

of teacher
Verbal ability

in parentheses.
effect
nci
income
of
null hypothesis
for'the
t-ratios
calculated

estimates are elasticities
Dependent
four within-city
variables.
first
of
the
The
.b.
from a prior
equation at the means
linear
residual
the
from a
inputs upon
equations were
resource
in
these
of
these
,ariab1es
variations
regressed the level
within-city
which
The
'equation
income of the city.
served by the
family
neighborhood
the
the median
family income in
schools in nine
refer
to
elementary
in income
200 public
were drawn from
sample included
1965
and
The
Achool.
refer to the year
Data
reports. The
tract
cities.
large U.S.
and U.S. Ce.nsus
elasticity is
al. (1966)
ability
Coleman,
et
James
teachers' verbal
family
within-city
neighborhood
foi
the
and
school
estimate
both city
including
ability score as depaneent
equation
from an
verbal,
with the mean IIC:achers' .
'

income,
:variable.

'

ir

.

!

in the logarithms
equation.linear
from an
family incomes
ca1cu74ated
and
median
Elasticities
c.
for
Salik:ies, expenditures,
each city. Data
variables.
of the
index
for
living
costof
refer to the year
deflated
by
a
sample
were
the
Education
towns y.ncluded in
and the National
the 92 cities and
Census
the U.S.
ability
teachers' verbal
1960 and were drawn fro:7
for
the
previous note.
income\ ?aasticity
in
the
The
Associatiorl.
equation described
from:the
calculated
:score is
.

.

(

d. Sour6e : Owen ( 1969) i

1

.

C.

Source:

Owen (

.

RS.

_:

19701

.
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rfrthe degree oforesource
under.state
1;:l 3S may

inequality, as they

through
which arise within schools

inequalities
abstract from
means of class segregation.
and
other
tracking
resources
objected that school
be
While it will.no'doubt
difficult to conceive of
it
is
school quality,
do not measure
which will be at the
quality
school
measures-of
operational
adult 4conomic success
influence
on
their
same time important-in
attained and
schooling
of
with years
correlated
highly
and not
common* suggested
The
most
the Tespondent.
the social class of
all counts.
appears to fail on
"schOlaitic.achieVement
jneasure
variance among individual
the
extent that wt àa'n explain
..To the
pf the
the iocial class
adhiavement,
btudents in scholastie
variable. The increment
explanatory
the mairt
student seems to be
scores assoachievement
variance of scholastic
in'the explained
resource varpolicy
and
of school
ciated with the introduction
meaiures of. the
crude
alrea&'y including
iables.in an equation
I4usordinarily very small.
student
is
of the
social background

.

in table 7.
presented
trative estimates are
mea'sures of school
available.
from table:7 that
I infer

the explanatory
quality add very little to
ground in the

powe'r of social back-

scores.
orediction of achievement

Better Tritasures

variations in school
that
not.suggest
outcomes, but
1/The data in table 7 do
scholastic
ffect
on
e
measured
tpolicy or resources have no
as conventionally
and
resources
rather that school.policy
already measurf:d statistically
influence
not
this .problem
exercise very. little
For a discussion of
variables.
by the social class
and (196a)).
zee Bowles and Levin ()a5F.)n)
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Table 7.

txnlained
Achievement
vcrbal
Are
Variance'in
Policiesa
of
and
in Percent
Resources
Increnent
Indices of
ReDresentinqjchool
Various
which
in
Variables
When
mwmyr.....um.rw....
into an Eruation
Backaroundb Are measured
Introduced
Social
Student's
Grade

.80

4.90

2.96

.77

2.14.
Black, South
2..38.

Black, North.

.

.

Black

6

j

Sample of
students

.

total; U.S.

.72

12

9

2.26

2..77

:83

.57

.7.52
-

White, South

8.64

1.45

3.14

5.19

6.96

1.60

3.16

.73

.33

White, North

.47

CO.te .qotal, U.S.

Source:

.32

átal.
J.S. Coleman,
are:

(1966).

Student's characteristics
.

characteristics
a. School
cin staff
expenditure
pupil
'per
student in library
per
Igatmes
(9 and
facilities
lab
Science
12 only)

1"
Urbanism
Parents' education
Father absent
jamily size

in home
Consumer durables in home
Reading material

actiVities
(9 and 12 only)
curric..accelerated
of
Presence
only)
ulum (9 and 12
of curriculum
Comprehensiveness12 only)

Bxtracurricular

(9 and

(9 and 12.only)
tracking
.U.se of
tracks (9 and
between
Movement
12 only)

only)
Size
(9 CI-Jd. 12
counselors
duidance
sutlrb, tokm,
(city
School location
dou :ry)
.
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and resources

174Ould

Undoubtedly °alter the

of school policies
but even a 'substantial
somewhat,
by table 7
conveyed
picture
long as the scholastic
import
as
not bt,1%.. of great
would
with the
change
correlated
highly
themselves are
achievement scores

Zf the Armed. Forces
attained.
of. schooling
of
years
number
scholastic
for
a
proxy
as
a
Test may be taken
Qualification
for this cor
of
-.68
estimate
arrive at an
test,
we
achievement
.,
variance.
of
the
part
that a sabstantial
suggesting
of
relation,11
the
years
by
measuree
already
is
of scholastic achievement
schooling variable.
of the achieveuse
in
the
problem involved
seri6us
The mbre
is that
score)
the
AF(Al
such as
relatives
(or
its
merit score
upon
schooling
of
effect
that
the
evidenCe
.thei:e is Very littie
through the
degree
si4nificant
to
any
opertes
ono:nic success
development
cognitive
of
types
the
effect of schooling upon
which schooling
through
medium
sole
If
the
tests.
measured fn *these
by achievement
measured
as
development

Qp9rated was cognitive
then we ould expect

an indiaddition
of
to find that the
.tests,
of schooling to
using
years
ari equation
vidual's test score to
S.

old and 'is
years
25
34
U.S..males The test-retest reliabilre'fers
to
is
The corre.Latxon
variables.
correlation
in
coth
for errors
The unecirrect.od
higher
corrected
..95.
is
aboul
considerably
report
A
ity of the AFQS.
sources
r
completed.
O
(1965b)
.
schooling
of
year
Duncan
from
Office
FV1iscore anJ
General's
bzttween
Adjuntant
correlation Research Tpvision, The
well as on the recorrela{:ion
as
pee Personnel
on tl.is
(1945) for evidence
11,F0T.

liability of the
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of
cocfficic:nt
in the
result
contriearnings would
education
if
hand,
pther
tjredict individual
On the
sto zero.
'effect on cognitive

of its

sfooling falling
bated

independently
be
entirely
would
schooling
to earnings
of years of

reduced

studies by

the coefficierit 1/
unpublished
development,
Independent
(
Bajema
amount.
by
minor
tlie study
relatively
well
as
by a
as
is
Griliches,
and
schooling
Conlisk,
years of
of
cutright,
coefficient
the iniroregression
upon
the
indicate that
highly significant
remains
predicting
function
reduded and
to
a
only slightly
cognitive development
of
these results
measure
of
a
preliminary,
duction
Though
income.
earnings largely
earning6 or

upon
influence
2/
exerts
schooling
achievement.
suggest that
scholastic
to
tion
the exclusion
contribui
fiom
ok its
independent
biases arising
of
in part
importance
the
estimated,
in summaryl,
adequately
be
cannot
school
*mean
by
varibles
what we
specify
of School qualiV
to
that
adequatefy
doubt
to
inability
lead me
because of our
the above considerations
the successful
Nonetheless,
follow
.
would
quality.
results
the
in
..
modifications
in the
important
variable
the other
in
of a school quality
bias operating
inclusion
is
a
difficult to assess

individual

an

Equally

would be
case
this level of
in
education
between the
this

of
coefficient
the
which in
in
correlation
14he reduction assumed positive
variables
affects
education
non--cognitive
by the
which
through
explained development and the
cognitive hypothesized as the mediuM
model are See

f,?

earnings:

I/This

Gintis

argument

(1970).

(1969).
Gintis
is ased on
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contriindependent
of
the
overstatement
direction, towards the
or occupational
high
income
attainment
of
of schooling to the
bution

earlier, which arises as
mentioned
the
bias,
status.. This is
specification erx:or involved in the incomplete

a

result of the

measurement of social. class.

0

social class
inheritance
of
and
the
5. Intel:licence
in
the estimates presented
with
consistent
An explanation
arises from the
immobility
status
that
section four =grit assert
*intelligence in occupational success.
inherited
of
important role
high intelparents
have
high
status
argued that
a

.

Thus it might be

their children., who
genetically
to
they
pass
on
ligence which
that
the
outset
Note
at
status.
tor this reason achieve high
intelligence is both highly
meaiured
holds
that'
this explanation
than
1/Because the average age of the AFDC sons is much lower,predicting
have used equations

group, I
that of the 25-34 year old
population, to afford
of
the
non-AFDC
full-time
job
the first
Schiller's data, which refer
more,appropriate cormarison with

to the actual job held. \

a
.
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While
status.
of
adult
determinant
important
and
an
heritable
second seems of
the
assertion,
first
.1
the
'question
will not
.

.

25-34 'year old U.S.
of
white
In sample
validity.
doubtful
(the AFQT score) explains
'intelligence
general
of
and
males, a measure
status,
occupational
of
.varianc6
of
the
only 25 percent
of earnings.1
yariance
of
the
16 percent
children as an
for
young
on' IQ tests
.
used
scores
I have
IQ tests administered
,

.

/

a.

imperfeCt measure

of genetic

endowment.

a
appear eta measur...1

variety of

years
than'
four
ages'less
at
important 'in the IQ
apparently
not
,trai.ts, some oE which Pare
the use
avoided
lave
reason,I
a'ges. .2/ For this
at
later.
tests
the
uSed
instead
and
have
early ages
from
very
scores
of test
aged 6 -.8.
children
for
scores
of the variance
portion
estimate'
the
to
Ideally I would be able
endowgenetic
the
to Variations in
'attributable
of the IQ scores
A
"error."
to
var.iance
of the
ment

ana ascribe the remainder

Im

4.

CPO

correlation
variacorrected, in addition,

simple
based on Duncan'S (1968b)
for restricted

1/The figures are
figures are corrected,I izave
His
coefficients. population of veterans.
of the
iziaccuracy
bility in the
and
for
of the test
for unreliability
occupational StS scores.

2/Bayley (1949).

income and
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of
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this
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test
IQ
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,

.

.

I
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reas'onable
used in the study.
variables
class
social
of
the
the 'true .values
of this type
calculation
an illadtrative
attempt
I
used.
lthough
estiirtates
actual
in the
confidence
little
beloky, I have
represcores
test
IQ
let the
deci:ded
to
have
For *this reason I
21
IQ.
than* "measured
noth5.ng more
SI

sent

that IQ test

likelihood
strong
the
Given
extent a reilection of

.1-1-W social

icores at:

age 6-8

parent's
class of the

are to some

attained, as well as
already
quality' of schooling
length
and
and the
that I am attributing
/ believe
gpnetic inheritance,
the subject's
than would be
more explanatory

'considerably

power,

to the fQ measure

of the purely,7
estimates
empirical
genetic
wiiich
allowed
model
in
a
the cate

%P.
1/X

for

,11111,...1..M.I.a.na/m11.a.1111WMOINIIIIMII.M..101~1II110.1
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IQ
test
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measure'. :
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.
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k

C
component

of tho intelligence

An adequate
(at

score.

would require
explanation
test of the genetic

of adults

from a representative.sample
data
the very least)

and educational

infor-

occupational
the usual
had
far'whora :we
parents, as well
their
and to
to themselves
mation pertaining
before the major
early
age,
taken at Some
of
IQ
as a measure
the IQ
operate.upon
able
to
been
schooling have
of
for a sample
effects
not'available
typa are simply
score.11 Data of this
U.S..population.
of the white male
all representative
by the
which is at
forced upon us
inferior alternative
distinctly
is a
the product
construct
d'ata, we can
appropriate
and
absence of *the
variOus
sources,
using
synthetic sample
for
a
matrix
the
'.moment
inferences from
basis
of
the
cells
on
filling in missing
adding to the
involves
2/ This method
and
available correlations.
section, a column
the previous
matrix used in
correlation
measured
our' already
with
the correlations
representing
sa row
to the respondents
administered
Scores on IQ tests
during aqolesccnce,
or
even
:L/Sal:nple's using
reached adulthood,
in interpretation,
hae
they
difficul:ties
after
effects of
ihsurnountable
meeisures
the
present almost for these individuals
child, as
of
the
score
as the IQ
childhood experience
entire
schooling and the
makeup.
well.as his genetic

24his is

ihe i'llethod used

by Duncan

dr,

(l561.7b).
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early
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of intelligence
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is of course diffiexercise
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of
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pretation
correlations
which the various
uppn
samples
to
cult, as the
it seems worthwhile
Nonetheless,
same.
not
the
with
based are
as possible
much
care
taking as
estimate,
these
attempt
in measurement,
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samples,
of
non-coinparability
prohlems.of

*and specification

bias.

methdd

is

estimates of the
direct
besed on

and .years of.schooling
late
IQ
ear1.y IQ to both
of
.correlatiOn
of late intelligence
along with correlations
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attained.
used to infer
model,
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in the
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other
with the
and
...scores
intelligence
early
between l
correlation
Of
the
.the values
the eduwell
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of the xesioondent as
income
and
1/ My
the occupation
of.his parents.
cational and occupational.attainments
methods of
Both
in Duncan (19(.3b).
in equations
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1/The method is
model
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standard
in
make use of the
calculation
normal equations
Thus
corrected
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in equation
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(continued On next
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Esti..ted Corrected co:relationi; of Early Intel:Licence
with Other Variables`i.

zero order correlation coefficients
Earnings
Occupation
parents' income
Years of schooling
Early IQ
Number of siblings
Father's educatioh

1.
2.
3,

4.
5;

6.
7.
8.
9.

Eatl,..!r's occupation
.1.Jate IQ

.323b
..3660

.

.283q
.472 e
1.000
-.274f

248g

.2601,1

-

.8861

a) See also tables A3 and 14.

b) See footnote 1 on page

r

.

15

=

E0
n III
,

r

for n = 2, 3,

n5

In this and other similar calculations below,
the normalized
regression coefficients, 0; refer only to those which
were significantly different from zero, at
conventional levels of significance.

c) r

25.=

E 13

n2

r

n5

for n = 4, 8.

d)

Based on data from the California
Guidance Study.
I am grateful
k La Marjorie Honzik and the
Institute of Haman Development at the
.University of California at Berkeley. for- making
these data available
tO me. For a descriDtion of the sample
see Eonzik (1957).

e) Based.bn data from the
California Guidance Study, adjusted by the
estimated correlation between the tr-ue and observed
values of years
of schooling (.91) and the intelligence
test (.95).
If the corrected
correlation between IQ at age 6-8
and at age 12 is about .90 Which
seems reasonable on the basis of
the California Guidance Study,
Bayley (1949), and Bloom (1964)), the
.472 reported here is roughly
similar to the .54 correlation
implied by Benson's (1942) study.
f) From buncan (1968b), based
on Anastasi (1956), corrected for
IQ test.reliability (.95).
g) The equation in footnote 1 on page
.

r97 = 059 r57 + 049 r47

r57

implies that

'2.aom which it

.139.4 110)1 °59

Using the above derivation, r

follows that

111

5,8

= (r

94

98

i) Bloom (1964), chapter 3, and Bayley. (1949).

40

r

48

)/ $

59

,

-F-statistics in pardhtheses.

.

.172
(58.8)

..193
(107.9)

364

.273
(270:2)

153
(64.8)

.

:109
(27.4)

(705.2)

.

,(23,9)

-.076

b

.

.

.

.

.

.

n

The equation

..743
(2955.3)

(23..6)

(.4.2)

(9.8)

.118

-,036

(104.3)

-.130

Respondent's
years of
schooling

b.. In a prior estimate this coefficient was Insignificantly different from zero.
nresented here was.estimated without this variable.

a.

.

.188
(150.6)

.150
(60.8)

.141
(37.3)

5.

.

.

.225
(166.3).

..118
(33.6)

Respondent's occupational status.

Respondent's earnings

3.

.

.196
(112.0)

138
(52.5)

.057
(17.4)

Respondent's earnings

2.

249-

(390.5)

.

4.. Respondent's occupational status

Respondent's years
of schooling

1.

-Early
IQ

Normalczed regression coefficients of:a
Father's
yather's
occupaRespondent's
years 'of
Parents' number of
tional
status
schoolin
siblings

368

603

174

180

570

Early IQ and Social Clas as Dete.rminants of Education, Occupational Statusj and Earnings

DeRepdent-variable

Table 9.
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I.

'earnings or. occupation on the basis of parents' status and years
of

schooling attained increases the proportion of variance explained,
.

although by a rather bthall amount,
47

Th.ird, the importance of measured intelligence in the
process

of mobility appears to be relatively minor, when compared to the
influence of parents' socidl class.af

Usinj the 'reduced form

estimated from which the number of siblings variable has been
eliminated (not shown in table 9), the effect upon occupational

status of a standard deviation difference in measured
social

background is roughly three times as great'as the effect of a
standard deviation difference in IQ measured at an early age.
The relative importance of early IQ in the equation predicting
."

e.arnings is considerably greater,
although ti-ie size of the regression

coefficient of early IQ is still considerably
less than those of the

i

.k

.

social background variables combined (still oinitting
number of
siblings).

1/
.-Bajema (1968) and Conlisk (1968) find that the regression
coefficient of early intelligence
isInsignificant in predicting
occupational attainment in an equation using years of
schooling
and early IQ as explanatory variables.
However, Griliches (1970),
u.sing'swedish data, found that the coefficients
of both IQ at
age 10 and years of.schooling
were highly signifidant in an
equation predicting
income.

2/

--Duncan, who came to the op'posite
conelgsion (1Mb),
correlations for the early IQ measure which referred used
to a much
older age group (not younger than 12,
apparently), and which
iri addition had been corrected for
errors in measurement.
Not
surprisingly, the use of these
IQ correlations jointly with
uncorrected correlations relating to the
social background of
the respondent resulted in the
attribution of a
substantial portion of the
explained variance to early:intelliclence.

' 42

I.
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These figures would be modified somewhat.in a model using

genotype and class, rather than IQ score and parents' occupationr:1
and caucational status, as our fundamental exogenous variables.

x-assume that parents' income and occupational and educational
status are dimensions of class, and that IQ score is a measure

Of both genotype and class.

Thus the parts of the full model

'relating to IQ at a young age, or YENT, as it is denoted, are

YINT'.= f(genotype, class),

12)

'and

(

,.. 13) occ

= g(YINT, class),

..
Mhich'.imply that
.
-.

.

0CC
N
ogenotype

AA.)

.00C
BYINT

BYINT
agenotype

The coefficient of early IQ in the reduced form equation

k_pcc
.is ah estimate of aYINT , when both vareiables are measured in
.

'

normali.zed form.

BYINT
An estimate of agenotype

not likely .to

understate .the importance of genetic inheritance of intelligence

may be d9rived from Jensen (1969).

On the basis of Burt's
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studies .of identical twins (1958), Jensen estimates that 83,
percent of the variance of the Ia score is explained by the
variance in tho genotype. Thus the estimate of
BYINT

also in normalized form, is the square *root of this
figure, Or .9. Using this figure in our occupational status
agcnotype

I

equation most favorable to the genetic interpretation/

we

arrire at an estimate of
.
1

Z,genotype

9x

= .183

The analogous correction of the social class measures would
Cre.quire that the direct effects of .our class measures be aug
menteci by an indirect influence .of class operating via the:
3:6 score. Thus the correction wo. uld result in smite increase
3..n their estimated effect of class, although the precise amount

cannot be determined.. If the variance df social class explains
all. of the variance of IQ scores which is not explained by the.

variance of gcnot.ype (which .seems unlikely), th estimate
(in normalized form) of the total impact of class on later
oecupational

status is

44
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.,2/40bocc

16)

aclass

aFED
bclas;

a0cc
6FED

?0OCC

6YINT

bic?

aiclass

60CC_

6r0cc

6FOCC

6Class

Uocc
BPINC

Wr.N.p

bclass

where the term on the right represents the indirect effect of class
1/
onerating through the medium of early intelligence.: Empirically

equation 16 may be written,
Boa:
Bclass

193

.144 4. :273

4.

.20347.7.7.1-17.=

.698

should be stressed that this figure constitutes a

.

maximum

upward adjuStment, as it assumes all non-genetic elements in IQ

scores are related to class . For this set of data the appropriate
estimate would.seem to lie between the unadjusted .610 and the
2/
maximum .698.
Similar adjustments for the determination of
BEARN

.

.

earnincjs suggest a minimum figure for Bgenotype of g.212,

compared with the directly estimated .237, and a maximum estimate
for

bEARN
Bol4ss ,

compared to the estimated

:317..

1/
Note that our definition of the relationship between class and
.parents ' educational level and Occupational status implies that
1=

t

bFED

F0CC

6c1ass

asc1ass

OPINC

6class

The estimates in equation 17 as well as those for earnings reported
below are from an equation excluding number of siblings. All of the
.normalized regression coefficients used in expression 17 and in the
significantly
i
analogous calculation .for caplin gs .wege.p.t4tstically
different from zero a.t conventional significance levels.
2/Tne "unadjusted" figure is simply the sum of the first three
terms on the right side of equation 11.
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Equation 1 in table 9 allows a direct empirical test of
the model.

Recall that using a highly Simplified model and

equation la, we can predict thc correlation between the edu-

cational levels attained by brothers. Thus where the superscript prime

refers to the eldest brother of the respondent

and the 13's refer to normalized regression coefficients in an
equation predicting the educational attaf.nment of the respondent,
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I.

.

GED, We liave
18)

r EDIED'.

= 0 NSIB

r ED'NSIB

PFOCC

+ (3

YINT

rED1YTh

ED'FED

:

is estiMated from1/

The terick. r ED'YINT

19). r ED'YINT

r ED'FOCC + 13 FED

f3.

YINT

x

YINT,YINT'
°FOCC

+

13NSIB rYII.a, NS I13

r YINT , NS B

+

FED rYINT pED

Further, the coerelation between the two brothers' early intel.

ligence is. est5:mated as .5.-2/ . Using our figures from tables
:

?8, 91 and A.3, I arrive at .54.

as the estimate of the correlation between the two brothers' education.
These iiredictions compare with a figare 'of .65 based on the
.

%,

.

observed correlation between tile education of brot'hers in. the

..........wo.=1*

i/Tho

's in the equation refer to the normalized regressZon
coefficients in an equation prediating brother's educational
level, ED' . Here and above, it is assumed that the (3's and

r's arc identical
for the brothers.
It now Ina 1
d

.

ft

2/Duncan

(1968b). The figure .5 is of course that postulated by a
siniple genetic model.
Empirical studies are reasonably consistent
magnitude.

with this

47
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25-34 ago cohort.1/
(7

The discrepancy between the preclicted .and

.

estimated true correlations based on my model is substaintially
.* 2/
than
.that
reported
);y
Duncan.lesq

,

The fact that the pre.

dictions based on my model fall somewhat short of the ostimated
true correlation is tosbe expected, given the incomplete specification.of the social class background of the respondents.

Nonethbless, the fact that the prediCted value is quite close
to the 'eStimated true value lends some credEbility to my

esti-

mates and to the model upon which they are based.

that the available evidence offers
little support for .tlie view that intergenerational immobility
X conclude from the above

(*is attributable primarily to genetic

iriheritance

of intelligence

rather than to the independent effects of social class.
it is certainly possible that some other

by high heritability

While

trait characterized

might explain the results, i know of no

evidence, or even serious conjecture, as to What this trait
s

niight Be.

1/5.

ne observed correlation (.536) was corrected for erroneous
reporting on the assumption that the reporting of one's brother's
educational level is as accurate as the, reporting of one's own
educational level. Duncan's equations yield an estimate of .3249
2

ie for this correlation.

Sed page 34 above.

48
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Appendix 1.
Matrix
r.J-hcis used to Estimate the corrocted Correlation

Contents:

1.

Equivalence to the Mo±c Familiar Errors in Varia4p1es
.Approacli

2.

The.ACedracy of Reported Annual Income as a Measure
.

of Permanent Income

3.

Errors in Reporting Education and Occupation

4.

Consistency of" the
Correlation of Errors and the Internal

Reliability Estimates
.

.

U.

.
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.

I.

I.

This appdndix i

intendcld to supplement the discussion in

section three of thc papar.

preso.nts

Table A.3 at the end of this appendix

a sumMary of the corrections.

1....ggaiva1ence to the more familiar errors in.variables an'oroach

I will first show that the method used is equivalent to

the generalized errors
Johnston (

in variableS approach as described by

First write the normal e.quations in the form

).

n.

A.1)

MI
ir43.

.

=

xixk

(k = 1...n equations)
xkx..j

.

( 1Vhere Si is the estimated regression coefficient of variable i

in an equation predicting variable jo and M'

arc
xixk and M'
..xkxj

*the observed sdcond order sarimla moments.

Are

measured wi:th error (uncorrelated with the true variables)

we may estimate
.

equations
A:2)

If thd variables

Which

unbi:ased regression coefficients using n

aipsar in

the form
n A

A

S1
.

(14::clx
.

.-

1

var u

) + F.; S.
1

i=2

.

(M'

x x.

- coy (u

1 a.

1

,

x

;.

." COV.
.

50
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I.

is the

where b. arc the unbiased regression coefficients and
1.-cXror term in thc'observed variable x!

Expressing equations

.

unitS of the true variables yields
A.2 in standard deviation

the s.istcm
Min

M12

1

1
_

.

.

.
.

NJ.
.

.

.

.

.

.

..._.

..

.

1

0

r

.

.

I.

n
.

.

....

.

.-.

.

.

.
.

.

.

where O. is the unbiased estimate of the normalized regression
.1

.

.

.

.

coefficient of variable :1, and where

.

.
.
.

..
.

.

coy (ui, uj)
.

m.

A.4)

.

13
.

(

.

.

.

a.x.

..

.

.

1
.

.

.

.
.

.

Rearranging, we have

2
S.

a'. a'

coy U. U.

.x..x

a

X.aX j

a X.aX.
.

.3

Using the notations introduced in the text, and noting that

xia'x

(c0

j

xi x)

cov(u., u.j )

OMR*

(r .r j )

1

,:i.lb follows from the fact that
2

au

= r uij

q ui

a

uj

and, 1

i

r?
.

a

2

x.
3.

that

.
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I/

\r

r '

.A.6)

ij

M.. =
1)

r

r . r

3.

2
r
.

0 .

W.)

0

)

3.

which is identical to expression 6 appearing on. page 23 of the
text.

The accuracy of reoorted annual income as a. measure of
permanent inccme.

2.

.

Various estimates of the ratio of the vakiance of permanent

income to observed annual income are available. The'first is
.

Friedman's estiMate based on the elasticity
r/
respect to income.r-

consumption with

Friedman's estimates for nonfarm or urban

families in 1935-36 and 1941 appea:. as lines 1 and 2 of table A.1.

Ile arrive at a second estimate if wc.:, define permanent income

as that measured by the weighted sum of the income in a number
of years, and then inspect the fraction of .variace in any indiNridual year's income explained by the incomes of other years.

Using three aajacent years' incbme for d sample of 24,788 whites,
2/
wre arrive ert: the estimates which appear in lines '3-5 of 'table A.1.
ammo..

1
--/Frledman
.

(1957) shows that the elasticity of consumption with
respect to income is an estimate of the fraction of the variance
of observed income attributable to the variance-of permanent income.
This estimate is bAsed on the assumptiOn that the transient components in annual income are not serially correlated.

.

2/
.

--

The data are from Cutright (1969).
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flJ
Table A.1.

Annual Tncome as a measure of permanent Incothe

I

.

Method

sample

Fraction of observed
variance in annual
income due to variane
in remanent income

Nor.-.farm or urban

1)
2)

Income elasticity of
consumption

1935-36
1941.

.82a
.87a

White veterans:
3)
4)
5)

Fraction of variance'of
each year's income
explained by three
other years' incomes

1962
1963
1964

.73b
.71b
.77b

Urban spending units:
6)

Correlation of adjacent
years' incomes

1947, 1948

.83c

White vete:rans:
7)
8)

1962, 1963
1963, 1964

.

Correlation of adjacent
years incomes

All Wisconsin taxpayers:
9).

average of.six
coefficients for.
'all consecutive
pairs of yeara,
1929-35

Correlation of ad.:;acent

years! incomes

'White veterans and
Wisconsin taxpayers:
10) various years

.

(notes on next page)

Best estimate in explaining
correlations among incomes
at times separated by various
numbers of years, assuming
serially correlated errors

76d
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CIL1

;
/

Tablo A. $

C.E11:11....'

sl

Sourcas:' z. Frice4man (1957), p. 67.

b..dcaculated from .correlations of yearly income found
V Cutright (196)). The additional year was.1958.
.c. Filpdman (1957)/ p. 187.

DAta from Friedman (1957) and cUtright (1969).
Method described in text.

.

.
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Z)o.
.

.

pat.-ea:hatively, we may use the por.relation of inco,mes in adjacent

Iwsuraing that bbth income figures are imperfect measures

years.

of the underlying permanent incomes, and that the errors in
each are uncorrelated, this correlation coefficient is an esti-

mate of the portion of variance of abservoa income which is due
to variations in the permanent income:

Varioug estamates on

this basis appear as lines 6 through.9 ih table A.1.

it

seems lilcely that the transient components' in 'annual

income will b.::.serially correlated.

This possibility is indi-

.

catea by the fact that the correlation coefficients among annual
incomes for given individuals'decline as the Lumber of years
intervening between the years increases.11

Thus we may assume

that the estimates in.linds 1 through 9 represent overestimates
of thd 1:raction of th6 variance of observed annual income due
to varizyttiohs in permanent income.

G.ink:is. has attempted to deal with the problem of serially

2/

corrClated errors in a recent unpublished paper.-folloving basic.mode1.

Let

4

the ith individual ih year.t: y
1/

be the observed annqal .inceme of

is the permanent income of the

Cutright (1957), Friedman (1969)-

afGInta.s. 1,970/.
6

He used the
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10.

.ith individual, and ci is the Oeviation from the permanent income

Yt =

A.7)

.

Then

in year t;

p

°:*

1

t

and
I

e

A.8)

/

t

ui

P ei

t+1

are serially correlated. GinUs then showedthat

where the u

the'correlation batween incomes in h yeaxs apart, r
a function

Will be

the autoregressive patterb. 'as described by p, and

o.17

var(0)/Var(y

h

the ratio of.the variance of e to the variance

)

.of permnent income. :Thus,
.

.

A.9).

r

....7.

h

1 + p" Cvar (e) ?var (y ) 3
.P
..............____________
3.

.

P

Uping this equatiOn and the data from Friedman and COtrightj
I have .arrived at estimates of p and vai(e)/Var(y').

Figure

.P

A:1 presents the observed correla.tion's, and those predicted
var(c)

usinu various values of p and var(y )

.vr(c)/ver(y,p)

=.1

.

I have. selected

.43 and p = .5 as the best estim#es, implyin5

\
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Figuro
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Actual and prcdicteA correlation CoPTicients for
Annual Inconwls at T5mes Various Years Anart
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e et.

Notes:
Observations indicated by numbers 2 and 3 indicate multiple
1.
obse.rvations pi! the same value for the indicated year.
2.
Data are from Friedman (1957) and Cutright (1969).
3.
Predicted correlations are baced on expression A.9.
var y
6.

=

var y
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that 70 prcent of the variance of ob:Jerved income is attributable
1/ The discrepancy between
income,;-;
variance
of
permanent
to the
explained by the
S estimate and those.mentioned previously is'

fact that the lower estimate i based on the assumption that
errors in observed income ar:e serially correlated.. Because the
2/, I conclude that the assumpfits
the
data
so
well-Gintis model
tion of serially correlated errors is appropriate; I will there.

fore usL1 .84 (= 1716) as the estimated correlation betweoh o%)served
3/
and permanent. income.- (See column 5 of table 4.)

4.=11/ .s./~+~

e/wwiONNOIP01

mew

"

correlation for years 4, 5, and 6 shown in figure 1
the
are al.1 correlat.ions with an income reported very early in
that the error
work experience of the respondent; It seems likely
variance of this early year's reported income is atypically large,
and that .the average annual rate of increase of observed income
over this period is quite high. Both of these characteristics
the pattern of earnings in the early yaars will cause estimates
based on expression A.9 to overstate the size of*the error com-*
The very 3.ow

ponent in anne.al income.

that simple modelS in which, assuming seria.11y uncorrelated
errors, (p = 0) would not p.rediet the observed pattrn of corre2-/Notc

lation poefficients, even as a rough alppro)cimation.
3/Data from t.'!..e! 1950 Post -Enumera.tion Survey of the U.S.. Census
-suggest that the corrolation of reported incomcis ir the samEi
year to two scparat:. Eurveys is .60. This figure p::cily
represents pure reporting error, as it does not contain transient
year-to-yeex variations in income. If we assume that the error
component in the cbnsus is twice as great as in the Post-Enumeration
Survey, and further that the correlation betyeen errors in reporting
to these two surOys is .5, the estimated correlation between
reported and actual annual income is .87. :This calculation suggests

that most of the "err-or'" in reported annual income as due to erronco!..1s
reporting rather than to transience of annual income.

58
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.+....)17...
1

3.

Error

in-ncmorting educzltion and occonation
IP

On

thd bascs o'f. the 1950 Post-Enumei:ation Survey, the Ccnsus

Bureau published matrices recording responses to the original
ensus.enumerators and to the Post-Enumeration surveyors. I have

scaled these responses using the Dunca'n 'occupational status scale,

as well s his educational attaimnents 'scale

,

and correlated

'the two responses. The correlations were .86 for educational
attaeinment and .83 for occupational sta'4us.

fn order to use these correlation coefficients to estimaste
the error variance as a fraction of the variance of observed
occu:pational status and educational attainment, two basic assumptions must be made: one concerning the accuracy of the original

Census.relative to the Post-Enumeration Survey, and the other
concerning the degree to which errors in reporting. to

Census are correlated with errors in reporting to the Post-Enumeration Survey.

Because the Current Population Survey data

upon whidh my mobility estimates are based were collected by

hisihly trained Census enumeFators, 1 think it reasonable to

that these data are about as accurate as the Post-Enumeration
a

59
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!.

conductecrby a well-trained. staff, and
Survey which was also

comparison with the general
that both are highly reliable by
Because the Post-Enumeration Survey took paace

Census data.

seems-reasonable to assume
very shortly after the Census, it also

th4 the errors in both sources are pQsitively correlated.
Posthave estimated various Measures of the accuracy of the
,

Enumeration Survey, based oh alternative assumptlons concerning

the degree of correlation of errors, and the relative accuracy
.

.

of the Post-Enumeratiofi Survey and the Census.

are presented in table A.2.

These estimates

I have chosen the middle assumptions

between
for each as the basis for the estimate of the correlation

for

.observed and'true variables for educational attainment and

occupational status.

These figures az-.1pear in' column 5 of

..

1 MO.

FY. Wimm4

and rc relpresent the correlations between the true measure
and that measured by the Post-Enumeration Survey and the census,
respectively. Further, define rpc as the correlation between
Census and post-Enumeration responses, and .ru as the correlation
of errors in the two measures. Then (using equation 6) we have
/Let r

0

r

.r

Pc

Ji

r2
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Correlation of eairors in

census and PES reDortsa

na. 0.

Error
variance of census
. OymP=.
*.mara.1
Error variance ...a.........4.....P.Y.M.....
of PES

0

.....Yyra../.

7

5

1;0

.935

..670

.770

2.0

.959

..923

.882

.970

.950

3.0

...aaryYoaoyaw...Ysw..ym........a.....ayaa.arayay..........aY.....a..Y.e.y.y.aa...o...aa..a.
EDUCATION

%....k.rror
variance of census
.. Y .

J2rr. Or varianCe of _PES

_

_

4/

111.0

'Cor.relation of errors.in
censuR and PAr..reroorts

0

.5

.930

.850

.70

2.0

.953

.910

.865

3 .0

.965

.940

.920

tT

es .....y..................
II 111.

/

...........
.930

...........=.....

..ymy.a...yea.

a;

These correlations measure the
accuracy of the respondents'
reports. Thel; are not corrected
for discrepancies between the
occupational status score and
"true" status.

61:
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4.

Con6i:;tency of the Reliability
Correlation of Errors and Intevrua
Est imates.

and Blau census follow up study
The evidence from the Duncan.
estimate of the correlation between the
yielded the fisure .8 as the

It was further assumed
occupational
status.
true,parents
observed and
above)
(page, 18
the carrelation betwCen reported
/ that the fisure of .8 also represents

and real vrents educational attainments.
first that these estimates,

It remains to be shown;

togeiher with other evidence on r lia-

available,
bilities and with the fragments of independent evidence

reporting occupational
imply a negligible correlation of errors in
status and parents income.

Secondly, I will show that the reliability

available data and
esamates themselves are consistent with the
with each other.

62.
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adoL the following procedure.

In order to do this

First

as the correlation between the true Occupational
define -'
'oe

Let a superscript p

status ahd true educational attainment.

indicate that the correlation refers to the father or head of

Let the superscript prime

llousehold of the respondent.

(I)

indicate the observ6d correlations, and the vubscript u indi-

cate that the'correlation refers to i:he 'correlation of error
terms rather than the variables themselves.
Using equation 6,'I can now write the observed correlations
.

as a function of the true correlations, the Correlations of the
observed with the true variables, and the correlations of the
error terms.

Thus;
,

r
D

:

....

.......,,.......,...........4.

.
- r-0 r p
OG 0
oe
D I

r-

A..10).
.

to

r -

= r oe r 0 r

e

0
uoe

+ r-

r
.

uoe

%I

1

1

n2

.-

WM*

1 - r-

r-

o

r2

..

e

.

2."

re

2

.
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WG have some independent inforation on thc trend in the
correlation betwec.n occupational stacus and educational achievemcnt.

This evidence, in turn, will allow some inferences about the
relationship between rand r
oe
oe

The evidence of a cohort

.

analysis of the occupational changes in a generation sample
suggest nO trend in tlie correlation between occupational status

.and educational attainment.

Because the respondent's oWn occupational status is reported
for different points in the individual life cycle for different
age cohorts, not much can be inferred from the correlat:.ons

between respondent's own occupational status.and educational
attainMent.
parents

however, respondents were asked to report their

occupational status at a roughly'similar time

in the

life cycle of the parents, namely, when the.respondents were
about 16.

'Thus the correlations among the parents' vazfiables

provide evidence largely independent of the position in the
life dycle.

For the four 10-year age cohorts fr.= 25 to 64,

the correlations are.(from olaest to youngest):
.5300, and .4885,

.5313,

.4863,

There is no apparent sztcular trend, thus

motivating the assumption that r

ft.N.M...m..,...1111MM.MmTM

oe

=

1/

ric:e

. It can be seen

Awa.MOR1..Oft,wmW

14hese are the observed correlations reported in Duncan, Featherman,
and Duncan, p.
Folger and Nam (1967) present evidence that the
degree of association between educational attainment and occupational
status declined over the pariod 1940-1960. The Folger and Nam
results must be scriou4y questiond, however. It may be seen from
.

(continued on next page)
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frem equation A.10 and A.11 that our estimated reliability and
the assumotion that r
errors r
.

uoe

u
and ruoe .

oa

=

rP' imply tl'at the correlations of
oe
1/

arc negligible.

The evidence that there has been no secular trend in the
.

relationship

between occupational status and educational

attainment may be further checked in a manner which provides
evidence on the consistency of the no trend assumption with our
estimated correlations of true and observed'variables.
If there has been no trend in the relationship between occu-

pational status and educational attainment, Lnd ii our est:::mate

of

the accuracy of the respondent's reports of his own and his

parents' occupations and educations are accurate, then the
.(

Corrected correlation of educational atta5.nment and occupational

status for the 25-34 year old respondents' parents should

be

roughly eqUal to the abalogous correlation for the 35-44 year
old.respondents' oWn occupation and education.

(The latter age

equations A.10 and A:11 that any significant decline in this
relationship, namely, r-oe < rge
implies a large negative correlation of errors in reporting occupation and educational attainment. This seeMs to be highly unlikely. In any case, acceptance
of the Folger and Nam evidence over the 00G data would result in
9stimates showing education playing an even smaller independent
role in intergenerational occupational mobility, and would thus
lend further support to the position of this paper.

4

1/
--It is assumed on this basis that the correlation of errors in
reporting education and earnings is also zero. Assumption of a
(perhaps more plausible) positive correlation of errors would result
in a lower estimate of the independent effect of schooling upon
earnings.
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group is selected as that which is most.likely to have 16-year-o1d

children, and thus to correspond to the parents status retrospectively reported by the 25-34 year old re.spondents referring
to the period roughly 9 to .19 years ago when they were 16.)
The corrected correlation for the 35-44 year olds is .7676,

while that for the parents of 25-34 year olds is .7633. It
should be stressed that the striking similar-ity of these two
correlations demonstrates only the consitency of our estimates;
other estimates mig4A also be consistent, although a little
experimentation will show that an alternative set .of consistent
-estimates is not easy to come by.

S.

.840/.960

.8401.800.

perelLtn' income

years of schooling

Ea=ly xo

rumber of siblings

Father's education

Father's occupation

Late XQ

3.

4.

5.

6,

7.

0.

9.

-

.9231.00

.923/.00

.923/.96

a

.9331.91

b

1.000

.4345

2

.040/.923

.040/.91

.040/.960

.84.01.950

.C40/.91

1.000.

.4786.

.3004

.910/.60

.910/.00

.910/.96

.9101.95

1.000

.6031

.7751

.3566

4

v

a

..951.96

1.000

..4719

.2832*

.3655

,3228

5

..:)6/.8

.96/.8

1.00.0

-.2741

-.3734

-.1011

-.2793

-.1889

.01.0

1.000

-.3504

12479

.5510

.4010

.4632

.2203

7

1.000-

.7633

:-.2982

.2601

.5677

.1

.4900 1

.

.47C6

..31304

a

.3816

.3694

-.3257

.0365

.6825

.2n1

.5132

.3805

9

values inferred from th.; other correlations.

See notes to tables 8 and M.

re.spective3y.

coreccLed corre3ations for thenc eellr arc assumed to be equal to the respecti.!e-correct.d ctirrelations of father's occupation:with respruident's earnings and oceupttiol.,

b)

a)

a

Note: Corrected coefficients appear above the diagonal. The.firs't aria second numi;er in the cells below the diagonal
are the estimated eorrelation.between the true and observed variables denoted by the column and raw headings,
respccLively. See table 4.

.340/.600

a

.0401.910

b

.840/.923

Occupation

2.-

.

1.000

i

Earnings

1

Corrected Zero Order Correlationn among_the Main variables for Non-Vsgro Males
with Non-Farm nackcrounds in Exmri(:nced-Labor Force 19G2

7jec3 25-34

1.

Table A.3.

Op

-

.

a

-a

Number of siblings

Father's educatioll

6.

7.

:

e

Early IQ

5.

2

f

b
. ea.

a

c

e

a

d

a.

a

1.000.

.4885

-.2290 °-

.4133

.3799

.3534

1.000

.2900

.2800

.8000

.5900

.1820

.4500

.3100

9
..

I

cz-

d)

c)

From Duncan (1968b), p. 2.
(continued on next page)

buncan, Featherman, and Dundan (196e), p. 51. These figures are the actual correlations
55-64 year old respondents' own earnings, education, and occupation.

b)

for

Data provided by the California Guidance Stuely. I am grateful to Marjorie Honzik and the Institute of Human Development at the University.of'California (Berkeley) for milking these data available
to mc, and to John Conliqk for drawing my attention to the data source an0 assistance in accuir;r1:1
the data. These correlations are estimated for a sample of about 70 individuals and their.families.

Duncan, Featherman, and Duncan (1968), p.

d

a

.

1.000

a

'e

a
e

c

a

-.2691

.4017

.3071

1.000

.

g

-' -.2.500

-.3262

-.1460

--.2475
.34.20

.2019

4534

-.1523
.

8

7

6

a'

1.00C

.4080

.2260

5

a

b

a

b

b

e
.

1.000-

.4610

.651 -0'

.2726

4

b

.

a

.

.1.000

a)

.

e'

Late IQ

.

3

9.

d

a

a

Years of schooling

4.

.

e

8.- Father's occupation

.

1.000. -..3369

: '1

parents' indome

.

--::..- -.. :

.

.1,-

zero Order correlations amon the main variables fOr Non7lisam_1113.21...a
with Non-Farm Back rounds in Ex.pericnced Labor Force 1962"
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Data on tho distribution of
personal income in the United States
indicate a decline in relative
inequality from 1939 to the early
post
war years, but from then till
now inequality has hardlry changed.2 This
can be contrasted with the substantial
growth in average income during
this same period. Although these
data have been subject to
investigation,
there has not been presented
a unified theory to explain the
pattern of
change (or lack of
time series income inequality.
The absence of
a theoretical -tructure may have also inhibited
the prediction of inequality

it) in

in tho future

v

111.malmolynyoll.
1Sara Paroush's skillful
research assistance is greatly
appreciated.
2H.P. Miller, Income
Distribution in the United States,

Stamtin,

1960 Census
Monograph (Washington: Dept. of Commerce, 196)
pp. 15-28; H. Lyda 11, The
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1968)
pp. 176-9; T.P.
Schultz, "Secular Trends and
Cyclical Behavior of Incane
the United States; 1944-1965,"
Distribution in
Lee Soltow, ed,
ers on the_Sz!
Distribution of itioalth and Income (New York:
NaUonal
Bureau
of economic
Research, 1969) IN 98. These
sources
cover
the
period
up
to
1965 to 1969 there was a small decline
1965. From
in
inequality
which can be explained
by the decline in unemployment.
The United States experience
may be contrasted with that of Great
Britain where, according to
Lydall, there was a continuous, if not
erating, decrease in
accelpre-tax income inequality from
1938
to
1957.
Lydall, "The Long Term Trend'
(Harold
Distribution
of
of tho Ro al Statistical
Income," Journal
Socisim, Series

in the Size

A, Part I, 1959, pp. 6-9).

'One exception is Lee
who used 1956 as a base to predict
equality in 1970 and 1980 bySoltow
inassuming an unchanged income
concentration ratio
between classes and within
classes, and using projected
schooling and age
distributions to obtain class woichts.
See
Lee
Soltow,
"The Distribution of
Income Related
Changes in the Distributions of
Educat3on, Age and Occupation," Review of Economics and
Statistics (November

to

1960) pa 4.50-53.

..
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During the last fifteen years the relation between human
capital
jneiricOme.distribution. has been subject to theoretical and empirical investi_

.

gation.

This research has generally been limited .to cross-sectional analyses. 3a

However, there is nothing inherent in the analvsis_which prohibits it's
__application to a time series study. _Hence, this paper, which4.s. an

analysis, based on the human capital earnings
function, of the change
and lack of change in income inequality
aver time in the United States,

Most of this paper's empirical analysis will
focus on the post
World War 11 period, solely because of
the paucity of data for earlier
years.

We shall, however, look back to 1939 and
forward to 1985.

Our

predicted inequalityfor 1939 can be compared with the actual
inequiaity.
As for 1985, we are willing to place bets.

In Part I an earnings function is
generated which relates personal
earnings to human capital and employment
variables. By taking the
variance of the earnings function, relative
inequality becomes a function
of the variance3, levels, and
intercorrelations among the human cap&tal

and emplqyment variables.

In Part II a decompositiin of the earnings
inequality function is
employed to ascertain the effects of changes
in the explanatory variables
on the income inequality of males.

Post-war changes in the explanatory

variables are presented, and the data
indicate that their relative

stability did not allow for significant changes :n inequality.

In Part

using 1959 as the basG pear, tho inequality
in each of the post-war
years is predicted from the relative earnings
function and the predicted

/The empirical analysis is for income rather
than earnings because

of the scarcity of adequate earnings data.
3a

ee Jacob Mincer, "The Distribution of Labor Incomes:A Survey with
Special Reference to the Human Capital Approach," Journal of Economic
Literature (Harch 1970), pp. 1-26.
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value is compared with the actual inequality.

The model is found to

have sUbstantial explanatory power.
In Part IV the difference in income i.equality
for 1965 (a year

of low

unemployment) and 1939 is predicted,

and it is

141 pait

found

that the

large inequality of employment in 1939 is responsible for
the large
inequality in that year.

Projected schooling and age distributions

for 1985 are used to predict the change in income inequality
between
1965 and 1985.

For males 25 to 64, no change is predik;ted, but
for

males 35 to 44 a small decline is anticipated.

Part I - The Earnings Function5

Ihe relation between gross earnings6
and investMent in human capital
for .the ith person in year j can be written as
(1).

-= Eyd

e

6

C

6 ,t
0
where the gross eamings (Eji) is
a function of the "original" endowment
:

(E0i) and,the sum of the returns
on previous investments (Cti), rti being

the average rate of return to the
investment in the tth year.

In this

expression, earnings are a linear function of
dollars of investment.
An alternative specification of the
relation between gross earnings

and investment can be obtained by expressing

Eji (i.e., Cji

k.1E4i).
J

Cji as a fraction of

If the original endowment is assumed
constant

5This section leans very heavily on Jacob Mincer,
"Schooling, Age
and Earnings,"
Apj.tHumanCaland.personal Income Distribution OBER, in
progress).

6Gross earnings are earnings before the opportunity
cost of contemporaneous investments in training are stibtracted to obtain
the observed
earnings.

net

.
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4

across all years and individuals (Eo ), we can write7,
(2)

1°1

k

t

t.z

By taking the natural log of both sides of equation (2), since rtkt
is small, we obtain (approximately)
(3)
.

.4.

(Et
d

&0

4.

For the purposes of this ana3ysis, equation (3) is superior to
equation (1) as the basic earnings function. First, there appears to

be more interest in changes in the relative inequality of earnings than
in the absolute inequality and equation (3) is better suited for this
Second, the available data sources permit the measurement
of investments in human capital in terms of years of schooling and years
purpose.

of labor market experience, rather than the dollar investments, and

(3) will be converted below into a years of training formulation.
Finally, if earnings are more closely approximated by a log normal than
equation

a normal distribution,

(3) will have residuals
which are more homoskedastic than the structure in equation (1).
the structure in equation

The number of pixiods of investment in training

)

can be

decomposed into S years of schooling and j-S-1 years of labor market

experience.

It shall be assumed that an individual invested in experience

?For the ith person,

E.*

+
L;:e) (

FOit

PL

iZA

bP

Ey+
=

Ea0

Ao bp) 0 *ill k3e
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5

in each year since he left school. That is, experience
shall bo measured
as age minus schooling minus five (T ts A-3-5).
An additional assumption

is that the direct costs of formal schooling equal tho actual
earnings

of students at the level. This means we can write kit
es 1 for the schooling
years. It shall also be assumed that
is the same for all individuals.
Equation (3) implicitly assumes /101 year employment.
If Es is
designated full employment earnings, actual earnings are L"--4.=

M1

(w,i)

where Wi is the fraction of weeks worked and )5 is
the elasticity of earnings
with respect to weeks worked.8 Empirically, )5 is
greater than unity.9
Al' greater than unity implies that
average weekly wages are higher for

those who work more weeks per year."

will be assumed constant across

individuals.
When these modifiCations of the human capital
earnings function are
incorporated into equation (3), we obtain
(4)
Irr

-6.0

To evaluate the expression
how kt changes,

if at all,

4-h

.04

eS

..ot

4.

5

trSil

some assumption is needed as to
t'
over time.11"There are several reasons for believing

that kt, the fraction of gross earnino invested, declines over time. 11
First, if additional experience

11
61.11.ffimmee.

8This formulation assumes a constant number of hours worked per week
of employment.

94incer found that for

(Mincer, "Schooling, Age andwhite, non-farm males
Earnings," Part II).
10This can be explained by factors affecting

with earnings,

r. =

either labor supply or
labor demand. On the supply side, workers with
higher weekly wages may
work more weeks because of
an uprard rising supply

quit rate because of greater amounts of specific curve of labor, a lower
training, or a shorter
duration of unemployment due to the higher
opportunity cost of their time.
On the demand side, if firms have a
larger investment in workers
with more
training, these workers have a lover rate and
duration
of
lay-off.
For an
analysis of the relation between training and
turn-over
rates,
see
Gary
Becker, Human CasAtal (New
York:National Bureau of E a onomic Research,1964).Ch.2.
An additional factor is the observed positive correlation
between hours worked
per week and weeks worked per year. (See V. Fuchs,
"Differentials in llourly
Earnings by Region aud City Size, 1959,"
11

(N.Y., NBER) Occasional Paper No.101, p.

See Yoram Ben-Porath, "The
Production of Human Capital and the Life
Cycle of Earnings," Journal of

Political Economy (August 1967),
pp. 352-65.
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increases the value of tiMe

more in employment

than in the production

of additional experience, the opportunity cost of time devoted to
investments in experience rises over time, decreasing the profitability
of additional investment. Second, with additional exper3ence the length
of the remaining working life declines. Finally, if an investment is

profitable, it is most profitable (highest net present value) the earlier
is it undertaken.

For simplicity, it shall be assumed that kt declines linearly with
respect to time. Then, 12 ftbk is a parabolic function of the number
of years of

experience (T)

Available data sources

of training ( Yt

are for earnings net of the

) rather than

opportunity cost

for gross earnings (Et). By definition

2) rto-4)
using a three

I

3

term Taylor expansion.

Incorporating the net earnings relation and the linear decline in
the experience term into equation (4) results in

)
ko

114e

,
12
+(;tz.01%
:FIZ"."Fitc)fre

k2-

TZ.241gt (A-12) +

*7-*

whera U is a residual.
Data are available for individuals on net earnings (Yt),
years of
01..114.10

12

4(..
8 . e t z 1- -

1'Y-7 ko
4

7 po-V--cb-

t7/4.Q. tf,c,....-i.J;;Q---L

7FY)

Cirptvi

ekc.tirt&

TA. k

t

c

kor

ko
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age,

schooling,

- and weeks worked, but not for the coef-

ficients of the explanatou variables. The equation is, however, extremely
powerful for explaining differences in earnings.

When the log of earnings

is regressed on Si, Ti, Ti2 and LrM for white, non-farm males from the
1960 Census 1/1,000 sample, the coefficient of
Such a high explanatory

The

power using

human capital earnings

determination is over 50.13

micro-data is quite impressive.

function for

individuals can be used

to

analyze inter-temporal, inter-rekional and inter-demographic group differences in the level, inequality and skewness of the distribution of
earnings.14

This paper, however, is concerned solely with the inter-temporal

differences in
sides of

the

earnings inequality.

Before calculating the

earnings function several

variance of both

modifications or assumptions shall

be made.

First, the squared experience term shall be deleted. The squared term
is of importance

tri

an analysis of inequality only for older age groups.

For the groups under investigation its inclusion would add more
(in terms of

third

and fourth moments of experience) than light.

complications
The

deletion of the squared experience term biases downward the slope coefficient of experience.

If the population

distributed by age, the slope of the

13See Mincer, "Schooling, Age
li412he

under study is approximately uniformly

experience term is approximately

h

and Earnings," Part II.

function, or a modification of it, is used to analyze inequality
Analysis 'of Income Distribution,"

and skewness in B.R. Chiswick, "Inter-Regional

Human Ca Di-I-al and Pert.onal Income

Distribution (1ar:a, in progress), "Earnings

Inequality and Zconomic 1.;ovelopnent," Quarterly Journal of Ecolmnies, February

1971, and "An

Inter-Regional Analysis of schooling and the Skewness of Income,"
W.L. Hansen, ed. Education, Income and Hunan
1970)
and in J.
Mincer, "Invosthent in Eurlan Capital and 1.brsona1 income Distribution," Journal
of Political Economy (August 1958), pp. 281-302, and "Schooling?Age and Earnings."
Chiswick is currently analyzing state differences in level and
inequality .using
tho full equation.

Ca.pitil (taa,

Si

4.
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Second, note that the variable experience is simply ago minus
schooling minus five.

Public policy can change the distribution of

schooling independently of ap, but if it does so, the distribution of
axperience is necessarily altered.

There is also more concern with

the distribution of earnings by age group, than by experience group.

Thus, it would be desirable to express earnings as a function of schooling
and age.

Fortunately, this is easy to do.

Finally, it shall be assumed that the coefficients
of schooling and
experience in equation (5) are random variables independent
of S and T.
This assumption is not as "strange" as it might at first
seem.

Thinking

in terms of the "supply and demand for funds
for investment in human
capital" model developed by Gary Becker in his
Wyotinsky Lecture15, those
with greater "training abiaity," for a given cost of funds sdhedule,
have

a higher average and marginal rate of return, and invest
more.

Those with

lower levels of wealth, holding "training ability"
constant, invest more

but have a lower average and marginal rate of
return.

Greater wealth and

greater "ability" are positively correlated, resulting
in an ambiguous

a priori relation between level of invostment and marginal
and average rates
of return.

Empirical support for this is the absence of a significant slope

coefficient for the quadratic torm when the log of earnings is
regressed on
schooling, schooling squared and the log of weeks worked? 6

Using these modifications, equation (3) becomes

ki SA. -+ xy,

( -

15G.3. Becker, limanL2LjAal and Personal Income
Distribution: An
(Ann Arbor: University of ilichigan Press 2967

16See Mincer, "Schooling, Age and Earnings," Part 11.
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=

where

cfJbAci

z

0- Q.

Et) ÷

The residual, Ui, reflects individual differences in earnings for
given levels of schooling, age and employment.

It includes the effects

of discrimination, differences in the non-pecuniary aspects of jobs,

non-labor income (if this is included in the income concept), and errors
of measurement.

For simplicity, it is assumed that the residual is a

random variable.

Taking variances gives,

a v. y)
+E)t-yL
P i

(7)

Exer
ck/1)

E(

I

G

Gs/ zetillGN,

Le) +

J

V zo)

rzei

2] kj.,

4J-10)G4tti

cvzo.'j

where it is assumed that ri and r' are uncorrelated with each other.
Relative earnings inequality is now expressed as a function of the
inequalities and inter-correlations among schooling, age and the log of
weeks worked, and the levels of

schooling

and age.

Am interesting feature

cf the model is that relative earnings inequality is a function of the

relative inequality in employment.
earnings inequality included the
variable. 17

Previous time sories studies of

unemployment rate as an explanatory

For the United States, the unemployment rate is highly

correlated with the inequality of weeks worked over the business cycle,
0.......111.

Schultz, sm cit. and Charles E. Metcalf,
"The Size Distribution of Personal Income During the Business*Cycle,"
American leonomic Review (Sept. 1969), pp. 657-67.
17See, for example, T.P.
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but weakly correlated across states at a moment in time.

18

The intercorrelations have economic meaning. A negative corre-

I

.

lation between age and s;:hooling

'reflects a secular trend in schooling.19

Moderate secular trends in schooling have a harrowin g effect on earnings
inequality.

This is because the young who would have low net earnings

because of few previous investments and relatively large contemporaneous
investments have, on the average, greater than average schooling which
tends to raise their earnings.

Up to a point, inequality decreases when

the trend in schooling increases (ft

becomes more negative).

4,4

The non-zero correlation between weeks worked and both schooling and
age can be explained by both supply of labor and demand for labor factors.
On the demand side, the increase in investments in specific training with
higher levels of schooling and age (until older ages) decreases the firms
incentive to lay-off the workers and thereby increases weeks worked.

On

the supply side, investments sincific to the firm (e.g. training, nonvested pension funds) also increase with schooling and age (again, until
older ages) thereby decreasing quite rates.

In addition, those with

higher opportunity costs of time have an incentive to economize on search
time, and thereby work more weeks per year.

One factor generating lover

levels of weeks worked by the young may be a higher turnover rate due to
their searching for information about the nature of jobs.

When older

males are included, the correlation between age and weeks worked declines.

20

18See N. Hashimoto, Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1971,
19For males aged 25 to 64 in 1965 the correlation was i. = -.22. Lower
mortality and hig-hor migration rates for the more schooled affect the correlation, but are not important for the U.S. as a whole during the period under study.

20

For labor force males aged 25 to 64, in 1965 the correlation between
age and the log of weeks worked was*-.06. For labor force males 18 and over
it was +.12, and for those 25 and over it was -.22. The correlation between
schooling and tho log of weeks worked for labor force males 25 to 64 in 1959
was +.14.
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Part II - Decomposition Analysis

In this section the income inequality function is decomposed into
parts attributable to the human capital and employment variables.1
The contribution of schooling, age and employment to inequality is
identified.

The effects of changes in the explanatory variables are

examined to indicate future sources of change in inequality.

In Fart

III, using 1959 as a base, inequality is predicted for adult males for
the years 1949 to 1969, and compared to the observed inequality.

The

same structure is used in Part IV to "predict" inequality in 1939 and
1985.

Let us first look at a simplified version of equation (7), one in
which the rate of return to sdhooling (ri) and the experience coefficient (ri') are assumed to be constant for all individuals rather than
random variables.

1

The coefficients r, r', and

could be computed by

a regression analysis of the log of earnings on schooling, ezpsrience,
experience squared and tho log of weeks worked.

r' = .04 and y

= 1.2 were so obtained.2

males aged 25 to 64 in 1959 vas .6483.

The values 7= .11,

The income inequality of adult

Using 1959 data for labor force

males aged 25 to 64, income inequality in 1959 can be expressed as

iThe sources of the data are presented in Appendix A.
contains the computed means, variances and correlations.

Appondix B

2Thoy were calculated from a r6gression analysis for white, nonfarm, non-enrolled males under ago 65. The value of .04 for 17' is one
half of the slope coefficient of experience in the regression. See
Mincer, "Schooling, Age and Earnings," Part II.
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The model explains 68 pereent (R2 = A383 = .68) of individual
.6483

differences in the log of earnings.

Note that the direct contribution

of schooling is small compared to that of age and employment.
Table 1 shows the effect of a change in the explanatory variables
on the inequality 'of earnings based on equation

7.

Using the same values

as above, and assuming the coefficients of variation in r and r' are
one-third, the effect of a unit change in the explanatory variables can
be computed.

no

For the means and -standard deviations and correlations:

,ocit

Y)

ev

ciLt

Y)z:

ff ti

ca e4.4

6Nics

e 0 4,11

cA4)

007

QW

co 6.41-/e4
cp
IA))

3 90

a /LA
624There is some evidence that one-third
may be an upper limit
to the coefficient of variation of r. The earnings function can be
written as LW( = a + r H, wheie H is acc2mu1ated h2m9 capita' meas2red
in time equivalents. Then,26
= r 6(11) + 11 6 (r) + 6 (0 6 (H).
From regressing TAY on H, R = 1/2 and CV (H) = 1/3 (see Mincer, "Schooling,
Age and Earnings': Part II). Thus,
2

2

R = r

6

2
r 62

(H)

2

(H) + H
and CV(r) = 1/3.3 = 1/3

2-- y

'fa 1/2,

6(r) + 6 (0 6 (H)

If there is a true residual in the regression such that Wt.= a + nil + U;
then 1/3.3 = 1/3 is an upper limit of CV(r).
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Table 1

Partial Effects of the Explanatory Variables

on

Income Inequality
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A

;

The standard deviation of schooling changes slowly aver time.

In

the United States, for civilian labor force
males aged 25 to 64, it fell

fairly steadily from 3.70 years in 1949 to 3.04 years in 1970.
decline need not, however, continue.in the future.

This

A one unit decline

in the standard deviation of schooling (which is approximately
a 30
percent decline) reduces inequality by .046 points, or
a decline of about

7 percent in the relative variance of income for males
aged 25 to 64.
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The decline by

66

years in the standard deviation of schooling from

1949 to 1970 would

be responsible for a 4 percent decline

in the variance of the log of income, or a 2 percent decline in its
standard deviation.

A unit increase in the lavel of schooling increases inequality by
.020 points. The average schooling of labor force males aged 25 to 64
has risen two years from

9.66

years in

1949 and 11.66 years

in 1970.

This would have increased inequality over the period by .04 points.
The net effect of the postwar decline in the standard deviation of

schooling by .66

years and the rise in level by 2.0 years is to leave

virtually unchanged the relative variance of income.3

The imam distribution is also affected by the correlation of age
with schooling. The stronger the secular trends in

schooling, the more

negative is the correlation and the smaller is the inequality of schooling.
If in 1959 the correlation were zero but the level and inequality of
schooling were unchanged, inequality would have been greater by (
.0447 points, or by almost seven percent of the variance of logs.
the years 1949 to 1970,

a high of

decline in

for males 25 to 64

rise of ( .0270)(.194) =

During

the correlation ranged from

-.2340 (1949) to a low of -.2070 (1970), indicating a
schooling trends.

.23010(.194)

slight

Its effect on inequality would be small, a

.0052 points, or a less than

one percent rise in

the variance of logs.

3The change of ( .046)( -.66) +

(.020)(2.0)

+.0064 points,:te percent
of the 1959 level of inequality. Soltow examined the effect oil actual and
projected (1970 and 1980) changes in the schooling distribution of adult
family heads and unrelated individuals on the concentration ratio of household income. Using the income distributimt in 1956, be found that changes
in the distribution of schooling predicted a decline in inequality from
.4.20 in 1940 to R
.387 in 1980. For
twenty year period 1950(Re.,416).
to 1970(R,=.396) Soltow predicts a 4.8 percent decline in
the concentration

the

ratio. (See Soltow, "Distribution.")

sr
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17
Even a drastic change in the distribution of schooling
would not
necessarily have a large effect. If the dispersion of schooling
were

reduced to zero but its mean level was not changed, income
inequality
would decline by .1656 points compared to 1959 D-.3.6)( .046)
im

.16563

A uniform level of schooling would increase the
correlation between
schooling and age from -.23 (1959) to zero. The net effect
of the
decreased variance and increased correlation would
be a decline in
equality by .1683 points. This represents a 26 percent decline

in-

from

the 1959 income variance.

VeftiLtkee
(1)

plc)

(z)

3,

6
Keptaxzezi

+ 04 3

( 3) 6`t) Oc.4
tie-c,:t. ae.c."0
mot

If, however, the zero dispersion were due to a uniform level of
schooling at 16.0 years, so that everyone is a college graduate, the
increase in average schooling would be 5.37 years. This increases in-'
equality by .1074. points E5.37)( .02) ix .107/3. The net effect would be

a decrease of .0609 points. This is 9.4 percent decrease in the variance
of income,

or a 4.7 percent decline in the standard deviation of logs.
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The standard deviation of age of adults changes slowly over time as
a result of long swings .in birth and death rates. For males aged 25 to
64 in the civilian labor force the standard deviation declined from 10.65
in 1949 to 10.52 in 1964, and then rose to 10.72 in 1970.

The effect .of a

unit increase in the standard deviation of age on the variance of the log

of income is .0313 points*

During the post-World War II period the range

of the standard deviation was two tenths of a unit and therefore would
have had a trivial influence on overall inequality.

Again using 1959 data as the base,

the

effect of an increase in

the level of age by one year.is to increase inequality by .009 points.

During the post-war period the average age of labor force males aged
25 to 64 increased fairly continuously from
years.

This

too would

42.52 (1949)

to 43.67 (1970)

tend to produce a small increase in inequality.

The predicted change in income inequality due to the change in the age
distribution from 1949 to
( 0 09

)

+. 0125,

1970 isU10.72

or 2 percent of the

10.65)(.0313) + (43.67 - 42.52)

1959 income variance.

A-

For

United States data)Soltow studied the effect of actual and
projected (1970 and 1980) changes in the age distribution of household
heads (family and unrelated individuals) on the concentration coefficient
of household income. Using the 1956 distribution of income by age he found
a rising concentration coefficient, due to the aging of the population,
from 1900 (R=.38L1.) to 1970 (R=.418) and a slight decline to 1980(R=.414).
The change from 1950(11.=.405) to 1970 is 0.13 points, or 3 percent of the
1960 level. (See Soltow, "Distribution")
Soltow also studied income inequality in eight Norwegian cities (1840
to 1960) and found
rate of growth of the male labor force had a
significant negative
correlation (holding constant the labor force
occupational index, a wealth income ratio and time) with income
inequality. A more rapidly growing labor force, due to either a higher birth
rate or migration, implies a lower level and lower dispersion of
age. Soltow's
findings are consistent with our analysis.
[Lee Soltow,
ality
In Norwax,(iiadison: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 1965)
pp. 42-45!)

size, an

that the
partial

Towardne
.

If the current decline in the rate of growth of the population
continues, but remains

non-negative,

and retirement patterns *are unaltered,

S2
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9
the level and dispersion of
age of labor force males will increase.

a uniform distribution is obtained.

The mean

and

standard deviation of

age for those 25 to 64 would be 45.0 and 11q18 years
Compared to the

Suppose

respectively.6

1959 values for level and standard deviation of 43.06

and 10.55

respectively, the income variance would be higher by .038

points.?

This represents a

of income or a

3

6 percent increase in the relative variance

percent increase in the standard deviation of logs.

In the absence of negative population growth rates or catastrophic

age-specific changes in mortality, this sniall change may be viewed as
the maximum likely increase in inequality for males aged

25-64 due to

age structure changes caused by slowing population growth.
The standard deviation in the log of weeks worked in 1959
for males
aged 25 to 64 was

.3872, while the

unemployment, was

.3445.

factors.

average for 1965-1968, years of low

Let us attribute this difference to cyclical

Then, if there were no cyclical =employment in 1959,
the

variance in income would have been lower by 1.185 (
points, or almost 8 percent.

would have been lower
The year

1958

by LI,

.3872

-

.3445)

1.1

.051

The standard deviation of the log of income

percent.8

shows the highest dispersion

( eJ(..0.0)1=, .4371) and

6

The standard deviations of age used in this paper are computed
from four age groups (25-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64)
on the assumption that
all individuals are at the midpoint of the group.
If the distribution
of age for those 25 to 64, is uniform and continuous
the standard deviation
is 13.0. The difference between
11.18 and 13.0
interval variability. For the analysis of males aged
35-'44, a continuous
distribution is assumed, and the variance of age is 8.33 years squared.

reflects the loss of within

7(45400

43.06)(.009) + (11.18 - 10.55)(.031)

8:t

.018 + .020

te

.038

8
Several studies have shown that income inequality rises during
periods
of high =employment, which are periods with
a large relative variance in..
weeks worked. For recent empirical
analyses of the effect of unemployment
on income inequality see T.P. Schultz, 22. cit., and C.E.Netcalf,
22. cit.

,
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lowest level of weeks wall: for the postiawar period for males 25-64.

In

addition their income inequality was quite large in that year (.6447).
If the dispersion in weeks worked were at the 1965-1968 level, inequality

in

1958 would have been lower hy .1097

[1.185 (.4371

.3445.)

Thus, 17 percent of the variance of income (or just aver 8 percent of
the standard deviation of logs) in 1958 could be attributed to cyclical
employment.

Using 1959 as the base, the elimination of all differences

in weeks worked would reduce income inequality by a substantial amount,9
but would clearly be undesirable for other reasons even if it cceld, in
principle, be achieved.
One realistic avenue for speculation wrould be the effect of the

reduction in the relative.dispersion of weeks worked for males aged 25 to
64 to that which prevails for workers aged 35 to 44 during years of low
0
unemployment.1
The average of these values for 1965-1968 was .2766 and

the relative variance of income would decline by (1.185)(.3872 - .2766)
.13 points or by 20 percent.

m

Compared to the relative variance at full

employment, the hypothesized improved labor market efficiency

would

decrease the dispersion of weeks worked at full employment from .3445 to
.2766, and decrease inequality (using 1959 values) from .597 to .517.1/

This represents a 13.4 percent decline in full employment (i.e.,
no cyclical

unemployment) income variance, or a 6.5 percent decline in the variance
of logs.
The correlations of the log of weeks worked with schooling and age also

9The decline wou.141 be (1.185)(0872) m .46 points.
1°This could be achieved by increasing efficiency in the production and
spread of information concerning job vacancies and available %corkers.

11 .648 -

(1.185)(.3872 - .3445) m .597 and
.648 - (1.185)(0872 - .2766) m .517

S4
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2.1
influence the income distribution.

For males aged 25 to 64, during the

period 1949 to 1970 the range of the correlation of age and employment

was from -.0236 (1958) to -.0746 (1953).

The correlation is more

negative in years of high unemploymmt because of
the relatively lower
levels of employment of older males. The range is, hcmever, associated

with a small difference in inequa1ity[c.0510)(.390) = .0199

poini

Data on the correlation of schooling by the log of weeks worked
are
not available on a year by year basis. The
correlation :n 1959 for

males aged 25 to 64 was +.142.

If the correlation were cut in half, and

this would presumably represent a substantial
change in employment patterns,
inequality would decline by .0242 points, or almost a four percent decline
in the variance of logs.

It is unlikely that the correlation had a signi-

ficant effect on post World War II income
inequality.

At present, therefore, it appears that changes in the levels,
dispersions and intercorrelations of schooling,
age and employment were not

important sources for changes in relative income inequality during
the postwar period, nor are they likely to be major
sources of change for the
remainder of this century, and possibly far into the next.

If the current

decline in the rate of growth of population
continues, the level and dispersion in age will increase, tending to
generate a small increase in
aggregate inequality.

The effect of the distribution of sdhooling is small.

It was shown that even a drastic change in its
level and dispersion need
not have a large effect.

The elimination of cyclical unemployment would

have a significant effect for
years in which unemployment is very high.
The elimination of all differences
in weeks worked would have a large
effect but would be undesirable.

Howtver, increased labor market effi-

ciency could significantly decrease.the dispersion
in income.. The .corre-t
lations among age, schooling and
employment have a small effect, with

C
-
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anly the elimination of trends in schooling being a possible source of
Change; a small rise (seven percent) in the income variance.
The levels and inequalities of the rates of return from training
now warrant attention.

Note that the rates of return ri and ri' are

average, not marginal, rates to individuals. Let us assume the same
percent change ins; and Pt and that the coefficients of variation in
the rates of return are unchanged.
,by thirty percent.

Suppose the rate of return declines

This implies a fifty percent 13.7)2 m .45, decline

in ;2, 3:121642(r) and642(r').

In equation (7), eadh of the terms is

cut in half, except the covariance terms involving weeks worked which
are cut tT 30 percent, and the variances of weeks worked and the residual
which are unchanged.

The variance of logs falls by .l2npoints, or by

PM4pereent of the 1959 level.12
in the standard deviation of logs.

1,3 percent

This represents an

decline

It is, however, unlikely that average

rates of return are 50 percent above the equilibrium level or that rates
of return will fall by the percent postulated over the next several

decades. As for the post-war period, there is no evidence of a change
in full year emplaynent rates of return from training.
If it is true that those with higher training ability have lager

costs of obtaining funds for investment, the coefficient of variation of
average rates of return to individuals can be sUbstantial even if there

is equality of marginal rates of return.

Even if there were equality of

opportunity and horizontal supply curves, average rates of return would

12From equation (7) ,

(,,qc

A 64 1 (44.1)
zz.

o ,s32

5

)
.

. a 000

ef_g_L-8

Vi8.1

ex?)
II-.
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differ due to differences in ability or other dimensions of demand conditions.

Zn summary, the aggregate relative income inequality of adult
males
is dominated by the distributions of age and employment, with the
schooling distribution playing a smaller role.

During the postWorld

Mar II period there has been no substantial secular change
in income
inequality because the secular changes in the explanatory
variables, the
levels and inequalities of schooling and age, have been small and their
effects have been off-setting.

This suggests that other factors whose

changes have not been quantified for the post-war
period (e.g., the rate
of return, the coefficient of variation, and the
residual variance) have
either been fairly constant over time or their effects have
been selfcancelling.

The decomposition analysis indicates the importance of the relative
inequality of weeks worked for interpreting cyclical
fluctuations
income inequality.

in

This suggests that the large relative dispersion in

employment in 1939 may be responsible fo: the large
inequality of earnings
in that year.

Looking into the future, if full emplqyment is
maintained, job search

behavior does not undergo substantial change and the level and
dispersion
of the rate of return also remains constant, the inequality
of personal

income can be expected to remain at the present level during
years of full
emplqyment (e.g., 1965).

The full emplqyment dispersion of weeks worked

and the rate of return from training may be the two most important
vehicles
for altering the distribution of income.

The analysis has assumed a constant residual
variance.

The residual

variance measures the dispersion of"weekly
wages within age and schooling,.
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groups, and appears to be a substantial component of aggregate inequality.

This dispersion warrants investigation as it represents both a substan-

tial source of income inevality and possible the only major avenue for
changes in inequality in the future.

An investigation of the residual

variance is beyond the scope of this paper.

Part III: Predicted and Observed Inequalities:
1949 to 1969
One test of the strength of the model developed in Part I, and of the

predictions of Part II is to see how well the ana.lysis explains the behavior
of the income distribution of adult males in the postwar period.

The observed income inequalities are the variances of the log of
income
of labor force males aged 25 and over, 25 to 64 and 35 to 44.

The predicted

measure of income inequality for each year and age group is derived from
equation (8) by:

(a) using Observed data on the level and inequality of schooling,
age

and the log of weeks worked, and the correlations
between age and schooling

and age and the log of weeks worked;
(b) assuming the correlation between schooling and the log of weeks

worked in 1959 for each age group was unchanged over time;
(c) assuming the values of r, 7-c:' and Ito be equal to that for
non-

enrolled males with earnings in the 1960
One-in-a-thousand Sample (same data

as used in Part II), and that the coefficients of variation of
rates of
return are one third, and;
(d) the residual variance in each year is the same as in 1959 for that
age groups.

The sources and calculating precedures
appear in Appendix A and the data in
Appendix B.
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Table B-1 in AppendixT presents the observed and predicted inequality, and the ratio of predicted to observed for 1949 to 1969 for
the three age groups.

The predicted value is writhin 10 percent of the

observed value for the 25 and over and 25-64 age groups except for 1949,
1950, 1958 and 1962 when it over-predicts.1

For the 35 to 44 age group,

the model appears to be a poorpredictor and substantially under-predicts
in the period since 1965.

The simple correlations of observed and pre-

dicted inequality (1959 deleted from the data) are R(25+) m .63,

R(25-64) m .75, and R(35-44) m .61, all of which are significant at a
0.5 percent level.

Table 2 shows the results of a multiple regression of observed inequality on predicted inequality, time (1949=-1) and time squared.

The

time variables are included to detect the presence of the net effects
a

on inequality of any secular trends in the variables assumed constant.
The Durbin=datson statistic indicates the absence of significant auto correlation.

Predicted inequality is always significant at a 2.5 percent lsvel
(one-tailed test).

For the age group 25 and aver, time is significant

at a 5 percent and time squared is significant at a 10 percent level (two tailed tests).

The coefficients imply a secular rise in inequality

(holding predicted inequality constant) from 1949 to 1960 (the peak) of
.0630 points, and a decline by .0488 points from 1960 to 1969.2

1The over-prediction for 1949 and 1950 may be due to the loss of
observed variability due to grouping. The 1949 and 1950 incomo data contain
10 groups, with an upper ond interval .A0,000 and aver. This differs from
the 1951 to 1969 data only in that incomes of .0.0,000 and over are reported
in two groups (.10,000 to 0.4,999 and 45,000 and aver). Observed inequality
is underestimated in 1949 and 1950 compared to the following years.
2Tho secular rise may be overstated due to the greater loss of within.

group variability in the 1949 and 1950 observed inequality than in later
years. This applies for all age groups.

1
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Table 2

Observed and
Time Series Analyses of
Predicted Income Inequality
1949-1969
-2

Regression
(Observat.)
(1) Hales

Intercept
-

aged 25+

(20

.5258

.(2)Males
aged 25-64
(20)

.3139

(3)Hales
aged 35-44
(20)

.3832

Predicted
Inequality

Time
(1949=1)

.2358
(.0955)
2.47

.0098
(.0043)
2.28

.4233
(.1063)

.0080
(.0045)

3.98

1.79

.3301
(.1269)
2.60

-.0017
(.0059)

-0.29

Time

Milt. Pt

,Squared

D-W

-.0004

.48

(.0002)

.75

-2.03

-.0003
(;0002)

-1.64

.0001
(.0003)
0.26

1.65
.58
.80

1.33
.26
.61

1.80

deleted from the data,
1959
is
table:
(a)
Notes to
coefficient, row
(1) contains the slope
(3)
to
(5),
row
(b) For columns
Student's t ratio.
and row (3) the
error
(2) the standard
(.05) = 1.75, t (.025)
tailed
teat,
t
freedom, one
(c) For 16 degrees of
= 2.12, t (.01) = 2.58.

Statistic.
(d) D-W is the Durbin-Watson

variables,
For three explanatory

and a two miled test)
significance
level
of
percent
20 observations, a five
d = 1.55
auto correlation in
hypothesis
of
no
the null
the range for accepting
rejecting the null hypothesis
accepting
nor
for neither
to 2.00, and the range
is d = 0.89 to 1.55.

100
-rrytTani.....
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For the 25 to 64 age group, time is barely significant at a 10 percent
level, and time squared is not significant at that level.

However, the

coefficients imply a rise of .0456 points from 1949 to 1961 (the peak)
and then a decline to 1969 by .0176 points.
shows no trend.

The 35 to 44 age group

Thus, the magnitudes of residual secular effects during

the period under study are small or insignificant.

At most they suggest

an eight tenth of one percent per annum rise in the variance of logs for
those aged 25 and aver from 1949 to 1960, and an eight tenth of one percent per annum decline from 1960 to 1969.

Finally, it is not fAear

whether the secular forces tending to reduce inequality in the 1960's
are still operatfive or will be operative in the future.

The substantially smaller explanatory power for the 35 to 44 age
group is not surprising.
constant aver time.

The age distribution for this group was assumed

In addition, the relative variance in weeks worked

is small and varies less over the business cycle for this age group than
the others.

Thus, there is greater scope for the variation in residual

factors to influence the overall inequality of males aged 35 to 44.

This

again suggests the importance of looking at the dispersion of weekly

maps

for age and schooling groups.

Part IV:

Predicted Changes in Inequality:
1939 and 1985

In this section the income inequality function (equation 7) is used
to predict changes in inequality frcm 1965, a year of lov unemployment,
to 1939 and to 1985.

The components of the predicted change are examined.

A: 2222

To what extent is the larger earnings inequality in 1939 compared to
the post.awar period due to the large dispersion in employment in that
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2?
year?' Or, would oarnings inequality have been larger in
1939 than in 1965 even if there were no differences in employment?

The level and inequality of schooling and age, and the correlation
for males 20 to 69 in 1940 are compared with the values for labor force
males aged 18 and over in 1965 in Table 3

The net effect of the different age and schooling distkibutions is a prediction of lower earnings
inequality in 1939 than in 1965.2 This is mainly due to the lower level
of schooling. The picture changes

when the relative in-

equality of weeks worked is considered. The employment effect outweights

the net effect of the changed distribution of schooling and age. As a
consequence, a large increase in inequality over the 1965 level is predicted for 1939.

variance in the log of wage and salary income in 1939 of experienced members of the labor f orce in 1940 was
The relative inequality of earnings of males aged a S and over in 1965
1The

was 1031

In explaining the substantial decline in inequality from 1938 to 1957
in Great Britain, Lydall wrote: "It seems that several different forces

have been at work. The most important of these, without any doubt, has been
the achievement and maintenance of full employment." (Lydell, "Long Term

Trends..." p. 33).

are not available to correlate weeks worked with schooling or
age in 1939, and it is assumed that'theso values are the same. as in 1965.,.
It is also assumed that the other parameters for which there wie no time
series data were constant over the interval.
ZData

12
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Table 3
Comparison of Predicted Income

Inequality in 1939 with 1965

Contrib. to
Manr,e in Income Inmislitm_
.

1939

1965

39.38

41.84

-2.46

-.02149

3.4.21

13.65

+0.56

+.02822

8.83

11.16

-2.33

-.34525

(4) 6(0

3.70

3.41

+0.29

+.05336

(5) 6(LnW)

0.737

0.565

+0.232

+.63400

-0.03

-.00758

111

(1)

A

(2) 6(A)
g

(3)

(6) itas

-0.26

(7) 6(0 6(LnW)

joint effect

-0.23

1939-1965

-

.

+.11323

(8) 6(A) 6(LnIJ)

joint effect

+.01249

(9) Ras 6(S) 6(A)

joint effect

-.00119

+.46579

Notes to Table 3:
(a) 1965 data are for civilian labor force males aged 18 and over, except

for the. correlation of schooling and employment which is for labor force males
aged 25 and over in 1959.

ahlsing 1965 as the base year,

the partial effects

on the variance in thekog of in.come for males:
1)

A

2) s(A)
3)

g

4) s(s)
5)

6(LnW)

6) Ras

+0.009
+0.050

+0.148
+0.184

+2.728
+0.253

103
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The relative inequality for males of wage and salary income in
1939 (experieu.4duor force) was 2.1585 and in 1965 it was 1.3103

(wage and salary workers aged 18 and over).

The observed difference

is larger than the predicted difference (4)1165g) byM44tpoints.
The gap may be due to sampling variability, the different quality of
the 1940 Census and the current Population Reports data, or to a

decline in one or more of the parameters assumed constant over time. 1
The latter suggests there may have been a significant decline in the
level or the coefficient of variation of the rate of return, or in
the dispersion of weekly wages within age and schooling groups (the
residual variance).

Further study is required to identify the specific

cause or causes of the underprediction.

1

A discussion of the sampling Variability And quality of the CPR
income data appears in Edward C. Budd, "Postwar Changes in the Size
Distribution of Income in the U.S." fkmerican Economic Revinw (Hay 1970)
pp: 247-60.
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The Department of Commerce has projected age and schooling distri-

butions for labor force males in 1985.

These data are used here as the

basis for predicting the income inequality of labor force males aged 25
to 64 and 35 to 44 in that year.
.The projected data permit the calculation of the level and inequality

of both age and schooling, and their intercorrelation.

The variance in

the log of weeks worked in 1985 was computed on the assumption that the

memn and variance of the log of weeks worked for each age group in 1985
will be the same as in 1965.
unemployment.

This assumes that 1985 will be a year of low

The correlation between age and the log of weeks worked

was assumed to be the same as in 1965.

The 1959 data used above for the

other parameters are assumed to have the same value in 1985.

Table 4 contains the values of the schooling, age and employment

variables for labor force males aged 25 to 64 in 1985 and 1965. A lower

level but a wider aspersion of age is predicted
presumably due to an
assumed decrease in age of retirement on the part of maw older males.

nue level of schooling is projected to increase by one and one third years,
and its dispersion (standard deviation) decrease by almost one half
a year.
711e change in age structure is projected to lower by a small amount (.005

points) the standard deviation of the log of weeks worked.

The most dra-

matic projected change is a substantial increase in the correlation of age
and schcoling from Ras m -0.22 to Ras "I -0.10.

This increase implies a

slowing don in the secular increase in the level of schooling.
Using 1959 values as the base, the effect of each of these
variables,

and their joint effects, on tho change in income inequality from 1965
to
1985 is indicated in Table 4.

The net effect of the change in the.age

1 CS
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Table 4

Comparison .of Predicted Income
Inequality in 1985 with 1965,
Males Aged 25 to 64

Contrib. To
Change in
Inco Me

Variables

1985

1965

1985-1965

Inequality

1) W

41. 31

43.60

-2 .29

-.02061

2) 6(A)

10. 76

10.54

+0.22

+.00682

3) ...§

12.50

11.17

+1.33

+.02660

4) 6(S)

3.05

3.48

-0. 43

-.01978

5) 6 (InW)

0.359

0.364

+0.005

-.00593

+0.12

+.02328

6) Rs

.

-0.10

-0.22

7) 6(S) 6(LnW)
joint effect

-.00051

8) 6 (A) 6 (1101)

-.00001

joint effect

9) Ras6(A)6(S)
joint effects

-.00240

+.00740
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distribution is a small decrease in inequality, while the net effect of
the change in the distribution of schooling is a small increase.

Taken

as a whole, changes in the levels and inequalities of schooling
will
have a small negative effect.

However, the change in the correlation

of age and schooling is to increase inequality by a larger amount.

The

effect of the change in the relative inequality of
weeks worked is small.

Combining the separate and joint effects indicates
an increase in
predicted inequality of +.0074 points, which is approximately
one and

one-half percent of the variance in the log of income in 1965.

Thus,

if the rate of return from schooling and the residual inequality
remain
unchanged, and if 1985 is a year

of

full employment, no change in

1

_

income inequality from the 1965 level-is- fife-a-eta:
Although

Part

III indicated-that the model was

more

successful for

predicting inequality for the age group 25 to 64 than the group 35 to44,

it would be interesting to examine the change
in predicted inequality
for the latter.

-

Table 5 presents the data far males 35 .Lo 44

It is assumed that the level and inequality of age will not change.

An

increase in the level of schooling of over one year and a decrease in
its standard deviation by one-half year is projected.

It is assumed that

the correlation between age and schooling in a given
year for males aged
35 to 44 is the same as for males 25 to 64*

correlation by .12 points is assumed.

Thus, an increase in the

It is also assumed that the dispersion

in employment and the correlations of employment
witl schooling and age
are unchanged.

The contribution of each of the variables which are assumed to change
is computed using 1965 as the base rmr. The differences
in the partial
slopes shown in the footnote of Table .5" and in Part 171 for males
25 to 64

1LC7
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Table 5

Comparison of Predicted Income

Inequality in 1985 with 1965,
Males Aged 35-44

Contrib. To
Change in

Variables
1) -§

Income

1985

1965

1985-1965

Inequality

12.81

11.58

+1.23

+.01722

2.85

3.34

-0.49

-.06321

-0.10

-0.22

+0.12

+.00660

2) 6(0
3) Ras
4) R 6(S)

-.00077

jitint effect

-.04016

(a)For males 35-44, using 1965 as the base year, 362(Lta)
= .014,
8S
2
a

2

(1,y)

= .129,

ats

Y)

as

= .055..

11C S
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are mainly due to the different values'of the variables held constant
for the two age groups.

The effect of the projected change in the dis-

tribution of schooling will be to decrease inequality.

This will be

partially offset, however, by the rise in the correlation of age and
schooling.

The net effect is a projected decrease in inequality by

.0402 points.

This represents a decline of appraximately seven percent

below the Observed variance in 1965.

Thus, in the absence of cyclical

unemployment in 1986, if the variables assumed constant do in fact
remain constant, the relative income variance in 1985 among males aged
35 to 44 is expected to be only slightly lower (by seven percent) than
in 1965.

Part 'V:

Conclusion

This paper demnnstrated that a human capital earnings function can
be used to ex.plain time-series changes in income inequality.

The model

relates income inequality to the distributions of age, schooling, employment and rates of return, and the intercorrelations among these variables.
For adult males in the United States the income distribution is
dominated by the distributions of age and employment.

During the post-

war period, changes in the level and inequality of age and schooling were
small, and could not be expected to have had a large effect on the overall
distribution, especially since they tended to have cancelling effects.
Income inequality is significantly influenced by the business cycle through
the effects on weeks of employment.

A substantial decline in inequality in the fUture could come about
through increased efficiency in the market for information about available
jobs and workers (decreasing the dispersion of employment), or a decline
in the rates of return from training.

If rates of return aro not tar abaisre

169
_

I.
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the equilibrium level, the latter hypothesized source for decreasing

inequality may not materialize; The analysis suggests that the residual
variance, the inequality of weekly wages within age and sdhooling groups,

deserves study as it represents a sestantial proportion of income inequality, and it may be the only avenue for significant changes in overall
inequality in the future.

The analysis of the difference in inequality between 1939 and
1965 indicates that a substantial proportion of the larger inequality
in 1939 was due to the large dispersion in employment.

The analysis

also suggest that there may have been a decline from 1939 to the post-

war years in the level or the coefficient of variation of the rate of
return, or in the residual inequality.
Predicted chances in income inequality from 1965 to 1985 are generated
for labor force males aged 25 to 64 and aged 35 to 44 on the assumption
that age specific employment is the same in both years.

No net change is

predicted for the broader age group, but for males aged 35 to 44 a decline
in inequality by seven percent of the 1965 level is foreasted.

These

predictions, however, assume that the rate of return from training and the
residual variance do not change in the interim.

%
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Appendix A:

Data Sources

(1) Income Inequality: Interval midpoints and Pareto estimate for upper
open end interval.
(a) 1949 to 1964: Trends in tho Incomes of Families and Persons in
the United States: 1947-1954, Technical Paper 17 (Dept. of Commerce,
1967), Table 14. 1949-50, ten groups, otherwise eleven groups. Honey
income.
(b) 1965 to 1969: Current Ponulation Re orts P-60 (Dept. of Commerce),
Nos. 51, 53, 60, 66 and 75. Eleven groups. Money income. (1965,earnings, 16 grou
(c) 1939:
Census of Population: 1940, Vol. III, The Labor Force
(Dept. of Commerce) Table 71.
/64
groups. Wave and salary income
for the civilian labor force.

(2) Schoolina and Aza: Averages, variances and correlation. Civilian labor
force males.
(a) 1949: Census of Population: 1950, Special Report N. 58, "Education"
(Dept. of Commerce) Table 9.

(b) 1952 and 1957: Current PoEulation Reports P-50 (Dept. of Commerce)
Nos. 49 and 78.
(c) 1959 - 1968: Educational Attainment of Workers, Special Labor
Force Reports (Dept. of Commerce) Nos. 1, 30, 53, 65, 83, 92 and 103.

(d) Missing observations for age distribution obtained from Handbook
of Labor Statistics: 1970 (U.S. Dept. of Labor) Table 1.

(e) Hissing dbservations for schooling distribution and correlation
obtained from linear interprolations.
(f) 1985: U.S. Labor Force: Projections to 1985 Special Labor Force
Report 119 (Dept. of Commerce, 1970) and Lducation of Adult ',.orkers:
Projections to 19, Special Labor Force Report 122 (Dept. of Commerce,
1970).

(g) 1939: Census of Ponulation: 1940 Vol. III, The Labor Force,
Tables 28 and 32 and Vol. IV, Cliaracteristics by Acze Table 18. Schooling
data and the correlation for males aged 25 TO-0-1171940. Age data
for males in the labor force in 1940.
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(3) Weeks Worked: Varniance cf the log of weeks worked and correlation
with age for civilian labor force males.
Five employment groups
for 1949, 1950 and 1969, otherwise six groups.

(a) 1950 - 1958: Current Population Reports P-50 (Dept. of Commerce)
Nos. 35, 43, 48, 54. 591 68, 771 91.
(1) 1959
1968: Work Experience of the Population, Special Labor
Force Reports (Dept. of Commerce) Nos. 11, 19, 25, 38, 48, 62, 76, 91,
107, and 115.
...

(c) 1969: Current Population Reports P-60 (Dept. of Commerce)
No. 75.
(d) Missing Observations 1949 assumed equal to 1950, 1957 interprrolated.

(e) 1985: Projected age distribution in 1985, and level and variance
of the log of weeks worked by age group for 1965.

(f) 1939: Census of Population: 1940110.. III, "The Labor Force,"
p. 13 and Table 88. The months worked data (Table 88) were converted
to weeks worked (p. 13).
(4) Correlation between schooling and employment: Census of Population:
1960 Subject Report, "Employment Status and oiork Experience: Table 20.
For labor force males in 1959.
(5) Other Parameters: Rates of return (r and r') and the elasticity of

earnings with respect toweeks worked On. Computed from the Census

21:222, One-In-A-Thousand Sample, for white, non-farm,
non-enrolled males 14 and over with earnings.
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Education, Income, and

Z. Griliches
1.

Ability

and W. Mason*

cc_ 7 td; 1(/*7(
I,

Introduction

Current estimates of the contribution of education
to
economic growth have been questioned
because they ignore the
interaction of education with ability.
Whether the

neglect of

ability differences in the analyses of the
income-education relationship results in estimates that
are too high was considered
.in an earlier paper by one of the authors

(Griliches, 1970)
and a negative answer was conjectured.
In this paper, we pursue
this question a bit further, using a new and larger
body of data.
Unfortunately, a definitive answer to this
question is hampered
both by the vagueness and elasticity of
"education" and "ability"

or :V.

as analytical concepts and by the lack
of data on early (preschooling) intelligence.

The data examined in this paper are from
a subsample of
army veterans from the 1964
Consumer Population Survey for which
a variety of additional informatiOn
was collected, both from
army records and directly. 1
Most importantly, these data conHarvard and Duke Universities
respectively. This work has
been.supported by NSF Grant No. GS 2762X.
We are indebted
to Mr. Paul Ryan for research
assistance, and to E. Denison,
A.S. Goldberger, and Karen Oppenheim
Mason for comments on
an earlier

draft.

1

See Klassen (1966) and Rivera (1965)
for a description of the
sample. These data have also
been used by Duncan (1968) and
Mason (196811970)
among others.
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tain AFQT (Armed Forces Qualification
Test) .scores, indicators
of parental status, region of residence
duringsadolesence, and
a division of the school years
variable into that acquired before
and after military service. They allow
us, therefore,

-0.:

to

5.nquire

into the separate effects
of parental background,
3.ntelligence and schooling.

The basic problems and analytical
framework can be set
out very simply. Let ineome be
a linear:function of education
'and ability, or:
.

Y = a +

+ (32G + u

where Y is income, E is education,
G is ability, and u are
other factors affecting income,
assumed to be random and uncorrelated with E and G. The relation
is presumed to hold
1.rue for cross-sectional data.

If

education

and

ability

are

( positively associated, then
a measure of the contribution of
education to income which ignores the
.ability variable (most

commonly, the simple least
squares coefficient of Y on E) will
be biased upward by the amount f32bGE,
where bGE is the regression
coefficient of ability on education in
the particular sample.

.

The first substantive
section of this paper (Section 3)
investigates the magnitude of
this bias, via the estimation of income generating equations
containing measures of both
and ability.

2

education

2

Concern with the accuracy of the
'education estimate due to
the omission of ability may/ of course,
be readily extended to other factors
associated .wIth educational attainment
and known also to contribute
to the determination of
socioeconomic

1.1.5.- -

a.
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Unfortunately, we don't have good measures of either the
'

output of the educational process or the stock of native ability.

What we have is the number of years spent in all kinds of
educational institutions and the performance on a test at an

age where much of the schooling has already been completed.
Consider the first problem first, assuming that the test scores
in fact meas.ure ability correctly.

What we'd like to have is

a measure of education achieved (E), what we have are years
of schooling completdd (S).

Let us call the discrepancy be-

tween these two measures"quality" (Q, E = S

Q) and asiume that

it is uncorrelated with the quantity of schooling (S).3

At the

same time, the quality of schooling is likeilto be correlated
with dbility, because there is some correlation between social
.class and ability, because more able students are more likely

2 .:(mIxtinued) outcomes. Denison (1964), for instance, notes
the salience of race, inherited wealth, family position,
and diligence, .and the list can easily be lengthened.

In the present analysis we control for these factors to
a considerable degree.
3.

This is not too unreasonable an assumption, since there is
a wide variation in 'quality of schooling at all leyels of
schooling. It is possible, however,
that children going to better
schools are also more likely to accumulate
more years of
schooling. If that is the case, we define Q to be that part
of the ."quality".clistribution which is uncorrelated with
"quantity." The rest follows in 'similar
manner.

iié
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to get into better schools, and lastly
because our measure of
ability (test scores at 18) may in fact be
a measure of the
quality of schooling.
Allowing for such differences in the quality of schooling
makes the story somewhat morecomplicated.
The true equation
is rewritten as:

4

Y = a 4. $1E + 02G + u = a.+ $1S

010 + $2G + u

In this framework, ignoring not only G but also
Q leads
to the same result as before since b
QS (the regression coefficient
of quality on quantity of schooling)
is zero by assumption.

.The situation becomes more complicated
however when a measure of
ability is included in the estimating
equation.
The estimated

coefficient of schooling is then equal to:
b

YSG = $ 1

where b

+ $ b
1

QS4G

QS.G is the partial regression coefficient of quality

on quantity of schooling holding ability constant.4

Given our

assumptions ii can be shown (see the
Appendix to this paper)
that:
b
= -b
QS!G
.QG

4

bcs/(1-r 2

GS )

These formulae hold as computational
identities between
least squares coefficients.
They can also be interpreted
as expectations of computed least
squares coefficients from
random *samples froM a population satisfying
our assumptions.
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re

Where r

2

.

G S ls the square of the correlation Coefficient between

the quantity of schooling and ability.
Since we exeect both bQG (the relationship between the quality

of schools and the individual's ability) andbGs

(the relation-

ship between ability and years of schooling) to be positive,
b

QS.G will be negative.' That is, by going from bys tobys.GI.

we will reduce the coefficient of schooling for two reasons:

b

YS

YSG =

b

-ab

GS- ab x;* b.

GSM

x.4)
GS

First:we eliminate the upward.bias due to the earlier omission
of ability.

At the same time, however, we introduce another

bias due to the correlation of ability with the left out

qualityVariable, The second bias is*a function (among ether
things) of the magnitude of the correlation between quantity
of schooling and ability.

We solve the problem of this second

bias by concentrating our attention on that part of schooling
which oCcured after military service (SI -- schooling increment),
which turns out to be almost entirely uncorrelated with our

measure of ability and hence is not subject to this type of

The availability.of the post military service schooling
helps Us also
.variable
, to solve another vexing problem, how to disentangle the question of causality when the available measure
.of abiliti May itself-be in part the result .of schooling.
The post military servi,ce schooling variable (SI) is also a

post-test variable and hence could nOt affect these scores in its
turn.

..
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these scores.

This is then the reason why we shall be putting
only a
most of the stress on the results for .(
part of schooling in
the subsequent sections.

The second major part of this paper, Section 4, is devoted
to the problem of measurement error in the ability variable.
.

What we have are test scores around age 18 (we shall refer
to this variable here after as T).

These can be interpreted

as 4 measure of achievement at age 18, which is a joint' function
of heredity, parental and social, inputs, and schooling.

This

measure is subject to error, however, both because these tests
may not focus adequately on "income'earning ability" which is the
relevant definition here, and because of random fluctuations

in the performance of individuals on such tests.

A direct ap-

plication of least squares techniques in the presence of random
....errors of measurement in our ability measure may understate the

effect of ability on income and simmltaneously bias the education
upward.
coefficient4 To circumvent this difficulty we devise a model
un
of income determination that contains an..(observed achievement

variable in place of measured ability.

Manipulation of this

model leads to equations estimable by means of two-stage or
instrumental variables approach, securing a reading of the

effect. of ability freed'of random errors.
The last part of the paper, Section 5, summarizes our

results and compares them to previous work in this field.

By
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being able to focus on a relatively independent
part of total

schooling, schooling after military.service, we get a much

better and less biased reading of the pure eff6ct of a change
in schooling than was possible before.
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2.

.The Sample and the Variables

Our analysis is based on a sample of post

World War II veterans of the U.S. military, contacted in a
1964 Current Population Survey (CPS) of the Bureau of the
Census.

The population consists of men who were then in the

.age range 16 to 34, primarily the ages of draft eligibility.
.

The sample includes about 3,000 veterans, for whom supplementary

information from individual military records was collated with
.

the CPS questionnaire responses.

Of special interest to us

is that a substafitial proportion of the veterans

milltary records contain individual scores on the Armed
Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) which we use here in lieu of
standard civilian mental ability (IQ) tests.
The men who serve in the United States military do not

represent any recent cohort of draft age men, since those at
either extreme of the ability and socioeconomic distributions
-are less likely to serve than those in the middle.

4

Thus,

-Educational deferments have channeled'sub.stantial numbers
of young men into entirely civilian careers, and a low score.

*4

.

on the AFQT reduces the probability of being drafted. For
a general discussion of this aspect of the Selective Service
U.S. President's Task Force.on Manpower Conservotion
System see;
(1964).. For an overview of Selective Service, see Davis
and Dolbeare (1968).

121
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conclusions based on our analysis of these data apply only to
the veterans population.

But, since this population is sizable,

the data are of interest despite their obvious limitation.

More-

over, this is one of the few relatively large sets of data combining information on income, educationl.demographic characteristics,.mental test scores, and family socioeconomic background,
the latter three being important as controls in estimating the

.

income-education relationship.

Within the veterans sample, the individuals on whom we
base our conclusions.are 1454 men whO were employed full-time
when contacted for the CPS survey.l.whO were.between the ages of

21 and 34, not than enrolled in school, who were either white or
black, who provided complete 'information about their current

occupation, income, education, family backgroUnd, and for whom

MT scores were available. 5
The major characteristics of our sample and the variables
we used are summarized in Table.l.

5
.

The definition and measurement

The variables noted above'accOunt for the greatest reduction
-.in sample size, but the data file used also contains a num*. ber of other variables of interest and is consequently

slightly smaller than it would be solely on the basis of the
above mentioned variables.
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of most of the variables is standard and we shall comment here

only on a few of the more important ones.
Income is gross weekly earnings in dollars.
answer to the question:

"Give your usual earnings on this

job before taxes and other deductions."
another concept of income:
in 1964:"

It is an

The data provide also

"earnings expected from all jobs

We experimented at some length with both concepts

of income with somewhat better (more stable)

results with the

firA (actual) income meaiure.- Since the major results were
similar for both measures of income, we shall report here only

those for the first (actual) income measure.

We 'also experi-

mented a bit with'functional form.before settling on the
semi-log form for the "income-generating" function, leading to
the use of the logarithm of income (LINC) as our main dependent
variable.

Education is measured in years of school (highest grade)
completed and is recorded at two points of time: 6

before
.

6

"

The education measure.is based on 8 categories of school
years completed and Is scored as follows: Less than 8
years = 4, 8 years = 8, 9 to 11 years but not high school
graduate = 10, high school graduate = 12, some college but
less.than 2 years = 13.5, two or more years of college but
no degree =.15,- B.A. = 16,.graduate study beyond the LA. = 18.

12a
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entry into military service and at the time of the survey.

Taking the difference between total grades of school
(ST)

completedAnd grades completed.before military service
give us a measure of the increment in schooling (SI)
during or after military service.

(SB)

acquired

The minimum values of this

variable is zero (no increment in schooling) and the maximum
in our Sample is six grades.

As noted above, this incremental

measure of education is central to our analysis both because
it ocCurs after the time at which ability "was measured by
the AFQT scores and because it is so lit.tle correlated with them.

Unfortunately, neither of these schooling vairables allows for
differences in the quality of schooling.

This is why we make the

perhaps somewhat artificial distinction between "schooling"
and "education".

Performance on the AFQT is scaled as a percentile score
estimated from eight grouped categories. 7

This test is in-

tended primarily as a global measure of mental (cognitive)

ability and includes questions on vocabulary, arithmetic and

7.

The percentile scoring is computed as the midpoint of
each of the eight ctegories provided in the data. For
a number of individuals for whom other test scores were
available instead of the AFQT, these were converted to
AFQT.equivalents by the Department of Defense pridx
to the.release of.these data.
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spatial relations, but also contains a section on tool knowledge.

8

This test has been used widely as equivalent to an

IQ measure, though as noted above, it is rather doubtful that
it (or for that matter the IQ test itself) is a good measure
of innate.ability, if we knew how to define.and measure the latter.
41110.0"..

8

For the most complete published discussion of the AFQT, see
Karpinos (1966, 1967), who asserts (1967:39) that "the
examinee's score on the tests depends on several factors:
on the level of his educational attainment; on the quality.
of his education (quality of the school facilities); and
other knowledge he gained from his educational training
or otherwise, in the outside of the school. These are
interrelated fctors, which obviously vary with the youth's
socioeconomic and-cultural environment, in addition to his
innate ability to learn -- commonly understood as IQ, nor
are they to be translated in terms of IQ." Our use of
the AFQT is consistent with this view.
Like Jensen (1969),
Duncan (1968) and others we use the AFQT as one representative of the various tests used to score individuals
on Rhenotypic IQ. To do so in no way implies a commitment to any level of heritability ("innate ability to
learn") 'in phenotypic IQ.
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First, sine:e the test .is given at the age of 18 to 20, the results

may be very much affected by the individual's intervening
schooling experience.

Second, the test itself, because it

contains a section on'tool knowledge, seems to be directed more
towards the measurement of achievement-than'the discovery of
"innate" talent.

Third, the observed iegional and racial

differences in performances on these tests seem larger than
could be sustained by a genetic interpretation of these data. 9

Fourth, since these scores are not based on repeated tests
of the same individuals, they may also be contaminated by a
possibly larg3 (probably'random) error of measurement of what'ever it is that they are actually measuring. 10

This explains

our interest in the errors-in-variables approach which we
shall come. back to below.

.The long list of other variables considered can be

divided, somewhat imperfectly, into personal background,

and current location and success variables.

9

Among the first

See Griliches (1970), pages 92-104 for additional discussion
of this and related issues and.Jensen (1969) for a
contrary view.

10

Reference on reliability of IQ te.sts to be supplied.
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group, we have the usual variables for age (in years),

color (dummi, white = 1, black = 0), and region and place of
origin dummies (these are in terms of places "you lived most
until age 15") which record growing up in the South, in a

large city (over 100,000 in population), or in a suburb of
I

such a city.

In addition to these, we have also two measures

of parental status:

Father's schooling (in years of school

.completed -- FS) and father's occupation (FO, codded according
to Duncan's 1961 SES scale).

11

The age variable is usually included in such studies
because older men (within the range of our data) are likely
to have had more.training on the job and have had more opportunity to find the better j.obS that are appropriate to
their training.

This, however, is probably measured better

not by calendar time but by the actual time spent in the
"

civilian labor force accumulating work "experience."

32

We

14=111=,

11

These are of course only incomplete measures of the family's
socioeconomic status and are subject to the possibility
of significant recall error and misperception on the part
of the respondents(sons), from whom this information was
elicited.

See Bowles (1970) for further discussion of

this point.
12

The use of such a measure 'WAS suggested to us by Jacob
Mincer.
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can estimate this roughly by defining:

Potential Experience = Age - 18.- (Education before AMS - 12) Education after AMS - Total AMS (in months) / 12.
Since this measure is a linear function of variables that we
include anyway (age and schooling), there is no need to compute
it explicl.tly.

It does provide, however, an interpretation for

the role of time spent in military service (AMS), when the latter:

variable is introduced separately. 13
The "current location and success" variables are represented by a regional dummy variable classification of current

location as South, Northeas-Northcentral and West (RNS and
RNW); a dummy variable for current.residence in a Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area (M5A); a measure of the length
.of time on'current job (LCJ, in months); a dummy variable for

never married (NM) as opposed to other possibilities; and a measure
of the socioeconomic status of the individual's current occupa-

tion (LOSES, the logarithm of Duncan's occupational SES scale).
Each of these factors intervenes between education and income,

.and helps to explain the relationship between these two variables.

13

There is scant reason (Mason, 1970) to believe that military

serviceponveys an advantage in subsequent experience in
the civilian labor force.

Thus, we expect the AMS variable

to have .a negative coefficient in the income generating
equation.

t;3
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1

.

For example, more education may lead to greater "interpersonal
competence" and "social desirability" which in turn may lead
to a.greater likelihood of being married.

Individuals in this

status may be expected to have the incentive og responsibility
for others, and this may in
turn.lead to higher income.

Although we present some results which take into account

'factors intervening between education and income, they are not
cif central interest to us.

We shall, therefore, not emphasize

.them in our dicussion but concentrate instead on the contri-

bution of the education and ability estimates in the presence
of background factors alone.

Table 1 presents means and standard deviations for the
.variables to be used.

Note that this group of veterans is

young, and hence will not exhibit differentials in income by
education as large as thoseoccuring in later, peak earnings,
years.

Also, the number of blacks is quite small, which pre-

vents

us from exploring the issue of white-nonwhite differ-

entials in income seriously.

Instead, differences for blacks

And whites will be characterized only by:the coefficient
for the color dummy variable assuming that all of the difference is multiplicative (since we are using the logarithm of
income as'our dependent variable)

f

.

Observe, finally, that the

average increment in schooling for this group of men is
;

19
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-

.

nearly one complete grade (0.8).

Actually, 68 percent of

service,
the group did not return to séhool during or after

and it is clear that those with additional schopling must
have completed

on average more than one additional grade.

Since the grades completed range from a high school grade

to a graduate school grade, it appears th.at the incremental
schooling variable may justifiably stand alone in the income
estimating equations.

;
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Table 1:

Means and Standard Deviations of Variables:
a

Veterans Age 21-34 in the 1964 CPS Survey
Mean or fraction
in sample

Variable

Standard
Deviation

Symbol in Grc
Subsequent GL
Tables

Personal Background:
Age

3.5

29.0

(years)

.Color (white)

b

96

.

Age

:Schooling before service (years)

11.5

2.3

SB

Total schooling (years)

12.3

2.5

ST

8

1.4

SI

:AFQT (percentile)

54.6

24.8

AFQT

,Length of active military
service (months)

30.7

16.9

AMS

8.7

3.2

29.0

20.6

schooling increment (years)

.

Sather's schooling' (years)

:Father's occupational.SES

up in South

.

iFa.S

FS

FO,J
116q

29

Rec.

:Grew up in large city

.22

.Grew up in suburb of large city

.

05

.Now living in the South

.

27

b

RN-S-7

.Now living in the West

.15

b

RNI1

:Now living in a SMSA

.

b

SMSA!

POS

Current Location:
1

68

.

i

Rec.

Current Achievement:
1,ength df time in current job
54.3

(months)

;Never married

.

3.47

:Log current occupational SES
4Actual income (weekly, dollars)

122.5

;Log actual income

4.73

131
*,

Cur:

14

39.2

!Current Occupational SES

42.8

22.7
.

68

52.4
.

40

O W MN.

LOSES
O ro 60

LINC
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*Table 1:

a

continued

N = 1454, .for this and subsequent tables based on the
1964 CPS survey.

The standard deviation for a dummy variable is equal to
ii(1-f), where f is the fraction in the sample having
the requisite characteristic. .Thus, it is computable
from the numbers given in the first column.

13a
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3.

Direct Rosults

A major objection to the usual estimates of the contribution of education to economic growth is their dependence
on cross-sectional income-schooling relationships.

The

latter are likely to overestimate the "true" effect of schooling because of its intercorrelation with social status and
..native ability.

Our sample provides us with two ways of

meeiifig this objection.

First, we do have measures of

ability and parental status and can thus attempt to control
.

?or these biases directly.

But more importantly. we can

break down our sáhooling variable into twoethe second part
of which, schooling during and after military service (SI),

is much less related to such other factors and hence also much
less subject to this objection.

In Table 2 we list the simple correlation coefficients
between the major.variables of our sample.

Note that there

is very little correlation between the increment in schooling
(SI) and various personal background variables such as color,

..father's schooling and occupation, and the respondent's AFQT
score.

None of these seem to account for more than 1 percent of

the variance of the schooling increment variable.

We have in this

variable something as close to a well designed experimental
situation aS we are likely to get in social s.cience statistics.

Color

Schooling before AMS

Schooling increment

Total schooling

AFQT

Log income

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)-

Father's occupational SES

(10)

CA:

Father's schooling

(9).

(8)- Log Occ. SES

.

Age

(1)

Variables

1.000

(1)

1.000

-.055

(2)

..

1.000

.011

-.010

(3)

1.000

-.170

-.028

.109

(4)

Correlations (rls) .Between Selected Variables

-able 2

1.000

.405

.830

-.006

.052

(5)

1.00.0

.490

.098

.469

,174

-.056

(6)

Variables

1.000

.235

.329

4149

.264

.116

.216

(7)

1.000

.338

.311

.490

.217

.397

.031

.120

(8)

1.000

250

.114

.229

.321

.103

.283

.044

-.093

(9)

n the 1964 CPS Survey Subsample

1.000

.431

.266

.229

.242

.333

.085

.307

.089

-.004

(10)
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In Tak;le 3 we present a number of regression results

relating the logarithm of income to the various variables
at our disposal.

Regressions 1 through 9 are arrangea to

correspond to the following implicit model:
(1)

Schooling before AMS = F(Background)

(2)

Measured Ability (AFQT) = G(tchooling before AMS,
Background)

Schooling after AMS

(3)

Current success variables = K(Schooling before'AMS,
Measured Ability, Schooling
after AMS)

(4)

Income = L(Schooling, Measured Ability, Current success
variables)

(5)

In

H(AFQT, Schooling before AMS,
Background)

.

.

regressions

1 through 8 variables are added

according to the.postulated causal ordering.

An assessment of

:the "total" coefficient of a variable, measuring both its

direct and indirect contribution to income, is given by the
coefficients of a regression containing no "higher order"
variables in it.
'

Thus, for example, Father's status and region

and place of origin variables explain directlir and indirectly
about .1 of the varianCe in incOme (compare regressions 1 and 2

11

where the R2's are .06 and .16 respectiVely).

:But regression 9, which cdrzesponds to the last

line of.thelabove model and assumes that all of the background
variables "work" via the later ability and success variables,
4141..db

shows that in fact almost all of their.influnnce

135

.

.1

.0

3

5

2

4o.

Reg.

1743

.1332
(.0489)
1732
(.0479)

0372

(.0046)

.

(.0046)

.00129
(.00043)

.0468
(.0068)

.2240
(.0449)

.0365

.00115
(.00045)
.00095
(.00042)

(.0479)
.2052
(.0456)
. 1970'
(.0452)

0328

.00253
(.00041)
.00097
(.00044)

-.00105
(.00045)

.

.0337
(.0050)

.0462
(.0050) (.0071)
;0320
.0445
(.0048) (.0068)
.0352
.0244
(.0050). (.0100)

.

6(.0479)

.1718

1714.

.00162-*
.(.00044)

.00104
(.00045)

.0319
(.0044)
.0247
.0048)

.0450
(.0071)

.1561
(.0485)

(.0480)

.1848

(.0488)

.

Coefficient (standard error) oZ
AFOT
ST
SB
SI
Color

.

.

Age, Fa. Stat., Reg. Bef., AMS.

Age, Fa. Stat., Reg. Bef.

Age, Reg. Now, Curr. Exp., AMS.

Age, Fa. Stat , Reg. Bef., Reg. NoTir,
Curr Exp., AMS, LOSES.

Age, Fa. Stat., Reg. Bef., Reg. Now,
burr. Exp., AMS.

Ale, Fa. Stat., Reg. Bef., .AMt..

Age, Fa. Stat., Reg. Bef.

Age, Fa. Stat., Reg. pef.

Age, Fa. Stat., Reg. Bef.

Age, Fa. 6tat:, Reg. Bef,

.Age.

Other sets of variables in
Equationa

Regression Equations with Log Income as Dependent Variable

Table 3

41,

czt

2545

.0510
(.0042)
.0502

(.0045)

a

(.0070)

(.0045)

2317*
(.0470)
. 1904
(.0473)

.

a.

(.00045)

.00154

.Age, AMS, Fa. Stat., Reg. Bef.

Age, AMSI.Pa. Stat.

Age, AMS.

Age, AMS.

A.ge

Other sets of variables in
Equationa

See Table 1 for definitions.

Variable groups are denoted as follows:.
Fa. Occ. and Fa. S choo ling .
Fa.'Stat.:
ROS, POC, POS.
Reg. Bef.:
RNS, RNW, SMSA.
Reg. Now:
Curr. Exp.: NM, LCJ.

.0379

0410
(.0071)
..0496

.0431

.

(.0072)

(.0049)

(.0479)

0475

.0418

.

.

.0513
(.0070)
.0528
(.0070)

2225

(.0472) -(.0042)

.

(.0472)

.2538

Coefficient (standard error) of
AFQT
ST
SI
SB
Color

Table 3--Continued

2

. 166 E

.1647

R

0

:21

JAM,
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ls"
is indirect sice adding the Pather's status and Region
before variables (leading back to regression.7) increases

the R2 by only .01:
Regression 10 is included to show that schooling does

in fact make some significant Independent contribution to the
explanation of income (it is to be compared with regression 5);

regression 11 is included to show that the.difference between

the two schooling coefficients in 6 is not "statistically"
sIgnificant (the computed F statistic is 3.2 while the
critical F value for this test is 3.8 at the conventional 5
percent level.

It is "significani though at about the 8 percent

level); while regression 12 provides the "baseline" estimates

of the schooling coefficients, estimates that do not allow for
the effects of ability, father's status, and region of origin.
Regressions 12 through 16 provide additional information on how
the schooling coefficients change when different sets of variables

are introduced in turn.
In the context of analyzing the contribution of education

to economic growth, the most appropriate estimate is that
.

.

given by the coefficient of incremental schooling in the
6th regression, a regression that does not include the later
'current experience and success variables.

It is :046 and only

10 percent lower than the .051 given by the 12th regres.sion which
.does not con.tain any or the background and ability measures.

Thus,

while the usual estimates of the cont.ribution of education may
1".

be biased upward due to the omission of such variables, this bias

does not appear to be large, and is much .smaller than the 40
percent originally. suggested.by Denison (1962).
,

128
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A comparison of regressions 5 and 4 and 12 indicates that
even though the two schooling variables are acquired at diff-

erent times and under different circumstances, their
effect on
income is very similar.

The coefficient of schooling before

army service does decline more when AFQT, father's status, and
region of origin variables are introduced (36 percent from
.

regression 12.to 6) but as we noted in the introduction, that

is to be expected given the correlation of these
measures with
the left out variable of school quality. 14 This is why
we prefer

14

The argument is slightly more camplicated than that outlined
in the introduction because of the presence of two schooling variables. Considering only differences in the
quality of schooling before military service and assuming
that they are uncorrelated with both SB and SI, leads to
the conclusion that the introduction of the AFQT variable
will bias the estimated SB coefficient downward (due to the
assumed positive correlation of quality of schooling, Q,
with AFQT and the observed positive correlation of AFQT
with SB).

The estimated coefficient of SI would remain
unbiased provided that it really was uncorrelatéd with
SB, AFQT, and the unobserved Q. The correlation of SI

with AFQT is effectively zero (r2 = .007) but it does have
a non-negligible negative correlation with SB. This leads
also to a downward but smaller bias in the coefficient

of.SI; the ratio of the two biases (in the coefficient
of SI kelative to the bias in the coefficient of SB)
being equal to b

SBISI, which is about .3 in our data.
See the Appendix for further details.
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the coefficient of SI as an estimate of the effect of an
incremental ch"ange in schooling.
I

.

But even if one attributes

all of the schooling-AFQT interaction to AFQT and "heredity",

L..the decline in the.coefficient of Total Schooling.is only

29 percent of which only less than a half can be associated
with the introduction of tne AFQT variable, the rest being

due to parental background and region and size of city of

origin, variables that are likely to be closely related
to the omitted school quality dimension. 15

15

The coefficient of total schooling is ..0511 with Age
and Color alone and goes .down to .0436 when AFQT is
added (ahead of Father's Status and Region Before).
It is .0508 in a regression with Age, AMS, and Color
as the other variables and declines to .0408 when the

Father's Status and Region Before variables are added,
and to .0365 when AFQT is added last (regression.11).

146
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the coefficient of SI as an estimate of the effect of an
mil.

incremental ch"ange in schooling.

dd.-

But even if one attributes

all of the schooling-AFQT interaction to AFQT and "heredity",

!

-2.....the decline in the.coefficient of Total Schooling is only

29 percent of which only less than

a hall-.

=an be associated

with the introduction of the AFQT variable, the rest being
due to

parental

background and region and size of city of

origin, variables that are likely to be closely related
to the omitted school quality dimension.15

15

The coefficient of total schooling is .0511 with Age
and Color alone and goes .clown to .0436 when AFQT is
added (ahead Of Father's Status and Region Before).
It is .0508 in a regression with Age, ANSI and Color
as the other variables and declines to .0408 when the

Father's Status and Region Before variables are added,
and to .0365 when AFQT is added last (regression.11).

1.,

...I...a , .

.
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Given the great role attributed to "ability" in the

sociological literature, and the common use of the AFQT
.scores as a proxy for IQ and other measures of native ability

(cf. Jensen, 1969), the performance of this variable is rather
disappointing.

While it is relatively highly interaorrelated
1.4ith

with schooling before army service

andAlthe other personal back-

'. ground variables, its own net contribution to the explanation

of the variance in the income of individuals is very small.

For example, introducing AFQT into regression 3 increases the

R 2 by only .008 (relative to regression 2).
from regression 6 would only reduce the R
regression 16) or almost not at *all.

2

Droppirig it

by .003 (see

Even if one attributed

all of the indirect schooling effects (including the schooling
before army service and hence before the date of these tests)
to the AFQT variable one would,raise its contribution to

the R2 to only .02 (regression 10 versus
1111111=10
:

16

Another way to look at the relation between income and AFQT
is to decompose the correlation between them into components using path coefficients, (See Duncan, 1966).

Doing

so is equivalent to a repeated.application of the excluded
variables formula given in the introduction,

remem-

bering that when all the variables are "standardized"

(scaled in units of their standard deviations) the resulting
least scjuares coefficients are "beta" coefficients, and

that first order "betas" are equal to zero order correlation coefficients.

Dividing our variables into AFQT (T),
I.

142
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Footnote 16 continued.

SI (S), and Other (0) and calling the dependent variable
y, we can write:
S.

b

yT0

= b

+ b

yT.OS

yS-OT bST-0

and

byT = byT.0

b

y0011

b
OT

*Substituting the first formula into the second, we get:

=

1

b

byT.OS

b

yS-OT bST-0

yT.0 bOT

or a division of the simple regression coefficient of y on
T into a "net" effect, the effect of T via S, and the
interaction of T with O.

Switching to standardized

variables we get the "path' coefficients equaaon:
r

yT =

+

r

0

yS-OT

ST-0

1711.0

OT

The advantage of such a decomposition is that it is additive, while the discussion in the text which is in termd
of the changes in R

2

is not.

On the other hand, this de-

composition is not unique and must be based on an assumed
causal ordering.

via path coefficients yields
yT
the conclusion that more than half of the observed simple

The decomposition of r

correlation between income and AFQT is "due to" or
"joint with" the logically prior variables of Age, Color,
Fa. Stat., Reg. Bef., and SB.

Regression 5, together with

a regression of SI on all the rest of the variables implied
r

IncomeAFQT = .235 = (.065 net)

(.037 through SI) +

,

(.133 joint with, or due to, prior factors) = (.102 attributable
. to AFQT net of prior factors)
.

4.

(.133 Attributable to corre-

lations between AFQT and piioz factors).

143
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Since parental statuE and AFQT are the only potential

TW

t.

"pure" carriers of genetic heredity effects, it is interesting
to note that their total maximal effect (holding childhood
color
2
location, age, and
..: constant) is only .052 (the R of
)

LINC with Age, Color, and Reg. Bef. is .126 vs.. the .178 of
color
10).
Even if one added all of the
variable to it, one

could only boost the role of these "heredity" associated
variables to .061 (the R2 of LINC. with Age and Reg. Bef..

is .117), or only about a fifth of the total "explainable"

variance in income (the maximal R2 is .31 in regression 8).
And this makes no allowance for the effects of quality of
schooling and discrimination'that are.:confounddd.With.the color,

regional originand parental status variables.

Thus, the

measurable potential effects'of genetic diversity on income
appear to be much smaller than is usually.implied in debates
on this subject.

=b,.1
Footnote 16 continued.

model used here, over half of the initial correlation between income and AFQT is explained by factors in the model
which are prior to AFQT.

And,.even if schooling before

service were not taken as predetermined with respect to
AFQT it would still be the case that over half of the
zero order correlation would be allocated to the joint,

influence with other causally prior or independent variables.
In assessing this total "independent" effect of AFQT one

should keep in mind that r = .1 impliea r2 = .01.

144
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C'

By including almost all of the variables avaSlable to

us in regression 8 we can account for about a third of the
observed (logarithmic)variance'in income.

This is comparable

studies'

based on observations of

with the results of other

individuals (cf. Hanoch, 1967), but it is clear that the bulk

of the variance in individ-al income is not accounted for
by our equations, even when using a rather long list of variables.
Table 4 lists all of the coefficients of regression 8s

providing some more information on our results.

Since the

dependent variable is the logarithm of income, these coefficients (times 100) give the percentage effect of a unit change

The more interesting

in the FespectiNsie variables on income.

findings here are:

(1)

The.non-significance of the Father's

schooling variable in the presence of Father's occupational
SES score.
(2)

This is true also in most of the other regressions.

The relative importance of current location (being in an

SMSA and in the West).

(3)

The rather surprising strong ne-

gative effect of not having married.

(4)

The negative effect

of time spent in the army and the implied positive effect of
.

potential experience in the labor force on income.17
IIIP...ftInOMMeMe

17

Since, eXcept for constants, Potential Experience.=
Age - SB F SI - AMS/12, in a regression that already contains

Age, SB, and SI, its coefficient is given by the negative of the coefficicht, of AMS times 12. In this case, it
is .0132, and this is also the predicted coefficient for Age.
Since .I:he actual coefficient for Age is .0126, the two are

145.
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Table 4:

Coefficients of Regression 8

Dependent variable LINC, N = 1454

1

Coefficient

Variable

.0126

Age

Color

t-ratio

(
.

.1970

,

Consecutive R2

.0467

.1)

.0632

(4.4)
.

FO

.40016

(3.2)

.1112

FS

-.0038

(-1.2)

.1131

.0325

(1.4)

.1290

POS

.0971

(2.4)

..1369

ROS

-.0238

(-.7)

.1560

.(4.9)

.1849

(2.2)

.1925

(4.8)

.2144

(-2.3)

..2236

POC,

.
.

SB

.0244

AFQT

A0095

SI(

.0352

.

-

:

.

.

RNS

-.075).

RNW

.1173

SMSA

.1365

(6.7)

.2572

LCJ

.0013

(5.7)

.2782

-.1496

(-5.7)

.2958

.0804

(5.3)

.3095

AMS

-.0011

f2.0).

(Constant)

3.6483

NM
LOSES

.

(4.5)

.2339

'

.

.3114
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In Table 5 we gather some results on the interrelationships
among the other variables in our model.

Among the more inter-

esting of these are.the rather large effects of region, color

and schooling befom service on AFQT, and the minor Influence
of parental status variables.

This is hardly consistent with

Jensen's (1969) treatment of variance in AFQT
ily heritable..

cores as pnimar-

The other interesting fact is that using occupa-

tional status rather than income as the dependent variables gives
similar results; significance for the schobling variables, and
only marginal importance for parental status. and AFQT.

17

consistent and support the interpretation that'both calendar age and time spent in military service influence income via their effect on "experience".

Another way of test-

ing this is to constrain the Coefficient of age to equal
12 times minus the coefficient of ANS.

The. computed F-

statistics for such constrained versionsof regressions 6
and 13 are 3.7 and 2.8 respectively, indicating that the
data are consistent with the val.idity of such a constraint

at the conventional 5 percent significance level (the
critical F is 3.8).

For regression 6, the constrained

version implies that a year of experience is worth a 2.3

percent increase in income, on the average, and that
holding "experience" (but not age) constant leads to
estimated 7.3 and 7.8 increases in income per year of

schooling, for pre and post ar4 schooling respectively.
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Table 5
Interrelations Between the Major Determinants on Income

(t-ratios)

Dependent

Variable

Color

PO

FE

8
6

6

5

POC

POS

ROS

4

4
3

*
*

5
3

5
3

2
*

*
*

6
4

3

4

*

*

3

*

2

*

*

*

.3

*

*

*

*

*

MS

3

*

*

*

*

46

"

*

*

*

4

*

-5

-.3

*

*

11

6

-4

*

2

3

6

*

*

SB

-4
5
6

AFQT

SI
NM

LW'

.

4

T

SMSA

LOSES

SB

SA

AFQT

Ic

148

R

2

.152
.289

17

.139
.271

17

*

8

5

.120

*

.9

.073

3

3

18

.200

'it

*

*

.625

*

*

*

.043

*

3

*

*

.141

12

10

3

5

.270

.

*In the equation but estimated t-ratio less than 2.
;

AGE
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Errors in Variables and Othcr Extpnsions

The results reported in the previous section assume that
the variables we used do in fact measure well what they
purport to measure and moreover that these measures correspond

well to those attributes that we would have liked to have measured.
This i4 unlikely to be true for many of .the more interesting
variables.

We have, for example, years of school completed.

What we would have liked to have is a measure of iormal educa..

tion that would take into account subject, type of school,
'and quality of instruction.

Fatherrs occupational SES is

unlikely to capture well the much riCher concept of the family's
social status.

Nor does it provide anything directly on

mother's education and capabllity and hence contribution to
the intellectual development of the child.

Similarly, the

AFQT measure is subject first to the usual problem of "reliability", being the result of a sample of responses from an

individual whose responses may vary from question to question
and from day to day.

Second, the "abilities" that the AFQT

does measure pay not.be all that relevant from an economic
(market) point of view, and they may also be aggregated
(weighted) wrongly.18

18..

See Gintis .(1969)* for an elaboration of.t.his point of

view.

149
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All ofthese reasons should lead one to explore some
alternative approaches to this problem.

A possible line of

attack is to go outside the sample for bits of evidence
on

I

orders of magnitude of such errors, adjust.the
correlation matrices for them, and recompute the estimates.19

Thib line has its own dangers.

First, the different bodies

of data are rarely comparable and it is'doubtful whether the
various correlation coefficients are as easily transferable
as they are often taken to be. 20 Moreover, there is a danger

in adjusting for "obvious" things, such as the reliability

of the AFQT's and the recall-error in estimates of parental
status, but
leaving school years,unadjusted because the error in measuring
them is small.

The

error of using unweighted school years

as a measure of educational achievement may be as large or

larger than the earlier mentioned errors.

Any non-symmetric

treatment can introduce very strong biases into the final
results.

19.

'This is the approach followed by Duncan (1968)
and Bowles

20.

(1970).

For example, the correlation between schooling and early
IQ or between parental status as perceived by children and
by neighbors may differ across samples covering.differing

socio-economic and cultural populations,

150
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Having said all this, we shall limit ourselves to our

original set of data, and concentrate on the possibility that
errors in the measurement of AFQT, both as a measure of IQ
and as a measure of economically relevant intellectual achieve.ment, lead us to underestimate the role of *ability in the de-

termination of income and overestimate the role of formal
education.
,

To do so, we shall have to expand somewhat the

model sketched out in the previous section and introduce an
unobservable "achievement" variable.
:Let us assume the following simple linea.r model, sum-

marized in Table 6, where the time subscripts 0, 1, 2 represent
measurements taken before the start of formal schooling (approx.. imately age 6), before entry into the Army (approximately age
18), .and at the time of the survey (age in. 1964) respectively.

The symbols are intended to be mnemonic; random disturbances
appear only in equations with observable dependent variables.

We also assume that all variables are measured around their

mean.levels obviating the need for constants in these equations.

7Basical1y we have an unobservable achievement °unman capital)
variable, which is augmented by schooling, and the stock of
which (G) is'estimable (subject to error) via test scores (T).

We assume in this model that all of the influence of class and

heredity are indirect, via the early achievement variable.

Note that we assume that the contribution of unitchange in
SI (S2 - SI). to achievement is the same as that of a uni't
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Table 6
Schematic Model of the Interrelationships Between Schooling,
Ability and Income

GO = a

(1)

.

1B

+ a

= G0 + t0

(2)
.

.

+ b

(3)

S1 = b

(4)

G1 = GO + yS

(5)

T

(6)

(7)

.(8)

G

2H

1

G

1B

1

+ t

2H

+ e

1

1

S2 -.Si = ciSi +. c2B + w
- S1)

G2 = G1 + y(S
2.

12 = $G2 + u

achievement, or ability to earn income, unobservable directly.

B -- background factors including social class of parents (Fa. Stat.)
and location of adolesence (Reg. Bef.).

H -- heredity, or potential IQ at birt14 unmeasured.
T -- test score, purporting to measure, G (T1 = AFQT).
S -- schooling (Si = SB, S2 = ST, S2

S

= SI).

I .-- income (LINC) .

e,t,w,u -- random forces, uncorrelated with each other and vith the
cauSally prior exogenous variables of the system.
the.
t's 'are assumed to be uncorrelated with each other and with, all
the other variables in the model,except the T's; e is assumed to
be uncorrelated with B and H, w alio with S and u also with S 2-S1.
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change in 51 (SB) and that the schooling increment is uncorrelated with the error in observed test scores (t
that part of

heredity

reflected in S

1

or

1

)

and with

(10 which is. not already

correlated with B.

These;assumptions

(equality of the coefficients of S1 and 52 and no correlation
between S

2

- S

1

with t

1

and H net of S

1

and B) are the impor-

tant identifying restrictions in our model.

The present data are not sufficient to estimate this model in
its entirety.

We have no measure of G, To and H.

Yet, we can
a

mesh our data with this model in away which may allow us to
escape the effect of errors in AFQT.

iubstituting equations (4) and (1) into (5) gives:
.

(9)

T1 = yS1 + alB + a2H + ti

and substituting (7) and (5) into (8) results in
(10) 12 = Ofy(S2 - S1) + (Tl

t1)] + u = By(S2

S ) + 0T+u-3t1
1

Since the error (t1) in Tl is not observable, we have again

an errors-in-variables.problem (or a.simultaneity problem in
the sense of a non-zero correlation of T

1

with the new dis-

.

turbance u
Iv

8t1).

To solve this problem we can use the ob-

servable predetermined variables(S

and B) not appearing in equa1

tion (10) in a tWo-stage instrumental variables procedurJ:
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In the first stage, we estimate (9), ignoring the unavailable H

variable and get a predicted value of T1, Ti (AFIDT Hat), based
on the observed predetermined variables.
replaces T in (10).

This.predicted Value

In the second Jtage, we regress I2(LINC)
A

on S 2 - S (SI) and T (AFQT Hat) to estimate $y and
I
1

(Color

0.

and Age or Experience are also included because they are assumed
to have an independent effect on income).

This procedures

solves the problem of error in T1, assuming that our model is
correctly specified, but does little about the effect of the

omitted variable H (except for its influence via Si).

Here we

have to count on the presumed relative independence of the increment in schooling from H, net of their joint relationship

with S

1

and the Variables contained in B.

Table 7 summarizes the two-stage calculations.

Com-

paring regressions 17 and 18'with 5, 7, and 9 (Table 3)1 we

note

-

that the.estimated coefficient of incremental

schooling does not .decrease.

.

Constraininq the model so that

background factors and schooling before service work through
the unobserved achievement variable gives the same results for
the remaining schooling variable as the unconstrained regressions.

Allowing for direct effects of measured AFQT, schooling before
service, and social background improves the fit only marginally

(mgression 5 versus 17 or 7 versus 18).

Thus, the approach

taken here suggests that our initial estimate of the schooling
effect on income is robust with respect to the presence of measurement
4.:

errors in AFQT.

Moreover, the comparable levels of fit in the

error model and the unconstrained regressions support the
model outlined in Table 6.

154-

-ression
iber

SI

.0310
(.0494)

(.0065)

.0487
(.0068)
,

Table 7

Two Stage and Other Regressions

Dependent Variable is Log. Income
.01065
(.00078)

.00889
(.00078)

.00298
(.00038)

S.

Dependent Variable is Log Occ. SES

02569
(.00137)

.

.1302
(.0113)

.

(.00134)

02626
.1277
(.0113)

.0331

.0483

.0730
(.0468)
-(.0067)

-

.1982
(.0458)

Coefficient (standard error) of
a
AFQT Hat
AFQT

Color.

..111

7

3

3
.

-.4021
(.0815)

-.3517
(.0809) -

.00809
(.00069)

0157

.0843
(.0121)

(.00073)

.

(.0831)

.1151
(.0117)

.00253
. 1014
(.0787)

Other Variables in
Equation

Age

Age, Reg. Now, Curr. Exp.,
AMS.

Age, Reg. Now, Curr. Exp.,

.

R

2

.1855

.2855

2628

-

.

2880

.526

Age

.

1779

AMS.

Age, Reg. Now, durr. Exp.,

.

3034

r7...... -f"...C.Y- ........1,,"-"..

a

. r--

-

".

-

-

N11.1=MINI

Agel.Reg. Now, Curr. Exp.,
Fa. Stat., Reg. fief., SB, AMS.

AMS.

Age, Reg. Now, Curr. Exp.,

AMS.

.

. -i -; ,...,....-.........y,...0.wen.-,,,. ,,

Cr)

Ci

1111111

a

with R

2

= ;271

(2.83)

(.0309)

da.

(.1481)

FS 4-

(.262)

The equation used to define this variable .is:

Ana Hat = -19 + 17.85 Color + .0735 FO + .5505

a

Table 7 continued

(1.282)

SB - 6.472 ROS
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Considering next the AFQT Hat variable, note that its
coefficient in regressions 17 and 18 is much larger and
more highly significant than those for the original AFQT measure
(Table 3).

"Purging" AFQT of errors thus increases its contri-

bution to income, even though it does not modiky the estimated
contribution of education.

.

Observe also that a bound can be

set on the effect of ignoring the H variable in equations (9)
and (10) derived from the error model.

In particular, the

gain in predicting income with the estimate of error-free AFQT
more than offsets the loss due to lack of a measure of the direct
That is, the ignored systematic part of ability,

influence of H.

the part of heredity that is uncorrelated with the variables
defining AFQT Hat, has a smaller cariance than the variance of
error in observed AFQT, since the R
18.

2

in 19 is greater than in

21

The only novel result in Table 7. pertains to the coefficient

of the white-black dummy variable in the presence of the AFQT'
Hat variable.

It is insignificant now, indicating that all of

the bolor effects were captured by AFQT Hat.

21

Let G = S
S.

Taken at face

H, and H be defined.so as to be uncorrelated with

Then using the observed T as a variable implies leaving

out from the regression -0t, the error of measurement in
A

T.

Using T = Si implies the leaving out of

H.

The latter

causes a smaller reduction in the explained variance than
the former'.
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v'alue, this result implies that discripination against blacks

does not affect white-black differences in income once person-

to-person differences in ability and achievement are adjusted

for randommeasurement error;

This outcome could not have

been forecast on the basis of any previous literature.

Since

the number of blacks in the sample is yery small, the result
cannot be taken for anything more than an invitation for
further work along the above lines.

Having set up the model outlined in Table 6, we could add
additional equations connecting other indicators of success,
such as Occupational SES, to the 'unobserved G2 (Achievement in
.1964) variable;

Such an extension is outlined in Figure 1.

%It would imply a proportionality of coefficients in equations
With different success measures as dependent variables which
could be used in another estimation round'to get a constrained

but more efficient set of estimators or the coefficients of.the
independent variables.

(See Zellner 1970 and Goldberger 1971).

Since we are primarily interested in the effect of these variables
on actual income, we haven't pursued this further here.

We

doubt, however, that it is reasonable to impose such a proportionality assumption across the coefficients of all the variables
in our data.

It would not be surprising if variables such as

maritai.status or race have different relative effects in
income and oCcupational status.
Table 7 point up the problem.'

The last set of regressions in
With Log Occupational SES as
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S.

Fig. 1.

Assumed Paths of Causality

of current success. Other
other
measures
occupation
and
0 -Circles denote unobservables.
symbols are defined in Table 6.

1
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the dependent variable the coefficients of incremental schooling
and AFQT (or AFQT Hat) are roughly proportional to those with

log income as the dependent variable. Comparing regression 20

to 17, the coefficients stand in the ratio 2.7 and 2.4 for
In regressions
22 and 19 the ratios are 2.5 and 2.7 respectively. This is
not too bad. But the color coefficients stand in a ratio of
.5 for the second comparison and are actually of opposite sign
the SI and AFQT Hat variables respectively.

for the first. Thus, proportionality across all the coefficients
is not ap.parent in the data and is also unlikely for such
variables as color and marital status. Procedures are avail.'able for dealing with such more complicated models but we do
22
riat pursue this topic further he re.
22.

See Hauser and Goldberger (1970) for more details.

To

rationalize these facts we must assume that there is also
some direct effect of variables like color and marii
status on income outside and beyond their contribution to

the unobserved achievement variables. In terms of Fig. 1,
color would be contained in B but might have additional

independent and different paths to 12 and 0. Similarly,
marital status could be interposed between G2 and 12 and
0, having differential effects on the two latter variables.

In general, if income and occupational success depend not
'only on cognitive achievement (AFQT, schooling, and related

measures) but also on "motivation", where motivation may be
a function of previous achievement, some of the same background variables, and other random variables, then only
smaller subsets of coefficionts'ard subj'ect.tb proportionality

constraints.
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S.

5.

Discussion and Summary

We have tried to compare our resulta to those of other
similar studies, but without too much success.

None of the

other studies use an incremental schooling variable, a distinction on which much of our results rest.

Also, such studies

tend.to treat years of school as the conceptually right and
error free measure of educational attainment, a position that
is hardly tenable in light of the extreme diversity

the

educational system in the U.S.

Duncan's (1968) major study uses similar data to ours but

them
extendsj\to all white males age 25 to 34, and introduces early

intelligenbe and number of siblings variables fram other sources.
In the process, he has to make a number of questionable imputations, such as extending the observed correlation between
he AFQT scores and other variables for veterans in the sample
to the sample as a whole (which is about twice as large).. He
also uses expected rather than actual income as his dependent
variable and introduces the early intelligence variable by
assuming a rather high persistence over time (r = .9) for this
variable.

(In data from the California Guidance study, supplied

by John Coniisk, the correlation between .1Q test scores for
the same individual at age 18 and earlier doesn't rise.above
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about .7).

In his study the coefficient of total schooling

background, the number.
declines about 31 percent when parental
introduced.
of siblings and early intelligence variables are
imp.ortant ageBut his results do not control for the rather
and do not allow for
experience and regional origin variables
the parental background variables with the

the porrelationpf

left out quality of schooling variable.
sample
Hansen, Wiesbrod, and Scanlon (1970) analyze a

Of 17-25 year old low achievers (army rejectees) and conclude
.that schooling-is a much less important income determinant
*a.

in their sample.

Their estimate of.the coefficient of total'schooling

drops about 50 percent when the AFQT variable is introduced
training
and even further when such current Success variables as
Their sample is peculiar:in

and martial status are added.

that it concentrates on the very young and on blacks .(about

percent in our
half of their Sample is non-white versus 9
sample).

It is well known that schooling-income differentials

experience
are. rather low at the beginning of the.labor force

and that there is little evidence for a strong sdhooling-income

relationship for blacks (see Hanoch, 1967).

This is also the

population where there is likely to be a great diversity in
ft

the schooling experience and the AFQT may in fact be a better

measure of accumulated learning than years spent in a Northern
slum or Southern rural school.

It does remind us, however, that

we canntit take our sample as representative of the whole

162
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population either.23
There are several other yet unpubl.ished studies on

similar topics by Bowles, Cutwright, and Taubman-Wales.

But

since they are still unpublished and in any cage do not
make the distinction between schooling acquired at different
times and circumstances, we shall not discuss them further here.
Using a "clean" schooling variable, incremental schooling,

we concluded that the bias in.its estimated coefficient due to
.

the omitted ability dimension is not very large, on the order
of 10 ilercent.

The earlier (Defore army service) schooling

coefficient falls more, but we interpret; this to be the consequence of the interrelationship between test scores and father's

status variables with the other important omitted variable -the quality of schooling.

Unfortunately,.given the restricted

Several other studies should be noted here:

.23

Ashenfelter

and Mooney(1968), Rogers (1969), Taubman and Wales (1970),
and..Weisbrod and Xarpoff (1968), none of which came up with
.large estimates for the bias in the schooling coefficient
due to left out ability variables.
:

The ladt study can

be alsd interpreted to show a rather significant effect
of.variation in the quality of (college) schooling.
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nature of our iample, both as to the selectivity inherent in
V

being a veteran, and because of restriction to.a relatively
young .(under 35) group of males, these results cannot be

taken as representative for all males.

Nevertheless, this

is one of the largest samPles.ever brought to bear on this
problem and we'd expect them to survive extension to a more
complete population.

Our findings support the economic and statistical signifi.

cance.of schooling in the explanation of observed differences
in income.
4

e

They also point out the relatively low independent

-cantribution of measured ability (AFQT scores).

w

Holding age, parental

background, region of origin, and the AFQT score constant, an additionYe-ir of-schooling-woad add about 4.5 i).erdent to'incOme-in

our sample.

At the same time. a 10 percentile improvement in

the AFQT score would only add about 1 percent to income.

If

the psychological literature is to be believed, both as to

the closeness of the AFQT measure to IQ and as to the.great
aifficulty of affecting the latter, it should be much easier
(less costly) to affect incame via changes in schooling than
changes in measured ability.

Similarly, these results throw doubt on the asserted role
of genetic forces in the determination of income.

If AFQT is

*.a..good measure of IQ and if IQ is...largely..inherited then the

164
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direct contribution of heredity to current'income is minute.
lo

Its indirect effect is also not very large.

Of course, the

AFQT scores may be full of errors and heredity may be very
important, but then pkevious conclusions about the importance
of heredity are also.in doubt since they were drawn on the

basis of the sme kind of data.

.)
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C.
Appendix

'The formulae used in the text re all repeated variations
on the "left out variable" formula.24
0

B1x1

x

2 2

Let the true equation be:

+ e

Where all the variables are 'measured around their means (and

hence we ignore constant terms) and e is a random variables
uncorrelated with x1 and x2.

Now, consider the least squares coefficient of y on xl
alone:

b

yl

= tx y/Ex
1

2

1

Ex

x

1

1 1

+

2

x

2

+ e)/Ex

2
1

2

-2

= 0 1 + 0 2 Ex 1 x 2 /Ex 1 + Ex 1 e/Ex 1

Since the expectation of the last tarm is zero, we can write
Eby1 = 0 1 + $ 2 b 12
where b

2

= Ex x /Ex 1 is the (auxillary) least squares coefficient
12
1 2

of the left out variable x2 on the included xl.

Moreover, if e were to refer to the computed least
squares residuals, Exle would equal zero by construction.

Hence,

the same formula holds also as an identity between computed least
squares coefficients of different order.

That is,

byl 7 by1-2 + by201 b 21

24

These formulae are given, in a different context, in
Appendix C of Griliches and Ringstad (1971).

and Kendall (1950), Chapter

166

See Yule

for the notation used here.
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This same formula, with a suitable change in notation, applies
also to higher order coefficients:
b

= b

y1.2

y1023

by3,12

04%

.b312

In what follows we shall assume that we are talking either
about least squares coefficients or about population parameters
and we shall not carry expectation signs along.

The discussion

could be made somewhat more rigorous by inserting the plim

(pmbability limit) notation at appropriate plaCes.
.

The model we deal with can be written as
y = 01E
= 0 S

02T

e

T

$

$

1

2

1

Q

e

Q.is education, S'is quantity of schoolirlg,

where E = S

Q is quality of schooling, and T is a measure of ability (here
assumed to ba error-free).
.correlated with T.

Q is uncorrelated with S but is

Then, estimating the equation with both

T and Q out, leads to

bys = B1
since b

QS

B2bTs

Blbo

= 0 by assumption.

°2bTs

Includin4 T. in the.equation also

gives

b

yST

Now, while b

QS

.

= $

1

a

1

b
QS.T

is zero, bQST need not be zero.

assumptions we can write, however,

b=
bQS,T
QS

b

0
QT.S bTS =

which implies that

QST

= -bQTS bTS < 0

167.

Given our
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.

Since both b
QT.S- the partial relationship of school quality
to test scores, and bTs, the relationship
between test scores
and levels of schooling, are expected to be

poitive, we also

have

bQT = b
QTS

b

b
ST
Substituting the previous formula into the
one above we get
b
b
b
QT = QTS
QT.S TS 0 bST

QST

Solving for
2
QT,S = bol/(l-rTs)
and remembering that bTsbs_ = r 2

ST' gives

b

QST

b /(1-r 2 )
QT TS
TS

= -b

The algebra gets a bit more complicated when
S is divided
into two components, which for ease of subscripting
will be
called B (before) and A (after) here.
The model now is
y = $18 4 01A + f32T + 01Q + e

Then

yBAT.=
find

$

+ 0 b

l

QBAT

.

byABT = °I

°1bQABT

.

Assume, as is approximately
true in our sample, that A is un-correlated with T. Since we have
already assumed that Q is

168
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uncorrelated with both A and B, we have:

bQBA = bQB,AT + b QT.AB

bTBA

b

b

QAB

= b

b

QA.BT

QTAB

= 0

TAB =

and hence

= .b
b
QT.ABIDTBA
QB'AT

= -bQTABbTAB

.bQA

Thus, we can see immediately that the relative magnitude of
the biases in the two schooling coefficients depends on the size
of b TBA relative to b

b

.TA

= b

TA.B

TA,B

+ b

Now because

.

TBAbBA

= 0

by assumption, we have
-b

bTAB

TBA bBA

which we can substitute in
b

TB

= b

TBSA

+ b

b
AB

TAB

to yield
'b

TIPA

= b

/(1-b b ) = b /(1-r 2 )
TB
AB BA
TB
AB

and
1,11,264B = -bTBbBA /(1-r

2

AB)

Now, if A (after army schooling) was.entirellcuncorrelated with
B (before army schooling), b
would be unbiased ()2A

BT

BA

= -b

0 and its coeffiàient

b

QT.AB

b BA/(1-r

TAB = +bQTAB

(

byloBT)

b

TB

2

AB = 0), while the coefficients of before army schooling would be biased downward.
In
)

our sample, however, bBA is actually negative and on the order
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.7

of -.3, implying that the coefficient of A is also biased
downward but only by about a third of the bias in the coeffi-

.

cient of B.

;
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Pro osals for Financin, Higher Education
and Their Implications for Equity

W. Lee Hansen
University of Wisconsin

This paper considers the equity effects of alternative methods of
financing higher education.

this task is a difficult one.

Because the concept of equity is so elusive,
Yet it must be undertaken if we are to

understand the implications of different financing plans, most of which are
justified, at least in part, by their equity effects.
Before beginning, we must define the scope of our inquiry.

Throughout,

the discussion is limited to undergraduate education; we ignore other
activities such as graduate and professional education, research, public
service, and the array of other activities that go under the name of higher
education.

While we recognize that there is jointness in the production of

undergraduate education and these other activities at many of the major
colleges and universities, it is also quite apparent that most undergraduate
students are enrolled at institutions that concern themselves almost exclusively
with undergraduate teaching.
on undergraduate education.

Hence, it is not inappropriate to focus only
In addition, our focus will be on students

rather than institutions of higher education, for it is students that public
policy seeks to affect by encouraging the purchase of more higher education.
Thus, institutional effects get secondary consideration.

In viewing the

financing, we focus on the public versus non-public sources of support -taxpayers versus students and their parents.
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with whether the public support comes from federal, state, or local government, even though that is an important policy issue.

And finally, we shall

of necessity focus largely on undergraduate education obtained through
public institutions, inasmuch as it is here that the equity problems are of

most interest and most amenable to policy.

By these limitations it should

be possible to highlight the central issues even at the risk of some oversimplification.

The organization of the paper is as follows.

The first section sets

out the economic efficiency-based argument for public financing of undergraduate education and then comments briefly on the evidence supporting this
argument.

The next section sketches out several different views about what

criteria might be used to evaluate the equity of alternative systems of
financing higher education.

This is followed by a brief survey of the

evidence on the extent to which the present system of finance does indeed
achieve some measure of equity.

Next we consider alternative proposals that

seek to promote greater equity and we explore their potential effects.

The

discussion emphasizes the difficulty of evaluating alternative proposals
because educational expenditures represent only one of several alternative

methods by which parents and society transfer wealth from generation to
generation.

Economic Efficiency
What is the basis for subsidizing the purchase of undergraduate education?
Let us first try to visuali%e undergraduate education as being entirely
financed and provided by the private sector.

In such a situation we would

expect to find the education market functioning reasonably efficiently, with
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those people desiring to make purchases doing so at prevailing market prices
and with those entrepreneurs who are producing education earning a normal
We would expect to observe a wide range of educational

rate of return.

offerings, by type, quantity, quality, and price.

These offerings would no

doubt range from general education to highly specific trailing; some of this

would be provided in formal institutional surroundings and some would be
closely job-related.
the intensity.

The duration of the offerings would differ, as would

The quality of the offerings would vary, with prices largely

reflecting these quality differenees.

If we examined this system at any point in time, we would expect to find
vast differences in the types and amounts of education-training possessed by
individuals, and probably even wider differences in the costs that had been
incurred to obtain the education-training.

But presumably there would be no

more concern about this distribution than about, say, the distribution of
automobile ownership in this country.
presumed to produce equity.

In the private sector efficiency is

Of course, there would be some market imperfect-

ions, such as inadequate information, discrimination, barriers to entry,
and the like.

But such imperfections would not provide a clearcut case for

public subsidies.

What makes the product "education" different and thereby justifies
the public financing (and usually, the public provision) of undergraduate
education?

The conventional justification is that significant external

benefits are produced as individuals seek to enhance their own private
benefits.

1

Without public subsidies, a less than optimal quantity of

For a discussion on this point, see E. G. West, Education and the State
(London: Institute for Eaconomic Affairs, 1965).

1.
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education would be purchased, and consequently, society as a whole would
be worse off.

By providing subsidies, the private rate of return is raised

to approximate the level of the social rate of return, and this then

indicates to potential purchasers or education tl,e proper rather than some
distorted price signal.

In summary, the argument goes that social welfare

is maximized by the diversion of resources from taxpayers in general to
those young people enrolling in higher education, because of the external

benefits their educational purchases will generate.

Evidence supporting the efficiency-based argument for the public financing of undergraduate education is woefully weak.

We hear bold assertions

about the existence and size of external benefits from higher education,

and

sometimes even from undergraduate education; and we have long lists of these
external benefits which include everything from "improved citizenship" to

"enhancing manners and refinement of conduct."

2

Yet there is little firm

evidence as to the exact nature of these benefits, whether they exist, and
if they do, how substantial in magnitude they are.

It seems strange that

despite the growing numbers of economists studying the economics of education,
little if any effort has been given over to filling in our knowledge about

external benefits of undergraduate education.

Even if the public financing of undergraduate education can be justified
on efficiency grounds, some nagging questions arise about the equity or
distributional side effects.

Given that the typical approach is to provide

uniform subsidies to all students,

in recognition of the externalities, we

See Howard R. Bowen, "Finance and the Aims of American Higher Education,"
the
in M. D. Orwig (ed.) Financinc, Iii.her Education: Alternatives for
Federal Government (Iowa City: American College Testing Program, 1971),
2.

pp. 155-170.
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get rather diverse effects.

Those student-families who might have been

willing to pay the unsubsidized cost will have gained a windfall by the
amount of the subsidy.

Other student-families who would have been unable

to pay the unsubsidized cost but can pay the subsidized cost will now be
able to attend college and thereby tap into the returns which result from
greater educational attainment.

Still others will be unable to attend at

either the unsubsidized or subsidized price.

They, along with the

the population, gain no direct benefits from the subsidy program.

rest of

Quite

obviously, the immediate as well as the prospective distribution of income
will be different after as contrasted to before the implementation of the
subsidy program.

This line of reasoning ignores two important considerations:

the distri-

bution of the external benefits and the incidence of the taxes that are
imposed to raise revenue for the subsidies.

As noted above, little is known

about the nature or magnitude of the external benefits.

Even less is known,

and speculation on this point is almost nonexistent, about the distribution
of external benefits.

Do they accrue in roughly equal absolute amounts to

everyone or do they bear some proportional relationship to say income?

Are

they more likely to accrue to those people whose education was subsidized

for the very reason that external benefits would result, or do they go
largely to the less-educated?

At the moment we have little or no information

for answering these questions.

About the incidence of taxes, little can be said.

If changes in subsidy

are accompanied by changes in tax rates, then it may be possible to infer
exactly who is paying the subsidies.

Ordinarily simple cases like this do
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not occur; various categories of public expenditures are increasing and
a variety of considerations enter into determining how the tax increases
will be distributed.

This means that it will be largely fruitless to try

to link higher education subsidies with higher education taxes paid, so as
to find out on balance whether benefits and payments balance out.

3

Clearly,

some redistribution is going on but we cannot isolate it without recourse
to highly arbitrary assumptions.

The redistributive effects of higher education have not gone unrecognized,
even if one assumes that subsidies are provided largely on efficiency grounds.

The very obvious fact that a subsidized price is lower than an unsubsidized
price means that some additional lower income students who are qualified to
attend college will now have an opportunity to do so.

This broadening of

opportunities -- greater equity -- is frequently emphasized when arguments
are made for reducing tuition payments (increasing the subsidies).
(Paradoxically, when objections are raised to the charging of low tuition
rates to students, many of whom could pay a larger fraction of the total
costs, it is frequently claimed that the higher taxes paid in later life by
those receiving the subsidies will more than offset the amount of the subsidy
provided by taxpayers.)

Much the same argument is made in the search for

additional student financial aid.

A fair summary might be that while the external benefits justification
is an appealing one, we have no guidelines to

use in knowing how to appraise

these benefits for purposes of establishing the proper subsidy level.

More-

For a discussion of this point, see W. Lee Hansen and Burton A. Weisbrod,
"On the Distribution of Costs and Benefits of Public Higher Education:
Reply," Journal of Human Resources, Sumrer 1971, Vol. 6, No. 3.
3.
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over, the subsidy approach has important distributive or equity consequences that are not always fully recognized.

4

Equity Effects
The steady growth of concern about the equity effects our current system

of undergraduate education suggests the need to treat equity as a separate
objective and, possibly, to regard it as coequal with efficiency.

But what

do we mean by equity in higher education and in higher education finance?
Being able to set forth some unambiguous definition of equity, comparable to
that of efficiency, would be helpful.

But views about what is equitable

differ widely among individuals, and as yet there is no emerging consensus
to help

provide an objective criterion by which the system could be evaluated.

At best, we can examine the distributional effects of the present system and
of alternatives to it, thus permitting independent observers to see the
effects of one system versus another.

How to determine what is more or less

equitable is still a question of some difficulty.

A useful starting point may be to consider what kinds of objectives lie
behind various proposals designed to insure greater equity.
to be four distinctly different equity objectives:

There appear

changing the distribution

of student input to the educational system, changing the distribution of
student output of the system, changing the distribution of student subsidies,
and changing the distribution of the lifetime income of the population.

In all of these cases one is concerned with observing the extent to which
the system is providing more equal treatment to individuals classified and

See. W. Lee Hansen and Burton A. Weisbrod, "A New Approach to Higher
Education Finance," in Mel D. Orwig (ed.), Financing Hif;her Education
pp. 117-142.
4.

.
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cross-classified by various background characteristics over which they
themselves have little or no control.

Let us consider each of these

objectives.

Changing the distribution of student input to undergraduate education
forces an explicit consideration of the distinction between access to
opportunities for attending college and actual attendance.

Access involves

an ex ante determination of the extent to which attendance opportunities
are indeed open to all, whereas the attendance involves an ex post determination

of the extent to which these opportunities are realized.

5

Actual attendance

patterns differ considerably, reflecting a gap between opportunities and
Many forces intervene, among them student interest,

their realization.

aptitude, and motivation, and the like, plus the financial barriers which
reflect limited student-parent resources to finance the costs of college.
Some of these same forces may have also operated earlier in affecting who is
qualified for access.

Hence, there is a choice of criteria to use in

evaluating how effectively proposals meet the objective of altering the
student mix.

If one views the objective as that of changing the student output of
the system, then here too a distinction can be made between opportunities
for achievement and actual achievement.

This distinction is exemplified in

discussions of equality of opportunity in this country's elementary and
secondary schools.

6

The potential for achievement is considerable; yet wide

This distinction is made effectively in a recent report of the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education, A Chance to Learn (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1970), pp. 11-14.
5.

See James Coleman and Samuel. Bowles in "Equal Educational Opportunity,
Special Issue," Harvard Education Review, Winter, 1968, Vol. 38, No. 1.
6.
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differences in achievement levels exist, even though attendance is almost
universal.

So far, less intereg:has been evidenced in this objective at

the undergraduate level, largely because of the assumed higher correlation
between attendance and achievement.

On the other hand, we know little abcut

differences in what is achieved -- or learned -- at different colleges and
universities or among different students.

And we probably know even less

about the connection between what is achieved and the cost of the resource
inputs used up.

Still another objective, and a not unrelated one, might be that of
changing the distribution of the subsidies provided through the higher
education system.

Given the uncertain interpretations of attendance and the

virtual lack of information on realized achievement, the amounts of subsidies
gained by different student groups may be a useful, if not revealing measure

of the distributional effects that are being produced.

A potentially more important and more interesting equity objective is
that of changing the distribution of the lifetime income of the population.

To the extent that more post-secondary education leads to greater earning
power, then who attends college, for how long and how much they achieve will

affect the shape of the future distribution of income.

One can visualize a

system operating in such a way that the intergenerational distribution of
income remains largely unchanged, as contrasted to a system of great
fluidity in which the positions of at least some people may be dramatically

altered via undergraduate education from one generzition to the next.
The extent to which one or another of these equity objectives is being
achieved by the present system can be sketched out briefly.

7

To simplify,

Much of the evidence reported in the following paragraphs comes from
W. Lee Hansen, "Financial Barriers to College Attendance," in U. S. Office
of Education, Trends in Post-Secondary Education (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1971).
7.
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the presentation, we shall focus largely on students classified by income

or SES; they could just as well be grouped by other characteristics.
The evidence shows rather clearly that the higher the family's income

and/or its socio-economic status, the more likely its children are to plan
to attend college, to actually enroll in college, and to complete college.

While higher percentages of the more able students within each income or SES
class plan to attend and do indeed attend college, the proportions of the
most able students who attend are substantially higher as family circumstances
improve.

The net result is that sizeable numbers of apparently qualified

(in the upper half of their high school classes) young people from less

affluent families do not attend college, while slightly smaller numbers of
apparently less qualified (in the bottom half of their high school classes)

young people from more affluent families do attend college.

Given the

apparent importance of financial barriers, reflected by limited parental
resources, the system appears to be inequitable in its treatment of people..

The present method for offsetting the financial barriers that limit

attendance by well-qualified high school graduates is through low tuition
and student financial aid.

While

low tuition reduces the barriers generally,

lower income students will be able to attend only if they obtain financial
aid to help offset the out-of-pocket costs of college.

The available financial

aid is, however, inadequate to meet the amount of student financial need;
total financial aid in the form of grants, work and loans, meets less than

forty percent of financial need as it is conventionally measured.
llow levels of achievement differ among various classes of college

students is something about which we know very little.
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We do, however, have some evidence on the distribution of subsidies.
For California we have found that undergraduate subsidies go to above
average families, and that among them, the largest subsidies go to students

from institutions which enrolled on average students from higher income
families.

8

In Wisconsin, by contrast, there is no direct relationship between

the size of the subsidies offered in the three systems of higher education
and the average family incomes of the students enrolled

in those systems.

9

Yet when account is taken of the fact that in institutions which enroll
students who on average come from higher income families, these students are
more likely to complete their undergraduate program, then the actual distribution of subsidies favors students enrolled in institutions with higher

average family incomes.10
Whether or not education speeds up the process of income mobility to
any great degree is not known with any great degree of accuracy.

It is known

that college-going of children is associated with college attendance of
parents; it is also known that the educational attainments of children on
average exceed those of their parents.

But the extent to which the rankings

of students and their parents by either years of schooling or income differs
from generation to generation is not at all clear.

W. Lee Hansen and Burton A. Weisbrod, "The Distribution of Costs
and Direct Benefits of Public: Higher Education: The Case of California,"
Journal of Human Resources (Spring, 1969), pp. 176-191; and W. Lee Hansen,
"Income Redistribution Effects of Higher Education," American Economic
Review, LK (May, 1970), pp. 335-340.
8.

9.

Hansen and Weisbrod, "The Distribution of Costs

This observation is based upon unpublished 1970 data for Wisconsin,
and also
10.
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This brief review of the evidence indicates that while we may have

some criteria by which to judge the equity of the system, the data are for
the most part not adequate to permit any extensive analysis.

Yet by pushing

the data already mentioned on enrollments and on subsidies, we come to the
interesting conclusion that actions designed to achieve greater equity,
in some cases at least, hold out the promise of also being more efficient
First, consider the Project Talent data.1

On the assumption that higher

achievement in high school is more likely than higher parental income to
be correlated with high productivity (or income) subsequent to college

attendance, resource allocation would be improved by effecting a shift in
the composition of the college student body.

Lower ability but affluent

students would be dropped in place of higher ability but financially poor students.
Second, if financial aid is viewed as also inducing

the student

subsidies now provided through below-cost tuition, and if financial need
is calculated on the assumption that tuition is set at full instructional
If we allow

cost, then total financial aid somewhat exceeds financial need.

for expected increases in enrollment that such financial aid would generate,
total financial aid would meet anywhere between 70 and over 90 percent of
financial need, depending upon the assumed enrollment response).
simply reallocating the public resources already used

2

By

to support under-

graduate education, the existing financial barriers could be largely offset.

Once again, a change designed to produce greater equity would also be more
efficient.

11.

See Hansen, "Financial Barriers

12.

Ibid.

.
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These interesting results should alert us to the fact that proposals
for financing undergraduate education are likely to have both equity and
efficiency effects.

And it also suggests that whereas the objectives of

equity and efficiency are often in conflict, this need not always be the
case.

A Catalog of Proposals

Proposals for promoting greater equity in higher education -- and that
is what most of them appear to emphasize -- can be classified into two broad
categories.

One category involves the extent to which there are to be

intergenerational transfers of resources:

from taxpayers, and private

doners to students and their parents, and from taxpayers, donors, and parents
to college students.

The other category involves the extent to which there

arc intragenerational transfers which take direct account of the investment
nature of college expenditures.

No attempt is made here to be exhaustive.

Readers who prefer to see the entire gamut of financing plans are directed
to the references be1ow.

13

Proposals from the first category take several forms.
equal treatment for all so as to promote greater equity.

One is to provide
By equal treatment

for all we mean that students are not explicitly differentiated in the
treatments they receive.

There are several variants of this form, among

them (a) zero tuition charges, (b) full instructional cost tuition charges,
(c) full student grants to cover all institutional and student costs of

See. M. D. Orwig (ed.), Financing Higher Edneation: Alternatives for
the Federal Covernment (Iowa City, American College Testing, 1971); Ronald
A. Wolls, Alternative Methods of Federal Fundin$?, for Higher Education
(Berkeley, California: Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, 1968).
13.
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attendance; and (d) a fixed grant of the "GI Bill" variety for education
and training but rot restricted to college students.

Common to all of these proposals is the provision of approximately
equal-sized subsidies (equal to zero in b) to all eligibles even though
their family resources may vary widely.

As a consequence subsidies as a

proportion of income steadily decrease as family income

To the

increases.

extent, however, that the subsidy level falls substantially short of the
private costs of obtaining education or training, then the percentages of
lower income students availing themselves of the subsidies will fall.

This

means that average subsidies will rise with income level, though whether
the rate of increase exceeds, equals, or falls short of the rate of increase
in income depends upon the income elasticity of demand.
These proposals ignore the different initial circumstances in which
students and their families find themselves.

Students from higher income

families have access to more resources to help pay for the costs of college;
many of them would attend even were there no subsidy.

Lower income students,

by contrast, find themselves unable to afford college even with substantial
subsidies.

Thus, there is strong support for proposals (a) and (c) because

they minimize the importance of differential ability to pay on attendance,
as is the case for elementary and secondary education.
These proposals differ widely in the extent of cost sharing.

With full

student grants (c) undergraduate education costs are shifted almost fully

onto taxpayers and donors, with little or none of the cost borne by
students and their parents.

At the other extreme we have full instructional

cost tuition charges (b) under which taxpayers and donors make a zero contri-
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bution while students and their parents share the instructional costs and
the income foregone during attendance.

Zero tuition (a) is an intermediate

proposal, one which differs only in degree from below-cost (but not zero)
Fixed grants (d), by covering a much

tuition system which now prevails.

larger group of individuals, become

more expensive unless the amount of

the grant is scaled down; depending upon the size of the grant and the cost
of the education or training program, students and their parents might or
might not have to share in the costs.
These proposals will have differing incentive effects.

The larger the

size of the subsidy, the greater will be the private rate of return to
investing in undergraduate education; this will stimulate an increase in
enrollments, thereby increasing the cost of the proposal to taxpayers.

The

sensitivity of the private rate of return to alternative tuition policies
can be illustrated with some recent calculations for Wisconsin.

In 1968

the private rate of return for males to a 2-year degree program in the
Wisconsin State Universities was about 11.5 percent; the student pays approximately 30 percent of total ins tructional costs.

would increa3e that rate of return to

12.0

cost would decrease the rate of return to

;

Charging a zero tuition

charging the full instructional

10.3

.

These changes of from 5

to 10 percent give some notion bf the sensitivity of private'rates of return
to alternative tuition policies.

In the short-run the rate of return on

total resource costs will not change, of course, unless the additional
students attracted into college are qualitatively different from those
already in attendance.

Over the longer period we would expect the private

rate of return to decline as additional graduates flow into the labor market,

189
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and similarly a decline in the rate of return on total resource costs.
what is the appropriate
The key question then becomes onc of determining
level of public subsidy.

One can use the "external benefits" criterion.

will still provide
Beyond that, subsidy increases will gain more students but

unequal treatment for people of comparable ability but with different family
circumstances.

Another form of the first category of proposals calls for equalizing
treatment for all students, that is, treatment which by differentiating
the
among students places them on an equal financial footing in overcoming

financial barriers to college attendance.

14

The variants on this form

need, and (b)
involve (a) financial aid grants based or student financial

financial aid grants and work opportunities which are based on student

Financial need is measured in the standard fashion, being

financial need.

based heavily on parental income level.

The principal difference between

work to help earn
these two plans is in the extent to which students must
allocate some
their college expenses and which students it is that must

of their time to work effort.
amount ranging
Under these plans student grants which might cover any

out-of-pocket cosiS of college
from tuition, or some part of it, to the full

attendance, and with possibly even some allowance for foregone income,

would vary inversely with family income.

Because the grants offset the

depending upon their level,
financial barriers, then, we would expect them,

of eligible students
to result in smaller differences in the proportions
enrolling from families at different income levels.
and Wcisbrod, "A
The followiag paragraphs draw heavily upon Hansen
."
New Approach
14.

.

.

10 0
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The cost-sharing effects of these proposals bear mention.

The higher

the student grant maximum, and the lower the tuition, the greater will be
the cost of the program.

But if we assume, for example, that there is

full-cost tuition and that grants cannot exceed this amount, then for
students not demonstrating financial need all of the costs of college will
be borne by them and their parents.

For those students demonstrating full

financial need, their instructional costs (tuition) will be borne by
taxpayers, with the students and their parents sharing

the remaining costs.

By a judicious setting of the grant schedule whose maximums slightly exceed
the full instructional cost of tuition, it is possible to design a program
that will not result in any increase in the cost to taxpayers of undergraduate education.

The incentive effects of these proposals are strikingly different from
those discussed earlier.

While the rate of return to total resource costs

will behave as mentioned above, the private rates of return will change.
With unchanged tuition the rate of return will increase for students with
financial need and remain the same for those without financial need.

But

if full-cost tuition is charged, the rate of return will rise even more for
students with financial need while falling for those without financial need.

The shifts in rates of return made possible by direct grants or subsidies
to students will stimulate greater enrollment by qualified students with

financial need and though possibly reducing somewhat the enrollment by
students without financial need.

(Actually, the response is not fully

clear in as much as students with no financial need are viewed as
"financially able" to pay the costs of college, hence, they might be expected

121
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to continue enrolling at the same rate.)
Under these proposals, then, it would appear that the optimal structure

of student grants would be that which insures equal opportunities for
students of comparable ability, but with different family circumstances,
in overcoming the financial barriers to attendance.

Proposals in the second broad category recognize that expenditures on
undergraduate education represent an investment which is highly likely to
result in greater earning capacity, and hence young people should have equal

access to investment funds which they can repay later in life.

Becker and

Chiswick proposed this as a criterion for assessing the equity, and possibly
the efficiency as well, of the market for higher education.

15

The task becomes one of improving the capital market for educational
loans.

Some proposals are national in scope -- The Zacharias plan

16
17

others are very limited -- Yale's new tuition postponement option.
effects of loan schemes have been analyzed by Hartman,

18

-- while
The

and so there is

no need to describe these plans in any detail here.
What kinds of equity effects are likely to result under a loan plan?
We would expect a continuation of intergenerational transfers of resources
from parents to children, depending upon a family's ability to pay.

The

higher the family income, the more likely it is that the student will not

Gary S. Becker and Bary R. Chiswick, "Education and the Distribution of
Earnings," American Economic Review LV1 (May, 1966), pp. 358-369.
15.

16.

Educational Orportiinitv Bank

James Tobin and James Pugash, "The Economics of the Tuition Postponement
Option," Yale Daily News February 10, 1971.
17.

Robert W. Hartman, Credit for College: Public Polic:y for Student. Loans
A part of this study, prepared
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971 forthcoming).
Higher
Education,
appears as Student Loans
for the Carnegie Commission on
for Higher Education," in M. D. Orwig (ed.) Financing Higher Education...
18.
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have to incur any debt.

Lower income students, by contrast, will he more

likely to borrow because of the inability of the family to transfer any
large amounts of resources to them.

And so what we are likely to observe

is that even though the subsequent incomes of students from higher and
lower income families may be approximately the

same, their net incomes

after allowance for annual interest and principle will differ.
What these plans mean for incentives is difficult to say.

Undoubtedly

larger numbers of qualified lower income students will wish to make use of
loan funds.

How sensitive they will be to the amount of the loan they must

take out and the interest charges they must pay, particularly as tuition
rises toward full instructional cost (a likely occurence, I would guess),
is much more difficult to say.

One reason for this uncertainty is that

whatever the private rate of return, the perceived net benefits may differ
appreciably depending upon whether the out-of-pocket costs of education are
financed largely through transfers from parents versus student borrowing
that requires future repayment.
The cost sharing effects are clear.

To the extent that tuition is

still subsidized, the only additional cost will be that of the interest

subsidy -- if there is one -- and that cost should not be

great.

More

likely, as noted above, tuition will increase such that the costs of undergraduate education to the public will decline.

Students and in part their

parents will absorb the cost.

Additional Considerations
When alternative methods of financing higher education are discussed,
particularly those which move far toward offsetting the financial barriers

15'3
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confronting qualified, lower income young people, there is considerable
concern about who will ply the costs.

If additional resources are required,

this will mean an increase in taxes or a reduction in expenditures on other
programs.

Rarely, however, is there any discussion of the incidence of the

additional taxes or of which other programs would have to be cut..

While

someone will have to pay, who that will be and how much they will have to
pay is unclear.

On the other hand, if existing resources are to be

reallocated, as in the full cost-grant scheme proposed by Weisbrod and myself
for Wisconsin, then it is quite clear who will bear the brunt of the costs
and how much they will have to pay.
middle and upper income groups.

It will be student-families in the

And we can expect objections.

There are several types of responses.

One is to view the added costs

as a kind of tax surcharge (or special user charge) which continues only as
long as a child is in college; after that the normal tax schedule again
prevails.

Inasmuch as parental contributions reflect a 30 percent marginal

tax rate, there is a sharp increase in the progressivity of the "total" tax
structure beginning where the "ability to pay" schedule cuts in; after that the
rate stabilizes and then becomes regressive.

Inasmuch as tax experts have

given us no way for determining what is an excessive tax rate, we can only
note the effect, not pass judgment on it.

Another view is to consider how the plan changes the implicit tax rate.
One might well argue that a higher implicit tax rate is imposed on middle
and upper income groups, while at the same time the implicit taxes on lower
income groups are reduced.

Put another way, the higher implicit tax on

more affluent families will replace the implicit tax that now falls on
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qualified, lower income families, who because .of

financial barriers to

college attendance receive lower lifetime earnings than they might otherwise earn.

The objections to shifting the financing also fail to recognize that
current family income is not the sole measure of a family's ability to pay
its children's educational costs.

Families also have recourse to their net

worth, at least some portion of which was probably accumulated specifically
for purposes of college financing.

19

This reserve of net worth, whose

ratio to income rises as income increases, means that the ability to pay out
of soma combination of current income and net worth rises more sharply than
is indicated by looking at family income

alone.

20

The role of wealth in affecting college-going is an intriguing one,
because it has important implications fur the extent to which different
financing schemes will bring about changes in the distribution of income from
one generation to the next.

Parental financing of undergraduate education

can be viewed as one of several

.thods for transferring wealth from

generation to generation; the other two methods are via cash gifts and
inheritance.

Inheritance is a chancy method in that the donor has little

control over the way in which the transferred wealth is used; the recipient
ordinarily obtains the inheritance too late to use it effectively to enhance
his own earning power; and because the donor may live longer than he expected,
or incur greater than anticipated, whatever is left is largely a matter of
accident.

Cash gifts can be provided at most any time by parent, and indeed

many cash gifts are made.

But they tend to be rather small because of a

reluctance to give wealth to their children for unrestricted use.

185
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Educational purchases appear to be the preferred form of transfer, 21
and upon reflection, the reasons are apparent. ForeLmst is the parental view
that educa Li on beconles embodied in the child and hence cannot he taken away

or easi ly destroyed or lost ; hence, by this purchase parents exert a

permanent influence on the chihl and help to insure the child's continued
livelihood through the earning power the education will generate.

In

addition, supporting a child thro-gh college yields some tax saving through
the exemptions for dependents permitted under the tax law_ More important,

perhaps, is the leverage that such expenditures provide in helping parents

achieve their wishes for the future lifestyle of their children.

By providing

tuition and other out-of-pocket costs, parents can easily tap into the public
subsidy that accompanies enrollment in, at least, public colleges,

If a

parent is wise, he also enlists the efforts of the child who can offset some
of the out-of-pocket costs through working while in school. All of these
forces combine to strengthen the desire to transfer wealth via education
investment.

The ability to transfer wealth in this way is facilitated by the structure
of education, with its relatively weak emphasis on ability standards as a
condition for admission to college. As some have remarked, there is a college
John B. Lansing, et al., How Peo le Pay for College (Ann Arbor:
Institute for Social Research, 1960).
19.

W. Lee Hansen and Burton A. Weisbrod, "Measuring Economic Welfare,"
American Economic Review, LVIII (December, 1968), pp. 1315-1329.
20.

For some evidence, see Harold W. Guthrie, "Intergenerational Transfers
of Wealth and the Theory of Saving," Journal of Business, XXXVI (January,
1963), pp. 97-108.
21.
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for everyone, i.e. , almost anyone can be admitted to a college somewhere
-- the only difficulty is in finding the college;

Because of this

phenomenon, wealthy fami lies can much more easily effect wealth transfers

to their children through education purchases than in most other nati.ons.

Taking account, then, of the desirability as well as the ability to
transfer wealth from generation to generation via educational purchases, we
would not expect the present method of financing higher education to do much
to alter the shape of the income distribution from one generation to the
next or to affect the relative income posi.tion of the successive generations.

This tendency is no doubt reinforced by the effect of college-going
itself on lifetime

incomes.

We know that on average the incomes of college

graduates exceed those of high school. graduates, and gi

n the assumption

(for which there is some evidence) that the ratio of wealth to income is
higher for the col.lege-educated, then the ability to pass on to children

higher levels of education increases with the educational attainment of
parents.

And so we fi.nd that edocational attainment, through its effect on

income and, in turn, its effect on wealth, all work to limit the way
which the distribut on of incorrr

fr.mn generation to generation is altered.

What can we now say about the several
advanced earlier?

in

major types of financing proposals

-.f across-the-board subsidies are increased, the inter-

generational distribution of income would change only insofar as the subsidies
covered the full cost of education, thus permitting lower income students
to attend.

if a syston of grants which met student financial need were

implemented, the chances for qualilTied lower income students to rise in the
distribution would

increase.

If at the same time tuition were sct at full
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cost with grants increased commensurately, there would he an even more
substantial effect; not only would lower income students find reduced
financial barriers but higher income students would find the barriers
raised somewhat.

If a system of loans were introduced, opportunities for

lowcr incom students to rise would be increased.

But the change might be

illusory; what is important is noi gross but net income -- gross income less

debt repayment -- and ihis for college students who had to borrow most of

might not he too much greater than the gross

the costs

income of high school graduates.

Conclusion

Much remains undiscussed in this paper, including

such topics as

evasife responses that students and their parents (not to mention educational
institu:ions) can take to offset what they regard as undesirable effects of

Nor has much been said about the effect of making

new financing systems.
apnly

subsidies availableifor formal instruction of the kind now designaLed as
"higher education."

There are certainly other important human investment

options that lie open to people but which are not now subFidized -- proprietary
training, on-the-job training, apprenticeship, and the like.

Why these

activities do not qualify for the same kinds of student subsidies requires
fuller exploration.

The concept of equity is an elusive one, certainly as contrasted to
efficiency.

The growing interest in equity -- whether in the financing of

higher education or of other programs -- is forcing us to address this topic
even though many of the tools for this task remain to be fashioned.

1E8
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DISCUSSION PURPOSES 0;1...

STATE TUITION POLICY AND STUDENT LOANS:

AN EXPLORATION

INTO THEIR EFFECTS ON EDUCATIONAL ATTAIN1.IF,NT,

MOBILITY, AND THE DISTRIBTION OF INCOME

by
Robert W. Hartman

As we survey the recent literature on higher education finance
and read the newspapers about new policy !.nitiatives, we see two

predominant themes, perhaps linked by some grand design.

One is a

growing interest in, and dissatisfaction with, the way states provide
subsidies fcr higher education.

Sparked

the Hansen-Weisbrod

analysis of 1..;a1ifornia's policy of low tmtion in higher education,2

.....10.
W. Lee Hansen and Burton A. We:sbrod, "The Distribution of
Costs and Difect Benefits of Public Higher Education:

The Case of

California," Jourinl of Human Resources (Spring 1969); and W. Lee
Hansen and Burton A. Weisbrod, Benefits, Costs and Finance cf Higher
jiMucation (Chicago:

Nhr)tham Publishing Company, 1969).

.11=mmwo.
9.

a mammoth controversy and literature is grawing over the issue of
the distri.bution of net benefits of publicly-supported higher education...I
WEINImbr.

./ See, for example, Elchanan Cohn, Adam Gifford and Ira
Sharkansky, "Communications," Journal ef Humm Resources, Vol. 5,
No. 2 (Spring .1970, pp. 222-36; Joseph A. Pechman, "The Distributional
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California)" Journal of Human
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in
Effects of Public Higher
W. Hartman, "A Comment on
(Summer 1970), pp. 361-70; Robert
Resources
Journal of Human Resources
Controversy,"
the Pechman-Hansen-Weisbrod
(Fall 1970), pp. 519-23.

superceded by real events.
has to some e'xtent been
'The controversy
institutions
fees at state-supported
tuition
and
In the last ..7ew years,

have risen dramatically.
student
notice a growing interest in
time,
we
At the same
loan pi-ograms.

the Zacharias Panel,/
1967
report.of
From the

Educationa) Opportunity
Innovations,
P.triel on Educational
the
Educaticnr the Director of
Commissicner
of
U.S.

pank, to the

the
the Special Assistant to
Foundation,
and
National Scif.nce
Office, 1967).
(Government
Printing
Technology
President for Science and
MIN

attentiCn of the general public,
to
the
whirh brought loan finance
proposals.
research on student loan
outpouring
of
there has been an

essay,22 André Daniere's
Bolton's
papers,/ Roger
Karl Shell's two
An

Bank:
"The EducAional Opportunity
et
al.,
Karl Shell,
Higher
Repayment Loan PrOgram for
Contingent
Economic Analysis of a
(Uhrch 1968), pp. 2145;
21,
No.
1
Journal, Vol.
Education," National Tax

National Tax
Opportunity Bank,"
Educational
Karl Shell, "Notes on the
(June 1970), pp. 219-20.
Journal, Vol. 23, No. 2
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Bolton,
Roger E.
Fin3ncina of
Overview," in The Economics and
An
Education:

22
of Higher

Papers submitted
States, A C)mpend'w of
the
United
pipher Educhtion in
11-104.
Cong., 1 sess. (1969), pp.
Committee,
91
to the Joint Economic

111

Stager,j2 and the forthcoming works
and
report,.../ th e. work of Cook

.
Benefits ani Costs of Alternative
Danibre,
"The
Andr6
Students," in The Economics
to College
Financial
Aid
Federal Programs of
Compendium
the United States, A
Education
in
pnd Financinr of Higher
rJommittee, 91 Cong., 1 sess.
Economic
the
Joint
of Papers sulmitted to

(1969).

Financial
David A. 1. Stager, Student
Cook
and
Gail C. A.
of Ontario,
referenJ.1 to the Province
special
Assistance Programs, with
Social and Economic Policy,
Analysis
of
Institute for the Quantitative

../2

University of Toronto (1969).

and Robert Goldberg./2
Stephen
Dresch
of Robert Hartmanj and

111.11."
Credit for College:
(New York:

Loans
Public Policy for Student

WGraw-Hill, 1971).

"Variable
and Robert D. Goldberg,
P.
Dresch
./2 Stephen
(New York:
Analytics and Empirics"
Education
-Term Loans for Higher

Research, 1971).
National Bureau of Economic
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economists and policymakers to
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have all made it
Friedman as a literature on
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Milton
few words
to more than the
student loan3../
Olma

America,"
"The Higher SAlocling in
Friedman,
Nilton

1968).
11, No. 105 (Swing
Interest,
Vol.
The Public

the analysts.
world may be oiertaking
the
real
Here again
Student
(the Rational Defense
loan
programs
The two major federal
Program) have been growing
Guaranteed Loan
and
the
Loan Program

rapidly in recent years.
education
sectors of the higher
non-federal
Morccver, the
higher education.
to loan finalice for
to
awaken
economy have begun
postponement
announced a "tuition
University
Earlier this year, Yale
could be financed by students
tuition
increase
option" under which a
followed this announceloans../ The Ford Foundation
through long-term
Immo

Tuition
"Yale Weighs Pay-as-You-Earn
Farber,
See M. A.
1970; and Stuart Rosow,
December
11,
Financing," New York Times,
Post, February 6, 1971.
Plan,"
Washington
"Yale Offers Partial Pay-Later

2

p.

possibility of long-term
research to test the
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ment with a
most recently, proposals
institutions."2
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loans "for a variety of

2
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"Ford
Fund
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(March 29, 1971).
Education, Vol. 5, No. 25
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for this conference.
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the effects
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conference
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through
interested IL
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The plan of the paper is the follow5ng.

illustrative

Part I provides an

state support that has
examp3e of what the system of

in the future.
might be expected to produce
prevailed in the past
effects of
f)r illustrati:ig the gross
a
format
Part 11 describes
future income
state institutnons on the
tuitions
at
an increase in
magnitude of changes in distribution
discusses
the
distribution and
of the losses of higher tuition
occasioned by offsetting some
Part III is a discussion of how
loan
programs.
through expanded
low tuition and how the repayment
used
to
support
the tax system
compared on
loans might be evaluated and
for
student
system used

equity grounds.
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PART I

Futum

Implications

of Low Stste Tuitions

spell out
the paper is to
part
of
in this
The objective
of low-tuition
effects of the continuation

income astribution

the

for discussion
colleges, as a basis

supported
policies at publicly
developed a
we have
Forlhis
purpose,
policy.
of changes in that
process.
model of the income-generating
grossly over3implified
seniors
census'survey of high school
a
model takes
In essence, our
completion,
college entry,
through
the cohort
in 1965, and traces
various sources.j
future based on
7.n
the
and incomes

2

The model and data are

the Appendix.
descrilmA more fully in

the major assumptions
The text covers

and lata sources.

standardized
All of our data is

100,000 high
to a cohort of

completion were
high school
rates
of
1965, whose
school seniors in
the high school
1967,2
Then
Census in
estimated by the U.S.

2

rei3orted later in

distribution estimates
income
The final
"all males," but our
of
based cr the experience
this section are
students," including
estimates are for "all
education attainment
females.
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classes,
(parental).income
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grouped into seven
graduates,
categories -postsecondary attendance
into
two
were allocated
For the
of census data.
the
basiE
college -- on
do / do not ittend

allocated to four types:
students
were
category,
"do attend" 2ollege
public
privatc four-year, and
1wo-year,
public two-yar, private
Folger, Bayer and Astin.j
made
by
of estimates
four-year on the basis

Human
and Alan E. Bayer,
S.
Astin
John K. Folger, Helen
of the Commission on
Staff
Repc.Itt
Education,
Resources and Hiaher
(New York: Russell Sage
Education
and Advanced
Human Resources
Foundation,

::970).

of institutional
dii fered in the mix
income
class
Students fron each family
students
low family income
proportion
of
larger
typs attended with a

attending

pul,lic and

The college

two-year institutions.

educational attainassigned
then
attendants were

For
completion rate.
type
a
each institutional
ments, by applying to
public colleges
attend four-year
students
who
example, the sub-group of
complete one year;
1)
did
not
the classes:

were 'allocated among

four or more years

years; 3) completed
2) completed one to three
colleges
made for two-year
allocations.were
of college./ Different

Bayer and Astin.
from
Folger,
also derived
These rates were

schools.
and for four-year private

that these
(It should be noted

2C6
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institutional type and not
entirely
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on
completion rates were
This is
ability within institutional type.
income
or
on family
Students who did
later refinement.)
aEsumption
for
clearly an

the category
college were reaLsigned to
year
of
not complete one
"high school graduate."

This process of assignment

O.L

the cohort of 100,000 students

institutional type,
college attendance,
school
graduation,
to high
parental
to identify, for each
paths
allowed
me
and ccmpleticn
education attainmmt categories:
income class; four final

3) not high school graduate;
2) high school graduate;
..1) one to three years college;
college.
b ) four or more years

distribution implications of
income
the
future
To estimate
class,
attainmen ;s by parental income
existing patterns of educational

total money income in
distributions
of
I applied the census

19672

1.01..s.

Reports,
Census, Current Ponulation
of
the
U.S. Bureau

States"
1967. of Persons in the United
"IncoMe
in
Series P-60, No. 60,

(1969).
completed" census
using the "years of school
and
age
by education
attainment groups
the four educational
corresponding
to
categories
employed in the
tables for "all males" were
just

liSted.j The census

"1 to 3
graduate" group, I used
"not
high
school
For the
census tobles.
years of high school" in the

e
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10.
to_64, and 65 years
45
to
54,
55
to
44,
to 34, 35
age brackets 25
time for the 100,000
distributions
over
and over to generate income

person

coho-.%4.

cohort depends on:
income
fa:
the
Thus, the distribution of

sCnool seniors
0 The initial mix of high

by family income class.
in each class.
O High school graduation rates
attendance rates in each class.
c) College
by college entrants.
college
attended
Type
of
d)
attended.
rates by type ce college
O Completion
educational attainAll of the above yields
ment by family income clas3.
f)

edu.mtional attainIncome distribution by
ment and age.

the following
exercis6 is sumnirized in
The result of this
patterns of the 100,000
attemaice
the
college
Table 1 shows
tables.
result that aollege attendance
well-established
high school seniors. The
by
can be easily seen
than
for
the
pcxor
the rich
rates are greater for

80%
with the first: over
of
the
table
comparing the last column
highest family income class
from
the
of the high sahool seniors
20% of the lowest income class
college while less than

attend

table is
that emerges from this
publicized
fact
A less
enroll
institution is greatest
apAllie
attendance
at
that the probability of
The probability of attending
income
classes.
for the middle and upper
great for a student from the
three
times
as
a public school is over
although the
as for the lowest,
income
category
highest family
income class
attendance in the upper
private
school
concentration of
college
probability of attending pnv
that
the
is shown by the cact
lcwest.
highest class then in the
in
the
is five times grdater
.

PCR
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Seniors in
of 6ohort of 100,000 High School
College
Attendance
TABLE 1.
Family Income
October 1965 by Class of
(Number of students)
Do not Attend

College,

Family

Total

.Income
$3,000

Under

3,00 0 - 3,999

4,000 -

5,999

6,000 - 7,499

7,500 - 9,999
10,000 - 14,999
15,000 and over
Total

11,812

7,339

Attend College
Private
Public
2-yr. li-yr, 2-yr. 4-yr. .

Total

11.S.

Not H.S.

Grad:

Grad.,

.8,223

1,559

4140

983

52

556

2,050

4,323

954

456

1,116

53

437

2,062

1,460 3,563

171

1,687

,

6,881

20,031

11,767

1,382

1,007

1,222 2,983

1143

1,412

5,761

15,023

8,256

1 175

1,993

5,033

234

2,290

9,558

19,916

9,183

7,042

.1,223

1,597 5,459

187

3,910

11,154

498 2,297

58

2,450

5,304

814

342

7,666 21,435

899 32,750

142,750

49,607

7,643

19,419
6,1460

100,000

ZC
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of
the final educational attainments
3
summarize
Tables 2 and
the contrasts among the seven
Once
agmin
students.
our cohort of
percent'of the high
pmmounced. On".y 14
classes
are
family income
complete one or more
income bractket
from
the
lowest
school senios

the children from the uppermost
two-thirds
of
years of college while
way; the probability
schooling. Put another
that
much
'bracket complete
of the
gre&ter for the children
is
six
times
of eafning a B.A. degree
statistic can be
of the poor. This last
the
progeny
rich than fo:
attainment model works.
the
educational
used to summrize how
lowest income group is the
rate
for
the
The 8%.B.A. aompletion

product of three proportions:
)

scacol graduation (0.87).
The probability of high
-.!ollege, given

2)

)

high

The probability of attending.
school graduation (0.20).
years completed,
The prdbability of four cr more
This proportion,
given college attendance 0.49).
average of completion
in turn, is the weighted
publics,
rates in two-year institutlons, four-year
and four-year privates.

The corresponding probabilities

48% B.A. rate
that result in a

0.59 respectively.
0.95, 0.87, and
class
are
family income
for the Ilighest
of their heavier
beause
the
wealthy
higher for
The last entry is
institutions.
concentra'don in private

income

presented,
attainments just
educational
From the
years),
category 25-34
(equals
the
census
30
distributions. at age
cohort, by
the 100,000 person
computed
for
40; 50; 60, and 65 were

by education and
of
income
distribution
assuming that the 1967 census
given their
income subgroups
all
family
well to
age applied equAly
educational attainment.
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Cohort by Class of Family Income
Attainment
of
TABLE 2. Educational
(No. of Students)

11. 111

I.

1-3 yrs.

4 or more

1:002

Not H.S.
Grad.

H.3.Crad,

1)559

683

11:812

8:568

730

7,339

4:673

3,001 - 3,999

954

4,000 - 5,999

20: 031

1:382

6:000 - 7:499

1:5 :023

Total

Family
income
1111.10.111

Under

$ 3:000

12)937

college

2,354

3)31;17

2:811

1:007

9/235

11971

3:269

4:664

1)175

10:803
8: 938

31235

6:023

7)500 - 9)999

19)916

14: 999

19:419

1:223

1,715

1:292

6146o

3142

7: 643

56,874

13)534

10:000 -

15,000 and over
Total

100:000

col ege
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by Class. of Family Income
of
Cohort
Attainment
TABLE 3. Educational

(Percent)

Total

Family
income

3,000

Under

3,001

-

4,o00 6,000

7,500 -

3,999
5,999
7,499.

9,999

100
100
100
100

100

10, 000 - lit, 999

100

15,000 and over

100

Total

100

Not H.S.

J.S. Grad.

.Grad.

1-3 Yrs

college

4 or ;lore y-rs.
college

6

a

64

10

13

12

17

65

61

13

19

16

23

6

54

17

31

6

46

27

26

43

14

2!

73

13

13
7

7

5

8

.57
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income categories
seven original fumily
reader
is
aware,
As the
five age brackets
income categories times
census
times sixteen
tried
at cre time. So I have
to
juggle
generates a 1.ot of numbers
.

here in three main ways.
to summarize the results
overview.of the income distribution
4
gives
an
First, Table
increase in
cohort. It shorn. the familiar
lifAime
of
our
over the
The low
45-54) and decline thereafter.
50
(read
incomes up to age
reflection of
incomes are, of course, a
level'of
the
mean
absolute
and have not, therefore,
using cross-section data
thw;
we
are
the fact
productivityof price inflation or the
accounted for the effects
Two kinds
age-education inccme profiles.
shift
in
induced upward
4.
distribttion are given in Table
of
the
income
of summary measures
each age.
was calculated at
Gini
coefficient
First, a conventional
rises as the cohort ages,
Gini
coefficient
Not surprisirgly, the
stages of
variation in income at later
greater
reflecting the
the entire
shows the proportion of
the
tab3e
careers. In addition,
categories. The probability
income
two
future
cohort falling in the top
income between 40-60)
50/0
above
mean
Of earning over $15,000 (about
stands at 15 percent.
peaks at age 50 where the ratio
high
of course, is how the
interested
in,
most
What we are
categories
into original family income
cohort
broken
school senior
similar set of
illustrate.the findings, a
To
compare to each other.
calculated for the various
just presented was
to
those
measures
distributions
groups at are 50. Hereafter, all
incom
original family
indicate
50; perusal of the data
cohort
at
age
will be for the original
well.
be true at othor ages as
results
would
that all
1;"),s013
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TABLE 4.

Income of Cohort Reaching Specified Ages

;',ean

Age

/....

Gini

coefficient

over.
.$:12,C:)0
(14

%

over

1;25,000

30

$7,571

,268

3,6

0,7

4o

94538

.287

11.1

2.6

50

9,942

.322

15.1

3.9

9,059

.371

13.1

4.2

,245

.500

6.4

2.1

6o
65

,

.

214
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Table 5 shows the results at age 50.

The table indicates

that the average member of the low parental income group earns about
10% less thlr. the average member of the en.Are cohort and that the

average member of the wealthiest original 'oracket earns about 15%
more than the cohort average.

More interestingly, for the questiol of social mobility is
the finding that .the chance of earning $15,000 or more (read "moving to

a high status position") is only 10.1% for children of the poor, and
23,8% for children of the rich -- more tha3 a 2:1 advantage in status
mobility f

the privileged classes.2

Tha 2:1 advantage arises in spie of the fact that children
of wealthy families have a 6:1 advantage in college graduation for
the following reason.

At age 50, the 1967 census reports a 39%

chance of earning over *15,000 for college graduates and an
chance for high school graduates.

Children (males) from the wealthiest

incc le class have a 48% chance of graduating college and a 275fo.chance

of being high school graduates, producing a chance of earning $15,000

or more of 0.39 (0.48) + 0.08 (0.27)=21%.

Children from under $3,000

homes have corresponding estimates of 0,39 (0.08) + 0.08 (0.73):= 9%.

For reasons that will become clearer in later sections, Table 5
shows the proportion of the members of each family income class who
will fall (at age 50) into the four income quartiles (quartiles are
computed from data on the whole cohort at age 50).

Although less

dramatic than the differences in chances to earn $15,000 income, the

215

0

tO

20.1
19.9

25.0
35.0

23.2
23.2

.25.1
28,6

24.4
24.5

25.2

26.0

25.4
25.6

23.1
23.9

25.8

26.0

25.0

23.1

26.8

24.7
21.2

28.0

24.6

19.1

In 2nd quarter

In 3rd quarter

Tn 4th quarter

6.1

27.3

4.7

4.1

3.6

3.5

23.8

.328

4:11,1160

$15,000
and over

28.3

Over $25,000

18.2

.326

(1.n^ ).iaq

$10,000$14,999

15.9

.322

$7,500$9,999

3.4.o

.319

7Rn

$6,000$7,499

13.4

.317

$4,000$5,999

In 1st quarter

3.1.

2.7

Over $15,000

.314

$3,000$3,999

11.9

307

$9,034

$0$3,000

10.1

Proportions:

Gini

.

Origintl ramily income categories

Income Distribution of Cohort by Original Family Income at Age 50.

Ilan at age 50

TABI3 5.

-

25.0

25.0

25.0

25.0

39

15.1

.322

$9,942

Total
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quartile distribution is nonetheless revealing.. It shows that the
Child of a poor family falls six percentage points below what an
egalitarian Aucational system would prodlr-ie in the upper quartile:

being in that quartile is only 19%.

his chance

By contrast, the

student from the highest income class has a 10 percentage point

advantage produced by education; his chance at a top quartile position
is 35%.

Overall, this is not the picture of an educational system
producing anzithing like egalitarian results.

Mbreover, the model

that generathd these results almost certainly understates the actual
inequalities that the real-world of higher education will actually
produce.

T1

major glaring omissions that would have made the

resultihg distributions more disparate by income class are:
(1)

The absence, in the cohort, of any student who
dropped out before senior year of high school -surely concentrated in low parental income classes.

(2)

The assumption of a common drdpout rate in a
particular type of college. It is certain
that students from low-income homes are more
likely to fail completion within a given
category of school.

(3)

The assumption that anyone who reaches a given
educational attainment level is equally likely
Surely, children
to earn over $X as anyone else.
from high-income-homes-with-a-B.A. will, in fact,
earn more than other B.A.'s.

So, the status ouo is surely inegalitarian.
will happen if public institutions raise tuition.

2.17

We now ask what
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PART II
The Effect of Tuition Increases on Attainment,
Distribution

,

and Mobil ity

A substantial increase in tuition at public institutions coulu

be expected to affect the future incomes of the cohort of high school
seniors in the following ways:

(1) Reduce the rate of high school graduation, since
the option value of high rchool completion is
lowered.

.

s

(2) Lower the entry rate into public institutions
throlizh the operation of both an income and
price effect.

(3) Offsetting this might be vome diversion into
private institutions Ovii:if to their lowered
relative price.

(4)

A reduction in completion rates at public institutions due to the higher annual cost of a ttenr.

dance

.

(5) A smaller reduction in completion rates among
entrants into private institutions, since some
of these students would have transferred to
public institutions.
There is very little existing .empirical evidence on the size of

any of these effects the.t could be expected if tuitions at public insti-

tutions were raised by a large sum, such as $1,500 per annum.

(A

tuition increase of this magnitude for public institutions would
cover full costs.' and would represent a cost increase of between

see Earl F. Cheit, The New Depresion in Higher Education:
A Study of Financial Conditions at 111 Colleges and Universities, (New

York: McGraw-Hill Dook Company, 1971) p. 32.

218
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25 percent and 50 percent to the student,' counting both opportunity
earnings and existing student charges in the base.

)

I am in the midst of exploring ta.. implications of several

variations in responses of students to a tuition increase of $1,500.
At the time of writing only one variatior has survived the computer.
The results are reported here, although in later revi6ions,computer
willing, the reader will be offered a .menu of possible outcomes.

In the successful experiment, it vas assumed that the tuition
increase of $1,500 had no effect on high school graduation rates.

Second, the percentage reduction in number of entrants to public
institution.3 was assumed to be an inverse function of original family
income.

2

Third, it was assumed that, cf the gross lbss of public

1.1-le equation in the program re-ids: Ei.= brLin where Ei is

I

the percent reduction in public school earants of income class i,
AT= tuition increase = $1,500 and yi is t.le mean income of class
1.

The program is constrained so that Ei cannot exceed 98 percent.

For a similar approach see

Roy Radner and L.S. Miller,

"Demand and Supply in U.S. Higher Education: a Progress Report)"

1970)
American Economic Review Paners and Proceedings, Vol. 60, (May,

Pp. 326-34.

school entrants in each income class, one-fifth would "reenter"

the system in private institutions.

Finally, the completion rate

for four or more years of college was assumed to be reduced by

20 percent in public institutions and by 2
institutions.

219

percent in
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The educational attainment results of this experiment are

shown

in Table 6. The first two lines repeat data from Tab 3es 2 and 3.
4

Lines 3,

14

and 5 show the levels and changes in the level of attain-

ment or fokr- or more years of college ln each original family -1.ncome

class. (Similar results obtain for 1-3 years of college.)

The

experiment .-ias so structured that the percentage reducttion in B.A.
or more attainment rates .would be greater in low-income classes, and

the range oi variation in this particular run is shown in line 5:
38 percent Cewer low-income children ever tually graduate, while only

/
12 percent fewer wealthy off-spring fail to complete college.-/

The

.

j.T.ie percent reduction in public school entrants in the trial
reported in the text was found by setting -the percent reduction in

public entrants in the 3rd parental income class at 54.

The

percent reduction in public entrants in the lowest class was 98% and
was 72% in the second lowest parental income class.

implied elasticity of completion of college with respect to a cost

increase of 50 percent is shown in the last line of Table 6. It
-shows a range of -0.75 for the lowest incane groups, -0.42 for the

whole cohort, and -0.25 for the wealthiest class. The elasticity of

public school entrants with respect to a cost increase is about 2
for the lowest income class, unity for the 3rd income class, and less
than .5 for the high income group.

220
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TABIE 6.. Changes in Educational Attainment of Cohort Resulting from Tuition
Increase of 0,5002/
Original family income class

0,003- 0,000-

$3,000

3,999

5,999

,000- 4;7,500- 40,00014,999
9,999
7,.f 99

1,002

982

3,357

2,811

8%

13%

17%

631

2,440

5%

9%

12%

Percentage change

-38

-36

-27

implied elasticity

.75

Under

Original number
with B.A.
Original, percentage
with B.A.

$15,0)0
and ever

4,664.

6,023

3,111

:1910

23%

31%

48%

2,2.53

3 , 668

5,072

2, 754

18/,

261)

43%

-21

-16

-12

6

Final number

Final percentage

-23

.25

See text for exa1anation of assumptions used in these calculations.
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21,94

17,3:.
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.

public benefits of higher education
believer
in
the
A strong
Table 6 shows 22 percent fewer college
stop
here.
would presumably
pecple completing 1-3 years
18
percent
fewer
graduates "(and about
These results would lead to
table).
in
the
of college -- not shown
The likelihood
of the following type:
social
benefits
reduction
of
a
long hair have written
understands that people with
mighbor
that your
that one's
redticed by almost a ha]f. The likelihood
be
symphonies may
promising law and order
by
demagogues
be
conned
fellow citizens will
likelihood tlat a checking account
Maybe
even
the
is reduced.
U.S.
in the relative value of the
that
a
reduction
holder is aware
.in
imply.that he should bury currency
marks
does
not
dollar versus
reduced lv lower
likelihood bf all these is
ya:N1
-the
the back
and other effects
How much we valua these
avLainment.
education
would be on:: determinant of our
of higher education, per sp.,
experimentation with higher tuitions.
willingness to engage in social

changes in educational attainment
What are the effects of the
income and mobility"?
on the dist-ibution of

Table 7 shows the income redistributional
state-institution tuition increase.

implications of the

In a nutshell, the effects on

at age 50 are negligible.
the distribution of income

The gini

unchanged from
of the entire cohort is
coefficient for the incomes
Similarly, the change in the proportions
situation.
the low-tuition
falling
original family income group
(sons)
of
each
of the children
distribution, at age 50, are
of
the
income
into the various quartiles
5); the strongest effect seems
(compared
to
Table
very small indeed
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TABLE 7.

$3,0003,999

9,353

$4,0005,999

.314

9,511

$6,0007,499

.318

9,800

$7,5009,999

324

10,229

$10,00014,999

.3'21

11,199

.318

9,661+

Total

Under
$3,000
9,022

.311

$15,000
and over

8,796

.307

16.7(-8)
4.3(-9)
23.2
23.1
24.9
28.8

.32g

22.3(-6)
5.7(-7)
20.2
19.8

24.7
35.4

13.5(-1C
3.5(-10
25.0
25.01
25.0!
25.0

INIMmommi

.301

11.7(-11)
3.1(-12)
25.9
26.1
25.1
22.9

'

10.0(-14)
2.7(-14)
27.4
27.1
24.8
20.7

12.6(-10) 14.1(-10)
3.3(-10) 3.6(-10)
24.4
25.4
24.5
25.6
25.1
25.1
24.0
25.9

8.7(-13)
2.4(-11)
28.1
27.4
24:8
19.1

'

Changes in Income Distribution and Mobility of Cohort Resulting from Tuition Increase of $11500

Mean income at age 50
Gird

Pro.00rtions:

Over 15,000W/
ouarter
quarter
ouarter
quarter

25,000='

Tn lct
2nd
3rd
4th

Parentheses enclose the percentage change from Table 5.
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of attaining
to be in the $3,000-$3,999 class whose probability
point.
fourth quartile status is reduced by ,5 of one percentage

Thc absolute levels of earnings disclose somewhat more
significant differences among the parental family income groups.

The proportion of progeny of families with incomes below $6,000
percent,
who will re2eive over $15,000 income is reduced about 13

while the proportion of the highest family income class earning
that much would be reduced by about 6 percent.
7.)

(See line 3 of Table

Both oC these results straddle the average reduction in high

earners of the wbole cohort of 10 percenl.

These are significant

differentials in terms of social mobility of the low income

classes, bu they mask an important fact.

While it is important

that low-imome children's chances of earning high status incomes
are reduced twice as much as high income children, it is true that

advantage that the
high income family's children start with such an
absolute gap is hardly changed at all.

(That is, the lowest family

income group's chance to earn $15,000 drops from 10.1 percent to

8.7 percent while the highest income group's chance to earn $15,000
falls from 23.8 percent to 22.3 percent;

the percentage point gap

between the two groups is hardly changed at all as a result of the

reduced educational attainment.)

2

I.

In fact, the implication of the arithmetic in the long
footnote on page 17, suggest that it is impossible to worsen the
relative chance for future high income by the poor very much.

If
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college were
elrery low parental incone completer of 1 or more years
.

reduction in the proporpushed back tO high school graduation status, the
to about. 7 percent.
tion earnini; *15,000 would be from 10.1 percent

For those who think that higher puUic institution tuitions
attainments will significanLly
and attendant changes in hiF:her educatior.
model. suggests that
affect the overall distribution of incomc, our

this is not the case.
children c$J4

Enrollment and completion of college among

the poor is so small (see Tatle 3) that even large

reductions in that small number do not affect the distributiOns of
the low parental income cohort much.

At the same time, high income

groups which do participate heavily in ptblic institutions, are
(by assumption, to be sure)..2
little affe:ted by the tuition increase

destined to midd:e
_j( Middle income groups, whose descendents are

income status, would suffer the largest losses.

But this group so

population that the relative
dominates the income distribution of the
heavily on their incomes, is
distribution of.income, which depends so
hardly budged by the changes noted.

low-income student rising
Social mobility, defined as the Chance of a
affected by a large rise in
to high income levels, is significantly
relative life chances,
public tuitions, but not by enough to change

compared to wealthy kids, very much.

What stands out from the exercise reported here is that if
affecting the distribution of
one were intcrrested in significantly
policy at state
income via higher education, changes in low-tuition

225
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institutions do not really matter very much.

What does matter much

induce a massive increase
-- and jumps out of the data -- is how to
in enrollments and completions of the poor.

To accomplish this

college attendance
purpose it 13 necessary to reduce the price of
there is no
If additional grants will do the trick,

to the poor.

.need to increase tuition generally.

But if higher public institution

more-than-offsetting grants
tuitions are a necessary price to pay for

policies, my judgment
to the poor and for enlightened open admission
distriis that the ?rice would buy an improvement in future income

butions.

It is the increase in participation of low-income students

that counts here, not the method of finance.

(More on this subject

at the end e the paper.)

: plan to describe other computer runs to complete
this section.

Increased access to loan programs 113 sometimes suggested as
tuitions, if the goal is a
a p rfect substitute for subsidized low

better future income distribution.

It is difficult to understand

this contention, given the
even the a priori reasoning underlying

proposed as subkinds of loan programs that have been seriously
stitutes.

Suppose, for example, that tuitions were raised by $1,500

and all students were guaranteed access to $1,500 loans at market
interest rates.

j The change in net cost to the student must be

.
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rates were what would ensue
2 Suppose that market interest

(against *fault) loan plan.
guaranteed
government
under a

diffrmee between the discounted present
$1,500
plus
the
equal to
$1,500.
as valued by the student and
future
repayments
value of thu
difference
discount rate is irfinity can this
student's
Only if the
if the student treats the loan
(In
other
words,
$1,500.
be equal to
equal rise in price.) The same
"loan"
will
offset
an
as a grant, a
rate on the loan is subsidized
condition holds even if the interest
cost to the
tuition rise raises the net
rates:
the
at below-mai:et
total, bat by a positive sum unless
student by :.ess than its nominal
infinite.
the student's discount rate is

lmns, where repayments are
In tile case of income-contingent
in
of gross' ilcome, the net change
contracted
fraction
based on a
unleas expected income is zero.
be
positive
student
must
cost to the

2

2

the case where low income levels
to
this
is
An exception
requirement as in the Ohio Plan. This
repayment
are exempt from any
plan is discussed in the next section.

for those whose
woald be relatively less
cost
increase
Naturally, the net
income-contingent loans. So, in
under
are
low
income expectations
complementing a r5se in tuition,
general, access to loan programs
student, but by less than the nominal
increases the net cost to the
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rise in tuition.

imLoans piny offsrrt tuition increases only in

probable cases.

that offered
Incraased tuitions coupled. with 'can programs
in excesy of the tuition increase
students access to loan amounts
of attending college under certain
could reduce the perceived net cost
circumstances.

$1,500
For example, if tuition were to increase by

$3,000 loans, the net price of college
and all students were offered

he valued his repayments at less than
to the student would decline if
could occur, if market rates of interest
$1,500. Such a valuation
student's discount rate were much higher
were chargea, only if the
(and the loan were long-term) or if
than the ma,Aet rate of interest
subsicized rates of interest. (In
the student loans featured heavily

would have achieved precisely th?.
this last case, it mdght be noted, we
kind of efft.lct subsidized tuitions produce:

a subsidy for everyone

regardless of need.)

amounts considerably in
Income contingent loans in per capita

could reduce net costs of higher education
ext:ess of tuition increases
repayments fall short of the amount
to those students whose expected
borrowed by a lal.ge sum.

only if
This possibility will be realized

substantially more than the tuition
students are permitted to borrow
progressiveness is built into the incomeincrease and if considerable
contingent repayment schedule.

For example, Yale's recently announced

option of borrowing up to eam
tuition increase of $500 coupled with the
in cost, 'only to those students who
will have resulted in a net decrease

Ow loan at less than $300.
value the expected repayments on an
sufficiently libral to low future earrz,es
Yale's repayment terMS are
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students will have enjoyed a net
that it is conceivable that some

it) as a result of the new
drop in costs (as they see

program/

that high earners
alt this set-up raises the prospect
section.
won't partizlipate -- seethe next

increascd access to loan programs
On balance, the impact of
be analyzed by treating
coupled ita a tuition increase of $1 can best

fraction.
the loan program as reducing $X by some

An attractive loan

of $1,500 might be equivaprogimm coupled with an increase oftuition

Ow; a less attractive loan
lent to a tuition increase of only
tuition rise of $1,100 and so on.
program wou:d imply a perceived

introductior of better loan opportunities
Under these assumptions, the
(given a tuition rise) would result in
on the dist-ibution of income

between the original model and
income distribution effects somewhere
of $1,500 discussed above.
the uncompensated tuition increase

Since

caused a negligible change in income
the uncompensated rise in tuition
prtduce results on the
distribution, the introduction of loans would

order of the square root of negligibility.

This conclusion would

reason to expect
need to be modified only if there were some

effects
increased access to loans to have substantially different
evidence of such impact differences
among family income groups, but
is non-existent.
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PART III

paying for Higher Elucation
through Taxes or Loan Repayments

parameters on
Prev.ous sections have disctissed the behavioral
and
which tax or loan support depend and how they work through entry

In this
continuation rates to educational attairurent and income.
t'ax or
section, tho results are modified to take into account the
higher education.
repayment burden of the method of financing
described earliA:r
the cohort of high Echool seniors
Imaz.ne that

its oan higher education
for
paying
for
is
responsible
in this papa.
that the cohort
throughout :ts lifetime. If you like, as3ume
s'imports II educational services while going to school and then finances
Exports are
"exports" to the outsiders during its working lifetime.
compulsory taxation or amortization of loans.
financed through

between tax burdens
We can distinguish several differences
equitability and redisand loan repayment burdens and evaluate the

tributiveness of each.
of Income
Inteitempor'al
Distribution
of
Payments:
1. The Timing
to arrange
The cohort of high school seniors are assumed

themselves in states as is today's population. Ignoring in this
burdens, the first question
section interpersonal comparisons of tax
cohort's exports
to ask is what wpl be the time pattern of the
under tax finance vs. loan fjnance?
Ar.4..11J

32_
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financing of investment that
It is a characteristic of public

burden can be spread over
if the po]ity agrees to it, the financial
the lifetinu of the assets acquired.

In ourexample, the imports of

(post-school)
education sprvices are paid for over the taxpaying
years.

had complete control of
If the cohort of high school sen:lors

pattern of tax revenues over
the taxation process it would schedule a
time that minimized the

.

welfare loss to the group,

subject only

of educational services be willing
to the constraint that the providers

to accept such a time pattern of remittances.

It is more realcstic,

annual
however, to imagine that some given frac:;ion of the cohort's
to outsiders.
state tax payments are set aside for pay.rient

In that

of tax payments will
event, the optimality of the time structure

state tax system (which
depend on 1) the income elasticity of th t:.
determines the time pattern of dollar s'.irs of tax-financed "exports");

rate of time
2) the marginal utility of income; and 3) the community
preference.

welfare components to
We don't 1mow enough about any of these
intertemporal goodness of tax
make any hard and fast guesses about the
financing.

The income elasticity of most state tax systems would

tax-financed exports would
suggest, however, that the time pattern of
be approximately the same as thd temporal pattern of cohort income;

i.e., the income elasticity is near unity.

Moreover, some research

Lester C. Thurow, "The Optimum Lifetime Distribution of
Consumption 17-penditures ,

can 7conc5nii c.

p. 329.

IM

Z31

nevi

vol.

59 (June 1969),
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marginal'utility of income or
for
that
either
would seem to indicate
their
people would like to consumn more in

time preference reasons,
to consume less when
and
an:
willing
401;5)
years,
younger (up to age
findings can be made to apply
If
these
advanced
age.
they are of more
besmade that tax burdens
can
of
taxes,
a
case
temporal pattern

to the

and 30s. A more income-elastic
cohort's
20s
high
in
the
are too
-specific tax rates suggested
pattern
of
ag
system
(or
a
state tax
by Thurow) nould be preferable.

follows.
All this can be illustrated in a diagram as

Fraction of
lifetime incme
paid in taxes
for higher edr.-)
cation by age
1

.1

)t

4
.10 was

-9

V

/

Age

20

10

232
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AA is the time pattern of actua3 taxes paid for higher education assuming the cohort spends a constant fraction of its state taxes on higher
41.

education and that the income e3asticity uf state taxes over time is
unity.

BB is the optimal temporal pattern based on the observatjon that
the cohort would like higher consumption up to dge 40.

CC is the pattern of state tax payment if a constant fraction
of state taxes were allocated to higher education, but the income elastf.-

city, over time, of state taxes were greater than unity.

Turning now to loan programs, it is useful first to describe exist-

ing federal Audent loan program repayment features.
1)

The guaranteed 3.oan program.

This program provides for repa-,-

ment installnlents, commencing about a year after the borrower is no
longer a stuc ent, over a period of "not 1035 than five years (unless

sooner repaid) nor more than ten years."

2

Higher Education Act, Public Law

Moreover, the legislation

89-329 (1965), 79

Stat.

1239.

governing this program stipulates that the annual repayment of any borrower must be at least

$360.

As a practical matter, this means that all

borrowers whose aggregate debt is less than

$2,500

must pay

$360,

and

j The ceiling interest rate for students on which most repaynent
schedules are based is 7 percent per annum.

The constant annual sum

repayment for a 10-year schedule L 4,1)12 Der *1,000 bormncl.

233
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Borrowers with larger

41.

Cycles of :less than 10 years.
will have repaynent
in repaymont
the.equivalent of a constant annual sum
debt most commonly pay

.of their

.1.0

loan.----/

Publi c Policy for
for
Co
llere:
See Robert Hartman, Crredit

McCraw-Hill, 1971), p, 23.

Studg;nt Loans (Nevi York:

2)

National Defense Loans.

with repvThese are 10-year loans,

terafter student status is
than
a
year
little less
ments commencing a
clauses:
those mind-breaking
contains
one
of
minated. The legislation
amount, together with interest
the
principal
"provides for repayment of
interthat allow almost any
instaIllments"
-thereon, in equal annual

.

National Defense
72 Stat. 1585,
111.1.01.1.

Education Act, Public Law

85-864 (1958),

administrative reasons, relating
there
are
pretation. In this case,
have impelled
provisions of the loans ithat
to teacher cancellation

Hartman,

.

.

.

013. Cit

.

.

constant
schedules such. that a
write
repayment
many institutions to.
.
.
interest on the out-.
the
plus
yeai
repaid each

.

.

.,

amount of principal is

the largeSt. Moreihe first repaynent is therefore
stipulatrs a Tninimmn annl?l
th15: prortram also
.

'standing

ba1anc6;

over, the law pove?rninr:

234
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whose debts aggregate less
that
borrowers
repayment of *180; implying

to pay the minimum.
than about 4,500 will have
v:.rtually all of the repayment
te
see
that
not
take
much
It dos
guess as to
to
our
best
run
counl-er
these loan programs
provisions in

of repayments. All the costs
temporal
pattern
the welfare maximizing
bracket in both loan programs.
the,
youngest
age
concentra.ted
in
are
likely to be dropouts, and to face the
Small borrowers, who are most

to acciTt the most concentrated
lowest lifet.fme incomes, are forced
Loan program, the highest
National
Defense
In
the
repayment periods.
repayments occur in the first years
diagram below, DD shows

ment pattern might look

after yiepayment commences.

In the

Loan repaywhat the current Nltional Defense
like compared to Vie preferred BB locus

previously dincussed.

Fraction of 1
lifetime in-;
.

come

paid

*$

Roreo.

*ram,

dm...4

E

Age

fcatures designed to mitigate
Proposed Ivan programs usually have
fccicral
temporal acpocix or

the wor;A:
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proposals usuany provide for, greatly lengthened repayment periods of
30-40 years -/ or at least 15-20 years.-Ll The effect of such term-

KEwl Shell, et al., on. cit.; U.S. Department of Health,
Education arl Welfare, Toward a Tonrr-Rknfrc Plan for Federal Financial
Support for -.1.1qher Education, A Report to the President, Office of the

Assistant Se-zetary for Planning and Evaltation, January, 1969 (The
"Rivlin RepoA"); Carnegie Commission on Figher Education, Quality and.

Eoualitv° Re7ised Rcommendations New Levels of Fedral ResPonsibility
for Higher Education (New York:

MeGraw-Hi13, 1970).

2/ 'Xini6re, on. cit.; Nixon Administration pr,posal, contained in Hivher Education Opportunity Act of 1971, H.R. 5191, 91 Co)16.
1 sess. (1971), section 408, p. 36.

lengthening combined with constant annual payments would be to convert
DD into something like EE in the diagram.

Second, many of the pro-

posed loan programs stipulate a repayment scheme in which each borrower's repayment wmild be proportional to his income (i.e., a fixed
"tax rate" on gross income; see Shell, for example).

Under such a

scheme, the cohort's repayments would be'very similar to the curve AA
which we used to describe a typical state tax pattern.

Recently, the

Governor of Ohio has promulgated the "Ohio Plan," which would require
that students who attend public universities pay a special tax to
repay" the state,-4t a mildly graduated tax schedule for incomes

2,36
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Repayment ceases when the state subsidy is repaid without
interest.

T.txpayers would still be heavy subsidizers of the program.

above $7,000.

Incomes below $7,000 would be exempt../ The temporal

The formula for annual repayments is 2 percent of adjusted

gross income minus *100, provided that the annual payment exceeds

pm.

This sum and

There :11 a maximum lifetime repayment of $2,000.

the exempted $7,000 income are stated in real terms:

.

both rise with

the cost of :Axing index.

distribution of receiptE from this tax would conform to the optimal
a large fraction of the cohort of borrowers wouti

pattern up to age 35:

be exempt frcm any tax under that age.

However, Ohio Plan payments

would peak very strongly at the ages between 35-54, probably a decade
sooner than Thurow's estimates suggest would be optimal.
In summary, as far as the welfare effects of temporal payment
patterns are concerned:
1)

Present federal loan programs almost certainly are unattrac-

tive to the student.
income years.

They concentrate repayments in the ear)iest, lowest-

Any cohort of borrowers would probably reject such a

payment scheme if it had a choice.

2) To the extent that the state tax system can be viewed as
spreading pay.aents over a workilig lifetime, more or less in keeping with
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(in temporal welfare)
the pattern of cohort income,.the major weakness

at ages up to 45.
would seem to be the tax burden

The more income

elastic the '.ex system, the less would be ;his problem,

especially in

immediate pmt-graduate years.
3)

income, would
Long-term loans, especially those based on

to a state tax system,
have temporal characteristics similar

The Ohio

in immediate postPlan has the merit of lessening repayment burdens
s,

graduate years.

2.

:Users vs. Non-Users

attlmtion than the transfer of
No equity issue has raised more
system frca non-users to users of
resources through the state tax
I ec not equate "users" with
(Note that
public higher education.

higher education, non-users
"gainers"; if there are public benefits to

vall also be gainers.)

A tuition increase, coupled with extending

rectifying this alleged inequity.
capital markets, goes a long way toward
is, of course, the changes in social
correcting
the
inequity
The price of

mobility described in earlier sections.
made to clarify the nature
In this section, an attempt will be
an issue which has been subof the transfer from non-users to users,

support for higher education.
merged in all the studies of state tax

To

(and forever after)
illustrate the point, suppose that as of tomorrow

entered a public college and completed
all youth of college-going age
a B.A. degree.

table
Suppose tbat in 50 years we decided to construct a

and lined it up against "income of
showing the "income of all families"
and universities." By
families with students in public collees
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would be users (either before
hypothsis, all families in'hoth groups

But they

during our date, or after our date).
our computation date,

would differ in age,

in 50 years were
In fact, if the cross-section

famiof male incomes in 1967, and if all
the same as the cross-section
aged 145-5/11 the table would
lies with students in Public college arc

look like this:

Incomes of Families with
Students in Public Colleges
(4' Years of College, Age )5-54)

Incomes of All Families
(h Years of College,
Age 25 and over)
(Percent)
.

Under $6l000

147

$61000 - $ 71499

12.0

$7,500 L $10,000

20.6

Over $10,000

50.5

(Percent)
11.4

7.9

,

17.3

.

63.5
$12,267

$10,090

Median

substantial amount of redistribution from
if
there
is
a
It would look as
(college-going) class,from nonthe poor (taxpayer) class to the rich
redistribution at all:
users to users. In fact, there is no intergroup
user of public education.
e7:2ryone in this table is, by construction, a

cohort through life avoids this
Our method of looking at one

of total tax liabilities levied
We can identify the fraction

pitfall.

under the present tax system for
to finance public higher education
. .
This
given age group; by income clastes..
andnon-users
for
any
users
tan be- iritei.Oreted. s:the "tax repay'dalftributiontoftak.liabilitics
,
.

.

of.public higher edueation.received
mcot!' by:thatage group:for the cost
.

.

(It could also represent the

to college.
by its members when they mnt
taxu:11

bj

o creep Ir

Z.39

.

.

of

Lhat
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The two

goe's to college when the older age group s earning income.

approaches are equivalent for a stable population with no increases
in productivity.)

Estimates for age 50 of the cohort of high school seniors will
be incorporated in the final version of this paper.

These estimates

will assume that 1/25th of total lifetlme public education costs are

paid by 50-year olds

2

2 and that the distribution by income classes

This guess is based on the further assumption that each

individual in the population works ho years and that he reaches his
peak earnin.gs a?ound the age of 50.

If earnings were constant through-

out a lifetime of wcyrk, each age group.would pay 1/hOth of total public

higher education costs,

To allow for the fact that earnings reach their

peak near 50, we arbitrarily assumed that the 50-year olds pay 1/25th
of the costs.

...................
follows the average (regressive) tax incidence of state-local taxes,

2

The tax burden distribution used in this illustration was

taken from the estimates prepared by David Ott for a chart in the
Economic Report of the President, .j=uary 19691.p. 161.

The Actual
.

,

.

data underlying this chart are given in Joseph A. Pechman, "The Rich
.
-

...

l'he136oi., and the Taxe6 The.;,/ Pay," Public Intnresc. Fal1 -1969 (Brookings
-kr;)i;int

..

168Y.

240
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liability, and the fracWhen completed, the table will show the tax
in each future income
tion of total income paid, by users and non-users

miss
_J, Even this method 'of separating users and non,users may

part of the intergenerational transfer.

aee the note by Joseph A.

Pechman on this question appended to this pper.

....
[This section will be completed later]
3,

Repavments
Interpersonal Redistrl.bution Through Taxes or Loan
There is nothing particularly unique to say about the incidence

education.2
of state tax systems used to subsidize law tuition in higher

See discussion in Joseph A. Pechman,I1The Distributional Effects

of Public Higher Education in California," Journal of Human Resources,
Redistributional Effects of
Summer 1970, and DouglasTA. Windham, "The
(Mompgraph Series F, No. 1, DepartPublic Higher Education in Florida"

University of North Carolina
ment of Economics and Business Administration,
at Greensboro, September 1969).

they tend to increase
To the extent that such systems are.regressive,

the inequality of pre-tax incomes.

Similarly, if state subsidies to

higher education were to be reduced by the repeal of regressive taxes,
the poor.
the primary redistributive benefits would accrue to

On the

tuiLion might be offset in
other hand, a reduction in state-subsidized
arrd nu:Aber of Is:_rc=ivo wil;iL;1 e.g.,

241
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1) reduction of progressive corporate taxes
designed to attract indU.T.try;
2) expansion of state services designed to help
the middle- or upper-income classes,
There is no way of reliably predicting the uses of tax savings from a

tuition increase at public universities. If Director' s Law, as produced by Stig1er,/ is correct, the most likely starring role would
George J. Stigler, "Director's lAw of Public Income Redis-,

tribution," Journal of in::: ar Econcrii.cs, Vol, 13 (April 1970),
pp. 1-10.
1

be played by public services "for the primary benefit of the middle

classes."
Redistribution under lean financing is an a3most undiscussed

topic; all we have to rely on are various assertions that incomecontingent 1on programs would have "good" redistributive effects.
Before taking a closer look at that contention, it might be useful to
summarize the distributive effects of present federal programs.
Table 8 presents some relevant data on how well the principal
federal loan programs accomplish the goal of providing capital market
income classes. The data on :
access to students from various parental
...
..,
.
.. I,
all
loan volume (second column) in1967-68 indicate that compared, to::
..
':.
....:,
:..
'.
..
..
-....
..
..-...
..
,.
:
.. .
..
families with college-aged children, reciipents were somewhat more
.

..

.

.

. ,t ..
.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

distribut iori....-."Iri'dOm-;.**"..*
'2 ...- i':4%.:* likely to .be" from the uppei-half o.f *thfi- inoome.

parison to the distribution of studrnts, however, the loan programs

:
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TABLE 8 .

Redistribution

Under

7?nr.:e Loan Pro5ram
and
National
Guaranteed Loan

1967-68 (PereenL)

All U.S. Families
With College-Age
Children (1969)

Gross Income Clrtr:s
Under

$ 3,0r)C)

3,000

5,999

6,000 -

7,499

71500 -

8,999

15,030

-

Loans

10.6

13.1

23 .0

15,0

11.7
16 .6

Hartman,

in Loan Progran'S
13 .2

15 .1

11.8

11.9

10.8

10.9

19.0

19.1
15)4
3)4.4

1.5

11.9

and ovur

Implicit Subsidies

35.3

3.3 .1

14,999

Source;

National Defense

3.3 .0

9,000 - 11,999
12,000

Dollar Volum: of
Guaranteed and

and 13, pp
Colleqe, Tables 12

Creat for

4 9-51.

.

t

t.
.

t

4."

"

..%

.

r..
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targeted toward
Loans) are somewha t
Defense
(especially Natienal
it subsi dies_ j that were
lower income grcups .

Sim ilarly, the impli c

the dollar value of
mean
only
Implicit subsidies here
(taken as 61, in
interest
rate
between the marhet
the difference
in
the federal programs
students
on
paid by
1967-68) and the rate
for
3% in repvment period
enrollment
and
that year (zero (luring
and
subsidies are not included
cancellation
both programs). Teacher
classes.
subsidy to poorer i»come
understates
the
this omission probably
paid
in which no interest is
schcol
period
the in
On the other hand,
this assumption
for all income classes and

2

is assumed the same

to the wealthier students.
the
subsidy
probably understates
toward being
1967-68 show some tendency
in
provided in these programs
By -1968-69,
parental income groups.

directed to the mere well-!off

'the

int6rest subsdyj under
reduction* in the

the Guaranteed Loan

a
were required to pay
1968-69,
students
Beginning in
level that
repayment period, a
during
the
ceiling of 7z1, interest

2

todajr.
still governs the program

Defense
clientele than National
higher
income
..;
Program, which serves a
* ..;.
:*:-.
lower-income greups)
-; .*:
.
'
subsidies toward
of
pat.terp
shiften the
;

.

.

8*. '

-

::':%..but

not:enough tci 'off

,t116-15revi ou*s

edielukOiis

loan
of benefits of existing
redistribution
In short , when
diatribution, tit
Parental'
inecato
at by the
programri is looked
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conclusio»s are very sjmilar to those reached on low slate tuitions:
a disproportionate share of the benefits accrue to higher income
classes.

Repayments of federal loans will affect the interpersonal
income distribution depencUng on the amounts borrowed by future
income class.

To determine the rate of repayment by future income

class, data showing the average annual amount borrowed and the
frequency cf boreciaing (the product of which is "debt") by future

To my knowledge, no such data exist.

income class would be needed.

There is evidence that the average federal loan rises somewhat by

paranial

inCome class,2 and coupled wIth the ,7eater education

In

2 But not very much.

1968-69, the average borrower

from below$6,000 income families borrowed about $700, while the average
borrower from. the $15.,000 and over class borrowed about

OM

See

Hartman, on. cit., Appendix D.

attainment of students from higher income families, one could expect
to observe higher repayment obligations in the upper end of future
income cross-sections.

The repayment format under long-term income-contingent loans
has been taken by

some People

to be self-evidently pro-poor..

By their

:

natui,é)*.inc.ome-cOptirigeril repa.yment Icans rneari that families with

rio income make no repayments

substantial sums.

while.. familied.

With high '.darnings

Pay

In fact, it is self-evidently true that, if a fixed
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if everyone borrows
$1,000
borrowed,
is applied per
tax
rate
repayment
the repayment tax will
participAes,
and if everyone
the same amount,
education.
among users of higher
be strictly proportional
income-contingent
potentially practical
fact,
all
But, in
who realize very
borrowers
for
involve solre provision
loan schmes
if
their repayments as
to
treat
"opt-out," that is,
:incomes
to
high
(based cn
When repayments
lean.
conventional
they were based on a
interest
loan at the "opt-out
conventional
income) just requite the
provision has
opt-out

rate," further

repayments are

.

.

.The

excused.

insure that high income
proposals
to
into loan
been written
provide the
"profits" that
the
and generate
expecters participate
attainers
the lew-income
subsidize
for the lender to
cushion necessary
their loans.
sufficient to repay

will not be
whose repayThents

introduces a regressive
interest
rate
maximum
The provision of a
pattern. .To illustraterepayment
loan
income-contingent
into
the
element
following
loan program with the
variable-term
this point, consider a
repay
they promise to
$1,000
if
Students may borrow
provisions.
30 years,
If, prior te
to
30
years.
income fer up
1% of their annual
conventional
sufficient tc repay a
repayments are
the sum of their
repayments will
rate),
their
( opt-out"
$1,000 lean at 91, interest
have bee.n insufficient
repayments
end of 30 years,
cease. If at the
Suppose
forgiven.
balence
is
remaining
to requite a 913 loan, any
71, interest: cost; ,
itsunds
at
lending aiiency raises
C inaly, that; the
aeenty.i.Ei Vorrowing

their

.

..

2

'point :gap"' ii'etWeen
pèreeritagb.

the* ichditiir;

finances the unpaid
opt-out
rate
and the
. -

the 30-year

muxh,wa tum.

balances

(It shiAllu Le potE:d
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sufficient t o repay

a

9% loan'.

value of repayments, calculated

2

We use 7,

.the

The fourth colurm L:ho..vs the present

at a 7

discount rate,2 in order to

borrowing rate of the lender, rather than

%, the opt-out rate, for the following reason.

Nine percent' represents

interest rate and an "income
a charge that includes both a pure

rate of the
It is the excess over the borrowing

insurance premium."

lender that makes it possible to insure
are small

(or

that borrowers whose incomes

off their

to pay
whose lives are short) will not have

(A's "gift" of *628

loan in full.

is paid by the excess payments of

interested.
In calculating present values, we are

B, C, D, and E.)

convert income flows of different
in the rate at which consumers
insurance.
periods, and that rate has nothing to do with incorre

For this

reason, the appropriate consumer discc;unt rate is

rate.

the opt-out

Whether

less than

rj;f3 cr some interest rate between 7% and

is
the lender's borrowing rate
depends
on
whether
9% is. appropriate
over his lifetime.
lower or the same as the consumer's borrowing

rate

Seven percent implicitly assumes they are the same.

make the ,streams

of

of the

repa yments

different students compar:thle.

fact, subsidized
According to this column, Student A is, in
incOme-confingent loan program.

under

the

Only 371) of 1iis loan is paid off;

.

4

I

the

rtimain:ing
.

Joans .over;
C D and .E all pay .an .excess amount for their

Students. B

Student B's

TA loan.
and above what they would pay for a cOnventional
",*.E

.".:*

.benefit..:"

628 i a".(defe'ri-ed)

.

*ft

.,

.

.

es.

.

.

1

8

:

.

.

.

le....
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standard
ciata comparable to the
loan
repayment
make
our
We can
present value of
computing the ratio of the
studies
by
tax incidence
students.
"permanent incomes" of the five
to
the
loan repayments
from
column of the table. lt is clear
in
the
fifth
This is done

inco:re-eontingent loan
scheme
under
an
these data that the repayment
that of
at all incomes up to
proportional
tax
program is like a
In fact,
all higher income levels.
regressive
at
Student B,,,/ and is

2

just repay his loan at
Student B is one whose repayments

payment period.
end of the full contractual
rate
at
the
the opt-out

He is the marginal opter-out.

and that of he Social
incidence
pattern
the resemblence between this
to a maximum wage base,
proportionality
up
Security tax is striking:

(

.and regressivity thereafter.

problem
part of the regressivity
has
overcome
'kale's loan program
repayment
base. Under Yale's
the
maximum
wage
by, in effect, raising
percent of
selected: 0.4 of one
low
tax
rate
was
program, a very
income per $1,000 borrowed.

35-year repayment

compensated for in Yale's
period in the program) is

"

plan by the imposition of
,

1,,

This low tax rate (and the lengthy,

ayeryhigh

"opterout". interest

rate.2
.

interest
profit trade-offs of 'tux rates,
discussion
of
.
./ For a
.
. .
...

.find

pei.TOas,

-htedch kid adidberg; on
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Lam:Lap; of

113s

borrower
scheme requires that a
repayment
Yale's
interest rate on this sum.
ont-eut
the pcomulrlted
lorin n1us

interest rate paid,
rate,2
the
actual
the opt-out
If 91 iS taken as

that
contract interest rate
specify
a
Yale loan contracts
913 meximum.
of borrowing up to a
Yale's
cost
depends on

borrower,
vary frcm borrower to
borrowed,
will
sum
based on the original
whose loans terminate
Cf
911
for
many
in excess
and will be greatly
$1,000 and whose
borrows
student
who
a
before 35 years. For example,
$1,635 (4,500 times 1.09)
would
repay
terminate in one year
repayments
paid on the loan is about
interest
rate
in that year. The actual
to the loan shark rate,
tco
strongly
(Before reacting
63.5 percent!
*403,750
student would have to earn
that
such
a
it should be noted
reach a
tax to automatically
for
his
in order
in that first year
longer
repayments terminate in
whose
level of $1,635.) Students
interest rates.
lower true implicit
pPriods would pay progressively
just meet Yale's termination
whose
repayments
For example, the borrower
implicit
the next table) pays an
(Student
D1,
in
condition in 35 years
interest rate of about

14c4.

interest
association of opt-out
positive
of
the
The effect
in Table 10
illustrated
Plan
is
ihe Yale
rates.and 'high income in

.

.
.

borraixi.-s ar'e

grlibn... The priniary

'e'er° *Six illUstrations'Of*.AUdent
range.2oVer vhich

;egeet-of yale's.Avogram;tA,to.extend..the
repayment scheme is
01.

e

1.:u

.

1

r
(.

,000..j

income level
proporticnal to a permanent annual
ea

6nal.j

.

,

2.49
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TABLE 10. Illus Lrativ Annual Repaymentzfor Student Loans Under 'the
Yale Man
and Under a 25-Year Conventionaf Loan

Permanent

Annual

Incom
(1)

Years to

Paymmt

Pay

(2)

(3)

Present
Value of
Repayments
(4)

(4)

(1)

(Percent)
(5)

Yale Plan
Student A

$

3,000

$

12.00

35

$

155

5.2

Student B

9,734

38.94

35

504

5.2

Student C

15,583

62.33

35

807

5.2

Student D1

35,488

141.95

35

1,838

5.2

Student D2

58,433

233.73

10

1,642

2.8

Student El

403,7510

1,635.00

1

1,528

0.4

Conventional 25-Year, 7-z

Student A

Loan

3,000

$85.81

25

0,000

33.3

Student B

9,734

85.81

25

1,000

10.3

Student C

15,583

85.81

25

1,000

6.4

Student D1

35,488

85.81

25

-1,000

2.8

Student D
2

58,433

85.81

25

1,000

1.7

$

2,50
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The reader should note that the parameters of loan plans

student incoms
in this.part were based on projectIons of
inflation and real growth.

Thus, $35,000 permanent income is not as

For example, if prices and real growth equal

high as it looks.

trt,

today is equal tc about
per annum, *35,000 in income 17 years from
$17,500 today.

contrast
The redistributional "goodness" of Yale's program in
25-year loan at 77
to the variable term loan and to a conventional
Here, I have plotted the ratio

interest can best be seen in Figure A.

of the Present Value of Repayments discounted at 710 to Permanent
Income for each loan

proaramj
-9.99=..

2

The Yale Plan was based cn income projections different

from those used in the variable term loan case..

Thus, part of the

reason that the "Yale Plan" curve is low is that the repayment

profiles were richer than in the variable term program described

A "Yale Plan" -- low tax rate, high opt-out, long term

above.

similar shape to the
applied to a lower income cohort wbuld have a

,.

displaced upward by a few percentage
curve in Figure A, but it would be

.t.,

..

.

points.

.

9

.

*".

:

.

The. f..i.zure.: makes ql.ar. thati a .cOnyentional

.47

ibrgterrnloan.ii

regressive
the most regressive repayment plan and is probably more
tn c.:.z11;tirk;

atc-loal tax s.i.ruzn.ures as

251
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retiistributive variable-terrn loan.is less regressive (proportional)
at low incom,,-s, but is regressive over the broad range cf incomes

that college graduates are likely to find themselves in in future
years.

This loan program imposes a fairly minor penalty on higher

incom persons relative to what they would pay under a conventional
loan and therefore it is likely to attract a broad spectrum of
students:

it is a feasible program, with mildly favorable repayment

incidence at low incomes.

Yale's plan is far and away the least

regressive program of those so far delineated.

Both in terms of

minimizing burdens on the futurs'pocr and on socking it to the future
rich, the Yr:Ir. plan looks least bad.

In contrast to a typical

incidence pattern for state-local taxes, the Yale Plan favors both

low and very high incomes and imposes Ilghr-r burdens on a brocld
spectrum of "middle incomes."
The unfortunate thing about Yale's program is that Yale is not
the government and cannot compel participation.

A prospective

borrower at Yale must ask whether participation in Yale's plan is
superior to alternativi: meihods of finance that are open to him.

Although there are not now available 7, 25-year loans for students,
we shall use that as an alternative simply because it is a likely
option open to most Yale pnxents (e.g., refinancing a mortgage).
'A Yale'parent counseling his child:could, in effect, reason as
O1lOWsfrom't116 las-rchdrt.:. -"If our best ciless'.as to.the. futUre

:Incomejin:future dollars!) of:the Iale ptUdent'amounts-to.ov6i..-':
about $20,000,../ we would be better afrefinancing our mortgage,
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j

is equivalent

from
annuctl income seventeen years

.to about $10,000 today.

unless we place very heavy negative

values cn the possible shortfall

to the possible earnings above
of income belew that level, compared
that level."

In short, the only

in Yale's program are

students who are

likely to

participate

111 OMM

expect low incomes;
but strong
b) those with tiverage expectations
a)

those vtho confidently

aversion to risk;
c)

those with no

alternatives or decidedly

inferj or ones.2

2

people will
In addition, of course, some

pay for the more convenient

would
time pattern of repayments that
Our di.scussion implicitly

exist under income-contingent progmns.

assumes that that

the repayment
effect would be overwhelmed by

comparisons discussed

The

Yale .Plan is

hardly

likely to. attract

of losq-:tilition policied'itlstate
rich-could bp expected :

.I'rom

.

redistributive. -poi.nt-

result.is
the major significance of this

be
are collected now from the rich would
I

place

iritititUtIons, the *salile non-p:artiCipaticn

1

L.

really wealthy students,

characteristics were introduced in
.

...of

I.

here.

and if a pregrara with -these

:

be willing to

that whatever

lost as

state

taxes

far as -the support

.
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For an estimate that these taxes are nct insignificant,
1970).
see Pechman's review article in Jr.n!rrql of i!unron 13,,sourcr:c (Summer

There are two obvious ways to keep the rich in the pro.;ram,

contributing so:ne substmtial sum

o the education costs of future

low-income students.

First, it is possible to conceive of a repayment format that
would essentially follow the incidence pattern of Yale up to point

P

in Figure It and follow the conventional loan repayment schedule
thereafter. Under these circumstances, no one, would be worse off
under the incomo-cont,ingent loan program than under a conventional
loan and all, would presumably sign up for the plan. The implication

of this repwlent. schedule Is that Sc:rr.body hns to be v::1'.i)v to
f or the insuff dent payrients of the low-earners are not
in this case made up for by a tax on the well-to-do borrowers.
If public funds are to be used for the purpose, the policy question

Ero3si.dj7e

is

Is the subsidy better used here to improve
the redistributiveness of the.repayment plan
or would it be better used in the first place
.
:to .keep tuitions low?
From an equity point.of. view, the answer to that .ques.49n
.

.

depends on the respon!,:eness of students to 'the highear tuition
*Charge versus the responsiVenesas -Co theagenerouF: 6Ubsidiiat5on Of

those who earn

11

incomes.

235
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The second avenue of improve:fmt in the equitability of

repayment schemes is to get volunt:Irism out of the picture altogether
contribute
and compel high-income users of public higher education to
toward the education of their low-earning colleagues.

This would be

the result of the Ohio Plan as we understand it. All students tho
use public higher education would be required to pay a tax an all
The exemption of below-7,000 income is

incomes above $7,000.

certainly a progressive feature of he program. The Ohio Plan would
It would,
be more progressive than -the Yale Plan at all income levels.
in addition, be more

progressive than any existing state tax system

now extant. The only drawback to

the

Ohio Plan is on the

benefits

side: will the rate of social mobility be significantly lessened
by the repwv.mt requirement?

',7e taim note hcre of the co:manion

bill introduced by Governor Gilligan that would supply grants to
low (Parental) income students along -with the. ncw Ohio Plan tax.
On pure equity grounds it would be hard to teat this proposal.
low-high parental
If we were -to imagine a four-cell matrix based on

income and low-high future income, the Ohio Plan would aid all students
in any "low" cell. The. cnly omitted cell would be high parental-

high future income.

by the executive director

of the kir:rican Association of State Collees

and Universities with

statement

the

that the Ohio Plan would be

.
a reversal of v..rha.t puhflc hitber educa'1imi hos .stood
.

.

Perhaps that is why the proposal was greeted

.

.°.

:

..

Or for mOre.

..than ,100 :years.%1

.

F

"

-

.

256

v: 03..

(i.:arch 2), :Lyn), p. 1.
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reached in this prriper are:
The primdpal conclusions
assumptions as to the
1. Undcx seemingly plausibk
al rise
respcnsivenese; of studen to a substanti
levels, there is a
in state-institutic..n tul tion
in ec:ucational attainment
significant reduction
and some
of children frc:n un:ler-O,CM families
reduction in social mobility.
could be expected
2. Greater access to loan programs
probably nct
to modify this result, but it would

off:3ot it.
in any global
pre-Ux
income,
distribution
of
3. The
chEnz:ed by a
sense, would not be oventhelmingly
shift fro:n low-tuition to loan financing.
alr.ost certainly
Present federal loan prozrams are
temporal

in the
inferior to state tax-finance
paying for higher

allocation of burdens of
education.

transfer :resources
State-supported lew tuitions
In a
from non-mers to users. V.hen measured
transfer is
consistent manner, however, this
led
smaller than previous stv.lies would have
one to believe. [To be verified.]
Conventional loan
regrePsive.
are
Stb.te-tax
systems
6.
Variable term
r.ore regressive.
repaym:Ints are even

redistributions, are
loans, with small internal
cavity :Trounds,
superior to state-tax systemsAton
high inca:les they
especially at low incomes. systems.
The Yale
may bc worse than state-tax
on ecuity
Plan would be a superior moneyraiser
that hir,..h
grounds if one could feel confident feel
confident.
earners would participate. I can't
wondered .b.iny low tuitions
long
sinde
must
have
Many readers
.
been compared only to loan
taxes
have
through
state
supported
might ask 'whether thnre is any
Specifically,
one
substitutes.
.

..

'why.'the.replaCthnea O'f lth1-:
econancesCe
the
caSe,
,teas6n; in thé
grants would not be a superior
income-conditioncd
tuition by (p:ircintal)

polij for

fintaf,QinL;

hic.;.buf c;;;;LicatIc.m.

k5.?

It is trut::

ti.Lut,, if

tuitions
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were used to
and
if
revenues
were increased substantially

restore,

net
their
formr
incomris
to
say, all students from below-median
mobility and (b) statc
loss
in
be
(a)
no
price position, there would
tax money left over, useable

to the poor.
for even larger grants

that the likelihood
alternative
is
this
The defense for ignoring
governmsnt is any
the
federal
If
enaclxnent is very small.
of its

the prospects for broad-scale
sentiments,
test of legislators'
highof some excellent
the
urqing
slim, despite
grant programs are
level commi ssi

ors and Task Forces .

on. cit.;

Nality and Yemalily
Carnegie Commission,

Higher Education
on. cit.; "Report on
Tol...tard a Lonc7.-R,.nr7e

Force,
and Welfare by a Task
Education,
Health,
to the Secr:!tary of

Congress should
popular than grants in
more
That lOafis are
proposals
contrasts administration
11,
which
be evident from Table
Grant
Educational Opportunity
the
federal
and enacted levels of
in
Defense Loan program
the
National
pl'ogram versus
years..

do
Perhaps the states can

,.
../

.*

..

There is som evidence

programs are crowing.

Postmeowinry Edu

.

.

that

.

..

.

The* CITY;
t ion

(New York;

.

..

.

stat&-supporied
,

.

few

hetter.2

.
. ' .*

the last

:.

ti.v.: r,Trous.

-hicGraw-Hill,

,

student grant'

Sttn

1911),

Pc:cr",..rf:i.:y;
the'.

expended by states
*200
million
almost
Carnegie Comiaion reports
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procrams." Mlny
un6ergraduate
grant
in 1969-70 for "comprehensive
scho3t1sLic ability
base el)titlemcnts on
programs,however,
of these
Asi:)ect
Soe Edward F. Denison, "An

than nried.
or achievemont rather

of P2tir:=1:1 Fc.Pnrra, Vol. 78 1
0,7=tunitv,"
JcrJrnal
of Inequality of
for the equity effoets
1970):
PP.
ll95-1.202,
No. 5 (September/October

of such a basis.
01101Me/BNYV/I.I.VoRm../....1.00

*wow

1

..

".

...

.

..

'

::

..

.:... .,. : . :-..

. ..
.....

.

6

6

. 6.

...

.

.

I

.'

.

6

.:

.
.

16

6

.

1

:
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TJifl

11 .

ha

obliratioml
rfci'u Ix)a»s,

Lu Uiority for Educal;
Fir..:al Yearn I WO-72

Opportunity Crant ahd

(Milidosr.; of dollars)

.1

National Dofensz.) Loat:s

Educational ON:ortunity Cranth
Pro Dorr:d

Enactod

Pronos,:..d

$175.6

$164.6

081.8

.185.6

167,7

V11.9

FY 1970

n 3.971

.11

FY 1972

317.021

5.&il

165.312/

Eracte0

$194 .2 - 229 .r.:2/
243.0
293.012/

kow:nr3ix, Fise;t Yea-P
Omernrpnt.
Uni4.4!:
Sttes
the
icr 3:011,..,ation, vol. 5,
Sources: The P;I:ir::et of
oV
1126;
Clyroni.c3.e
1972, p. 447, Fiscal Year 1971, p. House or Rewcnentatives, Committee on At:7:r°Apnro-ordc..tion Pill. 1072,
No. 33 (1,'ay 24, 1971), p. 2; U.S.
Agencies
priations, Office of Ethication andp.Rel.:ttel
7.
Report No. 92, 92 Conj. 1 sess.,
q:229.0 million for National Derem.:e
Corzress
voted
in FY 1970,
1;11:. to1a1 Office of Education
cut
al)
from
instnIctnd
to
but 31:EV vls
cut IRItional Defensc: Loans to ::;)94.2
12/ House action; Senate is mnding.

with tha:
making

grant py.o7,77z.am
combining
the
prom:Jed
2./ For FY 1972, the President 3atio2 of grants to work-study and
proPram. Using pastPresident' s proposal to a comparabl: fisc
adjw;tnInts to correct the
017 million. At the sa37.:' tfre,

request for grants was
;:tn:
contributions
year bar4.s, the j.2p.plicitphasing
direct
capital
out NDIIt loan
request for direct
is
the
the President propose d.
*5
million
replacilment by an interest-subsidy progra:m.
the loan volume of the interestnot
:oeflect
it
does
capital contributions only;
or!).e

sulx;idy replacement.
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APPENDIX
Transfer of the
Note on the Intel:generational
Higher Educetion
Benefits of Public
by
Joseph A. Pechman

burdens and benefits of
at
the
of looking
The traditional way
received by students
benefits
the
net
is to distribute
higher education
But this sweeps
taxpayers).
(i.e.,
classes of parents
by the income
nature of the benefit
created by the intergenerational
the problem
the burdens and
track
of
One way of keeping
rug.
under
the
transfer
from
those who benefitted
between
to distinguish
benefits would be
benefit as children.
those
who
education as parents and
public higher
is as follows:
The matrix of possibilities
Parents
Users Nonusers

Children

A

Users
Nonusers

ed-'
public higher
benefit
from
receives the maximum
Obviously, Group A
B and C, which
all;
Groups
benefit at
D receives no
and
Group
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at the probuseful way of looking
that
a
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STATE T1JITIO1: POLICY 1.Ni) STiMEPT LOANS: AN 1T-J1ORATIC
EFFECTS ON 1UYJCATIMAL ATTAIN:!.ENT, MODILITY, AND TIIE

Ifl TIED?

01? INC(7.1F,

Addendum

The simlation reported in the text of the paper (pp. 22-26) assumed that 20 percent of the gross ...7educ L: on in entrants to public ins t,:.-

tutions in e..ch income class "reentered" the higher education system

in private Listitutions. Perhaps a more plausThle assumption would be
that the perc.entage of discouraged public institution entrants who reen.:,e:r
privae inst:Itutions would idc: positively correlated with family income.

A test of this alternative was performed, by assumirci that 5 perrtent of

the discouraLed public institution entrant3 would enter prvate schools
in the lowesi family income category, 10 porcen'ts in the second lowest

category, 15 percent in the ne:t, and 20 pereent for J.11 family income
classes abolie *61c=

,

Table entries comparable to Table 6 (p. 23) and Table 7 (p. 25)

are given be.lw. Table 6A indicates that the college completion rates

in the lowest 3 income classes are quite sensitive to the reentry assump-

tions. Completion of it or more years drope by 52, 44 and 30 percent,
compared to Table (S' s 38, 36, 27 percent declines for the three lowest
family income groups, respectively.

College completion for the entire

cohort is barely affected since there were so few completers to begin
with in the low family income groups.
All of the summary income measures on Table 7A are very little
changed by the stepped reentry assumption. The gini coefficient for the

entire cohort charzes only in the third decimal place, and the quartile
proportions change by no more thcm .3 of one percent.

The mobility -

proportio.h earning 05,000 at age 50 - masures show a'n intased
tonc:nt. v to c;pn:::td. ou t, under thc: rtt:W a:3:aunpLionz.:.

Tho rcAativo
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little over
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the sarn c.,. as it
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about
s
income classes
point gap hotween extreme
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before the
1
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tuition rise.
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Changes in Educational Atthininc-nt of Cohort Resulting from Tuition

TABM GA.

Inc.Pease of

.4,:1,500a

.1.

incona class

Original fLY:O.

*3,000$3,000 3,999

Under

Final number

14.81

Percentage change

-52

12/

3

'S

2,351

;:1:(:, 0007,11-99

2,1.53

.30

IIIwllrIMM-7I

Assuming :.:tepped reentry described in

$7,500- $10, (,00- *15 , (07)
VI, 9)9 and cyc:r
91999
3,668

5 072

-23

-21

2, 75 )
L.55

185'P

12'4

! Final yarcente

w10.11

5514

0005,999
,

-16

-12

To.

2.3(-15)
28.3
28.1
24.9
13.8

9.6(-19)
2.6(-17)
27.5
27.2
24.9
20.4

3.0(-13)
25.9
26.2
25_1
22.8

115(-14)

'24.1

25.1
26.1

24.5

25.5
25.1

14.1(-10)
3.6(-10)24.4

.318

9,800

9,999

y( :)00-

r

Income Class

12.6(-11)
3.3(-10)
25.3

.314

.311

.306

.299

8.3(-17)

9,511

9:329

7,1199

5,999

8,963

$6,000-

$4000-

8,728

$3,0003,999

III Assuming stepped reentry described in text.

4th cuarter

31'd ouarter

*15,000
25,000
In 13t quarter
2nd quarter

age 50

Under
$3,000

Original Family

16.7(-8)
4.3(-8)
23.1
23.0
24.9
29.0

.324

10,229

14

ocn

35.5

22.3(-6)
5-7(-7)
20.1
19.1
/

.328

11,199

$15,000
and over

Changes in Income Distribution and Mobility of Cohort Resulting from Tuition Increase of $1,500`V

Mean income at

TAT.22. 7A.

elr

25
_)

35(-

13-4(-
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The Role of Ability And Schoollnit in Determining
the Lifetime Earninf.;s Profile
by John C. Rause
National Bureau of Economic Research and
University of Minnesota
"Ability: the natural equipment to accmplish some small
part of the meaner ambitions distinguishing able men
from dead ones." Ambrose Bierce

I.

Iritroduction

The roles of ability, schooling, and their interaction in determining

earnings are currently not well understood.

For empirical economic study,

even Bierce's sweeping definition of ability is unsatisfactory.

Whether

we are concerned with highly specific ability (e.g., the highly esteemed,
but rare capacity to extract all rent in salary
and consulting negotiations)
or with general ability.(e.g., IQ), measured ability is the product
of

genetic, environmental, and experience factors that arc difficult to
measure,
much less disentangle.

.For many important problems, it is probably un-

necessary to decompose ability into its components as the following model
illustrates.

Suppose that the prospective earnings of an individual can

be expressed as a function of measured ability at time t
, a set of other
o

personal characteristics at t

ment

A

o

additional schooling (or some other invest-

to increase future earnings), and time for t > to:

(1)

4

,

o

E(t) = f(A0, Po, S, t).

and P

o specify the initial state of the person at t o

.

Although P

o

and A

o

may include simple, easily measured elements (su6.1 as race or sex) as well
as complicated functionals of factors operating before to, it may be that

A

0

and P

o

adequAtely summarize the initial state for analyzing how S affects
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the earnings profile E(t).

If this condition is satisfied, then it is feasi-

ble to carry out a value added analysis of the schooling investment S.
n

aggregation by initial conditions" is common in economics.

This

In studying the

returns from additional investment in physical capital, theoretical and empirical work invariably assumes that an arbitrary initial state can be summarized by the initial stock of capital, and does not require full information on the previous investment stream that determines this stock.

In the

case of investments in humans, it is less clear precisely what information
should be included in A

o

and P

o

,

and the experimentation with certain "socio-

economic" variables is one way of partially answering this question
This study takes a slightly less agnostic view about the role that ability plays in determining the earnings stream E(t).

The measure of A

o

is a

test score (or set of test scores) about which loose hypotheses can readily be
developed on how Ao is related to E(t) for additional schooling after to
(including S = 0).

The main interest in these hypotheses stems largely from

our ignorance of hov schooling affects the earnings stream.

If we reason that

many people regard schooling as an important way of increasing their prospective earnings, we expect to find (and observe) a significant tendency for earn-

ings to rise with the level of schooling attainment.

This discovery throws

little light on the "technology" by which schooling augments subsequent earnings.

The analysis of the role of ability gives some insights into this

black box.

The next section discusses some hypotheses on the roles of ability and
schooling, as they affect earnings.

The third considers several cohorts of

individuals for which data are available on ability, achievement, other per-

sonal and background characteristics, and earnings, and tests some of these
hypotheses.
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11.

Some Hypotheses on Ability, Schooling, the
Earnings Profile, and Lifetime Earnings

"Ability" is usually defined as the power to do something.

Many of

the tests designed to measure ability have been developed in an educational
context in which the relevant power is the capacity to learn and to master
cognitive tools.

Learning through formal schooling and learning those

things that increase a person's economic productivity are not identica3,

although one would expect an empirically significant positive correlation
between these' twc capacities.

Beyond this plausibility argument suggesting a

positive relationship between earnings and measured ability, there are several
well-documented empirical relationships that also lead one to expect a
positive association.

An empirically significant positive relationship

exists both between level of schooling attainment and earnings after
pt.lople have been working for a few years (e.g., Tables 1, 7, 9) and be-

tween measured ability and level of schooling attainment (e.g. Tables 1, 5,
7, 9).

Our knowledge of the technological relationship between school-

ing and earnings is meager, but this lack hasn't impeded sweeping conjectures.

Several output components of schooling which may affect

earnings have been suggested (or asserted).

A casual catalog includes

(1) specific skills to perform well-defined tasks, (2) general cognitive

skills that enable people to locate and handle information more e4iciently, (3) "social skills" that increase the capacity to deal with
(or manipulate) others, (4) development of greater rational foresight
and self-discipline, and (5) conditioning to certain attitudes (e.g.,
obeying orders, punctuality) and to routine tasks that increase personal
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productivity in modern economic organizations.

From this list it seems

likely that measured ability is primarily associated with general cognitive skills and with the capacity to acquire some of the more complex
specific mental skills.

Since these skills (and skill levels) depend

upon both schooling and measured ability, one expects a positive interaction of schooling and ability on earnings unless these skills do not
affect earnings.

la

To mv knowledge, neither learning theory nor economic theory have
been developed to a point where a powerlul theory of the earnings profile can emerge.

Even so, interpreting ability broadly as "learning

power" immediately suggests several simple hypotheses.

Consider the

earnings profiles of a cohort of people with the same schooling attainment.

If people with greater ability learn the same job skills as

others, but more quickly, their earnings profiles will rise more
rapidly than those with less ability as long as their economic productivity is increasing more rapidly.

If full job competence is attain-

able by people of lower and higher ability, the influence of ability
disappears after a period long enough to allow those with less ability
to attain full productivity.

On the.other hand, differential ability

may limit the complexity of skills that people are able to master.

In

4

this case, an ability effett on earnings can persist over time as long
as more complex skills yield higher earnings.

If one considers differ-

ent schooling levels, it seems plausible that persistent ability differentials in earnings should become more important at higher levels of
schooling.

At the lowest levels of schooling attainment, jobs consist
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largely of well-defined tasks in wnich output is easily measured-and which
do not require great cognitive ability.

At high levels of education, more

jobs have no obvioUs upper limit, in terms of the degree of skill chat is
economically productive.

The efficiency with which people can find and

assemble economically relevant information depends significantly on cognitive capacity and skills.

There is no reason why the marginal returns

to such skills should become negligible in many "high level" jobs.
Turning next to the relative slope of the logarithm of the earnings

profile of high and low ability people, a priori arguments do not carry
one far.

Initial earnings of people first entering the labor force could

have a positive, zero, or negative simple correlation with ability.

A

positive correlation could indicate that those with higher ability are
imnediately more productive and that employers can observe this fact at
the time of hiring.

In this case, there is no guarantee that the per-

centage rate at which high ability people acquire specific job skills
exceeds the rate for less %%killed people.

A low positive or zero simple

ccrrelation between initial earnings and ability covld reflect imprecise
information by employers about the current and future productivity of
new members of the labor force at the time they are hired.

The re-

assessment of employee productivity gained through experience and the

higher speed with which the more able workers acquire specific job
skills should combine in this case so that the percentage rate of in-

crease in earnings is higher for those with more ability (at least
initially).

A negative simple correlation between initial earnings
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and ability could arise if ability is a strong complement of on-the-job
training which may be paid for by reduced initial earnings.

In this case,

at some point in time the relative earnings of high ability people .would
have to rise more rapidly than those of less able people to make wfrthwhile the greater investment financed by reduced initial earnings.

In addition to determining the relationship between earnings,
schooling, and ability at different points on the earnings profile, it
is also useful to consider how these factors are related to lifetime
(discounted) earnings.

Even if people have identical ability and school-

ing, the growth of individual productivity over time may differ between
jobs.

In the absence of nonpecuniary occupational tastes, there would be

rft.

a tendency for entry rates to different occupations to be governed by the
condition that they lead to the same (net) present value of earnings.

Thus significant dispersion of earnings at different points along the
earnings profile is in principle compatible with relatively little dispersion in the net present values.

Since people presumably take into

account prospective profiles of earnings over time and not merely the
earnings for a single year when they make decisions about schooling and

occupation, the attempt to establish statistically the determinants of
the present value of earnings (or closely related functions of the earnings profile) plays an important part for understanding these decisions.
The preceding remarks on ability and how it may affect the earnings
profile also imply that there is likely to be a positive correlation between ability and discounted earnings.
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We consider next the relationship between ability and discounted

earnings for different levels of schooling.

A number of expository and

statistical models express earnings (usually for a single year after
earnings profiles have flattened out) as a linear function of schooling,
ability, and an uncorrelated random variable:

(2)

Y = BO + 01 S + B2 A + u.

(See, e

W.

Lee Hansen, Burton A. Weisbrod, and William Scanlon or Orley

Ashenfelter and Joseph D. Mooney.)

This relationship does not seem plausible.

It implies that schooling and ability are perfect substitutes in determiniug
earnings (because of the linear form).

More important, it implies that the

marginal product of additional schooling is independent of ability (because
of separability).
known facts.

The latter assumption is implausible because of two well-

First, there is the systematic tendency for higher ability

people (measured by IQ or other tests) to acquire more schooling than others
Second, the opportunity cost of foregone earnings is a large part (more than
half) of the cost of obtaining higher levels of schooling for most people
411.

(e.g., see Theodore W. Schultz).

Equation (2) implies that the opportunity

rz.ost of acquiring additional schooling is greater for more able people, yet

this schooling yields the iame increment to earnings to people independently
of ability.

Thus the economic incentive to acquire additional schooling im-

plied by this model is greater for those with less ability, and their expected rate of ret:urn woald be higher.
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An alternative specification that captures the
opportunity-cost of
acquiring schooling in a more plausible way replaces the level of
earnings Y by log (Y) in equation.(2).

In this formulation, the lc..vel of

earnings for people with different ability increases
equiproportionally

with schooling.

Even this specification provides no economic
rationale

for the strong tendency for people with greater
ability to acquire more
formal education.

Tables 1, 5, 7, and 9 all demonstrate the strength
of

this tendency of higher ability people to acquire
more schooling in the

samples that are analyzed in Part ILl of this study.

A simple model in which education is acquired solely to increase
earnings, and in which perfect foresight and a perfect capital market
for funds to support schooling are assumed imPlies
an equilibrium when
the flows of dif.ferent ability people to different
terminal levels of

schooling leads to relative wages such that net present values
of earn-

ings are the same for people"with the
same ability but different schooling attainment.

In such a world, within schoolihg class regressions
of

the logarithm of earnings on ability would
result in the coefficient of
ability being roughly the same for different
schooling levels.

However,

the very imperfect market for educational loans (and
perhaps uncertainty)
41.

might well result in the coefficients of ability rising with
education.
The hypotheses of this section are examined empirically in Part
III.
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III.

Empirical Tests of Ability and Schooling Hypotfieses

Four samples of cohort data are examined to study the
ability-schooling

earnings relationsLip and are described in detail in the
appendix.

The sam-

pler differ substantially in size, populations
from which they are drawn,
and supplementary variables.

The small sample of Rogers has been studied

more thoroughly than the other's.

ported in subsection A.

The main results obtained from it are re-

Parallel calculations with the other samples to

confirm, qualify, and/or extend these results are then discussed.

A brief

final summary is given in section E.

A.

Results from Rogers' Data

The calculations from the important sample obtained by Daniel C.
Rogers
are based on 343 white males, primarily from Connecticut
who, were eighth
graders in 1935 when tested for IQ.

Table 1 shows the means of the logarithm

of earnings at five year intervals from
1950 through 1965,
ability, and background variables (and standard
deviations of non-dichotomous
variables) by level of schooling.

The five schooling levels are:

El high

school nongraduates; E2 high school graduates; E3 college
nongraduates; E4
OE.

college graduates with one degree (and perhaps additional
study); and E5
graduate degree holders.

The intervention of World War II for this cohort

may make the E3 group atypieally heterogeneous.

E3 includes men who started

college shortly before the war, entered the
military, and didn't return to
college.

It also includes those college dropouts who initially entered

college after completing military service, attracted
in part by the relatively low out-of-pocket costs of college attendance
due to GI Bill subsidies.

9.061

(.535)

(.432)

(.574)

(.502)

(9.59)

107.8

(11.1)

102.3

(11.8)

95.9

IQ

i2.262
.446

.412

.196

.034

.033

SCH

.319

.427

.529

.829

.917

SCL

RC

.298

.325

.431

.650

.150

Data tape of D.C. Rogers.

-(10.0)

117.3

115.8
(.519) (11.00)

12.211

(.429)

12.070

(.324)

11.872

(.221)

11.836

LDE4%

Source:

9.414
(.607)

9.640

47

8..689

9.008

(.478)

8.668

(.338)

8.550

(.335)

8.569

LE50

Numbers in parentheses are standard deviagions.

9.253
(.479)

(.428)

9.456
(.539)

8.900

(.439)

(.557)

(.320)

9.057

(.336)

(.392)

8.662

(.279)

8.664

LESS

9.262

8.764

(.281)

(.326)

9.001

8.708

8.857

LE60

68

51

117

60

LE65

(.445)

4

3

2

1

Sample
Size N

8.525
(.624)

E

E

E

E

Education
Level

.170

.059

.039

.017

RJ

:

.383

.470

.235

.094

.033

PS

.042

.059

.039

.077

.050

NM

Table 1 -"Means and Standard Deviations* of Log Earnings, IQ, and Background Variables-by Education Level (Rogers)
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The motivations leading men to enter college but not graduate are diverse
in any period, and they are probably unusually mixed iu this sample.

One

should therefore interpret with caution the results fnr this subgroup.
The background variables used in this analysis of Rogers' data are
subpopulation dummy variables for social class (SCH=1 for the highest two
social classes lout of five4 S.CL=1 for the lowest two), religion (RC=1 for

Catholic background, RJ=1 for Jewish background), private school attendance (PS=1 for precollege private schooling), and marital status (NM=1 if
not married ia 1965).

No attempt will be made in this paper to rationalize

the precise role played by these variables in the earnings function.

of them were highly correlated with measured ability (IQ).

None

They help to

prevent exaggerating the role of ability in the regressions and help to
eliminate some sources of differential earnings that make difficult the

estimation of an ability effect from the small samples that are available.
In Table 1 the earnings means all increase with schooling except in
1950 when the E

5

group has very little post-schoOl job experience and

several trivial reversals in other classes.

The standard deviations of

the log of earnings are substantially lower for E
1

and E

2

levels, which

suggests in principle that weighted regression should be used if all schooling classes are pooled in one regression.

The table shows the positive

association of IQ and schooling attainment, a relationship that suggests
the possibility that schooling and IQ have a positive interaction on
earnings, a hypothesis proposed in section II.

Marital status is not

systematically related to schooling attallimont, but is included in the
empirical work because of the strong tendency for unmarried men to have

281.
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substantially lower earnings than married males.

The entire set "of back-

ground variables is frequently used in regressions in this paper based on
Rogers' data and is denoted by X* in the following discussion and tables.
The size of the schooling subgroups in this sample are unpleasantly
small, which leads to large standard errors in many of the parameter
estimates.

Even so, there are some suggestive patterns that broadly con-

form to some of the hypotheses in section II although they cannot be confirmed with high statistical significance.

Several theoretical and empirical arguments in the preceding section
explain why schooling and ability are unlikely to be perfect substitutes
in producing earnings.

Table 2 provides some evidence on this point by

showing the linear regressions of 1965 earnings and discounted lifetime
earnings (at 4 per cent) on IQ and the background variables. X*.

To facilitate comparisons with other samples in which different
tests are used to measure ability, the bracketed figures in the 1965
column are the product of the IQ coefficient and one standard deviation
of the test score for each schooling cohort.

Since the dependent variable

is the natural logarithm of earnings.and the product is usually small,
this product can be interpreted as approximately the relative increase in
earningB associated with a'one standard deviation change in IQ.

The pattern of IQ coefficients (except in E3) is broadly consistent
with the belief that the coefficient of ability increases with education
level in linear regressions.

IQ is only trivially related to earnings

for the lowest schooling level, but appears to make a moderate empirical
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TABLE 2--LINEAR REGRESSIONS OF EARNINGS ON IQ AND X*

Education
Level

El

1965 Earnings

Sample
Size

0

.

60

R

IQ

2

51

E

E

117

3

-3.5

.16

68

E

47
5

74.6
(35.8)

.

-2.2

19

.34

(127.2)

4

2

2

0
.

.(26.9)

E

Discounted Lifetime
Earnings (4%)

186.4
(94.7)

.

223.0

29

.19

(154.5)

IQ

-115
(367)

756
(592)

-589
(1606)

R

.19

.09

.23

1668
(2625)

1968

.19

(1754)

wII.NIMLNlMwolm.rIWIIMMImIII.M..

difference in earnings as the schooling level rises.

An approximate chi-

square test of the statistical hypothesis that the 1965 IQ coefficients
are equal across education classes (excluding the peculiar E3 class)

indicates the prqbability of the null hypothesis is lctss than .05.2

This result and the array of IQ coefficients in Table 2 suggests that
there is positive interaction between IQ and education level and that
the linear model is misspecified by not allowing for the interaction if
education levels are pooled in one regression equation.
The low coefficient for the E

prom) (some college) is anomalous.

3

result may be sample-specific for historical reasons already mentioned or
by
there may be.some unobservable factor that leads to self-selection

This
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those who terminate their school at this level.

Still it is uncrear why

the effect of IQ on earnings should be eliminated.

Table 3 contains some regressions f the logarithm of earnings on IQ
and the other variables X* to observe whether IQ differentials affect earn-j
ings at all educational levels equiproportionally.

As before, IQ continues

to have a very weak association with earnings of high school nongraduates.
Aside from the contained anomaly of the small coefficient for E 3' the
pattern of IQ coefficients in 1965 and for discounted lifetime earnings
across schooling levels is consistent with the argumnt in Section II that

ability should tend to increase earnings at least proportionally for increasing levels of schooling.

Indeed, the IQ coefficient on 1965 earnings

and discounted earnings appears to jump substantially for the highest
education level, a suggestive result, although in this small sample the
difference in the E

and E
4

coefficients is not statistically significant.
5

There appears to be a pervasive tendency for IQ to become relatively
The increase is

more important ns labor force experience is acquired.

largest for the highest schooling group, but occurs at each level except
for the lowest group.

These results suggest that the cognitive factor plays
WO

an increasingly important

(though modest) role in determining differentials

over time particularly at higher levels of schooling.

2a

At the E

5

level

(two or more college degrees), the pronounced trend might be due in part
to substantial earnings by high ability professional men whose earnings
increase rapidly after their lengthy training is completed.

The initial

small negative correlations of IQ with earnings for this group in 1950 and
1955 may also be partly due to the late labor market entry of these

4

3

345

47

68

51

117

.49
(.23)
.46
(.20)

1.01
(.99)

(.90)
(.132]

.70
(.55)

.17
(.66)

.36
(.29)

.14
(.29)

1960

1.32

.92
(.63)
(.101]

(.035]

(.78).

.36

.70
(.32)
(.078]

.024
(.35)
[.0026;

1965

.29
(.20)

(.97)

-.18

.53
(.51)

.32
(.62)

.32
(.28)

.20
(.29)

1955

.

.15
(.22)

(1.11)

-.17

.74
(.69)

.04
(.68)

.35
(.19)

.78
(.75)

.42
(.61)

.00
(.63)

.45
(.27)

.(.24)

(.36)

.28
(.30)

-.01

4%

-.27

1950
1111.

X* and education
level dummies

11

vt

it

X*

Other
Variables

Sampie)

Numbers in parentheses are standard
errors.
Coefficients and standard errors are r .itiplied by
bracketed figures are the product of
100.
The
the IQ coefficient and one standard
has not been multiplied by the 100
deviation of IQ from Table 1. It
factor of the other lines in the table.
for example, implies a 1.32% rise
The 1965 IQ coefficient for Es,
in earnings with a one-point rise in IQ
of IQ is 10 for E
and since the standard deviation
this magnitude of IQ change
5'
implies approximately a 13.2% change in
earnings.

Pooled

s

E

E

E

2

E

60

E

1

Sample
Size N

Education
Level

Table 3 -Coefficients* on IQ from Regressions
of Log Earnings on IQ and Other Variables
(1.*). (Rogers
Year or Discount Rata
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professionals.

However, occupational information is not readily_available

to verify these conjectures.

An alternative specification is convenient for testing the role of
measured aoility in the growth of earnings over the fifteen-year segment
of the earnings profile covered by Rogers' data.

For each schooling level,

the logarithm of 1965 earnings is regressed on the logarithm of 1950 earnThe residuals irom these regressions are then regressed on two sets

ings.

of variables, IQ by itself, and IQ and X* (the variables used in the regressions of Table 3).

The purpose of this test is to determine whether

the earnings in an early year of the life cycle captures most of the

effect of IQ and the background variables so that these variables have
negligible effect on later 'earnings, once the effect of early earnings
The cortfficients on IQ from this

are netted out by the first regression.

second round of regressions are shown in Table 4.
The small samples and relatively low significance of most of the
individual IQ coefficients suggests pooling the results in a single test
of the null hypothesis that IQ does not have an increasing effect on earnings as labor forte experience increases.

Using a procedure developed by
2(b.

Fisher rejects the null hypothesis at the .01 level.

based on the simple regressions of the residuals on

.14.)

-

(This result is

This test con-

firms the impression of the increasing importance of IQ suggested by
Table 3.

On the basis of Rogers' sample, what conclusions can be.drawn about

the important problem of bias in the returns from education if ability is
ignored?

It seems to be well-established that mean IT increases the

p.

1;:66

1
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Table 4 - Coefficients* from Regressiins f the Residuals from
Regressions (log earnings (..I.;65) = 00 + 01 log

earnings (1950) + u)on (1) IQ and (2) IQ and X*

(2)

(1)
Education
Level

Sample
Size N

0
-

E

60

.13
(.35)

117

.82

1

E2

IQ

IQ

.145

.09
(.34)

2.8?

7.29a

.74
(.31)

1.97

(.30)

E

51

.41
(.58)

.494

.37
(.60)

1.15

68

.75

2.41

.57
(.52)

3.23a

.924

1.17

4

(.48)

E

5

4Y

.79
(.82)

Numbers in parentheses are standard errors.
standard errors are multiplied by 100.
a

Significant at 5 per cent level.

1.29

(.95)

Coefficients and
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higher the school level.

If IQ is positively correlated with earnings

at each level, then it is clear that the apparent increase in earnings by taking the difference in the mean earnings at each level ex-

aggerates the potential gain for a person of a given ability in

acquiring more schooling.

Foi the Rogers sample, Table 1 indicates

that mean IQ of college graduates is about 13 points higher than IQ

of high school graduates, the corresponding differential in IQ for
college graduates with two degrees over high school graduates is 15

points.

The coefficients on IQ for levels E

4

and E

5

in Table 3

multiplied by the corresponding differentials imply that lifetime
earnings (discounted at 4 per cent) of the mean high school graduate

would be about 6 per cent and 8 per cent less than the corresponding
means of those who attained the E

and E
4

5

levels.

A similar calcu-

lation based on the 1965 earnings IQ coefficients implies that the
mean high school graduate (who terminated his education with high school)
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would earn 13 per cent and 18 per cent less than the mean E

and-E
5

4

dividuals, respectively.

in-

Thus this sample indicates an empirically

significant bias exists that overstates the apparent increase in earn-

ings for high school graduates who subsequently take one or more college
degrees.

Because the IQ-earnings relationship is negligible for high

school nongraduates, there is. no overstatement of the increased earnings

obtained by those who actually completed high school (although there

would be an overstatement of the gains to a person whose ability is that
of the mean high school nongraduate).

The sample provides a modest, but positive rationalization of the
strong association between schooling attainment and IQ.

The discounted

lifetime earnings coefficient for those with two or more degrees is
larger in magnitude than the high school coefficient.

The product of

the difference in the coefficients and the difference in the mean IQ's
indicates that lifetime discounted earnings increase 5.4 per cent more
for a person with IQ 117 than for a person with IQ 102, if they both
have two degrees.

3

The IQ coefficients for high school graduates and college graduates
-

with one degree are almost identical for discounted earnings.

However,

the 1950 IQ coefficient for high school graduates is quite small, while
it is relativ ly much larger for college graduates with one degree.

The small IQ coefficient for high school graduates suggests that the
opportunity cost of earnings while attending college differ little over
a wide range of ability, while ability makes a larger relative difference promptly in the earnings career of college graduates.

Clearly
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this provides some incentive for thosewith higher IQ to attend College
than others.

B.

Results from Project Talent Data

The results from Project Talent data discussed here are based on a
sample of about 11,000 high school juniors (white males) who had full-time
employment in 1966, who took ability and achievement tests and provided
background information in 1959, and who responded to a mail questionnaire
in 1966.

Although most of the college graduates have not had more than

one year of post-college work experience and later points along the earnings profile are not yet available, it is interesting to compare this
large sample with the Rogers evidence.

Table 5 is analogous to Table 1,

and provides data on earnings, weeks worked and background variables by
schooling level.

The five schooling levels are:

El, high school non-

graduates; Ei, high school graduates; E;, college dropouts (with 1-2
years college); VII, college dropouts (with 3-4 years college); and q,
college graduates.

A number of ability and achievement variables are

available for thi's sample.

The tests included in tbe table are C001

(a composite test score which is reported to be highly cairelated with
IQ), C004 (a quantitative test-composite score), R410 (arithmetic computation), and R430 (clerica,1 checking).

The background variables include

high and low "social class" (SCH' and SCL', obtained from a composite
socio-economic status variable, P*801, developed by Project Talent),
religion (RC=1 for Catholic background, RJ=1 for Jewish background),
nonpublic school attendance (PARS=1 for parochial; PRVS=1 for private

39
(18)

40
(16)

41
(15)

41
(14)

42
(13)

38

(13)

40

(10)

42
(9)

44
(9)

47

(9)

.113

.107

.173

.621

.597

:469

.283

.266

.259

.313

.331

.078

.068

.042

.015

.016

.328

.279

.399

.314

RJ

RC

SCH'

SCL'

.502

.562

.498

and 332.

.157

.154

.162

.165

.137

.284

.398

S

NM

ata tape on high school junior subsample, Project Talent.

ite)

R430
(Clerical
checking)

R410
(Arithmetic Computation)

bility and Achievement Variables,
ct Talent)

.102

.096

.099

.044

.038

.028

.012

.011

.022

.061

PRVS

PARS
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school attendance in 1959), not married in 1966 (NM), and a variible for
region of school in 1959 (S=1 for U.S. Office of Education, Region 5
4

Isoutheasti).

The logarithmic mean earnings for 1966 are irregularly ordered with
.respect to schooling attainment.

The mean for high school nongraduates

is slightly larger than the mean for high school graduates.

This may

reflect a differential response bias favoring nongraduates with high
earnings, although direct evidence is not available on this point.

The

differences in the mean of log weeks worked is partly responsible for
the lower earnings means of the E4 and g. schooling levels.

If we assume

that earnings per week are unaffected by the number of weeks worked, and

standardize all 1966 earnings to the 3.90 mean of log weeks worked for the
El class, the five (log) earnings figures for El through E; are 8.54,
5

8.47, 8.40, 8.30, and 8.56, respectively.

This adjustment substantially

reduces the differentials between log earnings of the schooling levels,
although only the rank of college graduate earnings is changed'.

The

ranking is probably influenced significantly by the productivity gains
that have already been achieved by those in the lower levels of schooling
attainment, and behavior of similar pamples suggest that the ranking will
be altered in favor of those with more schooling in the future.
The significant tendency of abstract ability (C001 and C004) to rise

with level of schooling parallels the Rogers' data.

The more specific

skills (R410 and R430) also tend to rise with schooling, but the within
schooling level standard deviations for these variables are relatively
much larger than the mean differences between schooling levels.

The
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inverse relation between fraction married and level of schooling in these

data are consistent with the young age of this cohort in 1966.

The asso-

ciation (or lack of association) between the remaining background variables and schooling are also similar to RogerS.

Regressions are reported with the logarithm of 1966 earnings as the

dependent variable, with one of the ability or skill v'ariables and

X'* = (SCH', SCM, RC, RJ, PARS, PRVS, NM, S, LNWK) as independent variables.

6

Table 6 shows the coefficients of the different ability and skill

measures, standard error, and (selectively) the product of the ability or

skill coefficient and one standard deviation of the corresponding test
measure for the appropriate schooling level.

The C001 coefficient (gen-

eral ability composite) is very weak in its effect at all levels (and
in fact, is negative and significant for college dropouts with 1 or 2
ycars of college).

The C004 (quantitative composite) is significant and

positive for high school and college graduates (and significant and negative for college dropouts with 3 or 4 years of college).

This pattern

seems broadly consistent with the 1950 results from Rogers data.

The

ability variables* have a very weak relationship with earnings for high
school dropouts.

Their influence rises for high school graduates,

declines for college dropouts, and rises again for college graduates.
For all schooling levels, .the quantitative effect of ability differen-

tials on earnings seems to be quite small at early points along the
earnings profile.

These results also suggest that college dropouts

differ in some way from high school graduates and college graduates,
and the earnings-ability relationship for them cannot simply be
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-24 Table 6 - Coefficients on Ability and Skill Measures from Regressions of
Log Earnings (1966) on an Ability or Skill and Other
Variables (X'*).
(Project Talent Sample)

Ability or Skill Variable
Education
Level

E'

1

Sample
Size N

212

C001

C004

R410

R430

.04

.02
(.125)
[.006)

-.06

.00
(.30)

.06
(.088)

.12

.09
(.019)

(.059)
[.012)

E'
2

E'
3

4319

2486

(.013)

.06
(.018)

[.009)

[.022)

.11
(.073)
[.011]

-.04

-.01

.06

.25

(.022)

(.021)

(.105)
[.0001)

(.067)
[.038)

-.04

-.07

.36

.28

-.05

(.035)

(.033)

(.154)
[.033]

(.104)
(.043]

(.032)

.02

.

E'
4

1551

(.222)

C004a

(.044)
[.019)

.00
(.10)

.

E.

2534

-.01
(.030)

.06
(.027)
[.024)

.47

.19

(.117)
[.041)

(.080)
[.025)

.06
(.027)

Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. Coefficients and standard
errors are multiplied by 100.
The bracketed figures are the product of
the ability or skill coefficients and are standard deviations of the
corresponding test by schooling level,
It has not been multiplied by
the 100 factor of the other lines in the table.
a

In this column, the other independent variables were LNWK, RC, RJ, NM
Other vaftables more highly correlated with C004 are omitted.

.
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interpolated from results for high school and college graduates. 'Perhaps

perhaps specific job
dropping out reflects differences in motivation, or
skills for the jobs dropouts take are less complementary with general
cognitive ability than the jobs taken by the high school graduates.
This problem is not pursued further in this paper.

The last column in

other inde
Table 6 shows the regression coefficient of C004 when the
pendent variables are LNWK, RC, RJ, and NM.

By leaving out other

independent variables that have greater correlation with ability, this

column indicates the maximum effect that C004 could plausibly exert on
earnings.

The size of the effect remains small at all schooling levels.

Consider next the more specific skills R410 (arithmetic computa
tion) and R430 (clerical checking).

It is not surprising that these

variables have a stronger effect on earnings than the broader abilities
at an early point in earning careers, since they are probably better in

dicators of differences in current productivity than the ability measures
(before people have acquired highly job specific skills from job experi
ence).

These measured skills probably increase personal productivity in

a number of occupations, but not in all.

Differences in the distribution

of jobs, by education level, may explain why the skill coefficients tend
cohorts.
to be smaller for the E' and El
2
1

Although these skill's appear to be associated with modest earnings

differentials, omitting them is unlikely to be a significant source of

not highly
bias in estimating the returns from schooling, since they are
correlated with schooling attainment.
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C.

Results from NBER-Thorndike Data

The NBER-Thorndike sample includes white males who took and passed,
a battery of tests given to potential American pilots and navigators
during World War II.

Earnings data and additional information were ob-

tained from questionnaires in 1955 and 1969.

The results discussed here

.4iminate proprietors, teachers, pilots, and farmers, and restricts
attention to those born in the period 1921-25 (which overlaps the Rogers'
sample).

Assuming the chaos of the Columbia computer center diminishes, results from these calculations may soon, be available.

D.

Results from Husen's Data

The Husen sample reported here includes some 450 Swedish males who
were third graders in MalmO. when they were originally tested.

They

answered a questionnaire in 1964 and earnings data were obtained by
searching records of past income tax returns.
Table 9 sununarizes the available earnings data and background

variables by schoOling attainment.

The seven schooling levels are: c,

folkskola not completed (folkskola is the Swedish elenentary school);
E"

2'

folkskola completed (usually at age 14). E"3 some realskola

school).
'

(secondary

E" realexamen (realskola completed usually at age 16 or 17)
4'

and technical school graduate; E, studentexamen (covletion of the
gynnasium, roughly junior college, at ages 19-21); tg, university
degree (excluding E9); and E'.;, doctor or dentist.

Thz ability measure

TST 38 is the total score from four subtests and is :highly similar in

*./

(0

5

21

51

66

59

235

18

Sample
Size N**

(12.5)

(.393)

(11.8)

59.6

56.3

(13.9)

50.9

(13.5)

44.3

(12.7)

34.1

8.133

b

TST38

(.167)

10.529

(16.0)

9.042
(.245)

(.450)

8.234

8.225
(.349)

(.458)

8.154

LE49

(.282)

(.376)

9.260c

.9.191
(.283)

9.035
(.259)

(.182)

9.033.

(.232)

8.986

LE54

57.4

9.574
(491)

9.562
(.322)

(.239)

(.266)

(.229)

(.305)

9.058

8.996

9.208

9.328

(.267)

8.833a

LE59

9.249
(.223)

LE64

10.223

(.346)

10.061

9 849
(.393)

9.515
(.380)

9.455
(.318)

(.278)

9.494

LE68

a120 observations.

b

7 observations.

c

20 observations.

N is for 1968 earnings and all other nonearnings variables.
Cells with very few observations are indicated.

**

.048

.156

.136

.203

.404

.428

SCL"

.

.238

.059

.030

.017

PS

.048

.098

.106

.068

.089

.111

.095

.078

.091

.051

.127

.056

PHLTH

Numbers in parentheses are standard

.619

.294

.152

.068

.017

SCH"

Number of observations decline for earlier years.

Earnings means are deflated by the Swedish Consumer Price Index (19491.00).
deviations.

E5

N

4

Ell

3

Eft

E11

Education
Level

Table 9 - Means and Standard Deviations* of Log Earnings, Ability, and Background Variables
by Education Level (Husen-Swedish)
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content to IQ tests.

The background variables include dummy variables for

social class (SCH"=1 for the highest of four classes of a discrete social
class variable, SCL"=1 for the lowest), private school attendance in 1938
(PS=1), never married (NM=1), and serious prolonged illness during late

teens or thereafter (PHLTH=l).

As Table 9 indicates, by 1968 (mean age 40) there are large differentials in earnings between some of the education levels, with the more
highly educated obtaining greater earnings.

The table includes only

those who responded to the 1964 questionnaire, and Tesponse bias may be

partially responsible for the slightly higher mean of log earningi for

El over E.

An earlier calculation not limited to questionnaire

respondents revealed that E

had earnings .31 larger than c in 1968.

At the time members of this sample were in school, the Swedish educational system was organized strongly in the continental tradition under
which relatively few people obtain high levels of education.

Host

children terminated their formal academic study with the completion of
the folkskola (elementary school) at the age of 14.

The attrition rate

of those starting the realskola is high, and only a little over half

obtained the secondary realexamen degree (or equivalent degree from more vocationally oriented alternatives).

This difference in educational systems

probably explains why there is such a limited tendency for the 1938 test
score to rise after E" (realexamen) is achieved in this sample (except
4

for the small E" group, highly trained doctors and dentists).

There is

7

a very strong tendency for the highest socio-economic class to become an

increasingly important source of students attaining schooling beyond E.

28.
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Direct schooling costs at the university level were completely absorbed by
1.

the Swedish government, and university admission was limited almost entirely

to people who passed the studentexamen (i.e., attained level E).

In this

sample, slightly over a third of those passing studentexamen achieved a

university degree (q and 5).

These facts indicate that a relatively

small proportion of those with re.ddle and low socio-economic backgrounds

found it worthwhile getting a university degree even if they passed the
studentexamen.

In turn, this Tesult suggests that these people did not

believe that the higher earnings of university graduates were enough to
offset the out-of-pocket living costs while studying at the university
and opportunity cost of foregone earnings. Thus it may be that the investment motive for higher earnings played a less important role in
Sweden than in the U.S. in determining university attendance during this
period.

Table 10 shows the pattern of the ability (TST38) coefficient by
schooling attainment over time.

Other independent variables are

(X"*) = (SCR", SCL", PS, NM", PHLTH).

All ability coefficients are

positive for 1968, although statistical significance of the individual
coefficients is low.

The pattern of coefficients over time and across

schooling levels is much less regular than the comparable calculations
-from Rogers' data.

This irregularity may be partly due to the very

small samples (especially for Ey and E) and to the fact that the earnings statistics are based on actual annual earnings instead of the fulltime annual equivalent earnings (or controls for weeks worked) available
in the other samples.

It appears that measured ability plays a more
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Table 10 - Coefficients* on 1938 Ability from Regressions of Log-Earnings
on TST38 and Other Variables (X"*).

Education
Level

Year

Sample

Size N
18

1968

1964

1959

.39.

-.23

-.86a
(.68)

(.61)
[.049]
E"
2

E"
3

235
59

.05

4

.13

5

E"
6

21

.12

(.12)

(.27)

.22

.32

.11

-.54

.04

.43

(.39)
51

.19

(.14)

(.29)

(.27)

(.33)

.46

.35

.62

(.38)

(.36)

1.19

1.09

1.054)
E::

.14

1949

(.16)

(.38)
66

(.78)

1954

(.80)

1,0311
E"

(Huan Swedish Sample)

.58
(.41)
[.068]

(.86)

(.51)

(.71)

-.84b
(.81)

(.83)

.39

(.46)
[.0621

Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. Coefficients and standard

errors are multiplied by 100. The bracketed figures are the product of
the TST38 coefficient and one standard deviation of TST38 by schooling
level. It has not been multiplied by the 100 factor of the other lines

in the table.
a
b

Sample size 12.
Sample size 22.
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important role for VI: and

than for the lower

and E

of the ability coefficient is surprisingly large for

levelso

The size

in 1964 and 1959,

where a standard deviation change in the test score is associated with a
change in earnings exceeding 13 per cent.

The peculiar apparent drop in

this coefficient in 1968 is a small puzzle not yet resolved.

examination of the E

Further

group with the drop in the ability coefficient and

the large standard deviation of the test score is also in order.

The modal E" class (folkskola graduate) deserves serious attention
2

because of the relatively large sample size of 235 (in 1968).

Both the

empirical magnitude and statistical significance of the ability cdefficients are trivial for all years indicating the small role played by
measured cognitive capacity in determining earnings for these people.

Vocational training, trade schools, and the like are more important in
Sweden than in the U.S. for teaching market relevant skills.

It is

conceivable that there is a wide distribution of investment in such
training not highly correlated with cognitive ability that tends to

mask the ability variable, a hypothesis that will be tested soon with
these data.

The apparent decline in the ability coefficient in 1968,

if genuine and maintained in

subsequent years is compatible with the

conjecture that at this modest level of formal schooling job perform.ance can be mastered with.experience to the point where maiginal returns to measured ability is negligible.

301

4.
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E.

Summary of Empirical Results

The brief summary in this preliminary version is tentative, pending
the availability of the Thorndike material and a bit of further experimentation vith the Husen sample.

It appears that measures of cognitive

ability are associated with an empirically significant, but modest increase
in annual earnings for those with relatively high levels of education.

In

1965, one standard deviation of measured ability was associated with an
increase in earnings exceeding .10 per cent 'pr those with one or two college
degrees in Rogers' data.

Earnings for two years for Swedish males termi-

nating their education with the studentexamen also suggested an increase

well exceeding 10 per cent with a one standard deviation change in
measured ability.

Measures of cognitive ability have a weaker association

with earnings at lower levels of schooling attainment, and this tends to
reduce although not eliminate bias In rates of return measures in which no
control is available for ability.

The Rogers' sample suggests a strong

tendency for the association of cognitive ability and earnings to increase
with earnings experience, while the Swedish data are less clear on this
point.

Estimated lifetime (discounted) earnings are available only for the
Rogers' sample.

The association of ability with discounted earnings is

somewhat weaker, and the tendency to increase with schooling level is less

pronounced, although still present at the highest and lowest schooling
levels.
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This
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published in the May 1971 SupPlement to the AER.

The empirical portion

Of this study would have been impossible without the generous cooperation
of those assembling the important primary data.

I am indebted to

Dr. D.C. Rogers for allowing me to use his basic data tape.
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indebted to Professor Torsten Husen for allowing me to use the remarkable
data on Swedish males from Malmici and to Ingemar F3ger1ind for coordinating

the collection of the Swedish earnings data.
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Research prepared the Project Talent data tape.

And Professor Robert

Thorndike was most cooperative in making available to the NDER his massive
collection of data from. 1955.

Comments by Finis Welch on the original version were perceptive and
valuable.

Computations were carried out by J. Sanguinetty, M. Sternfeld,

and A.L. Norman.

Norman also developed a very useful program for esti-

mating missing observations that greatly facilitated the Project Talent
calculations.

Margareta Forselius and Karlis Goppers provided much

assistance with the Swedish data.

The groundwork and much of the research

was carried out with the support of National Science Foundation Grant
GS-1797.
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FOOTNOTES

.1

1

If important components of Ao or Po can be affected significantly by
decisions made before t

,

o

then we may wish to determine the value added

from these earlier decisions.

The main point is that if data are not

available for studying earlier.investments, or if we wish to study the
returns from a spedific investment S (after to), we can probably investigate and understand parts of the life-cycle earnings and investment
process adequately without attacking the problem as a whole.

la
It is beyond the scope of this paper to investigate the other
hypotheses on schooling outputs and earnings.

Some of them appear to

be difficult to evaluate, because available data preclude observing
marginal changes.

For example, children have becn exposed to substan-

tial experience in school related to (5) before reaching the legal age
permitting them to lea;e school.

If further schooling has little effect

in this dimension, then it will not be easy to measure directly the
impact of schooling on earnings from this source.
2

For this test, a weighted mean*was constructed from the IQ coefficients
of the 1965 regressions in Table 2.

Let w

i

= (1/0

); where

(1/0

)/(E
0.

J

a

is the estimated standard error of 81, the IQ coefficient of schooling

a
O

i

group Ei.

Let the weighted mean 8, = Dwifli.

Then E[(Bi - (3w)/(1

04

)2 is

approximately chi-square with three d.f. (for the four education classes).
In this case, the chi-square value is

9.5.
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F00'60TES (continued)

2a

It is not necessarily true that the increase in the IQ coefficient

should be attributed solely to the increasing role of ability.

Mincer's

work has suggested that ability and postschool on the job training may
be complements.

Since no vaiiable in the regression controls for post-

school investment, the IQ could include the effect of such investment
over time if the complementarity is strong.
2b

Fisher's test (see Hald), is used in the following way.
be the significance level of the i

th

Let Pi

schooling level IQ coefficient,

based on a one-tail t test (for positive effect).

Then E

log(P )

2

has a chi-square distribution with.2n degrees of freedom, where n is
the number of schooling levels.
this formula.)

(Natural logarithms are required in

When IQ is the only independent variable in the re-

gression of the residuals, Table 4 yields a chi-square value of 24.2
with 10 df.
3

This magnitude of interaction Uetween IQ and schooling is con-

siderably larger than the 1 per cent increase obtained by Rogers
(Table 9, p. 115).

The difference vrises in part because Rogers uses

an age-in-school variable that is corrIlated with IQ and because of
other differences in formulating a statistical model and handling
the data.

As explained in Appendix A, Rogers sample of 364 was re-

duced by 21 observations to eliminate individuals with extreme

aes
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FOOTNOTES (continued)

personal characteristics.
of the IQ coefficients.

This procedure could lead to some modification

Rogers measured social class by a four-valued

single variable, whereas I trichotomized the sample by dummy variables.
Finally my results are based on coafficients from indiVidual regressions
by schooling level to allow for full interactions with the other variables.

Rogers pooled his observations in a single regression in which the IQschooling interaction was allowed (but no other schooling level differences).

4

The Project Talent data bank did not code where questionnaire re-

spondents lived in 1966, and the only geographic information readily
available is region of 1959 schooling.
5

In fact, this adjustment appears to be too large.

Within schooling

class regressions have coefficients on log weeks worked which are about

I will not burden this footnote with ad hoc conjectures rational-

.7.

izing this result.
6

The variable LNWK (log of weeks worked) is included as an independ-

ent variable for two reasdhs.

First, including it makes the results

more comparable with the 1950 calculations from Rogers' data and the
Thorndike sample (both of these give earnings on a full-time equivalent
basis).

Second, many individuals with E

and E; schooling attainment

were relatively new to the labor force and worked'less than a full year

3C6
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FOOTNOTES (concluded)

(as suggested by the considerably lower mean value of LNK for these two
groups).

As far as this study is concerned, this source of variation of

the log of earnings is largely "noise" at the higher educational levels.

Including LNWK reduces the magnitude of the ability and skill co1

efficients for the three lowest education levels, but not by enough to
change very much the statistical or empirical significance of the coefficients shown in Table 6.

ac7
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APPENDIX A

I

Description of the Samples Included in the Study

Brief descriptions are given in the main text of the four samples
used in Part III of the study.

This appendix describes the samples and

procedures used in greater detail so that the reader can judge for himself the role of population differences in the results.

More thorough

discussions of the data are in the original sources by Flanagan, Husen,
Rogers, and original sources cited in the bibliography.
A.

Rogers' Data
The Rogers' sample is based on respondents to a 1966 questionnaire

survey designcd and carried out by D.C. Rogers.

The modal group consists

of Connecticut eighth graders in 1935, tested for IQ in the eighth grade.

Agn has a tight distributin with a standard deviation of 1.2 years.
earnings data are retrospective, obtained from the questionnaire.

Ali

The

1965 figure is intended to be a reasonably precise measure of total earnings 1:or the year.

The 1960, 1955, and 1950 figures are full-time

equivalent earnings based on inflated salary or wage rate recall information.

The original sauple contained 364 observations.

By eliminating

those reporting zero salary or wage for any year, those not working fulltime in 1965, those with a severe handicap, and three extreme observations (which were more than 3.75 standard deviations from the corresponding schooling means), the final sample size in this paper is reduced to
343.

The purpose in rejecting these observations is to reduce the extreme
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heteroscedasticity of individual earnings data which makes estimation of
parameters of interest difficult in small samples.
Rogers' measure of socio-economic status is based on a two factor
index of social position devised by A. B. Hollingshead.

This index'

assigns scores to father's occupation and father's schooling attainment.

Rogers then allocated total scores to five social classes.

The high and

low social class dummy variables used in this study assigned the top two

and bottom two classes of Rogers, respectively.

B. Project Talent Data
The Project Talent subsample is based on some 14,000 male high
school juniors who took the Project Talent battery of tests in 1960,
and who indicated positive earnings in 1966.

For the calculations in

this paper, all still attending school, all indicating part-time work

in 1966, all farmers and men in the military, and all those reporting poor
health in 1960 were rejected.
analysis.

Nonwhites were also removed for separate

For each of the five education levels for the remaining ob-

servations, the mean and standard deviatioi

of the log of 1966 earnings

was computed, and observations lying more than 2.75 standard deviations
beyond the mean were discarded.

The'first group of criteria removes

individuals not full-time members of the civilian labor force and
specific groups with heteroscedastic or difficult to interpret earnings.
The second criterion was imposed to eliminate observations in the

extreme tails of the log-earnings distribution.

This brutal treatment

of the data further reduces heteroscedasticity, and is probably a low
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cost way of improving the efficiency of the estimates (relative to no adjustments).

This procedure left 11,425 observations.

Missing independent variables are obtained either by assignment of
modal class for discrete, non-ordered variables or by estimation from
subregressions using a flexible program written by A.L. Norman.

No

observation with more than five missing independent variables is used
in subsequent calculations.

The dummy variables for ."high and low" socio-economic status

(SCH' and SCL') are obtained from the Project Talent variable, P*801,

which is an index weighting breadwinner's income, parents education,
and a number of other items on family background from the original 1960
questionnaire.

A person is assigned to the higher status so!' if

P*801 > 111, and to the lower status SCL' if P*801 < 91.

C. NBER-Thorndike Data

This sample is based on male air force volunteering for pilot,
navigator, and bombadier programs who had passed an initial screening
test, and were given an additional set of 17 tests to measure various
abilities in the last half of 1943.

Thorndike and Hagen sent a ques-

tionnaire to a sample of 17 000 of these people in 1955, which included
a question on 1955 earnings.
in 1969.

The NBER sent a subsequent questionnaire

From useable coded responses, the sample was reduced to ex-

clude independent proprietors, doctors, lawyers, and teachers (occupational groups raising particular problems that will be studied
separately).

The grossly overrepresented pilots are also eliminated

all
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A

from the sample.

4

Heterogeneity is reduced by restricting the sample to

the central group between ages 44 and 47 in 1969. Heteroscedacticity in

Those report-

earnings is reduced by eliminating those in poor health.

ing earnings less than $500 are eliminated, and the earnings figures
are truncated at $99,999.

A three-standard deviation rejection

criterion from the empirical log of earnings distribution for each
education level was then imposed.

Original 1955 earnings were obtained

by inflating monthly salary to an annual basis.

Earnings for other years

were reported on an "annual full-time basis salary."

D. Husen Sam
The Hus4:n data is based on all (male) third graders in Nalmo in the

Additional

third grade who were given a series of four tests in 1938.

infermation was obtoineti from school. and soci.n1 records and a 1964 ques-

tionnaire (to which the response rate exceeded 80 per cent).

Informa-

tion on earnings were obtained for 1968, 1964, 1959, 1954, and 1949
directly from archives containing a summary of data from individual income taxes.

Thus.these earnings are realized earnings rather than full-

time equivalent reported in most of the other samples.

NO

information

was available on weeks worked per year or hours per week except for a
questionnaire item that distinguished part-time and full-time workers in
1964.

A 2.75 rejection criterion for log of earnings exceeding 2.75

standard deviations of the corresponding mean (by schooling level) was
applied and iterated once.

in this paper.

Only questionnaire respondents are included

The sample size of those with 1968 earnings passing

these criteria is 455.

312
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The high and low socio-economic class variables scn" and SCL" are

obtained from the highest and lowest of four "classes" developed in 1939
by Hallgren.

Criteria include father's income, occupation and social

welfare status.
The "continental schooling systee in which relatively few attain

high levels of formal schooling prevailed when the Malmo cohorts were
.third graders.

313
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APPENDIX B

"lb

Summary of Full Regression Equations of Log Earnings by
Schooling Level on Measured Ability and Other Variables

Table 11 summarizes for the different samples and different school-

ing levels regressions of the log of earnings for a single year on some
ability measure and a more or less standard set of background variables.
The educational levels are not directly comparable for the different

samples, and the coding should be checked in the main text.

The scaling

of the different ability tests makes direct comparison between samples
meaningless, and the tests themselves would not be perfectly c-Jrrelated.
However, since earnings are expressed in logarithms, multiplying the

ability coefficients by the standard deviation of the ability measure
indicates the proportion (approximately) by which earnings are altered
by this size of change in measured ability.

This information is in-

cluded in a number of tables in the main text.

The scaling and criteria used to produce dummy variables for high
and low socio-economic status differ greatly between samples, and make
comparison of coefficient magnitudes in the four samples meaningless.

RJ
(Religion
Jewish)
S

Southern
U.S.

NM
(Not

married)

PHLTH
(Serious
illness
since
mid-teens)

.170
(.270)

.636
(.245)

114

566
(.386)

-.695

(.251)

.101
(1.97)

)83

23)

57)

(continued)

.050
(.91)

)41

57)

.203
(.88)

)42

(16.0)

.-.331

(21.3)

-.298

(2.53)

-.166

--.091
(3.21)

(3.57)

-.068

(2.74)

-.236

(1.10)

-.042

(.99)

-.030

.023
(.11)

Pars.

..063
(.245)

.338
(.162)

-.843

(.390)

.556
(.238)

-.744

(.132)

2.t.1.6_1(1).112EESLIELS....3.2ML1121.212..liag-11/§.§..J1E03411.13.0

10)

39)

53)

.696
(.376)

040

81)

.072
(.134)

-.045

067

.679
(.275)

(.298)

(.180)

.

-.057

-.473

202
99)

PS
(Private
school)

F.za:,-ure. and 7:tc7K7,-,rcn:ncl Varijcz

(DeRerE_Ient varialnin s)

RC
igion
olic)

hm of Zarr.ins cr. c.7.

(.37)

-.023

.224
(3.59)

.026
(.09)

Prvs.

2

.239

.149

.1:.;6

.31.9

.212

.2S-6

.1(5

.240

R

RJ
(Religion
Jewish)

Southern
U.S.

married

S

(Not

NM

Dependent variable: lo

(.349)

-.025
(.062)

-.116
(.137)

-.238
(.166)

-.098
(.176)

(.241)

-.163
(.072)

-.121
(.394)

-.277
(.157)

-.071
(.161)

(.239)

-.049

-.061

1968 earnin s

-.112

(4.98)

Sam le:

2)

(1.71)

(.62)

-.031

-.069

.038
(1.28)

-.105

.027
(.67)

(.86)

(2.00)

(9.53)

55

3)

.036
(.62)

66

.056
(.75)

Prvs.

-.048

Pars.

-.081

(continued)

PS
(Private
school)

-.281

Dependent variable: lo_g_ 1966 earnings)

gion
lic)

.0

PHLTH
(Serious
illness
since
mid-teens)

.056

.199

.117

.042

.030

.098

.376

.390

2

R

La

t

to

t4
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I.

Footnotes to Table 11

Standard errors are in parentheses except for Project Talent,
where the regression program gives t-values.

a

Different ability tests are used for each major sample cohort.
These are:

Rogers, IQ test scores; Project Talent, C004

(quantitative composite); NBER-Thorndike (a general ability factor

from Air Force test battery); and

{.

Buser),

TST38 (total test score 1938).

7

5

26

51

8833a

(.267)

8.996

(.229)

9.249

(.223)

9.208

(.305)

9.494

(.278).

60,6
( 9.2)

59.6
(11.8)

(12.5)

56.3

(13.9)

50.9

44.3
(13.5)

34.1
(12.7)

( 4.6)

(.393)

b

TST38

(.167)

(.245)

8.133

(.450)

8.234

(.349)

8.223

(.458)

8.154

LE49

66.8

(.376)

9.260c

(.283)

9.042

9.035
(.259)

(.182)

9.033

8.986
(.232)

LE54

10.529

.(.286)

10.236

(491)

(.346)

(.322)

(.393)

9.574

9.562

9.849

10.061

(.239)

(.266)

(.380)

9.191

9.058

9.328

9.515

9.455
(.318)

LE59

LE64

LE68

d

120 observations.

b

7 observations.

c

20 observations.

N is for 1968 earnings and all other nonearnings variables.
Cells with very few observations are indicated.

.039

.156

.136

.203

.404

.428

SCL"

.238

.059

.030

.017

PS

.077

.098

.106

.068

.089

.111

NM"

051

.077

.078.

.091

.

.127

.056

PHLTH

Numbers in parentheses are standard

.294

.152

.068

.017

SCH"

d

8 observations.

Number of observations decline for earlier years.

Earnings means are deflated by the Swedish Consumer Price Ineex (1949=100).
deviations.

**

a

6

5

rt I

r.

59

E"
3

66

235

E"

2

18

Sample
Size N**

E"
1

Level

Echr:ation

Table 9 - Means and Standard Deviations* of Log Earnings, Ability, and Background Variables
by Education Level (Husen-Swedish)
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Table 10 - Coefficients* on 1938 Ability from Regressions of Log Earnings
on TST38 and Other Variable's (X"*).
(Huseil Swedish Sample)

Year
Education
Level

Sample
Size N

18

235

WM,

1968

1964

.39
(.61)
1.049)

-.23

.05

(.80)

3

59

.22
(.38)

1959

1954

1949

a

(.78)

(.68)

.13
(.16)

.14
(.14)

.19
(.12)

.12
(.27)

.32

.11
(.27)

-.54
(.33)

.04
(.71)

.62
(.51)

(.29)

1968*';,

.32

(.19)

(.037]
.40

(.031)

E"
4

66

51

.43

.46

(.39)
1.054)

(.38)

.35
(.36)

1.19

1.09

(.86)

(.83)

.58
(.41)

-.84b
(.81)

(.068]

26

.22

(.66)

[.0101

Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. Coefficients and standard
errors are multiplied by 100.
The bracketed figures are the product of
the TST38 coefficient and one standard Oeviation of TST38 by schooling
level.
It has not been multiplied by the 100 factor of the other lines
in the table.
**

This column gives regression coefficients on IQ measured in 1948 ten
years after the original tests. The scaling is different from the 1938
tests so the coefficients are not strictly comparable, although the bracketed
products are.
a

b

Sample size 12.
Sample size 22.

[.050]

1.n
(.58)
[.1051

1.06
(.78)
[.106]
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C.

Results from NBER-Thorndike Data

The NBER-Thorndike sample includes white males who took and passed,
a battery of tests given to potential American pilots and navigators during World War II.

Earnings data and additional information were obtained

from questionnaires in 1955 and 1969.

The results discussed here eliminate

proprietors, teachers, pilots, and farmers, and restricts attention to
those born in the period 1921-25 (which overlaps the Rogers' sample).
The means and standard deviations of earnings for three years and
standard background variable: in Table 7 follow patterns by schooling
level that resemble the Rogers and Project Talent data.

+

ing classes are:

E

1,

high school graduate; E
2'

The six school-

some college; E 3+

college
'

graduate with one degree; E4, college graduate with two or more degrees;

+

E

5'

lawyer; and E

Because c

6'

doctor.

The last three classes arc mutually exclusive.

the hlgher investwent required by the 1--vcrs and docL:ors in

professional training, these two occupations are distinguished for separate
analysis.

The ability measure TST43 is a composite of 17 Air Force tests

taken in 1943.

These statistics are from a subsample of people born be-

tween 1922 and 1925.

Consequently, virtually all in this subsample had

completed high school when ability was measured, while relatively few had
higher schooling attainment at that time.

In turn, this means that meas-

ured ability differentials in this sample cannot be attributed to schooling differentials prior to the testing in 1943.

The background variables include father's education (FED11,-1 if father

has at least a college degree; FED11 ii.inther did not graduate from high school),

53

123

211

900

535

489

Sample
S4-- Na

9.094
(.694)

(.367)

(.323)

8.372

(.337)

10.061

(.494)

9.585

(.436)

8.342

Sample size is for 1969 earnings.
475, 520, 873, 209, 105, and 36.

.245

.250

.137

.133

.077

MER-Thorndike data tape.

.472

.515

.530

.536

.600

.035

FEDH
(Father's
Education,
High)

.264

.266

.180

.231

.230

.309

RC

.057

.094

.081

.040

.034

.022

RJ

.151

.227

.114

.174

.151

.121

VINIIIMI111=1011IMEN....11

.057

.047

.047

.044

.047

.045

NM

Sample size for the original 1955 earnings for the six education classes are:

Source:

.51
(1.62)

.33
(1.83)

.94
(1.91)

(1.83)

(.419)

(.376)

9.600

.45

(1.5G)

-.31

8.849

(.312)

3.743

9.517

(.403)

9.301

(1.57)

(.292)

.760

(.362)

Low)

TST43

-.62

LE66

8.645

LE64

9.123

LE69

Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.

6

5

E"F.

Cazi

,+

3

1.

E.

Education
Level

FEDL
(Father's
Education,

Tab/e 7 - Means and Standard Deviations* of Log Earninss, Ability, and Background Variables
by Education Level (NBER-Thorndike)

t
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religion (RC-1 if Catholic, RJ=1 if Jewish), marital status (NM=1 if not
married in 1969), and region (S=1 if from U.S. Office of Education Region
5 fsoutheast]).

+

In 1969, the logarithmic mean earnings for E

1

throu3h the E

4

school-

ing attainment levels rise consistently, and continue to rise for the two
professions of lawyers and doctors.

occurs in the original earnings

One minor reversal of this pattern

means in 1955, where those with

two or more college degrees (E4) earned about 7 per cent less than those
with one college degree.

This irregularity may well reflect the relatively

limited earnings experience in 1955 by those with high levels of formal
education.

The ability measure TST43 rises significantly with schooling

attainment over the first four schooling classes.

It does not separace

the schonling levels (in terms of the extent to which one standard
deviation of the test score overlaps the mean score from adjacent levels)
as strongly as the Rogers and Talent samples because initial screening had
already been imposed before these men were given the battery of Air Force
tests.

More specifically, this factor makes the high school graduates in

this sample have atypically high measured ability.

Table 8 shows the ability variable coefficients from regressions of
the logarithm of earnings on TST43 and background variables X
FEDL, RC, RJ, NM, S).

= (FEDH,

There are several patterns in these coefficients

strikingly sifflilar to the results from Rogers' data in Table 3.

In

1969, the coefficient of the some college group is less than the coefficient for either high school graduates or college graduates, and

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

Table 8 - Coefficients* on 1943 Ability from Regressiov of
Log Earnings on TST43 and Other Variables (X *)
(NBFR-Thorndike Sample)

Year

EduLation
Level

Sample
Size N*

E+

489

1969

1955

1964

.0267
(.0102)

.0061
(.0085)

(.042)
E

+

535

2

.0213

.0206
(.0086)

(.1)110)

[.033]
E

+

900

3

.0265
(.0067)

,

.0274
(.0053)

1.048]
E

+

211

4

.0600
(.0113)

.0715
(.0144)
[.1371

E:

E
6

128

.0441
(.0242)
f.0301

.0252
(.0177)

53

.0303
(.0336)

-.064
(.104)

[.049]

Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. The bracketed
figures arc the product of the TS743 coefficient and standard deviation of the test score at the corresponding schooling level.
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has lower statistical significance.

The coefficient increases substantially

for those with two or more college degrees over those with a single degree.

This increase is much more dramatic in the Thorndike sample, and is statis-

tically highly

significant.

The two professional groups are small samples,

which yield coefficients between the one-degree and two-degree college
graduates, although the coefficients are closer

to

the one-degree level.

The tendency for ability coefficients to increase over time

within

school-

ing level is another common characteristic of the Thorndike and Rogers'
samples.

(Compare the 1955 to 1965 increase in Table 3 with the 1955

1969 change in Table 8).

A substantial increas

to

in the ability coefficient

of high school graduates is observed in both samples.

The substantial

increases for lawyers and doctors resemble more closely the Rogers' E
5

class (which includes doctors and lawyers) than the Thorndike E4 classes
(which excludos them).

The 1955 coefficient for the Thorndike college

graduates with two or more degrees seems surprisingly large.

For comparable

schooling levels, the Thorndike sample implies in most cases a smaller earnings

differential

associated with one standard deviation of

(within schooling level) than .the Rogers data.

Measured ability

However, at the two-or-more

college degree level, both samples suggest a 13 or 14 per cent earnings
differential with this much variation

in

ability.

+

Taking the sample means of TST43 for the El' E

+
3'

individuals

and E
4

and multiplying them by the ability coefficients for college graduates with
one and two-or-more degrees leads to the conclusion that neglecting ability
difference:3 would lead one to overstate the potential gains to (average)

.
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terminal high school graduates by 2.8 and 11.1 per cent, respectively,
from these increments to their schooling.

This is a substantial under-

statement of the bias for the population, since the Thorndike high school

graduates have unusually high ability because of Air Force prescreening.

D.

Results from Husen's Data

The }fuser' sample reported here includes some 450 Swedish males who

were third graders in Malmii wheri they were originally tested.

They

answered a questionnaire in 1964 and earnings data were obtained by
searching records of past income tax returns.
Table 9 summarizes the available earnings data and background
variables by schooling attainment.

The seven schooling levels are:

E"

folkskola not completed (folkskolpt. is the Swedish elementary school);
S.52.111,1,a completed (usually at age 14)- E"
3 some realskola (secondary

schcol); E, re;llex=en (rezilskolzi completed usually at age 16 or 17)

and technical school graduate; q, stuclentexemen (completion of the
gynnasium, roughly junior college, at ages 19-21). E"
'

degree (excluding E" ). and E"
7

'

7

doctor or dentist.

6

university
'

The ability measure

'

TST38 is the total score from four subtests and is highly similar in
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RJ
(Religion
Jewish)
U.S.

married

.15)

.027
(.67)

.055
(1.92)

......

(4.98)

-.105

(R.m)

-.330

.118
(.20E)

-.420

.122
(.157)

.040
(.225)

.037
(.112)

.122
(.126)

(.060)

-.233

(.112)

-.207

(.123)

)

7

)

5

)

.274
(.102)

(.230)

(.086)

(.128)

.129
(.159)

(.106)

-.065

-.060

-.176

(.032)

.182
(.073)

(.027)

(.059)

-.217

1

-.084

-.167

.372
(.062)

(.048)

(.081)

.002
(.029)

(.038)

-.082

3

i

-.022

-.058

.291
(.096)

.003
(.042)

-.118

(.049)

-.024

(.077)

(.035)

(.040)

-.180

.564
(.101)

)

.038
(1.28)

-.082
(1.5R)

(Dependent variable: log 1969 earnings)

.112
.(1.64)

.nA6
(1.38).

NBER-Thorndike:

(.172)

-.006

(

Jun

-.039

1

S

Southern

.

(Not

NM

(Serious
illness
since
mid-teens)

Project Talent: (Dependent variable: loa_116..LeolaillaUsmiljaked)

RC
(Religion
Catholic)

-.034

)

s

al

SCL
(Social
class
low)

PHLTH

-.031
(.62)

-.069
(1.71)

..

.165
(1.73)

-.052
(.76)

Prvs.

Pars.

PS
(Private
school)
2

.216

.084

.233

.086

.050

.077

.376

..263

R

1

m

0
4

ion

.026
(.007)

.072
(.014)

..044
(.024)

.030
(.034)

211

128

53

.(.069)

900

-.039

'.021

-.207

(12
.3)

(.148)

(.112)

-.356

-.233

(.126)

(.060)

(.086)

-.237

-.217

(.027)

-.082

-.011

.003
(.039)

(.038)

-.1:1_8

(.040)

(.092)

(.011)

-.034

535

RC
(Religion
Catholic)

.055
(1.92)

(1.38)

.n66

.122
(.126)

.037
(.112)

.182
(.073)

.002
(.029)

.003
(.042)

(.035)

-.039

NDER-Thorndike:

(.172)

-.006

.010
( .15)

-.059

.0267
(.0102)

.038
(1.57)

.062
(1.49)

489

.719
(34.3)

(12.0)

.702

SCL
(Social
class
low)
(Not

married

J...!wish)

NM

RJ
(Religion
.S
Southern
U.S.

(Serious
illness
since
mid-teens)

PHLTH

(4.98)

-.105

(R.06)

-.330

.038
(1.28)

(1.5g)

-.082

.040
(.225)

.122
(.157)

.274
(.102)

.372
(.062)

.291
(.096)

.564
(.101)

(.230)

-.420

.118
(.208)

(.128)

-.176

(.059)

-.167

(..081)

-.058

(.077)

-.180

.129
(.159)

(.106)

-.065

(.086)

(.032)

-.084

(.048)

-.022

(.049)

-.024

(DrIptendent_yariALLIL_Lla_121.klearsings)

.027
(.67)

.132
.(1.64)

Project Talent: (Dencriden -. variable: log, 1966 earnings) (continued)

SCH
(Social
class
high)

.06
(2.24)

( .56)

-.03

Abilitya
Test

(Log of
weeks
worked)

LNWK

2534

793

Sample
Size N

(contint;--1

(1.71)

-.069

(.76)

-.052

Pars.

PS
(Private
school)

(.62)

-.031

.165
(1.73)

Prvs.

0
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E. Summary of Empirical Results

The data examined in this study imply that measures of cognitive
ability are associated with an empirically significant, but modest increase in annual earnings for those with high levels of schooling.

In

the three samples with earnings data for people with fifteen or twenty
years of earnings experience, ability coefficients are found at some
high schooling level in which one standard deviation of measured ability
(within schooling level) is associated with a 13 per cent earnings differential.

Measures of cognitive ability have a weaker association with

earnings at lower levels of schooling attainment, becoming completely
negligible for high school non-graduates (or who have not obtained some
training at the secondary (realskola) level in the Swedish sample).
In the three American samples there appears to be a distinct tendency

for tha ability coefficents ia earnings regressions to increase with
labor force experience.

The temporal pattern for the high school coef

ficients is especially relevant in considering possible bias in the opportunity cost (foreign earnings) of getting a college degree.

For

early years in the earnings profile, the ability coefficient is very
small, and in most cases not statistically significant.

implies that bias from this source is negligible.

This result

For those with fifteen

or more years of earnings experience, there is a more significant bias
if ability differences are disregarded.

Taking the product of the

differences between the sample means of ability for two schooling levels
and the regression coefficient

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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on ability for the higher of the levels yields the bias in predicting the
expected increase in earnings from the schooling increment to a person

with the mean ability of those terminating schooling at the lower level.
This calculation indicates a positive bias of 13 and 18 per cent for
average high school graduates obtaining one or several college degrees
(Rogers sample); the corresponding biases implied by the Thorndike data
are (at least) 2.8 and 11.1 per cent.
The modest contribution of measured ability in explaining the dif-

ferences in earnings in contrast with the strong association of measured
ability and final schooling attainment is not very surprising, since most
of the ability measures considered here are designed to forecast academic
potential and ach4_evement.

The coefficients of determination of the

within schooling class regressions are low and (more important) the
stand%rd deviation of the residuals continue to be embarrassingly large
despite the homov.neity imposed by narrow age range, criteria for omitting

observations, and the sets of background variables included in the regressions.
.24.

In no regression of annual log earnings does it fall below

The task of identifying the main determinants of this residual

variation remains a major challenge to students of the distribution of
earnings.
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1.

;is presumably to pull together the detailed
The function of this paper
the four days of the conference
discussions that have taken place over
sessions.

many issues both
These discussions have ranged widely over

theory and of the proper way to extract the
and
of
economic
of philosophy

minimum amount of statistically usable
maximum of information from the
set of issues that we can shape
data. From them, however, should emerge a

and theorizing, before
into some sort of rough agenda for future research
returning to our individual institutions.

but I hope relevant comments
I begin with some fairly elementary
conference, which has been concerned with higher
on the motivation of the
education and the personal distribution of income.

There are two quite

the large and long-standing literature
different themes that have motivated

with respect to fhe personal
of social concern and social reformism
distribution of income.

variously termed "the
One has been the concern with what has been
problem."
need for a social minimum" and "the poverty

Those who have

the general
expressed this concern, and thought about it, have shared

income and wealth resulting
philosophical position that inequalities of
of society
from differences in productive input into the economic:system
the efficiency
are necessary and justified by their contribution to

hence to the general welland the dynamic progress of thi economy and
by
being; but nevertheless that those who are more fortunately placed

have an obligation to ensure
reason of their superior productive power

not\fall below some sociallythat their iess fortunate fellow citizens do

of goods
determined standard of decency, in terms of level of consumption
and services.

This position, at its less sophisticated, leads to the

fiscal process and
recommendation of income redistribution through the
security deaigned to ensure a
the provision of social services and

331
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his being a citizen.
II social minimum" for every citizen by virtue of

At

approach leads to uneasiness about the extent
its more sophisticated, the
innocent children are determined by the accidents
to which the prospects of

consequent recommendation of policies designed
parentages,
and
to
of their
children of a particular generation from obtaining
hand
to
prevent
on the one
their peer group and on the other hand to
too great a head start over

disadvantage because their parents were
prevent others suffering too much
this has in the past involved
economically unsuccessful. Specifically,
inheritance taxation, and more
considerable iiterest in progressive

opportunity" in the education system.
recently concern about "equality of
sophisticated, this approach soon gets itself
or
Whether unsophisticated
in the recessity of economic
involved in conflicts between its belief
and accumulation, and its
incentives to motivate economic fontributions

for economic incentives produces
reutognition that completely free play
and socially and even morally unjustifiable.
results that it considers humanly

with "equality" rather than with
The other approach has been concerned
do not necessarily overlap: a
minimum".
The
two
Id
course
the "social
incquality; or it could have
society could have no poverty, but great
statistical definitions
equality for the majority, and so satisfy most
characterized by widespread poverty.
of equality, while still being

confused with one another, because
But they tend to overlap, and become
remediable when a
poverty only becomes noticeable and apparently
(Roosevelt's one third,
sufficiently small proportion of the population
to it, while inequality
Johnson's one fifth, of the nation)'bis stibject

when its existence
only becomes a source of serious social concern
population-7 who may themselves
leads to a significant proportion of the
the existing degree of
be either "poor" or "rich"-- believing that

with inequality involves
inequality is unjust. Philosophically, concern

as intractible problems

perhaps more so.
as concern with pavertyand

proposition that all men are in some sense
For it rests on the a priori

332
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m

be
and while this proposition can
potentially
equal-either equal or
each person
in the political sphere by giving
fairly
cheaply
satisfied
they choose to spend
inquiring too closely into how
and
not
one vote,
equality raises far more difficult
of
economic
their votes, the achievement
has
Moreover, just as concern about poverty
especially
of
cost.
problems,
existing
sophisticated version-- reallocation of
and
a
more
both a less
existing opportunity towards the poor-reallocation
of
income yersus
version-has both a less and a more sophisticated
about
equality
so concern
equalization
through' fiscal transfers, and
existing
incomes
equalization of
rearrangement of the availability
opportunities
through
of income-earning
about poverty,faces a conflict
of opportunities.And just as concern
"fairness" o r "decency"4'and an economic
between a social judgment of
so concern about equality
understanding of the laws of economic incentives,
fh,

judgment of fairness in the provision
between
a
social
faces a donflict
judgment of the adequacy of the responses
of opportunities and an economic
individuals to these Opportunities.
of differently-situated

the intergenerational
Further, there is in both cases the problem of
in the sense of some indecently
dimension of the question. Is poverty
4.1

if it is not passed on to the second
low income receivers tolerable
incentive system, or mdt no
generation, as part of the economic
'time? Is "from shirt-sleeves to shirts
poverty be tolerated anywhere at any

definition of an equalitarian
sleeves in three generations" a satisfactory
America,
system-- as it used to be considered in:nineteenth-century

lucky in their own\generation,--.....or;Ishould::
as applied to those who werd
shirt-sleeves for anydne, ever: "
it be rewritten into" no
***********************************4e
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before it became independ ent
moral
philosophy
be
a
branch
of
Economics used to
of a
of "political economy" into the status
and emerged through the title

the hands of its best practitioners
science.At
least
in
self-styled social
nes
sought to temper economic logic and the doctr
years,
it
in the intervening
d on
of how these economic forces impinge
by
an
understanding
of laissez-faire
namely not by unfettered free en erprise
actually
organized-society as it was
ill, arrived from generation to genoration
but by families.which, for good or

triad of material prope rty,
which
involved
a
of
inheritance
by a process
xpressed
innate ability, or perhaps more cautiously e
genetically-determined
occasionally referred to as "fam ily
and
something
potential ability,
scornfully to dismiss equalitaria nism with
character." Frank Knight used
ze the nonimpossible by public policy to equali
thn argument that it was
I would venture the thought that
material family backgrounds of children.
state-run orphanag es might do the
compulsory conscription of children into
and even p racticed in small
been
suggested,
has
sometimes
trick-- and this
though the proposal has few modern
communities, by utopian socialists,
but every iime I use this assumption
proponents among social philosophers-society ( I cannot use
to set up a simple model of a human-capital-oriented

of rati onality with respect to
the
principles
society
to
exemplify
a slave
.my studenis reminds me of
age)
the
laughter
o
this
day
and
human capital in
suggestion is.
how unrealistic politically the
points in this connection, and
I should add that one of Knight's major

the inega litarian economic consequences
forgotten,
is
that
one I have never

mined ability or of family
of unequal inheritance of genetically-deter
as the.inegalitarian economic
character are just is morally indefensible
of material prop'erty.
consequences of unequal inheritance

Yet one of the

dings in the policy area has been that
basic problems of our conference proce
(0,

in favour of both genetical inheritance
our socj.ety discriminates sharply

nts to give their children an inheritance
of
well-to-do
pare
and the capacity
inheritance of
and t avel in substitution for an
time,
patience,
of culture,

.
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,

frustrate
substitution possibility that continues to
a
material property--

generation.
to increase equality among the next
taxation
designed
inheritance
or the
typically lack either the reasoning power
academics
we
And as
In
logical conclusion.
frigidity to pursue that point to its
intellectual
to
shall return, we are typically unwilling
point
to
which
I
particular, a

regardless of whether poverty or inequality
contemplate the thought that,

be substituted for mv.terMi- ditt/rm
material
capital
can
is our focus of concern,
among
equalize opportunities for income-earning
capital, and if we want to
(with respect to both total, and compositinn)
children of different inheritances
them money instead
consider the possibility of giving
in
all
honesty
we should

only to bse money to buy them educational
of education, rather than seeking
equality.

let me reMark that the work that has
before
proceeding,
As a digression

to have
at least much of it, appears
been presented at this conference, or
insights into the social aspects of
its
way
back
to
been slowly funbling

economists-- Adam Smith and Alfred
higher education that the older-style

Veblén and Frank Knight
Marshall on the one side of the Atlantic, Thorstein
has to interpret them with insight
on the other-- already had-- though one
and modernize eheir language for oneself.

The concepts of different supply

and lower.income groups, of different
and demand curves for education by upper
requirements, of differences
search costs and risks, of differing entrepreneurial

education on the part of children
between innate and acquired capacity for
abilfty and motivation as opposing forces
from richer and poorer families, of
educated, are all concepts that one
gpverning..;the ultimate performance of the
few novels by Jane Austen or Charles
could acquire if one tried by reading a

Dickens-- or for that matter by Horatio Alger.

I do not say that.these

unenlightening when applied to the
*economic concepts are uninformative or

distribution-- quite
problems of the relation between educatiom_and income
the contrary.

develop and emphasize them
But I would say that the need to
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view of the
side of an excessively naive
on
the
one
is the consequence
that American society
equalitarian, and ohher characteristics
democratic,
II period
emphasized during the postwar
itself-a
view
likes to attribute to
European
American way of life posed by what every
to
the
by the assumed threat
regard as the monster threat to
been
taught
to
immigrant to America had
deviant
Russian empire, the Byzantine
the
barbarous
European civilization-dispelled by....the
and a view only gradually
Catholic
religion-from the true
ourselves and
really failed Europeans like
that
the
Russians
are
recognition
civilization now comes from the mysterious east.
threat
to
our
that the real
created by our own
the new concepts has been
the
need
for
ON the other hand,
Pscience",
the 1930's, of our subject as a
developed
since
conception,
mathematical
ethically neutral and requiring
socially,
and
philosophically,
to furnish
base and econometric testing
its
intellectual
theorizing for
adequacy". Science demands
"ceremonial
called
plausibility and what Veblen
welter of statistical squabbles.
of social conscience in a
the subniergence

language
had both to learn a different
society
have
feel
for
Economists with a
from
semantics to cover situations excluded
its
grammar
and
and to adapt
the

of the scientific core of
triumphant
simplicity
consideration by the
of things thatcconcern them
subject, in order to return to the discussion
members of society.
as human beings and as

**********************************

preliminaries as a prelude to reminding
long
on
these
I have dwelt so
moved very rapidly-- and mostly in
J960s
we
have
you that since the early
rather than
intellectual dynamics of this country
the
social
and
response to
of our
unfolding of the sclentific development
logic
of
the
to any inner
the power of economics to solve
self-confidence
in
subject-- from supreme

about how much it
considerable self-questioning
problems
to
all conceivable
problems, nd to sometimes near-desperate
really has to say about important
ehe utmost social
about problems that are of
it
say
something
nfforts to make
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much, no matter how
concern but about which we may not be able to say very
hide that fact successfully from
hard we try-- though we may be able to
of our subject
ourselves and our colleagues by juggling with the semantics

hard-won statistical techniques.
and deploying the full set of our

In the

not discuss in detail but which in my
early sixties, for reasons I will

hand with
judgment had .0, lot to do on the one

the United States overreaching

to the rest of'the world, and particularly
Itself tn its assumed responsibilities

American melting-pot lines and defending it
for setting Europe straight on
hand with the change in the
from the Russian threat, and on the other
The latter change in my view
immigration laws in the nineteen-twenties.
it protected the average U.S.
had tremendous long-run social consequences:

conform with the melting-pat tradition
citizen from competitive pressures to
and at the same time it'made other
in order to survive in the United States;

have escaped an oppressive
countries an easier haven for refugees grateful to
of observing reality and testing
regime and culture. Americans who wLre capable
proclaim, and not merely suspect, that
soc.ial hypothesis against it began to
and the American free enterprise
all was not well with American democracy
itself be an undu3y
system-- and irideed that American society might instead
oppressive reglme.

States was still the
Initially, the criticism was that, while the United
for its affluence-greatest country in the world-- even obscenely disgusting
number of its citieens
it was flawed by the fact that a substantial

to be
unaccountably failed to share in Ehe affluence that had been assumed
every citizen's right.

to whOse
Hence the launching of the war on poverty,

at this conference
infra-structure in economic research many people present
contributed at the time.
only a superficial
But concern about the prevalence of poverty is
correlated tolia the business cycle:
symptom of malaise-- and one highly

of presumably
A society with a small minority of poor and a vast majority

non-poor can cure its ills with a relatively small expenditure.of
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always grudging in spending money
conscience money-- though the rich are
g..

removing the occasion for their charity, or
if it will actually 6ucceed in

render their clients genuinely independent.
however, has moved on rapidly, largely
The American social conscience,
abroad and related social discontent
under the impact of military reverses
far more sweeping condemnation of
and intellectual ferment at home, to a

which concentrates on inequality among
the economy and the society, one
a minority of them.
citizens in general rather than on poverty among

the calling of this
Concern about this problem has indirectly motivated

has been to work back from tha
conference; and one of its major problems
and human capital theory on the
known territories of welfare economics
of regression analysis
one hand, and of the techniques and limitations
7
defined concers of
ambiguously
and
poorly
'on the other, to the real but

with emotionally strongly
the wider intellectual community of the country
about what the problem of inqquality
felt but operationally opaque ideas
in Ametican society is.

and even
It is easy to think of theoretically

of inequality in the
statistically meaningful aggregative definitions
personal distribution of income.

It is much harder to relate these to

about the income distribution.
the Teal subjects of public concern
*ft***************************
leaving aside all the matters of
In the papers for the conference-discussed in great detail-- there have
technical debate, which have been

been in my judgment two central questions in dispate.
First, what is inequality.

points.

Most of us would I think agree on two basic

capital, and is hy now familiar:
One comes from the theory of human

iadividuais
inequality is to be measured, not in the labour incomes of
(or
undifferentiated by age and education, but by the lifetime earnings

with greater theoreticaraccuracy,

consumption) profiles of these individuals.

slippery point: real and socially important
The other is a rather newer and more
children of differentially
inequality is associated with the differences among
opportunities to acquire such
situated parents in the degree of access to
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life-time income streams.
raise two different kinds of problems.
in
opportunity
Such differences
standard for a tolerable degree of inequality
that
to
define
a
The first is
to
individuals of the same age-cohort, it is necessary
of opportunitY facing
family over more than one generation,
refer to the life-history of a

The

associated
welfare economics of this problem are
have
with
the
difficulties we
the fundamental
theory of welfare economics ignores
that
our
basic
with the fact
ambitions-- or lack of them-- for
and
parental
realities of parental choice
of the
realities of childrens4' appreciation
and
also
the
the children;
exploit their
and their own ppportunities to
their
parents
limitations of

escaping from their parents' limitations.
parents' useful qualities while
that defineS familial welfare,
The intergenerational utility function
involves the
it shifts over time and always
is
not
a
constant;
moreover,
economists have been studying intensively
choice
that
welfare
problem of social
but without dlear and simple results.
In a largely immigrant America,

parents',ambitions typically were both

the
children and to force compliance with
opportunities
to
their
to offer
costs as
and the children typically saw those
costs of those opportunities;
qualified by their position in society
externally imposed and their parents as
In a stable second or third generation
decision-takers.
to be paternalistic
compliance appear on both sides to be internally
fhe
costs
of
America, however,
necessary
to parental self-respect but not
family,
and
necessary
imposed by the
prosperity in the society-- nor do the children
childrens'
survival
and
to the
society.
self-chosen obligatiqn to. acceptthe
even feel the immigrant's

really be solved siatisfactorily purely by
involved
cannot
The problems
though that pricing system
juggling with the pricing system for education-j-

prOblems, to an important extent
creates a host of unnecessary and confusing
on;.Ehe exercise of paternalism not
such
a
heavy
emphasis
because it places

3C9
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by parents but by the educators themselves.
The second problem e',out differences in opportunities for acquiring life1r4

time consumption streams is again associated with certain important characteristics
of American society as set by past history-- and particularly the crucial role
that education'has played in American society, earlier as a way of keeping
together, civilized, and cohesive a colonial population forced to cope with

a barbarizing environment and needful of both replacement of the intellectual
tools of superiority over the surrounding savagery ani reminder of the religious

baiefs that justified their own responsive barbarism; and later as a way of
integrating into an English-speaking and English-cultured community the
fir6t and second generation refugees from non-English-speaking fellow-European
countries that for a historically short period the United States welcomed to
its Atlantic shore.

As

a result of

this tradition-- together with a set of

ideno on the social value of education held in common with most European
countries and derived in part from the recruitment needs of the monastic
cclibacy of the middle ages-- American public opinion has always.accorded
S special place to education as a solvent for social problems.

On the one hand

tho educated person-- even though when employed as a teacher he was frequently
criticized and persecuted for rising above his station as a mere baby-sitter
for the potential pioneers who would eventually do the real

work

of

.Amorican society-- always enjoyed residual respect as the former and preserver
of the society's human capital. On the otlier hand, ehe educational system was

tho filter through which the heterogeneous raw human material provided by
irnsi4ration was assigned to its proper place in society-- as determined by
its potential productive contribution.

***************************
1

It -is.therefore natural enough that American society, and particularly

Amarican intellectuals, should look to the putative defecgs of the Arnerican.,_

-440
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the solution to these
they see, and to reform of the educational system as
problems.
.

whether one
And if one so looks one can easily find serious flaws,

looks primarily as a social critic or primarily as an economist.
To the social critic, a system that selects the future recipients of

their success in passing tests
income streams from human capital according to
selecting in large part on the
devised and imposed by its educators.is both
ambition, and
basis of parental resources, culture, effort, and familial
relying on a selection process that may be neither socially nor economically
effective.

The process may be appropriate to a society welcoming immigrants

non-useful according to an
and then sorting them out into the useful and the
agreed concept of what the society needs in the way of useful citizens and
essentially selfalso agreed on the qualifications of the selectors-- an
.

confident imperialist society bent on political and economic expansion,
regardless of its rhetoric of freedom.

It is much more questionable for

the exclusion of immigrants and
a mature society ehat protects its wealth by
purports to guarantee every citizen a due share in its riches.

( Incidentally,

society,
one of the most ominous characteristics of contemporary American

generel unawareness that
and particularly of its radical intellectuals, is a
ldkat the citizenry would like to spend for social purposes or radical ones

that could be easily either
is a product of past effort and current monopoly
squandered or eroded by international competition, or both.)
It is equally easy to look at the pure economics of a system in which

provided nominally free
at least minimum-quality education at every level is
or nearly free to all candidates suitably qualified-- though without regard
to the foeegone earnings to which human capital theory has quite rightly
called attention-- and.to point out that the combined results of the
-inevitable fiscal limitation on the total quantity provided, the equally

inevitdble dependence on rationing by the educators who control admissions,

price, are
and the availability of privately-provided education at an extra

(3.4.1

in almost every dimension of economic theory that one
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can think of.
of economically nonsensical financial
The direction of the final outcome
however, is more diffictlt to determine
arrangements for higher education,
pointed out in her commonts on
than appears at first sight. As Anne Krueger
been
for the conference, we have generally
T.W. Schultz's introductory paper
but politically feasible solutions to
trying to find third-and-a-half-best
a fourth-or-fifth-best

problem, and it is not easy to tell where we stand.

by reference to the British
Let me illustrate some of the difficulties
Weisbrod and Hansen have shown that the CaliTornian
higher education system.
resources in. California from the lower
education system redistributes real
Krueger,argued, using a model
to the higher income groups in that State.
universities which have to'be paid
that allowed for the presente of private
they pay for state universities
for by parents in addition to the taxes

children because quality is too low,
that they do not patronize with their
the other way and that there might,
that the income redistribution might go
or under-allocation of resources
in consequence, be either over-allocation

to higher education'as a whole.

really private universities which
In the United Kingdom there are no
endowments; most of the funds come
support themselves by fees plus private
.

from the Government.

of resources and
There are two kinds of over-allocation

students to these universities.

On the one hand middle-class parents probably

aimed at getting their
over-spend on pre-university supplementary education

bibuying Chem an edge in
children into the "free" state universfty places
passing the requisite examinations.

Over-spending in this connection includes

supplementary coaching,' but
not only direct costs of private schools or

chances of obtaining
choice of work location and type of job to maximize
eligible student varies
university scholarships, the number of which per
aMong localities.

with
On the other hand, children of all ulasses faced

completion of high school and going to
the choice between going to work on
4,.. "
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paying taxes,
47,11.nd with the choice between working for wages,
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paying the price of university
and escaping from paternalism into freedom, and
in an
paternalism in order to live for three years at public expense

environment in which university teachers regard it as a failure on their
part to flunk out a student they have ence admitted.

Everything encourages

them, and the postponement
cleverness at yearly examinations, idleness between

over-allocation of the
of a career decision . As against these incentives to

restraint imposed on the
supply of trainable students, there is a severe
budgetary cost of the system-total number of university places by the immense

adulterate
a restraint which operates not only to restrict numbers but to
educational quality through the imposition of standard rules governing such

disparate matters as office sizes and ratios of junior to senior staff.
is tco much or too
Whether the net result of these conflicting pressures

question; inefficient the
little higher education is an open and unresolved

would judge also from a social
system certainly is from an economic and I
point of view.

however, is not so
The point I would like to stress in ehis connection,
finance
much the many problems of inefficiency raised by the present system of

the limitations of the American
of higher education in the United States, but
assumption that the key to the solution of social problems like Poverty or
reforms of the financial
inequality or the just society is to be looked for in
The educational system,

or administrative aspects of the university system.

and especially the university system, obviously has inherently inefficient

and generally conservative biases.

One could reduce these biases by

putting the whole apparatus on a price system basis. But if one argues for
this one must go the whole hog: and here I would disagree with T.W. Schultz,

who is.I think wrong to concede an argument fdr providing educational subsidies
'to the'ehildren of poor parents.

By the time they get to dle stage of

university.admission they are probably atready out of the poverty or

deplorably unequal class. Ix poverty or inequality is considered a problem,
.

deseming
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ow

endow with
that nature forgot to
is
the
one
of help from his fellow men,
allm
him is not to exclude him
it
up
to
to
make
brains-- and that the way
educating his intellectually
part of the cost of
him
to
pay
school and tax
parents,
among the children of poor
poor
peer-group
and no longer

.well-endowed

Superior
in lieu of the brains he lacks?
him
money
but to g:ve
economically .useful than the
undoubtedly
more
intelligence or skill is
of it by fiscal subsidization
discrimi ating in favour
it;
but
absence of
poverty-free or egalitarian
democratic
and
a
more
will not necessarily produ4
society.
tatttf:1qq510:1.1.ls************

produce a neat list or "menu" of
explicitly
to
This paper hes not sought
of
from the state of the art
they
emerge
before us, as
the alternatives
measurement
The technical questions of
education.
economic analysis of higher
them. As I see
from discussing
difficult, and I have refrained
are extremely
how far do we really believe
three.
First,
are
it, the really tough questions
relevant standards
to set up socially
economic
analysis
in the ability of
correspond to what
standards
which
educational field,
of inequality in the
improve the
and if na4, how could we
worried
about?-the public is really
competitive cost-oriented
how far can we insist on a
situation..Second,
have not
raises a question I
education?
This
system for the finance of higher
issue of
with it, the vexed
to
grapple
no
way
dealt with, because I can see
economic
significant social and
produces
whether or not higber education
even'indiscriminate subsidization?
subsidization,
externalities nhat are worth
principles to higher education,
competitive
applying
Third, if we insist on
redistributi6s of income to solve the poverty
prerozred to recommend cash

are we

1

that i.00? If not, as Sam Bowles
insist
on
or the inequality problem, and

fourth-best
retrogref,sion from a
accepting
a
has argued, we may implicitly be

social goal.ni/A
respect to a widely-accepted
performance
with
to a fifth-best
rhetorical and
though presented in a somewhat
I
hope,
'Mese points,
alternatives for discussion that
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Optimal Investment in College Instruction:
The Efficiency-Equity Quandary
Theodore W. Schultz
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The argument of this paper is that the allocation of
resources to
provide the instructional services of higher education
is neither socially
efficient nor equitable. In advancing this
argument I shall approach
the performance of this part of higher education
under the dynamic
Condition s

of economic growth.

I shall treat college students as
firms, who behave as entrepreneurs in allOating
their own time and
their other resources in investing in themselves.
I shall appeal to
the considerable evidence that college students
are privately fairly
efficient in investing in themselves. They rc.pond with
relatively short
lags to changes in costs that they bear in acquiring an education
and
t ) changes in job opportunities that may be available to them
upon

graduation.

On the other hand, the. allocation of resources to Colleges
and universities is not as efficient socially as students are privately.

I shall present evidence to show that an inordinate
part of the subsidies
to higher education is used to provide these educational
services below
cost to the growing proportion of students who come from
families
who have the income and wealth to pay the full cost.

The rise in

personal incomes in the United States associated with economic
growth

This paper benefitted and I gained assurance from the
cogent
criticism of Gary S. Becker, Richard 13. Freeman, and
W. Lee Hansen.
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is making the traditional financing, pricing, and supplying of these
inStructional services ever more obsolete. The purpose of this

paper is to present the logic and the evidence in support of the
argument
that our system of higher education is socially inefficient and inequitable.
It could be argued, however, that higher education as it has
developed
in the United States is a model of competition and welfare
inasmuch as

subsidized
college students have many/options
and no college or university has
a monopoly of the supply of these educational services.

There are more

than 2500

1

institutions competing for faculty and students, and they

compete not only with each other, but also with other sectors of the
economy for talent and materials. They acquire virtually all their
instructional inputs in competitive markets.

Moreover, to the 'extent

that growth enhances competition, higher education has been a growth
sector par excellence with enrollment rising from 1. 5 million in 1940
to over 7 million since then.

With respect to welfare, there is no comparable standard to that
of competition in attaining economic efficiency. It is noteworthy,
however, that in terms of career choices, higher education in the
United States not only offers students many options, but it also

subsidizes

them in part directly and nearly all of them indirectly in
large amounts.
Financial aid granted to students is equal to about 4 percent.
Of total direct educational cost that is incurred by
public institutions
and

-t

about

institutions.

8 percent of such cost incurred by private
But the major subsidies are indirect because tuition and

1

See, Digest of Educational Statistics, 1970, Table 113. It reports
2525 institutions, fall 1969.
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-3fees paid by students in public institutions cover only

15 percent

46
percent of such cost incurred
of the total educational cost and
top panel of
by private institutions. (See/Table 1.) (Indirect subsidies are also

appreciable in providing room and board for students.) But unlike
the implications of competition for efficiency, the welfare implications

of this vast subsidization of students is far from obvious.
Seeing that most of the direct costs of higher education in the

United States are not paid for by tuition and student fees, there is
a strong presumption that the economic organization of higher eduCation

has a built-in tendency to spend too much on it socially unless the
benefits that accrue to society, which the students cannot capture personally

during their life time, are large.

This presumption is warranted despite

the competition referred to above.

In view of the fact that most of the

direct costs of higher education are not paid for by the students, I find

it hard to believe that the allocation of resources is socially efficient.

It is certainly true that the social rates of rethrn and private rates of
return are not proportional in all higher education activities.
There is a tendency

to transfer wealth in the form of human capital to a particular class of
people

without regard to their incomes.

To the extent that

these tendencies prevail, the first implies economic efficiency, and the second
implies social inequity.

Moreover, both tendencies arise from the same

general sources, namely, from the disparities between costs and
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-3aTable I. U. S. Higher Education 1940 and 1968) Some Per Student Expenditures

Public
1940
(1)

Number of institutions
Enrollment (000)

Direct total instr. costs (000, 000)
Net instr. expenditures (000, 000)
Implicit interest, deprec. (000, 000)
Tuition and fees (000, 000)
Student aid expenditures (000, 000)
Enrollment per institution
Per student direct total instr. costs
Per student net instr. expenditures
Per student interest and deprec.
Per student tuition and fees
Per student financial aid

1968
(2)

600

940

800
300
230

4850
7900
6710
1190
1210

71
55

69

330
5170
1630
1380
240
250

9

69

1320
370
280
89

Private
68/40
(3)
1. 6
6. 1
26. 5
30. 0
16. 7
22. 0

47. 4
3. 9
4. 4
4.'9
2. 8
3. 6
7. 6

Total

111111

1940
(7)

a. Number of institutions
b. Enrollment (000)
c. Direct total instr. costs (000, 000)
d. Net instr. expenditures (000,000)
e. Implicit interest & deprec. (000, 000)

1968
(8)

1.

1750
1490
630
470
160
200

2380
6960
12700
10780
1920
3390
720

Per student direct total instr. costs
j. Per student net instr. expenditures
k. Per student interest and deprec.
1. Per student tuition and fees
m. Per student financial aid

29
1170
420
320
110
140
19

Tuition and fees (000, 000)
g. Student aid expenditures (000, 000)
h. Enrollment per institution
i.

2920
1820
1550
270
490
100

68/40

1940
(4)

1963
(5)

1 150

1440
2110
4800
4070
730
2180
390
1460
2270
1930

700
340
250
90

150
22
610
48 0

350
130
210
32

350

1030
180

68/ 0
(6)
=(5)4(4)
1. 3
3. 0
1 4. 3

16.6
8. 1

15.0
1 7. 6

9. 4
4. 7
5. 5
2. 7
4. 9
5. 7

Public/Private
1940
1968
68/40

(1 0)
(11)
(12)
--:(8):(7) =(1)-:(4) =(2)(5) =(11)(10)

(9)

1. 4
4. 7
.20. 0

22. 8
11. 9
16. 9
24. 8
24. 5
4. 3
4. 9
2. 5
3. 6
5. 4

.
1.

5

.6

1

2. 3
1. 6
1. 6
1. 6

.9
. 9
. 8
. 4
3

'.

1. 2
2. 0
1. 9
1. 8

2.

1

.6

1. 5

.. 9

2, 2

3. 5

2. 7
1. 6

.8

. 7

. 9

.8

.7

a

.7
; 3

..7

1. 0

2
. 4

.

.3

,,

7
1, 3
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Notes and Sources

Totals may not acid due to rounding. Data for 1940 are for the Continental
United States only. Data for 1968 are for the Aggregate U. S. , i. e. U. S.
(The 50 states, District of Columbia), and outlying areas (Canal Zone, Guam,
Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands). Data are for the school year ending in the
given date, thus 1939-40 and 1967-68.

a. Number of institutions:
1940 (columns 1, 4, 7): Source is (3) Vol. II, Chapter I, "Statistical
Summary of Education, 1939-40," Table 2, page 3.
1968 (columns 2, 5, 8): Source is (1) Table 9, page 7.

b. Enrollment (opening fall enrollment):
1940 (columns 1, 4, 7): Resident Degree-:credit enrollment. Source is
(4), Table 146.
1968 (columns 2, 5, 8): Degree-credit enrollment includes both resident
and extension students. Degree credit enrollment is available for
the U. S. (50 states and D. C. ) in (2), Table 6, page 23. Total
enrollment is available for the U.S. and outlying areas in (1),
Table 84. Degree cruiit enrollment for Aggregate U.S. is estimating
by applying the U.S. degree-credit to total enrollment ratio to total
enrollment in outlying areas.
Enrollment (, 000)

(1) U.S., Degree-credit
(2) U.S. total
(3) Degree-credit/Total ratio = (1)-;(2)
(4) Outlying areas total
(5) Outlying Degree-credit = (4)x(3)
(6) Agg. U. S. Degree-credit = (1)+(5)
c.

d.

Total

Public

Private

6390
6910

4350
4820

2040
2100

.9

.9

.9

52
48
6960

34
31

18
18

4850

2110

Direct total instructional costs:
Sum of d and e
Net inStructional expenditures:
Educational and general costs excluding extensions and public service,
other sponsored activities, and 50 percent of organized research.
1940 (columns 1, 4, 7): Source is (3), Vol. II, Chapter IV, "Statisiics
of Higher Education," Table 16.
1968 (columns 2, 5, 8): Source is (1), Table 129.

349
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e,

Implicit Interest and Depreciation:
Calculated as 8 percent of value of physical property, multipbed by ratio
of net instructional expenditures to sum of educational and general
expenditures and expenditures on auxiliary enterprises.
Total
1.

2.
3.

Value (000, 000)

8 percent of Line 1
Ratio of net instructional to

Publ i c.

Private

1940

1968

1940

1968

1940

1968

2750
220

34590
2770

1260
100

21180
1690

1490
120

13410
1070

. 7

.7

7

7

160

1920.

1190

90

educational & general &

4.

auxiliary enterprises
Implicit interest & depreciation
chargeable to instruction
= line 2 times line 3

71

Source is (3), Volume II, Chapter IV, Table 17, page 93.
1968: Source is (1), Table 133.
Tuition and fees:
1940 (columns 1, 4, 7): Source is (3), Vol.
II, Chapter IV, "Statistics
Higher Education, " Table 13.
1968 (columns 2, 5, 8): Source is (1), Table 126.

.
730

1940:.

f,

g.

of.

Student aid expenditures:
1940 (columns 1, 4, 7): Data are actually for "other
non-educational
activities, " from (3), Vol. II, Chapter IV, Table 16. But the
same figures are given as "Scholarships, Fellowships and Prizes"

in (4), Table 191.
1968 (columns 2, 5, 8): Source is (1), Table 129.
h; Enrollment per institution. Calculated as (b) (a).
i. Per student direct total instruction costs.
Calculated as (c) (b).
j. Per student net instructional expenditures. Calculated as (d) (b).
k, Per student interest and depreciation, Calculated as (e) (b).
3. Per student tuition and fees.
Calculated as (f) (h).
in. Per student financial aid. Calculated as (g) (b).
6
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University of Chicago
March 19, 1971
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benefits as they are revealed in private and social rates of return.
There is some
evidence which shows that in general private
educational choices are privately efficient in the sense that the private
rate of return to higher education tends to be comparable to the

private rates of return to other private investments.

Whether there

are long standing disparities among private rates of return among the
various educational opportunities requires disaggregation and analysis.
:,

The dynamics of the economy implies that certain disparities are

inevitable: Richard Freeman's (1971) study, however:, shows that as
these disparities occur the lags in adjustment are relatively short.
The efficiency with which public resources are allocat?.d to the many,

part of higher education is another story.

When it comes to equity

consequences, the evidence is fragmentary; it is inconceivable, however,

that they are neutral in their effects or the distribution of personal
income.

The classical economists divided on the question of efficiency

with respect to alternative ways of providing education (West, 1964).
(Bea les., etal. 1967).

This long standing controversy is still with us/ Nor have the proponents
of "r-.:qual educational opportunities" settled the problem of equity in

distributing the benefits of education; like the proverbial needle, it is

lost in the welfare haystack.

disagreements, so

it seems to me, suggest that we have not been asking the right questions.
With respec.t to the 'United States, I have become convinced that the efficiency
problem
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'and the equity problem of higher education,

especially so as they

come to the forefront during recent decades

are in large part the consequences of
the dynamics of modern growth.

implies

This view

the following question: Under the dynamic conditions that characterize

our economy, how efficient are we in ahocating private .and public

resources to higher education and in using these resources in producing
educational services? The equity question, so it seems to me, should

be formulated along similar lines.

Although it is obvious that these problems consist of disparities

in the distribution of private and social cost and benefits, it is not

obvious that these disparities are in part related to the developments
that characterize modern growth.

The central argument of this paper

is that when an economy has arrived at an equilibrium that persists
efficiency

over an extended period, the / disparities tend to become 'small.
Whereas under conditions of modern growth, divequilibria are the order

of the day and, although adjustments are made, new disparities emerge
and dominate.

Approaching growth via the process of investment,

what is required ideally is a generalized optimal investment model
that encompasses both human and nonhuman capital and that accounts

for all of the nonmarket benefits including the personal satisfactions
Ns.

that accrue to students from their investment in higher education. But
we will have to settle for less because of the limitations' of the state
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of economic knowledge.

What I shall attempt, in view of these

limitations, is to develop an approach to these problems that treats

them mainly as growth problems.

My plan is to examine the follow-

ing four interrelated issues: (1) three economic growth-education
puzzles; (2) .the: rioe in, the: student's opportunity cost and in his allorative benefits
associated with growth; (3) the growth related enlargement of the
7 -student's capacily to finance and to benefit from education;

.

.

and (4) the equity-efficiency quandary in a growing economy.
I. Investment in Education and Growth: Three Puzzles

Growth is not an equilibrium state.

For the purpose at hand,

growth implies responses to investment opportunities in acquiring

additional income streams at a price that is lower *than the equilibrium
price.

In terms of investment decisions, growth is a consequence of

the allocation of investment resources in accordance with the priorities

set by the relative rates of return on alternative investment opportunities.
The reciprocal of the highest rate of return option is in theory and in
fact the lowest price of additional growth.

Investment in human

capital by means of higher education occurs on the one hand as a

response to the demand derived from growth, and on the other, it is
a contributor to the growth of an economy.

The particular high

levels of ability associated with higher education are in all probability

complementary with the new, superior material inputs that have their

origin in the advances in the sciences and the associated developments
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Then, too, modern research and development activities

are dependent upon particular subsets of these high levels of abilities..

Thus, a satisfactory theory of economic growth should e:;plain
the mechanism that determines the formation of human and nonhuman
capital including the accumulation of knowledge.

2

is an extension of growth theory along these lines.

Razin's study (1969)
Growth theory,

however, should also explain the sour-ces of the investment opportunities

that maintain the growth proccss; sOurces that keep it from seltling
into a stationary long run equilibrium.

It is the more difficult part

of growth theory and it is lacking.
In thinking about the economics of education, I find it instructive
A

to distinguish between the investment mechanism that determines the

formation of capital and the sources of the new investment opportunities
that account for growth.

The mechanism appears to be sufficient in

explaining various puzzles pertaining to the interactions between
growth and education.

are three puzzles;

(1)

In retrospect, taking the long vieW, there
Why has the accumulation of human capital

represented by education occurred at a higher rate than that of nonhuman capital?

(2) Why has the difference in relative earnings

between workers who have little education and those who have much

of it decreased?

(3)

Why is it that as growth proceeds the inequality

in the distribution of personal income shows signs of decreasing?
2

Useful knowledge that is appropriated, can be treated as capital, but
knowledge that enters the public domain and is available to anyone is
another matter (Schultz, 1971, Chapter 12).

.055
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There is some evidence.

Human capital .consisting maInly of

education accounts for a smaller part of the production (income) in
the less developed than in countries classified as developed. This
the cornplernentarity and substitution among factors are such that
fact implies that as growth proceeds/the role of human capital becomes
increasingly more important. Krueger 'e study (1968) is most telling

on this point. In explaining the large absolute difference in per capita
income between poor and rich countries in terms of factor endowments

Krueger concludes, "that the difference in human rasources between
the United States and the less-developed countries accounts for more
of the difference in per capita income than all the other factors combined.
The attribute of human resources that matters most in her study is
education.

My estimates of the average annual rates of increase

of

different stocks of capital between 1929 and 1957 in the United States
provide 'some additional evidence.

(Schultz, 1971, Table 5.

1.

Reproducible tangible wealth

2.

Educational capital in the labor force

1. )

.Annual Rate in Percent
2. 01

4. 09

For the. period from 1900 to 1957 a related set of estimates show
that the educational capitll in the labor force rose sharply relative to
the !,tock of reproducible nonhuman capital; it was 22 percent as large

as the nonhuman capital in 1900 and by 1957 it had risen to 42 percent
(Schultz, 1971, Table 8. 5).

Here the implication is that the rate of
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return to education was sufficiently higher than the rate of return to
reproducible n,uznan capital to have induced this pattern of investrnent.
Although there are no clues in this evidence of the sources of this favorabli

rate of return to the investment in education, it supports the presumption
that investments were responding to oppo'rtunities that imply disequilibrium,
of
and the further presumption that there have been continuing sources
new

opportunities that have kept the rates of return from settling into

a long run equilibrium state.
Turning to the next puzzle, what is it about growth that reduces
the relative earnings between workers who have little and those who have
disparities in
much education? The extent and the sources of the
earnings in Bombay City .India) and the United States have been
investigated by Kothari (1970). His data by occupations and education

appear in Table 2.

His summary of the income ratios with the earnings

of unskilled workers as the base (equal to 1. 0) is as follows:

the relative income ratios for skilled manual occupations
in Bombay as well as the United States were 1.4. The Bombay
ratio for clerical personnel was 24, as against 1,5 for the
United states, i. e. , nearly 50% higher. For lower professions
the Bombay ratio was 25% higher than the United States ratio.
For Ili gl-r Professions the ratio in Bombay was 7,8 as against
the 'United States ratio of 3, i. e. nearly 2 1/2 times as high.
The differences in ratios in case of business and government
executives in higher posts were even sharper. The Bombay
ratio was 1142, as against the United States ratio of 2.4. This
contrast is all the more striking in the light of the educational
content of different occupations. In Bombay City an unskilled
workers
worker had only 2 years of schooling while the clerical
had 10.3 years of schooling. The corresponding figures for the
United States were 8.2 years and 11.6 years. For the skilled
manual occupations the years of schooling were 3.7.in Bombay
ahd 95 in the United States.
.

.
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The real puzzle, however, is the very much higher relative
income ratio in Bombay for the higher professions and the higher
posts in business and government although relatively to the
clerical personnel the additional schooling was of a very similar ,.
duration in Bombay and the United States.

I see four inferences with respect to growth .and education that

are supported by Kothari's study: (1) As growth increases the

general level of earnings, the absolute differences in earnings by
education increase, and it is well known that the returns to education

depend not on the relative differences but on the .absolute differences
in earnings.

In Bombay, although college graduates were earning
:

.twice as much as matriculates, this difference was only 323 rupees
(per month), whereas in the United States college graduates were

earning $4,158 (per year) more than high school graduates (Kothari's

data); and his estimates of the private rates of return are about the

same, i.e., 12 percent for the United States and 14 percent for Bombay.
(2)

Restrictions on entry into the "Higher Professions" are more .

telling in a less developed country such as India than in the United
States. Among the college graduates in Bombay, those who had

managed to enter the "Higher Professions" were enjoytng a 33 percent

private rate of return presumably because of an array of restrictions
to entry including barriers associated with the caste system and the
lack of facilities for engineering and medical education.

(3)

Higher

education in the less developed countries tends to be more elite
oriented and less subject to competition.than that in the United States
where higher education has become more and more mass oriented.
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TABLE II.

Mean Income, Relative Inconle Ratio and Education in
Bombay City (1955, 1956) and the United States (1959)
(Males) by Broad Groups of Occupations.

.

.
.

-

Occupation

Higher professions
Business & government executives in
higher posts
Loyver professions
Stoordinate officers
in business & government
Clerical personnel
Skilled manual occupations

Unskilled manual labor

Mean income

$ per
year

Rupees
per mo.
Bombay
City

U. S.

9, 890

622

.

Relative
income ratio

Years of
Schooling
.

Bombay
City

U. S.

Bombay

U. S.

15.1

15,7

City

7,78

3.00
.

.

.

.
.

.

,

.
.

,.

.

897

'7, 831

11.21

2;37

1310

.12.7

207

6, 628

2.59

201

10.0

1360

--:

.

.
.
-

261

6, 935

3.26

2,10

168

4 , 902

2610

1.49

110

4, 627

1.38

1.40
.

80

3, 301

POO

1600

10.6.
10;3

11..6

367

965

.20.

8'2

1146

-

Source: V.N. Kothari, "Disparities in Relative Earnings Among Different

Countries, " Economic Journal, 80, September, 1970, Table II,
p. 609.
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In adjusting education to the dynamics of growth, competition

in providing educational services is an important institutional
requirement.

Kuznets devoted his American EcOnomic Association presidential

address to growth and income inequality pointing out that there are

long-term trends toward less inequality and noting that the reduction
in this "inequality in the secular income structure is a puzzle."
(1955).

His 1963 study advances the quantitative analysis of these

trends, and then in his Modern Economic Growth (1966) the explanations
that are advanced emphasize the relative decline in income from
property accompanied by a compensatory relative rise in income from.

the "greater investment in training and education" (p. 218).

Thus,

presumably, growth alters the functional distribution in a manner that

reduces the inequality in the personal distribution of income.

Mincer

'11958[1970) -and -Chisw[ck-(1967, -1971) -provide both theory.and evidence in

explaining this process.

In summarizing my interpretations of the role .of growth in the

above three puzzles, the conclusion is that as growth proceeds
investment in education occurs at a higher rate than inveitment in
nonhuman capital, in response to the investment mechanism with

rates of return that tend to be favorable to investment in education,
that the rise in the general level of earnings is accompanied by
sufficiently large absolute differences in earnings to make the inves 4')Cfk
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ment opportunities in education relatively attractive, even though the
g

:

',difference in relative earnings between unskilled and skilled workers
, as rates of retum tend toward equality,
declines, and that one of the long-term effects of this growth/ is to
reduce the income inequality within countries.

Furthermore, as

growth proceeds, education becomes less elite and more mass oriented
and the organization of education, especially that Of higher education,

acquires increasingly the attributes of competition.

Although each part of this conclusion is derived. from the invest-

ment mechanism of growth, the mechanim by itself tells us nothing
about the sources of the investment opportunities that have maintained
the growth process.

Despite the vast accumulation of capital from

the long continuing, ever more investments, diminishing returns to'
investment have not prevailed in bringing about a long run general
equilibrium as traditional theory would imply. The critical unanswered

question about growth is, what are the sources of the new investment
opportunities that have counteracted the theoretically expected tendency

toward diminishing returns to investment?
following hypothesis:

Let me advance the

The acquisition of additional knowledge that

becomes useful in reducing the cost of production and in enlarging

consumer choice accounts in large part for the continuation of growth.
Since the "production" of knowledge also requires scarce resources,

it has the attributes of an investment. 3 Research oriented universities
are among the major contributors to the advances in 'knowledge
(Schultz, 1971).
3

(See page 12 a ),
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issue.

My critics have urged me to extend my comments on this
I shall, however, forego this opportunity because it would

require a major paper to develop the analysis and because I have
in Chapters 1, 2, and 12 (Schultz, 1971) examined some aspects of
this issue.

Suffice it say here, that the argument that has been

underway in Science among scientists beginning with Bentley Glass

on "Science Education-Process or Content?," March 5,
helpful.

1971,

is not

While it is obviously true that the acquisition of additional

knowledge is in some ultimate sense subject to diminishing returns to
argue that the "exponential growth (of science) is self-limiting" is

rather pointless in clarifying the funding of science in a world of

scarce resources.
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II. The Rise in Opportunity Cost and in Al locative Benefits
Associated with Growth
.

One of the attributes of economic growth is that it increases the

value of time and the earningsforegone by students iend to rise.
Another attribute of .growth is that it affords new production and

consumption opportunities and, as a result, there are benefits to
be had by responding promptly to these opportunities.

Education

is not organized to take account of earnings fo'regone and our studies

of the returns to education tend to omit the particular class of benefits
hereunder. consideration.

Moreover, both of these components have

efficiency and equity implications.

With respect to cost, although most economists in analyzing the.

rates of return th education include earnings, foregone as a cost, they
are not taken into account in educational planning.

do not appear in official educational statistics.

Earnings foregone

It is fair to say that

in determining educational policy, in authorizing programs, and in
allocating resources to finance education, we go merely 'on not
reckoning earnings foregone although they are well over half of the

real cost of higher education.

Despite the marked upward trend in

the value of the time of students, there appears to be virtually no
awareness on the part of educational administrators and faculties of
the economic implications of this development.

There is no search

for ways of economizing on the time of students; instead, there

is a waste of the time of students.

The traditional
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standard of four years for a bachelor's degree that is enforced
regardless of the differences in the rates at which students can
perform, because of differences in their capacity to learn and regard-

less of the increases in value of the time of students, is an inefficient
standard.

Among the benefits of education there iS an allocative benefit

that is determined by the ability to respond to the opportunities

.

afforded by growth.

This particular benefit increases with the rise

'in the level of education; that is, the response to the hew opportunities

is slowest for the least educated persons and it increases with education.
..

In 'production the allocative benefit accrues initially to those persons
.

who are 'among the first to respond; then, under competition,' it is
.

*transferred *and accrues to consumers sooner than had the production

response occurred more slowly.

Economists in their studies of

education, with a few exceptions, have put this class of benefits
aside although they are of major economic importance: The approach
from cross-sectional earnings data
has been in estimating the life-time earnings function/ associated with
over time
education to adjust this function downward for growth /on the assumption
.

that the rate of &rowth is wholly independent of the allocative behavior
of educated people.

The main argument of the first section of this paper is that growth
favors the investmelt in education.

The converse is also plausible,

namely, that if the economy were to experience no growth for an
:

extended period, the benefits from education would decline.

The reason
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is that less education would suffice as economic life becomes
more
placid. The disequilibria that are the result of growth
would diminish
and fewer economic adjustments would be required because the domain
of economic activity would become more routine in character. It

follows that the economic value cd one of ttie abilities developed
by
education is not only dependent upon growth, but it also contributes
to growth.

It .is the ability to discern the new opportunities, evaluate
them, and to act promptly and effectively in taking athiantage of them.
These are opportunities that are inherent in the disequilibria
associated
with growth. It is my contention that the contribution of this particular

ability to growth is omitted in reckoning the benefits of education.
The discovery of the allocative benefit here under consideration.
owes much to the perceptive treatment of the "allocative effects" of
education by Welch (1970).

His conceptual distinction between the

worker effect and the allocative effect of education in production is
clear and cogent. To the extent that increases in "education enhance

a worker's ability to acquire nd decode information about costs and
productive characteristics of other inputs," there is an allocative
effect.

His argument is that in a technically dynamic economy, educated
persons are more adept at critically evaluating new opportunities and
that they can distinguish more quickly between the systematic and
random elements in such an economy, and for these reasons they are
more productive than uneducated persons.

In addition to Welch's
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evidence in support of the allocative effects hypothesis drawn from
U. S.

agriculture, there, is the evidence provided by Chaudhri in his

studies of education and the productivity of agriculture in India
(1968, 1969).

The allocative benefits from thi.s particular ability developed by

education, is not restricted to farmers in the modernization of
agriculture.

.

There are reasons for believing, and there is some

evidence that they are pervasive under the dynamic conditions of
growth.

Schwartz (1968) found that differentials in life-time earnings

provide a better explanation of migration than do the differentials in

current earnings and that the response to the differences in life-time.

earnings is lowest for the least educated persons and it increases
monotonically with education.

His findin& are consistent with tile

hypothesis that one of the effects of education is to reduce the cost of
obthining information about job opportunities.

The O'Neill study (1969)

confirms Schwartz's results with respect to responses to job opportunities.
She also found that the effects of consumption opportunities upon

Migration show a comparable pattern of response by education.
My interpretation of the results obtained by Freeman (1971) showing

relatively short lags by college students in adjusting to changes in job
opportunities among the fields in which they specialize, is that these

results also support the argument that there are allocative benefits
associated with education.
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Turning to the household and the effects of the education upon the management of the household, Michael's study (1969) shows that the
with the least education
efficiency is lowest for the heads of households/ and it increases with
their education.

Here, too, in responding to new consumer opportunities

that come with growth, one of the effects of educatiOn would appear to

be a reduction in the cost of acquiring information about these
opportunities.

At every turn in the application of the, new micro (house-

hold) approach to fertility (population), the woman's education appears to

be a strong

explanatory factor in connection with the wage effect,

the efficiency effect in the household, and the contraception effect.

What then are the efficiency and equity (income distribution)
implications of these allocative benefits?

In production, as better

production possibilities become available, the allocative benefits are

the sum of two parts: (1) the benefits that accrue to the educated

person as a reward for his expeditious response to the opportunity,
ahd (2) the benefit that accrues to the consumer sooner than it would
have had the production response occurred with a longer lag.

The

logic of economics implies that under the assumption of competition,

the opportunities that arise as a result of growth disequilibria will
be fully realized when equilibrium is attained.

The educated person

who is capable of exploiting such opportunities first (fastest) stands

to gain relative to those who respond less expeditiously.

Then as

these opportunities are realized under competition the gains, for
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example, from a set of better production possibilities, are transferred
to intermediate and through them to the final product where they
become consumer surpluses.

The consumer acquires these surpluses
.

.

soonest where the responses in production occur with the shortest
lag.

Herein lie the consumer's part of the gain from the allocative.

benefit attributed to the education of producers.
Welch's 4(1970) study provides a Useful franiework by way of

summary.

In production the distribution of the allocative benefits

among producers depends on the differences in their ability to respond.
Welch found that the more educated farmers have an advantage compared

to the less educated farmers in responding to the dynamics of growth.

The sooner the better production possibilities are attained, the sooner
the additional efficiency from them is added to the ieal income of the
economy.

The resulting reductions in real factor cost are thus

transferred to consumers in terms of lower food prices, and as

a

special case, when this occurs in agriculture it tends to improve the
non-farm

income position of low income/families relatively more than that of
higher income families.

Thus, to some extent, in the case of

agriculture, this process under competition reduces

.the inequality

in the distribution of personal income in general, although it tends to widen
the inequality among farm families.
III. Enlarging the Student's Capacity to Finance and Benefit

Turning to the investment by college students in their own human

capital, I shall examine a set of attributes of economic growth with a
2188
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a

view of determining their effects upon the capacity of students to

finance and to benefit from higher education.

I shall treat the

student (family) as a firrn, his capacity to finance as the supply

and his capacity to benefit as the demand.

Although institutions

and policy are also altered by growth, I shall abstract from these
-alterations. I shall concentrate on the investment decisions of college
students (families) in acquiring human capital by means of some form
-

of higher education for which they incur costs and from which they
obtain benefits.

The primary growth attributes to be examined are

(1) the rise in the personal income of families, (2) the .enlargment
of the capacity of students to learn, ..(3) the increase in the value of

..

time, and (4) the improvements in the entrepreneurial ability of students
including the allocative benefits they obtain in managing their invest.

rlent decisions.
The connection between the value of the student's tinie and his

earnings foregone has been examined briefly in part II. Likewise.,
-the importance of the allocative benefits that increase with education..
under conditions of growth is formally clear and consistent with a
growing body of evidence.

Earlier in this paper, in accounting for

the higher rate of investment in education than that in nonhuman
capital, we found that economic growth favors the investment in
education. In solving the puzzle of the narrowing of relative earnings

between those with little and those with much education, we were led
. 17:6ill
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to reaffirm the fact that it is the difference in absolute earnings, not
the relative difference, that accounts for the investment opportunities
in successive levels of education.
My approach to the changing pattern of the supply curve.and

demand curve here under consideration is basically the optimal
investment in human capital model developed by Becker (1967). The

demand curve represents the marginal benefit measured by the rate
of iseturn to the student on each additional dollar of investment, and

the supply curve the marginal financing cost measured by the rate
of interest on each additional dollar invested. I shall extend the
Becker model somewhat in treating the attributes of economic
growth.

The rise in the personal income of families is the key attribute
of growth that alters these supply and demand curves over time.
The number of students and their respective marginal financing

cost accounts for the aggregate supply curve and their respective
marginal benefits account for the aggregate demand curve.

The

general direction of the changes in supply and demand as income rises

can be inferred.

If institutions and policy remain constant and if the

distribution of personal income remains unchanged, or becomes less

unequal, it follows that as incomes rise, the marginal financing cost
,
2
declines, and the per stucent
supply curve shifts doWn and becomes

21

shall focus on the supply or demand curve of the average per
student of a composite of students and thus leave aside the increases
in the number of students that occur over time.
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more elastic.

More important, however, in determining the increases
..

in investment in higher education associated w ith growth, is that the

rise in income under these conditions increases the marginal benefits
4

from higher education and the per student demand curve shifts up.

The inference with respect to the supply as personal incomes rise
is fairly evident, but that pertaining to the demand iS far from obvious
and it is in general neglected in examining the economics of higher
education.

Changing Supply Curves

These supply curves, following Becker, do not reveal the cost of
producing college education.

by students

They represent the marginal cost borne

(families) in financing additional units of education.

To

simplify the analysis, I shall treat the distribution of personal income

as a dichotomy consisting of families who are rich and those who are
not rich.

Thinking in terms of U.S. incomes, I shall arbitrarily

classify all families who have had over a period of years a permanent

income of $15, 000 or more as being rich, and all of the families with

less income than this as not rich. 5 I take it to be obvious that the
4

The logic and evidence al this shift will be presented shortly.
5A
fourth of the full time college students as of October, 1969, were
dependents of families with $15, 000 and over of family income during
the preceding 12 months. Over half of them are accounted for by the
families with $10, 000 and over of family income. For a More detailed
.

specification of concepts and characteristics of the sample, see
Special Studies, Series P-23, No. 34, February 1, 1971, Current Population
Reports, Bureau of Census, U. S. Department of Commerce. In considering
policy choices, families with incomes between $10,000 and $15, 000 may be
viewed as "comfortably" rich in terms of theirdrlability
to finance the education
1+0.4
of their dependents.
.
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income and wealth of families who are that rich have sufficient

resources to finance .their students and that their own capital is the
cheapest source.

Moreover, the financial resources of these families

are sufficient even if higher education were not subsidized, that is,
..

if college students from these families were to pay the Tull cost of
providing the education with no scholarships or fellowships and with

.

;
..

;

no subsidized student loans.

The characteristies of the per student

supply curve of this .3et of families are as follows: (1) it is 'below

.

V.

that of families who are not rich, (2) it is relatively elastic, and
(3) it is not segmented.

In the case of the families who are not rich, it is evident 'that

"

many of them lack sufficient income and wealth to finance from their

own resources the full cost of this education and that they accordingly

are dependent for a part of the capital required on borrowed funds

that entail relatively high transaction cost because of legal restrictions
on lending to acquire funds to invest in human capital.

It is for these

reasons that the per student supply curve of students from families
who are not rich is segmented and less elastic and above that of
students of rich families.

The increase in the value of the time of kudents, as earnings
rise with growth, obviously increases the student's cost of acquiring
a college education.

Thus, even though the cost of producing a unit

of education by universities and colleges were to remain constant,

'
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the total cost that the student would have to finance would rise, and
in the case of students from

familiesi._ :who

are not rich, for many of

them the supply implications of the rise in earnings foregone are real
and harsh.

Although th.e value of the .time of students rises with growth,

actual earnings foregone are held in check by more part time work
on the part of students as they have during recent years in the United
which may however impair their education
States ASchultz, 1971, Chapter 7). Thus, the dominant factors that
are shifting the per student supply curve down and making it More

elastic are:

(1.) the increase in the proportion of all families who

become rich with growth and (2) the rise in the personal incomes of the

rest of the families which reduces the marginal cost of financing the
education of their students.
Changing Demand Curves

The interactions between economic growth and the marginal

benefits measured by the rate of return to students on each additional
dollar of investment in higher education are complex and they have

received all too little analytical attention.

The key to the analysis

is in the enlargement of the capacities of potential and actual students
made possible by the rise in personal incomes.

In examining this

process with respect to changes in demand, I shall again appeal to
the simplified dichotomy of rich and not.rich families;

373
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Two types of capacity come into play; they are the students'
capacity to learn in benefitting from college work, and their entrepreneurial capacity in combining their own time with the services of

teachers and that of other resources. I shall contend that the rise in
personal incomes associated with growth results in additional expenditures

by parents on behalf of their children that enlarge these capacities,

and as this occurs the *per student demand curve shifts up.

Presumably it is the task of geneticists, psychologists, and students
of education to explain the changes and the differences among students

in their capacity to learn.

While it is exceedingly hard for ecorfomists

to interpret their findings, .it would be naive to treat the capacity to

learn as if it were identical with innate ability.

To do so can only

.lead to a serious misspecification of the factors that account for the
observed differences in the capacity of the youth of college age to
learn.

A convenient framework albeit a much oversimplified one, is

to treat this capacity as a product of both the innate ability and the
acquired ability of the youth here under consideration.

The amount of

acquired ability is obviously dependent not only upon.the years

of

schooling, but importantly upon the quality of the elementary and
secondary schooling.

Equally, if not more important, is the pre-school

home environment and experience of the child which is in no small

part determined by the education of the mother.

It is nevertheless

true that the rate at which these acquired abilities are accumulated
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depends in substantial part on the innate ability
that each child
inherits.
The proposition is here advanced that .th.e
proportion of the youth
of college age who have this capacity to learn
increases

as relatively

more of the members of this age group benefit
from pre-college
investments that adds to their acquired ability. At

some point, .however,

as this process continues, the innate abilities
that are required to
benefit from college work will become
exhausted. But it is hard to
believe that we are close to this point,
even though high schools haVe
improved and most teenagers complete high
school, preceded by
improvements in elementary schooling and in the
pre-school training
and experience of children as the schooling
of mothers moves up. All
things considered, my interpretation of the available
evidence is that
the supply of this relatively high level of
innate ability that is
distributed among the college age population
is as yet less scarce
than the supply of acquired abilities that
is necessary in providing a
capacity that is sufficient to learn enough
to warrant the investment
in college work.
In supporting the above proposition, it is not
necessary to assume

that the distribution of innate ability of
students from rich families is
the same as that of students from families
who are not rich. There
has undoubtedly been some genetic drift in
favor of the first of these
two classes of families. But a conservative
interpretation of the
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-26fragmentary evidence known to me is that this genetic drift accounts

for only a small part of the observed differences in thc capacity

to

learn between the youth from these two classes of families.
This
interpretation by no means implies that all or eyen most youth of

college age, or that all who now enter college, have enough innate
ability to benefit from college work measured in terms of the going
rate of return to undertake the investment compared to alternative
investment opportunities. On this score, my view of. the facts is
that the lack of sufficient innate ability is someWhat greater in the
United States among college students from rich families than
among
students from families' who are not rich.

This difference between

'them is concealed, hoWever, by the fact that the students from
rich families are long on acquired ability whereas those from the

other set tend to be short on the necessary acquired abilities. As
of October, 1969, U. S. families with dependent members 18 to

.

24 years old, with dependents in college full time ranged from 66 percent
for the rich families down to 16 percent for the very poor families.
Surely no one would argue that this difference, of 4 to 1 implies
that the genetic difference between them is equally wide.
The

complete classification of families by income follows:
6

6

U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Special
Studies, Series P-23, No. 34, February 1, 1971, Table 17.
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-27Number of families
with dependent

Family income
(in dollars)

Families
with dependents in
college full time
(in per cent)

members 18 to 24
years old
(in thousands)

Under $3, 000

890

$3, 000 to $4, 999

940

$5, 000 to $7, 499

1, 440

33

$7, 500 to $9, 999

1, 470

42

.

.

$10, 000 to $14, 999

2, 100

$15, 000 and over

1, 410

Not reporting
Total

..

.7i0

8, 770

42
;

..

n77.

.
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Becker, in his perceptive and cogent argument on why the
demand
curves for human capital are negatively inclined and not horizontal
(1967, pp. .5-9), digresses to suggest that persons
investing in human

capital are "firms." Since entrepreneurial time is required by students
in combining their learning time with the services of teachers and
that of other resources, the differences among students in their
entre-.

preneurial capacities alters their respective demand curves. A part.
of the "profit" attributed to this capacity is an allocative benefit of

the type presented in part II.

This particular benefit increases for
the same reasons advanced earlier, namely, from
improvements
in the quality and quantity of the schooling and pre-school
investment
of students because they enlarge this part of their entrepreneurial
capacity.

But the primary attribute of entrepreneurship is the capacity
to cope with risk and uncertainty and the source of it is far from
settled.

It is probably true that in general students from poor
families who have managed despite all manner of difficulties to acquire
a college capacity to learn, possess more entrepreneurial capacity
than students from rich families who have had at their
disposal
without stint or effort the best facilities and instruction in
acquiring
this 'capacity to learn.

In summary, the first conclusion of part III is that the per student
supply curve that represents the financing cost of students who
come

from rich families is not altered appreciably by additional
increases
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in their personal income resulting from economic growth. Their
supply curve remains low, unsegmented, and relatively elastic.

:.

Since relatively more families, however, become rich to that extent
the gEneral per student supply curve is altered. The important
change in the supply curve occurs as a consequence of the rise in
the personal income of families who are not rich. For this class

of families the supply curve shifts down, becomes less segmented
and more elastic as growth proceeds. The general per student
supply curve accordingly changes with growth in a similar manner

to that of the class of families who are.classified as not rich,
especially so since they are the predominate class in the arbitrary
$15,000 dividing line that I have. imposed.

,

(This figure is undoubtedly

too high in considering the policy implications of this analysis.) It
should be noted, once again, that this analysis rests on the assumptions
that institutions and policies remain constant and that the distribution
of personal income does not become more unequal with growth.
The second conclusion is that the demand curve representing

the marginal benefits measured by the rate of return to students

on

each additional dollar of investment depends on their capacity to learn
and on the entrepreneurial capacity of siudents. The sources of the

capacity to learn are the innate abilities coupled with the acquired
abilities; the supply of the first component is presently in our college

age population less restrictive than the supply of the second component.

279
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Here, too, the per student demand curve of dependents from rich
families is not altered appreciably by additional increases in their
personal incomes that come to them from growth.

curve remains high and relatively inelastic.

Their demand

Since relatively more

families become rich a growth proceeds, to this extent the general
per student demand curve shifts up.

The larger change in the demand
'

curve takes place, however, as a consequence of the rise in the

personal incomes of families who are not rich.

The per student

demand curve of this class rises and it probably becomes leths
elastic.

Th'e allocative benefits arising from the entrepreneurial

capacities of students in managing their college affairs suggest a

similar pattern of effects on the demand.

But the sources and the

consequences of the entrepreneurial capacity required to cope with

risk and uncertainty are not clear.The Equity-Efficiency Quandary

Are we, because cf our commitment to economics

not seeing the

beauty of. the higher education rainbow ? Our concern about allocative

efficiency and the welfare implications of the distribution of personal

income serves us in choosing those issues that are amenable to our
analytiCal skills.

But this convenience would not make economics the

right forum if the issues are matters of taste
(

beauty.

in

appreciating

It is undoubtedly true that the perplexities of higher educatioil

CSO
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reach far beyond the economic calculus; higher education is an

involved state of affairs that has become embodied in a: large number

of punic and private institutions strongly rooted both socially and
politically.

Although higher education has long been institutionalized in .our.

'society, there is much disagreement on the essentials of an ideal
model of higher education.

This lack of consensus arises primarily'

out of basic inconsistencies axsociated with the attributes that are
deemed to be essential for higher education.

The view that it should

be free of any manner of government control and that public bodies
should appropriate most of the funds for higher education are inconsistent.'
views because government cannot abdicate its responsibility in accounting

for the uses that are made of public funds.

The view that ideally the

services of higher education should be free to all qualified students is
inconsistent with the will and capacity of private donors and public

bodies to pay the bill.

The incompatibility between "free" and

II

scarcity"

is paramount in understanding this lack of agreement. It is little
wonder that a major controversy is underway with* regard to the goals

of higher education that are appropriate to our democracy with its
strong equalitarian values.

The two goals at the center of the controversy

may best be identified as "equal opportunity" and that of "optimal
investment in higher education. " The proponents of equal opportunity

still dominate public discussions mainly because the investment approach
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has emerged Out of economics only fairly recently.

The proponents

of equal opportunity appeal to the political process as the means for

attaining their goal, primarily to the legislatures for appropriations
and secondarily to the courts for legal standards and their enforcement.
They overlook the limits of the enforcement powers of the courts and
of the taxing and spending powers of the legislaturea. .As these limits

become increasingly evident, the optimal investnient goal has been

on the ascendency in this controversy. While it is clear (to economists)

that this shift with respect to goals sets the stage for more allocative
efficiency, it is still a matter of doubt that it could also serve to
.reduce the inequality in the distribution of personal incomes.

I shall first comment on the argument that is made .on behalf
of the goal of equal opportunity in higher education. The basic
postulate on which it rests is advanced as a "social principle"; i. e.,
equal opportunity in higher education is an established preference

of society revealed by widely held and consistent social values of our
people,

.

The political process is the means by which equal opportunity

in higher education is to be attained and the issues of allocative
efficiency and those pertaining to the distribution of personal income

are of secondary importance in this process.

This argument, therefore,

appeals to the legislative bodies and to the courts for remedies.
..
7

The prestigious reports of The Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education are most explicit in propounding this social principle. See
the report, "A Chance to Learn. An Action Agenda for Equal Opportunity
in Higher Education, " March, 1970.
.

2.e2

.
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I shall not belabor the weakness of the foundation of the "social
principle" on which this argument rests.

Suffice it to say that it is

built on shifting sand for the simple reason that our social values as

they are in fact revealed by the political process are not only far
from consistent, but they fluctuate and change over time.

The critical

reason, however, why this argument leads to false conclusions arises
,

out of the fact that it fails to take account of the limits of the judicial
process in enforcing equality and of the legislatures in financing and
:

administering equality of opportunity in higher education.

In Brown vs The Board of Education, the court in one .its rare
unanimous decisions argued that education today is perhaps the most
important function of state and local governments and ihat success in
life depends on the opportunity of an education.

It said.:

Such an opportunity, where the state has undertaken to
provide it, is a right which must be made available' to
all on equal terms. 8The lucid and cogent analysis of Kurland (1968) when applied to

higher education in the United States leaves little room for doubt that
"the Supreme Court is the wrong forum for .providing a solution" for
the problem of inequality in .higlier education opportunities.

8

A part

The School Desegregation Case, 347 U. S. at 493 (1955) emphasis
added, as cited by Kurland.
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of the legal argument presented by Kurland is that there
are three
necessary conditions for the success of any fundamental decision of

the Court.

The constitutional standard must be a simple one, as

it is in The Reapportionment Case: One man--one vote. The second
condition is that the public acquiesce and clearly in the reapportion-

ment cases, there has been an "unwillingness of any large segment of
the population to do battle with it." The third condition is that "the
judiciary must have adequate control over the means of effectuating
enforcement." In satisfying this condition, the problem of enforce-

ment of the "one manone vote" principle has thus far not arisen,
although should a case arise that applied this principle to the U.S.
Senate, the Court would be in difficulty. Turning to equal opportunity

in higher education, there is no simple standard.

Universities are

made to resist governmental authority and it is inconceivable that
the judiciary could enforce such a fundamental decision in the area of
higher education.

I take it to be obvious that the judiciary does not have the means
of effectuating the enforcement of the principle, for example, as a
part of it that all public colleges and universities provide the same
quality of educational services.

If the courts could enforce all public'

colleges and universities throughout the United States to be the same

in this respect, the results would be absurd.

Moreover, if this

principle could be enforccd, students (families) who want the higher
.*.
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quality can escape by retreating to private colleges and universities
and the courts would be incapable of preventing it.

The powers of

the courts are essentially negative and not affirmative.

Kurland's

quotation from Hamilton is indeed pertinent in considering the possibilities
of attaining equal opportunity in higher education via the decisions of
the judiciary: "The judiciary

.

has no influence Over either the

sword or the purse; no direction either of the strength or the wealth
of society.

119

Herein lies the limits of the judiciary.

The legislatures hold the power of the public purse which consists
of two parts: taxing power and spending power.

The reports of the,

Carnegie Commission on Higher Education are Oblivious of the limits

of both of these powers.

It is all very simple: the state and local

authorities should increase their appropriation for higher education
tc $7 billion by 1976-77 and that the federal government should jump
its contribution from $3.5 billions (1967-68) to $13 billions by 1976-77T-

as if there were no limits to the taxing powers of the respective
legislatures.

Nor is there any analysis of the effects of this financing

proposal upon the control by the federal, authority over the affairs of
higher education.

The current confusion over the sharing of federal

revenue brings to the fore the problem of developing politically
acceptable standards of control along with the problem of the federal
9

From The Federalist, No. 78, as cited by Kurland (1968).
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government administering, over the whole of the United
States, the
spending of vast federal funds in accordance
with such standards.
Clearly, the spending power of the
government also has its limits.

Since these limits arise out of the scarcity of
resources, their
allocation and the uses to which they
are put, economics is to this
extent not the wrong forum for providing
solutions for the problems
here under consideration.
.

:

Returning to the quandary, surely the instructional
service of
higher education embodied in the student is not
a public good inasmuch
as a "pure public good is one for which
enjoyment by
one individual

does not in any degree exclude the enjoyment"
by others (Johnson,
1969). With somewhat less
assurance, I would contend that a college
graduate generates only a few externalities
that accrue as benefits to
other persons, with one major exception,
namely the education of the
woman gives her children an important benefit
in terms of pre-school
It is internalized in the family,
as I shall point out below.
training and experience. / I take it to however,
be li-evident that the differences
in the quality of educational services
among colleges and universities
are, inconsistent with the "principle"
of equality of opportunity, and
more important, that preferential treatment of
qualified students who

.are in need has a priority over the equal
treatment of all. students.
If these conditions and propositions are granted,
a good deal of progress
can be made in clarifying the underlying
perplexities of higher education
that account for the existing inequities and
inefficiencies.

.386
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If I.

Higher education is not organized to bring about an optimal

investment in its instructional services.

The source of the difficulty

is in the financing, pricing, and supplying of these services.

The

financing tends to subsidize the wrong educational activities, the

pricing bears no meaningful relation to the differences in the costs

of producing the services, and the suppliers of these services are
therefore substantially sheltered from the disciple of' competition,
notwithstanding the large number of colleges and universities in the
United States.

Current endeavors to cope with the financial adversities

arising out of the pause in the educational boom of the sixties are
efforts to "save" the existing organization.

They are not seeking

solutions for the basic underlying difficulty that has become increasingly

acute, especially so since World War II as a consequence of .economic
growth which is revealed in the fact that personal per capita disposal
income in 1958 prices has doubled since 1940.

The reasons for the failure to comprehend the sources of organizational
difficulties confronting.higher education can be put quite simply.

Although

it is obvious that most families in the United States, who have members
(students) enrolled in higher education, now have the income and wealth

to pay the full cost of the education, it is not obvious that the allocation
of public revenue (even if all of it were collected by means of progressive

'income taxes) to subsidize all publicly supported college and university

instruction is bound to be socially inefficient, that the optimal invest-

ment in thcs form of human capital is basically dependent upon the

287
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micro decisions of students functioning as firms which are as efficient

as any other large set of private firms, that the underpricing of
the instructional services to all students in supplying them with 'these
services thwarts the possibility of the privately effici.ent investment
decisions of students in bringing this sector of the economy into a
socially efficient state, and that in the area of instruction% the proper
function of private gifts and public funds is in financing and subsidizing
in accordance with some socially agreed upon standards the qualified
students from low income families (and of on-campus research).

In support of the proposition that private educational choices o

college students are privately efficient, there is a growing body of.
evidence which shows that the private rates of return tend to be equal
among educational options and that they tend to be comparable to the

private rates of return to other private investment, ranging in general
between 10-15 percent since 1939 (Becker, 1964; Schultz, 1971). The

widely-held belief of the critics of this interpretation who maintain
that college-oriented students are too im.nature to be informed with
respect to the economic value of the fields in which they might best

specialize is far from valid.

The short lags in their responses to

changes in job opportunities for the various specialized skills leave
little 'room for doubt that college students become informed about
these opportunities and respond to them fairly promptly as Freeman's
study clearly shows (1971).

The large shifts during the sixtie

on
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the part of Negro college students with respect to the fields in which
they speciplize, away from teaching and toward business, law and

.

engineering where this option is available, as Freeman's ongoing

work reveals, strongly support the responsiveness of these students
to changes in job opportunities.

In citing this evidence, I am not implying that all of the youth of

college age, who have the necessary innate ability, have had the
opportunity in their pre-college schooling to have accumulated tle

necessary acquired ability to qualify for college, or that all who have

the necessary capacity to learn at that age can finance the cost of a
college education, or that those who enter college can obtain adequate
information to determine fully the differences in the quality of the
educational services among fields and .among the institutions that

provide these services.

To see more clearly the extent to .which our system of higher
education is socially inefficient in terms of optimal investment, it

may be helpful to compare it with a hypothetical system10 designed
10

I am prompted in suggesting this hypothetical system by the example
of higher education in Turkey. A.O. Krueger's study (1971) informs
us that in Turkey "the costs of a university education borne by the
student are probably negative. " Tuition charges in public universities
are nominal, and there "are a host of special concessions available to
students; special low fares on intracity bus transportation; subsidized
lunches, and sometimes even highly subsidized housing; half-price
cinema tickets, etc. Scholarships average about 50 percent of foregone
income. " Thus it comes as no surprise that "the disparity between
While
the private return and the social return is remarkable.
it does not pay, socially, . . . it is privately very profitable to attend
college. "

2r9
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would be free
requirement
The
socially.
to be perfectly inefficient
and a monthly
transportation,
free
and
room,
tuition, free board
him fully for his earnings
compensate
eacli
student
to
payment to
for the difference between the free
adjusted,
of
course,
foregone
he to take a job. On-

board and room and the cost of living were
students and it would
of
life
for
become
a
way
campus living would
were abolished and
terminal
dates
have life-time possibilities once
of students were assured.
the
children
centers
for
free child care
maintaining college
served
by.
were
Unless some social purpose

of return on the cost
the
rate
manner,
students in this privileged

;

borne by society would be zero.

the United States must
education
in
higher
Compared to Turkey,

Tuitions and fees charged by private

be grossly antisocial!
in 1940 to
from
$210
have
risen
institutions
student.

11

$ 1030

in 1968 per

of public institutions
tuition
banner
cherished
free
Even the

near this much. At
charge
anywhere
on the
Not all private institutions
income
limits
are
upper
there
Berea College, for example,
charges. The income
tuition
there
are
no
to $8, 500 for
admission of students and
child
and
go
up
of
one
limits start at $4, 000 for a family two exceptions: children of the faculty
a family with seven children--with
who are admitted from
the
students
free
as
do
population of 6, 000.
at )3erea attend tuition
which
has
a
of
Berea,
families in the small town
with less than
from
families
come
between $4, 000 and
Thirty-six percent of the students
incomes
percent
with
and $8, 000 range
$4, 000 income, another 31
$6,
000
between
the
$6, 000, 19 percent from families
between $8, 000 and
incomes
families
with
for. Berea's
and then 10 percent from
accounted
enrollment
is
the
$10, 000, Thus 96 percent of the lower tail of the income distribution
enrollment is concentrated atin general heavily weighted towards the
whereas higher education is
middle and upper range of family incomes.
11

31',0
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-41has become slightly tattered; for their tuitions and fees have risen

from $ 69 to $ 250 per student during this period.

(Four state

universities, however, still charge no tuition.) Tuition and fees
minus financial aids per student in 1968 were $ 850 in private and
$ 182 in public institutions.

Board and room are generally subsidized,

more so at public than at private institutions, but the amount of the

subsidization is a well kept secret.

But all told, what students pay

the colleges and universities is the smaller pai-t

of the direct

educational costs per student. .(See Table I.)
Although it may not be obvious, the logic of economics clearly
.

implies that the solution of the inefficiencies and inequities here under
consideration is not in simply allocating more state and federal funds
in support of higher education even though all such funds were collected
by highly progress ive taxation.

12

The problem to be solved is in the

choice of educational activities that are to be subsidized by such funds.

For example, since university research that is primarily "basic" in
character is indeed a public good, it must be subsidized if it is to
be undertaken.

In supporting needy students, subsidies are required.

But for the subsidization of such students to be allocatively efficient,

it must go directly to the students and not into the funds of colleges

and universities, leaving it to them to .distribute the financial aid to
students by all manner of standards. Until the choice of educational
activities that require subsidization are identified and the amounts
12

Surely economists would agree that the economic inefficiencies and
gross inequities associated with the several billion dollars of federal funds
that are allocated annually to U. S. farmers cannot be remedies by increasing
the progressivity of federal taxation. The same logic applies here to higher
education.

3f?1
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required determined, to simply proceed in allocating even more funds

to subsidize all students is not only socially inefficient but grossly
inequitable;

One of the necessary conditions in developing a socially efficient

system of higher education is full cost pricing of each of the different
r

classes of instructional services, modified (reduced) in the amount of
known social benefits if, and only if, the social benefits are asdertainable

and worthwhile in terms of the going rate of return on alternative
investment opportunities (Hansen and Weisbrod, 1970).

Yet, for all manner of reasons, it is widely held that the economic
logic of full cost pricing, as modified above, is impractical, unrealistic
and contrary to all historical experience. It is deemed to be wrong
by the proponents of equal opportunity in higher education.

It is

viewed with suspicion by the rank and file of faculty, by college and
university administrators and probably by many of the members of
legislative bodies.

The students self-serving interests, however rich

they may be, in demanding that everything they want be .free, is

understandable, not seeing that it would be at the expense of other
persons in society.

It may be true that virtually all colleges and universities have
always been subsidized and that there may have been good and sufficient

reasons for this traditional practice having become institutionalized.

But it is also true that institutions that perform economic functions,
as I have attempted to show In "Institutions and the Rising Economic
2,1'2
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Value of Man, " become obsolete (Schultz, 1971, Chapter 13).
6

education clearly is not an exception.

Higher

Another strongly-held view

is that it is impossible to determine the real costs of each of the
many classes of the services (educational) that students receive from
the university.

It is true that the economic accounting within a

university is not designed for this purpose.

But it is no more

impossible than it is for firms that are producing a complex set of
different products, many of which are joint products of many different
production activities within such firms.

Necessity imposed by

competition makes it possible.

There is then the argument that full cost pricing of the instructional
services would reduce tlie supply of college graduates far below the

demand for persons with these particular high skills.

Recent graduates

who specialized in the sciences may now be entertaining the thought that

the supply is all too large; but these ex post thoughts in view of the
present depressed market for these particular skills have no 1Searing on
the argument.

The full cost implications of the direct educational

expenditures per students in 1968 (assume that students from rich families

paid it) .are that tuition and fees per student would be increased from $490
to $1820 (see second panel of Table 1). When earnings foregone are taken

into account it would increase the cost to these students about two-fifths.
Meanwhile, the approach taken here is that more students from low income
families would be subsidized. Even so the supply may be reduced somewhat, sufficiently to bring the intercept up along the demand curve where

the returns to the investment would again, assure the going rate of return on
alternative investment opportunities.

The adjustments would take place

t
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responsiveness of
witfl a relatively short lag in view of the known
of human
of
these
forms
economic
value
changes
in
the
students to
capital.

the social
As a last resort, there is always the argument that

but that they
benefits of higher education are not only ever present,
and all-pervasive in bringing about gains in productivity

are large

improving the
from which the non-college population benefits and in
quality of life. Although these claims have been with us for ever so

.

long, they continue to remain vague and unsubstantiated. -They have
the ring of special pleading for more funds to maintain the existing
system of -higher- educatthri as it 1s .

Vie- class of social'benefits,

to which I referred earlier, is not among those that are commonly
advanced. It has come to the fore only recently as a result of the
extension of economic theory to analyze the micro economics of the

household which has lead to some preliminary empirical work that

strongly suggests that the rise in the education of women resulfs in their'
becoming more efficient in the start that they give their children dvring

But even this important "social" benefit accrues in
large part to the parents in terms of satisfactions. Moreover, and to

their early years.

repeat, most families have sufficient income and wealth to pay for this
particular value added to the female members of their families. But
the existence of this class of "social" benefits argues for the subsidization
of needy students whether they are males or females.

394
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My analysis implies that the rise in personal incomes associated
.

.

with economic growth, which has doubled real personal incomes in the
United States since 1940, makes the traditional financing, pricing,
and supplying of the instructional services of higher education ever
more obsolete.

The general conclusion is that the instructional part,

especially undergraduate instruction, has become increasingly less

efficient socially and that an inordinate part of the subsidies to
higher education are used to provide these educational services below
cost to students from families who have the income and wealth to
pay the full cost.

Thus, in providing instruction, higher education

is in general both socially inefficient and inequitable.

I am aware that my analysis at a number of points rest on
evidence that is still fragmentary.

A critical point throughout the analysis

is the interpretation of the evidence at hand that college students are
privately fairly efficient in investing in themselves. 'Iben, too, if the personal

distribution of income, as per capita income has risen, has become in
fact more unequal it would undermine a part of my argument.

If

colleges and universities were allocating a substantial and an increasing

part of the funds they receive from public and private sources to provide
college instruction in subsidizing needy students, it would impair my

conclusions with respect to social inequities.
1. e. ,

If the supply curves,

the capacity of students to finance the cost of the. education,
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were becoming more segmented, less elastic and were moving upward

over time, despite the rise in personal incomes, it would weaken my
argtiment appreciably.

Similarly, with respect to the demand curves,

i.e., the capacity of students to benefit sufficientV from the education
to warrant the investment, if these demand curves were not moving
upward as personal incomes rose, the argument would lose some of its
strength.

Although the allocative benefits associated with education
.

imply that there are gains from them that are transferred to consumers,
I have not treated these particular gains as social benefits because

in the process of adjuiting to the dynamics of a growing economy,
less educated persons may become less well off in competing with
the more educated persons. If this were not true, there would be a
part of these allocative benefits that should be treated as one of the
soci.al benefits of education. In closing, the point with which I started

this paragraph rests squarely on the concept that students behave as
economic firms.

The validity of the underlying assumption of this

concept implies .an hypothesis that awaits more complete testing.
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